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Introduction
Middle Passage Studies and the Birth  
of Slavery at Sea

In a 1734 published account, British seaman William Snelgrave detailed his ex-
periences while employed in the african slave trade. During his stay at Jaqueen, 
west of  Benin in the Gold Coast region, a linguist brought him two black 
females for purchase, requesting that he “not let them be redeemed by any one 
that should offer to do it.”1 Snelgrave obliged the proposal and inspected both 
women, estimating one was “fifty, and the other about twenty years old.” vari-
ables he used to calculate the bondwomen’s ages go unrecorded, although his 
estimations hinged on their displayed bodies—namely, their capacity for future 
childbearing. During initial assessments he determined the older female “was 
past her labour” and, as he declared, “not for my purpose.” He chose instead 
to buy the younger female, believing she offered greater long-term productive 
and reproductive value. Snelgrave’s refusal of the older captive prompted an 
immediate reaction from the interpreter: “It would highly oblige the King” 
that he purchase both females. yet Snelgrave suspected that the coastal men 
“made use of the Kings Name, to get rid of an old Woman,” leading him to 
cease negotiations.
 Shortly after the failed proposition, Snelgrave gained insight into the cir-
cumstances surrounding the rejected older woman.2 Disappointed with the 
female’s inability to secure a buyer, the ruler’s aide “ordered her to be destroyed” 
through forcible death. “the Woman’s Hands being tied behind her, and her 
Feet across,” several designated men put her “into the Cannoe, and carried [her] 
off  about half  a Mile from the Shore.” they steered into deeper waters, casting 
the enslaved woman overboard, after which they witnessed some “voracious 
Fishes” begin to “tear her to pieces in an instant.” Her seaborne execution 
reaffirmed racial and cultural biases that Snelgrave harbored against africans 
given what he characterized as “the Barbarity of those people.” the next day, 
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however, he received a letter from his chief  mate explaining that instead of 
falling victim to the jaws of traveling sharks, “the Woman was on board our 
Ship.”
 traveling back from the coast, one of Snelgrave’s officers “spied something 
floating on the Sea” alerting his attention. “[He] perceived [it] to be a human 
Body lying on its back,” seeing the mysterious individual “now and then spurt-
ing Water out at the Mouth.” realizing the person “was still living, he ordered 
[it] to be taken into the Boat” and out of the water beneath. Several crewmen 
moved the female into the dinghy, untied the rope restricting her movement, 
and “chafed her limbs, and rolled her Body about” until she successfully 
“discharged a good quantity of  salt Water out of  her Mouth.” the sailors, 
unaware of  the death sentence imposed on shore, remained perplexed with 
how “she had escaped the Sharks” routinely pervasive within open seawaters. 
the bondwoman’s escape, facilitated by his own crew, forced Snelgrave to grow 
apprehensive “if  the King of Dahome’ should come to know” about her near 
missed tragedy.3 He immediately ordered his first mate “to charge our People 
to keep the thing secret.” after concluding affairs on shore, Snelgrave rejoined 
the vessel, conducted an immediate body examination to locate any lingering 
injuries or ailments, and, more critically, he probed how the bondwoman be-
came enslaved. relying on an interpreter, he queried her relationship with the 
local ruler, to which she responded that “she would never confess the reason 
of the King’s displeasure against her.” Soon after, the unnamed captive altered 
her story, declaring “she knew not that she had in any respect offended him.” 
Still unclear is whether this captive was unaware of committing any previous 
wrongdoing or if  her response was perhaps a protective measure used in lieu 
of possibly facing her accusers. the interpreter, fully cognizant of the prevail-
ing circumstances, shared with Snelgrave that the female’s removal “was on 
account of her assisting some of the King’s Women in their amours.”4

 Snelgrave remained uncertain about the bondwoman’s movement into 
slavery, yet his curiosity did not hinder him from capitalizing on her unex-
pected inclusion as part of the ship’s cargo. the crew maintained secrecy of 
her stowage, confining her within the hold and forcing her to journey across 
the atlantic, leaving untold the experiences she endured and bore witness to 
on ship. Once docked overseas, this female captive, formerly cast and treated 
as worthless, was sold to an acquaintance of Snelgrave in antigua. Bartered, 
sold, and exiled into a foreign space, she, much like scores of other slaves, never 
gained an opportunity to share her personal testimony of captivity. Histori-
cal details illuminating who this victim was, her life in africa, the experiences 
she endured at sea, negotiations conducted for her overseas sale, or even how 
and if  she survived enslavement in an unfamiliar environment are unrecorded. 
the fate of  the younger female offered with the transported bondwoman is 
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also obscured. What was the relationship of these two females? How long and 
with how many slave traders were they marketed? Did the king’s aide impose 
the bondwoman’s sentence, or was the operation perhaps a sole endeavor in-
stigated by the linguist? Why was her execution left to be carried out at sea as 
opposed to on land? Direct evidence explaining what landed either of these 
women into slavery, along with the range of personal sufferings they endured 
is veiled. their story, however, provides a glimpse into the unpredictable and 
often dangerous environments that slaves and sailors confronted. at the same 
time, invocation of these unnamed females, whose lives were tragically altered 
through the financial decisions of others, invites us to reckon more closely with 
complex factors of age, gender, value, and disposability of the black body amid 
the legal trade and traffic of people as commercial goods.

* * *

 Historians have long been interested in the containment of  black bodies 
and how freedom struggles inform dynamics between slaves and slaveholders. 
tracing the movement of bondpeople in, out, and through the watery space of 
the atlantic Ocean, this book explores the social conditions and human costs 
embedded in the world of maritime slavery. It does not compare plantations 
with slave ships or attempt to suggest any spatial hierarchies of trauma. Instead 
it broadens the gaze of captivity toward the interior and rather contentious 
seaborne spaces occupied by bondpeople, surgeons, and sailors. Cargo ships are 
not often studied as central sites of slavery. However, this book aims to show 
how the Middle Passage comprised a violently unregulated process critically 
foundational to the institution of bondage that interlinked slaving voyages and 
plantation societies.
 a wealth of studies centered on plantations and slave communities continue 
to flourish in exposing the intricacies of domestic slavery across the atlantic 
world. yet the fundamental nature of shipboard captivity and its many terrors 
still has not been fully interrogated. For more than a century, beginning with 
W.e.B. Du Bois’s seminal 1896 work, The Suppression of the African Slave Trade 
to the United States of America, 1638–1870, early slave trade scholars who fol-
lowed explored the social and economic histories contained in the commercial 
traffic of bondpeople out of africa, to which eric Williams, Walter rodney, 
lorenzo Greene, Darold Wax, Daniel Mannix, and Malcolm Cowley, among a 
host of other historians, collectively expanded the intellectual scope of the slave 
trade in profound ways.5 Philip D. Curtin’s 1969 publication of The Atlantic 
Slave Trade: A Census sparked the most momentous redirection in slave trade 
scholarship. relying on statistical models to quantify the movement of slaves 
out of  africa and into the americas—infamously known as “the numbers 
game”—Curtin estimated that eleven million africans were displaced across 
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slave societies. the number-centered methodology, while useful, comprised the 
most dominant approach in slave trade historiography for over five decades.6

 Quantifying slaving voyages and bondpeople is the most primary method 
for accessing the slave trading past, evident in the ongoing and rather excit-
ing expansion of  the trans-atlantic Slave trade Database.7 In an attempt 
to recover the wooden world of  slave ships and the personal narratives lost 
behind the numbers, a small yet growing body of scholarship—which I refer 
to as “Middle Passage studies”—has begun to deepen the analysis of slavery 
by recentering the forcible sale and oceanic transport of african captives into 
the New World. therein, Middle Passage studies within this book gives birth 
to a world of  intellectual expansion still unseen in the historiography that 
poses more invasive new questions to extract the deeper and more painfully 
violent narratives of slave trading during the legal slave trading period.8 Marcus 
rediker and Stephanie Smallwood produced pathbreaking works examining 
the magnitude of the Middle Passage as symbiotic to slave societies and the 
modern world. rediker unravels the series of  multifaceted human dramas 
involving crewmen, slaves, and abolitionists to argue that slaving voyages dev-
astated the lives of purchased captives while slave ships became the primary 
instrument fueling globalization and capitalism. Whereas Smallwood frames 
the slave trade through the intricate process of commodification into which 
bondpeople were cast on different sides of the atlantic, astutely revealing that 
“[t]he most powerful instrument locking captives in as commodities for atlantic 
trade was the culture of the market itself.”9 Seeing a pressing need for a more 
engaged treatment of seafarers within the slaving industry, emma Christopher 
chronicles the complex lives of slave ship sailors to forge much greater insight 
into the meanings of whiteness, power, and the fragility of their own freedom 
as laborers within histories and memories of the slave trade.10 eric taylor, on 
the other hand, traces an incredible number of ship revolts to show how these 
resistive measures comprised the most contentious interactions between crew-
men and adult black males on slaving voyages.11

 this book builds on the momentum of scholarship moving the Middle Pas-
sage from the periphery to consider how slavery functioned outside the locus of 
plantations. looking beyond crowded cities, distant farms, murky swamps, and 
mountainous regions, it constructs a historical cultural womb of consciousness 
fueled by a commercial industry anchored on terror. Going further, it introduces 
the concept of “slavery at sea” into the lexicon of studies of slaving voyages, 
and makes meaning of the process. Doing so, this study examines the Middle 
Passage and, more importantly, the social space of ships and the ocean as epi-
centers in the making and unmaking of transported slaves. the atlantic slave 
trade and, more specifically, the oceanic transport of african captives served as 
the lifeline of the evolving New World economy, based largely upon the labor 
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of enslaved populations. these variegated seaborne pathways operated as the 
primary isolated channel through which bondpeople arrived into the ameri-
cas. How do we best frame, define, and make meaning of the Middle Passage 
to better understand its central importance in the cycle of  atlantic slavery? 
Slavery at Sea departs from most studies by integrating questions that probe 
the spectrum of human bondage through a multifocal lens extended toward 
sex, terror, the body, illness, and death. Delving even deeper, Middle Passage 
studies here interlinks the land and the sea by giving historical treatment to the 
scores of people directly affected by the fire of global financial interest ignited 
for slave labor. left undefined and disjointed from atlantic slave societies, 
the slave ship experience is remembered as a colorful mark in the triangular 
mapping of trade routes of goods, a chapter in history, an event, or at best a 
short trip that some slaves took. We therefore know far less about what power 
looked like up close and personal amid the trade and traffic of the most highly 
demanded eighteenth-century atlantic good—african people—with consider-
ably minimal attention to the gendered nature of this violent enterprise as well 
as the deeply painful legacies of loss and degradation permanently steeped in 
the memories of those made slaves and carried into the americas.
 Slavery is routinely understood through the prism of  workplaces, fields, 
households, and landed sites of exploitation hinged upon the production of 
labor. Boundaries and the manipulation of space(s) continue to generate schol-
arly interest; however, the atlantic Ocean remains tangential and largely invis-
ible to these conversations.12 viewing these far-reaching oceanic bodies of water 
as more than highways and routes for the transport of goods, both human and 
material, this book widens the optic to include and recast the sea as a viable 
and transformative space of history. the atlantic Ocean was more than just a 
space; it became an agent that imposed significant impact on people, further 
bridging the relationship of  man and the sea.13 as crewmen manned ships 
traveling into and between distant locales, the sea became a constant “zone of 
death.”14 the ocean was not just where the story of slavery transpired as black 
bodies were ferried beyond coastal ways and into unknown lands, but as this 
book reveals, it also became a central conduit for how bondage unfolded and 
consequentially devastated lives. Slave vessels were intimately private spaces, 
public only to those aboard. yet the sea represented an important open arena 
of struggle for power and agency as captives jumped to their deaths and sailors 
flung slaves overboard knowing about, and in many respects relying upon, the 
presence of sharks and other dangerous sea creatures lurking beneath.15

 Deepening our understanding of the Middle Passage as an embodied and 
far-reaching experience, Slavery at Sea historically traces it as a tangible experi-
ence of bondpeople rather than a cultural artifact of the african Diaspora. the 
atlantic slave trade serves as the most iconic marker of struggle, oppression, 
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unity, strength, and perseverance in the african Diaspora, but it is never thor-
oughly engaged for what really happened. as such, this horrific period in time 
continues unchallenged, untouched, and thus left as a bloodied yet sanitized 
chapter in global history. the Middle Passage likewise has long occupied an 
enduring focal point of diasporic cultural memory, evidenced by nations, poets, 
historians, and literary scholars who rely heavily on the symbolic nature of the 
slave trade as a useful departure for discussion of cultural idioms and emerg-
ing political ideologies that took shape within and beyond antebellum slavery. 
as such, imaginations of  the slave ship experience continue to be invoked, 
redefined, and broadened to fit this middle ground of history, although often 
extending far from its conceptual origin. the pooling of distant monies for 
the buying and selling of black bodies set into motion an economy of violence 
systematically fueled through tightened entrepreneurial networks that proved 
enormously assistive in distribution needs. What was this system, and, more 
germane to this study, what were the human costs and consequences of these 
financial decisions?
 to better understand the financial roots deeply tied to the massive traffic of 
black bodies for capital gain, the transatlantic slave trade is historically framed 
within this book as an industry and thus an institutional system that facilitated 
successful operation of the “human manufacturing process.” Manufacturing 
processes are fundamentally understood as the mass production of goods that 
are (1) put together, (2) packaged, (3) delivered, and (3) sold. applying this same 
formulaic understanding to examination of the slave trade and its four-century-
long operation more concretely centers how this intercontinental enterprise 
contributed to the construction of a black labor force and the calculated terrain 
of brutal experiences bondpeople confronted prior to their landed displacement 
into the americas. this process, which every slave endured, was operational-
ized through woven threads of power, exploit, and deprivation maintained by 
slave ship workers. therein, within the sequential process of  slavery at sea, 
captives faced and were refined, or rather manufactured, through three key 
phases: warehousing, transport, and delivery. From this socioeconomic lens, 
the movement of  money—investment in ships and ship building materials; 
wages; and other financial incentives used to entice and employ captains and 
crews, inland capturers, coastal traders, and surgeons—served as initial down 
payments. Collectively the process financed and thus sponsored a global vortex 
of  trade and terror internationally linked between europe, africa, the Ca-
ribbean, and the americas not only through its laborers but most especially 
through the transport of human goods contained at its core and demanded 
by diverse atlantic customers. By keeping the gaze upon merchants, investors, 
and currency, the many global laborers physically tasked with fulfilling these 
envisioned dreams of slave trading wealth remain trivialized along with the 
power these key players personally exacted in the lives of bondpeople.
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 Slavery at Sea centers the terrain of political struggle not only on oceangoing 
ships but also on the diverse and vulnerable bodies of captives continuously 
unmade by their transporters and the human manufacturing process. the hos-
tile management of slaves is regularly associated with planters, overseers, slave 
drivers, and patrols; however, the production of black laborers was far from a 
land-based phenomenon. It is not enough to say that africans were captured, 
transformed into commodities, shipped out of africa, sold to interested buyers, 
and turned into slaves once moved into plantations. the human manufacturing 
process and, more importantly, the interior holds of merchant ships served as 
vital sites of power sailors used to dehumanize captives, enforce dependency, 
inflict pain, establish authority, and prohibit any sense of control over one’s 
personal life in the near and far future. this level of mistreatment under the 
guise of refinement closely mirrored the tactic of what is known to many as 
“seasoning,” a brutal yearlong intensive process routinely understood through-
out the West Indies to enforce bondpeople’s rapid adjustment to plantation 
slavery.16 However, unbound by labor outputs and any immediate land-based 
laws of social order at sea, the totalizing of slavery began much earlier at the 
hands of slave ship workers through terror-centric means unimagined on land.
 Sailors relentlessly unmade bondpeople’s bodies through physical, emo-
tional, and psychological conditioning, making intimately clear the dynamics 
of power.17 exploring the cyclical assaults on slaves’ personhood uncovers the 
politics of the making and unmaking of black bodies for the first time, show-
ing more holistically how men, women, the sick, weak, and unborn became 
paradigmatic to this foundational moment of conquest and debasement. this 
process of  unmaking, which no captive was able to circumvent once forced 
into the slaving industry, produced a dramatic climate of terror in the world 
of slavery at sea that resulted in mental disorientation, familial and communal 
separation, malnourishment, lack of sanitation and cleanliness, severe isola-
tion, debilitating diseases, miscarriages, sexual abuse, psychological instability, 
and bearing witness to physical violence committed against kin and shipmates. 
equally salient to the slaving process was the refinement of  manufactured 
slaves that it created. to be sure, testimonies that follow expose how slaves 
were broken and unmade through the relentless veins of violence anchored at 
its maritime core; doing so lays bare the formative and permanent stripping 
of their freedom. Carrying these deep psychological scars on land once im-
ported overseas, the effects of the Middle Passage filtered within and beyond 
the ocean, irrevocably transforming bondpeople’s lives as well as the societies 
and communities into which they were imported. One cannot make sense of 
the behaviors widespread throughout atlantic slave societies—reproductive 
agency, maroonage, resistance to familial separation, suicide, violent rebellions, 
or even poisoning—without examining how these insubordinate patterns took 
shape through early manifestation at sea.
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 enslaved africans were the primary commodities of the slave trade; how-
ever, narratives of terror and strife as well as the types of people directly and 
personally affected by oceanic transport are largely unknown as intimate voices 
of  the slave trade.18 this book unveils multitudes of  slaves whose stories of 
sorrow, saga, and triumph remain untold and thus unfamiliar to many. Dra-
matic scenes of degradation widespread on slave ships included more victims 
than adult black men, typically cast as representatives of all slaves purchased 
and sold to foreign buyers. the counting of  bodies leaves silent the deeper 
interrogation of how gender informed the treatment of all transported slaves. 
as such, the metanarrative of  black men, or rather the privileging of  black 
masculinity within histories of  the slave trade, symbolically confines black 
women and girls to plantations, marking slave ships as untraditional spaces 
where bonded females are rarely found, unexplored, forgotten, and therefore 
left out of  the central story. Gendering the history of  the slave trade solely 
through women’s experiences still does not fully encapsulate the sufferings of 
the sold and unprotected. By “mining the forgotten,” this book reconfigures a 
much larger human spectrum intentionally more inclusive of girls, boys, nurs-
ing mothers, infants, teenagers, elderly males and females, the diseased, as well 
as disabled slaves, similarly purchased and boarded on ships alongside healthy 
adult males.19 the human stories of slavery at sea included more than just slaves, 
extending further to employed slave trade workers. Widening the gaze to center 
the violent entanglement of slaves, sailors, and surgeons holistically on ships 
and showing more of the overlooked, forgotten, and the many unremembered 
whose lives help to fully humanize the histories of slavery’s horrors.
 as slave transporters and working-class laborers of the sea, sailors served the 
most fundamental role in the transoceanic history of the slave trade, granting 
buyers access and furthering slave economies through the constant import of 
black bodies. Without them the commerce of african captives and exploitation 
of labor-based profit could not have transpired. the grueling labor and con-
stant exposure of mariners’ own lives to the unending risks of slaving allowed 
for the continuation of this global enterprise. Much like plantation overseers, 
the contributions of sailors to slavery remains relegated within the obscured 
margins and footnotes of history. therefore, I remain especially indebted to 
the work of emma Christopher, Marcus rediker, and Jeffrey Bolster for the 
valuable insight they provide to better explore the largely invisible world of 
sailors and shipping.20 the inner lives of seafarers are most times inaccessible 
due to the predominance of  illiteracy, but also due to the construction of 
narratives that silence the labor that seamen performed in the movement and 
brutal management of bondpeople.

* * *
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 the forced mobility of slaves is often cast and claimed as solely a part of 
african american history, yet the reliance on and allocation of  terrorizing 
violence for the sake of economic gain spanned more than four centuries and 
included a multiplicity of nations. the stories that follow emerge from the an-
nals of the British and american slave trade during the peak and final century 
of the legal slave trading period of the eighteenth century, making what some 
would cast as simply a British atlantic story. to be sure, the transoceanic move-
ment of slaves superseded all national and landed boundaries, marking it as 
a painful and rather shameful aspect of history that many nations, countries, 
and states seldom choose to commemorate. this book does not intimately 
detail commercialized networks of slave trading in Central and latin america, 
nor does it recount the forcible movement of slaves transported through the 
Indian Ocean or sub-Saharan networks. When carefully read through the lens 
of terror, however, parallels persist in the patterns of captivity and the relent-
less quest for power and wealth that put a premium on the atlantic import 
of  exploitable healthy black bodies at any human cost. Disaggregating the 
Middle Passage from an isolated event, but instead as an intricate part of  a 
massively global human manufacturing process predicated on a continuum of 
abuses that every bondperson forced to chart the atlantic confronted, it com-
plicates the history more directly to account for diversity across gender, age, 
health, and the multiplicity of sufferings. Doing so reaffirms that not all slaves 
endured the transatlantic passage in the same way. By delving into the often 
volatile maritime world when the legal slave trade operated as a fashionable 
way of traffic, Slavery at Sea provides a more textured understanding of how 
human power, human pain, and economic greed enacted cycles of tragedies 
that spanned centuries, memory, time, and space.
 entrepreneurial ventures based upon african human capital served as crucial 
components to the evolving institution of slavery taking shape across the Carib-
bean and the americas. the seventeenth century witnessed a gradual increase of 
involvement, particularly for the British, as merchants pooled resources to cre-
ate joint stock companies—the royal african Company, the Dutch West Indies 
Company, and the French Guinea Company—setting government-sanctioned 
monopolies into motion. yet this period constituted a mere testing ground for 
slave sales. the eighteenth century bore witness to a dramatic transformation 
in commercial slavery across the atlantic that created a spiraling intensifica-
tion for african laborers. this explosion of interest resulted in the shipment 
of men, women, and children that underwent a quantum leap in numbers with 
more than six million captives being deposited into various atlantic ports and 
slave societies.21 During the opening decades of the century, charter companies 
proved ill equipped to fulfill the vast demand for bondpeople amid the decline 
of monopolistic control. as such, the downfall of monopolies and loss of trade 
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control to a growing base of private traders meant the slave trade operated as 
the least regulated branch of commercial interests until its legal demise in the 
nineteenth century.22 Merchants, brokers, and planters throughout the atlantic 
world, including rio de Janeiro, New Orleans, antigua, South Carolina, Costa 
rica, Barbados, virginia, and St. thomas, among many others, constituted the 
human web of commerce openly invested in the export and import of black 
bodies.
 the main actors of  Slavery at Sea are those who physically traveled the 
dangerous pathways of the sea—sailors, captives, and surgeons. By viewing the 
waterways as seminal spaces where history was made and slaves were produced, 
we can generate new questions of traditional sources. Surviving slave trade rec-
ords are most times disjointed, fragmented, scattered, and disparate at best as 
they evoke greater violence on the lives and suffering of bondpeople through 
the omissions, silences, and limited access to their personal stories.23 to say 
that the continuation of the atlantic slave trade inscribed a bloodied mark of 
mistreatment in human history is by no means novel. Within this book I attempt 
to provide a sensitive and comprehensive understanding of the operation of 
unabated power, deprivation, and violent exploit through the Middle Passage. 
the primary sources used for this study are grouped into four broad categories, 
which I label personal, professional, financial, and public. I have done a careful 
reading of an array of records to pose an entirely new set of critical questions 
and provoke an uncomfortably closer gaze into the continuum of torture, abuse, 
and survival that bound slaves and sailors together on ships.
 Personal sources of the slave trade, including diaries and published accounts, 
offer an uncanny engagement with the varied thoughts and observations of 
seamen and surgeons. Illiteracy was widespread among working-class seafarers, 
therefore discovery of a diary maintained by a slave ship sailor is an incredibly 
rare find. the notion of inscribing one’s innermost thoughts without restric-
tion into an object protected and locked away has significance in the depth 
of personal reflection the writer shares. a seaman’s diary offers an intimately 
unfiltered gaze on the self, sea, and boarded slaves, although it contains far 
fewer details than historians would hope for in extrapolating greater details 
on the oceanic slaving process. the fleeting, almost subtle, commentaries on 
marine life regarding shipboard duties, fishing and food supply, weather pat-
terns, and any insubordinate behaviors that slaves acted out during the passage 
have proven useful to this study. In much the same way, accounts that ship 
captains and surgeons published respectively helped to extend a deeper gaze 
into the process of coastal trade conducted with local african rulers; the types 
of slaves offered, bought, and refused; along with addressing the more com-
mon aspects of life on a slave ship, including sexual assaults and the violent 
deaths of slaves. Widespread publication and construction of these narratives 
emerged for reasons many times unknown. Providing the literate world access 
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to the business and fatal dangers of the slaving industry, these recollections 
comprise permanent records that shape where, how, and if  certain details of 
the trade are revealed or instead withheld.
 Correspondences exchanged between the many men employed as profes-
sionals throughout the trade—merchants, brokers, and surgeons—make up 
the professional sources used in this book. the roles that many of these people 
served were vastly different; however, their future reputations and social status 
hinged upon particular slaving needs and concerns carefully described in hand-
written letters. as the primary investors, merchants orchestrated the trade from 
afar by employing, and thereby entrusting, sea captains and their crew with full 
control in securing the most ideal slaves to generate lucrative profits overseas. 
although they relied on the personal choices and decisions that sailors made in 
completing a slaving voyage, these entrepreneurs expressed specific commands 
on a ship crew’s behaviors, specified slave preferences, and outlined the methods 
of necessary treatment and management of purchased captives. More than mere 
words, their demands legitimized a foundation of behaviors influential with how 
sailors transformed and thus broke bondpeople down through violence, separa-
tion, and extreme deprivation for frugal business purposes. another category of 
professional sources equally germane to this project are the letters that various 
brokers from locally respected slave trading firms wrote. these men were tasked 
with marketing ships’ arrivals and gathering crowds for auction sales, yet they 
also reported on the current progress of the trade, which is useful in tracing 
the social and financial value of slaves carried into port, sold and unsold. We 
therefore gain a better sense of the constant movement of ships and slaves. the 
cursory attention these sources call to bondpeople’s bodies enables a bifocal-like 
gaze on their health—physical and psychological—while intimating how the 
terrorizing traumas of slavery at sea manifested in the behaviors of captives 
during market inspections and shoreline sales.
 Slave ship surgeons similarly penned letters beneficial in uncovering details 
of  the Middle Passage. amid reports of  personal tensions and abuses con-
fronted with sea captains, these correspondences reveal the internal dynamics of 
shipboard authority relative to insurrections, the disciplining of slaves, dietary 
practices, medical outbreaks, and explanations of other human losses faced 
during a ship’s passage. to gain greater access to the medical stories of slavery 
at sea, these letters are viewed alongside medical logs, a series of mortality lists, 
and a range of eighteenth-century medical literature. Surviving medical logs 
portray captives’ treatment on slave ships through daily entries remarking on 
sickness, medical pain, and death as well as curative methods, including food 
and drinks, used to attempt to recover the health of ailing slaves. the listings 
of deaths that British surgeons were required to submit at the conclusion of a 
slaving voyage are valuable in foregrounding the range of illnesses and other 
ways bondpeople died on slaving voyages. these observations reaffirm that 
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death pervaded slave ships not only through revolts but also through untreat-
able diseases, psychological shock, gynecological concerns, and suicidal means. 
reading these slave trade records in tandem with eighteenth-century medical 
literature—books, pamphlets, and dissertations—I employ a nuanced approach 
to speculatively reconstruct how bondpeople perished from a range of con-
tagious, debilitating, and deadly illnesses by examining shipboard diseases in 
conjunction with bodily symptoms and modes of treatment frequently used 
on land during this period of human trafficking.
 Financial sources provide more than crude and cold numbers used to assess 
a bondperson’s value and success in distant market sales. Ship logs and ship 
manifests form a crucial component of records that merchants required to bet-
ter reflect on their expenses and strategies for future involvement in the trade. 
these dual sources enable us to look beyond prices and the circulation of mon-
ies to extract daily insights into how sailors attempted to preserve and manage 
boarded slaves. through these queries we gain additional evidence on illness, 
insubordinate slaves, and the use of shipboard surveillance and violence. Cargo 
receipts and account sales likewise permit scholars to gain sustained exposure 
to a vast array of captives, including nursing women, infants, and elderly bond-
women forced into the trade. even more than the incredible opportunities to 
tease out gender and age, brief notes that invoke sickness, blemishes, and miss-
ing limbs among newly imported captives enable a more textured depiction of 
slaves’ bodies. We may not always have visual descriptions of how they entered 
the trade; however, the representation of their bodies—enfeebled, weakened, 
and many times traumatized—allows us the rare opportunity to interrogate 
their physical condition as they arrived into port. therein, within this study 
the body is read as a text to better understand the tangible effects of slavery at 
sea. Doing so permits greater access to the different types of captives, family 
dynamics, illnesses, and body structures. It also encourages a reassessment of 
the meaning of “prime slaves” given the presence of “refuse slaves,” a category 
that included the young, very old, diseased, and disabled. those deemed un-
desirable for laboring needs were unable to be sent back to africa; therefore, 
their representation in auction sales nudges close consideration into how the 
influx of newly arriving slaves—both prime and refuse slaves—were treated 
and became absorbed into local communities of slaves and slaveholders.
 the primary base of records incorporated throughout this book includes 
two sets of public sources: newspapers and the curiously underutilized volume 
of testimonies given before the British House of Commons during the closing 
decade of the eighteenth century by a broad range of slave trade actors. as 
sailors traveled in and out of different seaports, they recounted details of vio-
lent dangers common in the african slave trade that circulated throughout the 
pages of local and international newspapers. While many times sensationalizing 
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details to arouse sympathy toward the losses of white men, these stories pro-
vide distant, unfamiliar, and mere sketches of shipboard rebellions and deaths 
confronted by captives and their guards. the most extensive source used to 
penetrate the experiential and sensory experiences generally unknown on slave 
ships lies in the scores of people, intricately familiar and many times central to 
the trade as active participants, who gave testimonies within the legal arena of 
courts. Scribbled notes that many of them jotted down and gathered together 
to assist in their public reflections are not as easy to locate; however, through 
the recalled memories of former slave trade participants, the questions asked 
and themes addressed become more expansive. the woven tapestry of narra-
tives that emerged facilitate an in-depth exposure to the treatment of the aged 
and refused, violent marking of slaves, variations of suicide, mistreatment of 
children, moments of psychological breakdowns, funerary practices on slave 
ships, dietary habits, ship toxicity, the birthing of slaves, musical expressions 
of sorrow, as well as the drastically emotional process of separation through 
slave auctions. anchored within the power of  these testimonies—public or 
private—is not only the freedom that many who testified shared in never hav-
ing to account for devastating lives while growing the wealth of  others but 
also the crucial choices and calculations intricately bound to the performance 
of remembering and disremembering events, people, and moments of violent 
eruptions in which sailors and surgeons served as witnesses and participants.
 throughout these compiled sources, the various individuals who through 
their employed participation placed themselves as both subjects and narrators 
of an active slaving past become more present. transmitting often murky de-
tails, they constructed narratives, perpetuated silences, and provided insight and 
biases on distant places and foreign people. although fraught with inconsisten-
cies, embellishments, and ethnic and racial stereotyping, these varied archival 
sources provide fertile opportunities to widen the spectrum of  bondage to 
include the world of slavery at sea. Jamaica Kincaid’s critique of colonialism 
in constructing narratives of oppressed people within the Caribbean in many 
ways parallels the retelling of  the history of  the transatlantic crossing. She 
questions, “For isn’t it odd that the only language I have in which to speak 
of this crime is the language of the criminal who committed the crime? and 
what can that really mean? For the language of the criminal can contain only 
the goodness of the criminal’s deed. the language of the criminal can explain 
and express the deed only from the criminal’s point of view. It cannot explain 
the horror of the deed, the injustice of the deed, the agony, the humiliation 
inflicted on me.”24

 Historians are bound to the testimonies, memories, and selected narratives 
put forth by the very individuals who determined captives’ financial and social 
value while violently imposing the boundaries of life and death within which 
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slaves were held. the voices of  those enslaved therefore do not always exist 
where we would like. We instead gain momentary access to their bondage 
through their bodies, behaviors, and other characteristics that slave traders 
chose to record. Often renamed as mere units of sale, bondpeople were dehu-
manized, violently marked, and permanently remembered according to the 
numbers designating their inclusion among a vessel cargo, being renamed “No. 
26,” “No. 58,” “No. 2,” or by any other shrewd calculative tactic used to define, 
mark, and keep record of all stowed ship goods, including bondpeople. Once 
transported, delivered, and sold to awaiting buyers, the import of men, women, 
children, the elderly, disabled, and diseased—unable to be sent back—came to 
represent the backbone of slavery across the americas. viewing them only in 
terms of the skills they possessed and the labor and wealth that buyers believed 
they could generate from their bodies, we miss the opportunity to engage and 
understand the terrorizing process of transport bondpeople confronted and, 
more precisely, how they arrived broken and unmade. Ship commanders and 
their crews decided how best to constrain, manage, and treat valuable black 
bodies, whereas consumers across the americas engaged in the bidding and 
buying process. these same buyers, lured by the coming of new laborers and 
dreams of unforeseen wealth, were unable and unwilling to see how the many 
injuries and scars—visible and invisible—that captives incurred through slav-
ery at sea were sponsored and thus fueled by their own money and aggressive 
market demands.

* * *

 this book reconceptualizes the Middle Passage as central to the operation 
of the atlantic human manufacturing process. It traces the often unfamiliar 
world of slavery at sea from the point of capture through the massive import 
of bondpeople into distant slave societies. the first chapter, “Waves of Calam-
ity,” explores the transformation of human beings into chattel property amid 
business ventures conducted on the african side of the atlantic. It foregrounds 
the complicated system of racial and cultural biases, cooperation, and trickery 
acted out between african merchants, brokers, and foreign white sailors to 
show how such connections fueled an evolving commercial enterprise hinged 
upon the buying and selling of black bodies. these entrepreneurial pursuits 
produced an unstable environment that led to a range of brutally shrewd tactics 
used to forcibly move slaves into the domain of coastal sales, thereby initiating 
their entrance into the first phase of the human manufacturing process through 
capture and warehousing that soon followed. Ship captains and physicians 
scrutinized and sorted through countless bodies to fulfill distant demands in 
securing the prime slaves, therefore chapter 2, “Imagined Bodies,” analyzes 
the range of captives representative of the human merchandise made available 
to foreign buyers. employing a less traditional lens, this discussion highlights 
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critical factors of age, gender, health, and diverse bodily configurations repre-
sented among offered slaves. even more, it problematizes the idea that every 
bondperson generated exploitable value—financial or social—by widening the 
range to include the fate of the sold and unsold.
 Sea captains employed precautionary measures to secure the most viable 
captives, yet chapter 3, “Healthy Desires, toxic realities,” moves into the sec-
ond phase of the human manufacturing process—transport—that bondpeople 
entered once sold into West african markets. this chapter reveals the landscape 
of unhealthy conditions bondpeople faced while locked within the bowels of 
slave vessels. Many captives boarded ships already distressed by intense starva-
tion and the trauma of bondage. Going further, the discussion points to the 
nutrient-deprived sea diets, lack of cleanliness, and dangerous weather patterns, 
all of which jeopardized the health of boarded slaves and led to the continued 
erosion of their bodies. Crewmen relentlessly sought to exert complete con-
trol over the lives of slaves lodged within a vessel’s hold. Chapter 4, “Blood 
Memories,” addresses the violent legacies the Middle Passage ushered in by 
chronicling open battles and the counter-resistive measures that sailors used 
against bondpeople. the mere threat of armed slaves played upon racialized 
fears while tearing away the veneer of  control mariners imagined over their 
captives. violence on ships comprised more than rebellions and black male 
insurgents. this chapter reinserts black women into these deadly interactions 
while sharpening the focus to reveal how drastically hostile ship behaviors 
manifested not only through physical combat but also through poisoning, 
sexual terror, abortion, and the murders of enslaved infants.
 Bondpeople regularly drew upon violence as an open mechanism to obtain 
their freedom. Chapter 5, “Battered Bodies, enfeebled Minds,” focuses on those 
females and males who did not engage in bloodied clashes, choosing instead to 
direct their personal struggles with alienation and mistreatment toward their 
own bodies through suicide. this chapter examines how bondpeople attempted 
to cope psychologically with the shock of enslavement. the varied physical 
and cultural behaviors some slaves acted out reveals how self-sabotage oper-
ated in the social spaces of ships and the sea. Fusing the importance of the 
psyche, violence, and the physical body, chapter 6, “the anatomy of Suffering,” 
examines how the cumulative effects of  slavery at sea affected bondpeople’s 
overall well-being, making them even more vulnerable to the specter of disease 
and mortality. Centering bodily pain and the physical decline some captives 
underwent within the socio-medical history of slaving voyages, it goes further 
to trace how sailors and surgeons sought to counter many of these medical 
outbreaks.
 the seventh chapter, “a tide of Bodies,” traces the import of slaves through 
the third and final phase of the atlantic human manufacturing process: product 
delivery. It does so by reconsidering the complexities of domestic slave markets 
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to analyze how slaves arrived into New World slave societies following their 
oceanic transport. Once imported and docked into distant seaports, the Middle 
Passage may have physically ended for bondpeople; however, the layered cycles 
of violence, deprivation, and death confronted at sea forced them to arrive pre-
conditioned by the terrorizing dynamics of shipboard captivity maintained by 
the various workers tasked with their transport and preservation. Broadening 
the categorical view of newly arrived africans beyond the general rubric of 
prime, young, male, and presumably healthy allows us to more fully consider 
the diversity of human commodities made available within eighteenth-century 
atlantic slave markets. this chapter therefore traces how factors such as gender, 
age, trauma, illness, and disabilities influenced local markets and in some case 
prompted planters to forgo final slave sales. Most would agree that the atlantic 
slave trade represented the largest forced migration of a group of people in 
recorded history. viewing slaving voyages merely through the lens of supply, 
demand, and the triangular movement of  goods bypasses the very process 
that not only landed africans into slave societies but also created a massive 
influx of diverse personalities, diseases, psychological traumas, and bruised and 
disabled black bodies imported into the atlantic plantation complex. taken 
together, this book shows the refinement and consequential effects imposed on 
captives through the human manufacturing process that magnified most aptly 
through slavery at sea. the stories of incredible suffering, pain, and resiliency 
that follow collectively remind that the Middle Passage was not about the final 
destination but rather the violent production of slaves through the journey.
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 1 Waves of Calamity

In 1770, at the age of thirteen, West african Quobna Ottobah Cugoano spent 
time visiting an uncle living near his home in agimague.1 While there he be-
friended “some of the children of my uncle’s hundreds of relations,” and oc-
casionally they ventured into surrounding areas to amuse themselves. “I refused 
to go with the rest,” Cugoano recalled one afternoon, being rather apprehensive 
that “something might happen to us” during their escapade. “you are afraid to 
venture your carcase,” a friend jeered. although concerned, Cugoano joined 
as they set out for their usual site in a nearby wooded area. However, this day 
proved far different than the rest. less than two hours into their recreation, 
“troubles began, when several [african] ruffians came upon us suddenly,” de-
manding that the children “committed a fault against their lord, and we must 
go and answer for it ourselves before him.” Cugoano and his friends “attempted 
in vain to run away, but pistols and cutlasses were soon introduced, threat-
ening, that if  we offered to stir we should all lie dead on the spot.” Obeying 
the deadly warning, the children were divided among the gathered men and 
transported away.
 During the evening following a perilous trek, the kidnapped band of captives 
were “separated into different houses with different people.” little did Cugoano 
know that this would be the last time he would see his former playmates. In-
quiring about their whereabouts the next day, his captors explained that they 
went “to the sea side to bring home some rum, guns and powder” for later use. 
“My hopes of returning home again were all over,” Cugoano concluded, and 
as sadness weighed heavier from the circumstances, he refused all offered food 
and drink. Unlike his friends, Cugoano was kept in the unfamiliar village six 
additional days. traveling to Cape Coast with a new abductor one morning, he 
observed that the man “carried a large bag with some gold dust” to allegedly 
help “buy some goods at the sea side to take with him to agimague.” as the two 
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neared the coast, Cugoano saw several white people interspersed throughout 
the crowds, which invoked an immediate anxiety “that they would eat me,” 
most likely influenced by circulating descriptions associating white foreigners 
with cannibalism.2 No matter the stories formerly heard, once on the shoreline 
he saw with his own eyes the consequences of financial greed manifested as 
he and his former playmates were divided, sold, and displaced, thereby join-
ing scores of other africans forced into the coastal-wide market of slave sales 
within West africa as buyable goods. “Many of my miserable countrymen,” 
Cugoano recalled seeing them “chained two and two, some handcuffed, and 
some with their hands tied behind.”
 amid transfer to a separate holding, Cugoano watched his transporter “take 
a gun, a piece of cloth, and some lead” off  his person, after which the man 
explained that he must leave Cugoano alone. “this made me cry bitterly,” 
Cugoano professed as he once again faced abandonment. yet his cries went 
unanswered. Several men moved him to a nearby prison, where he remained 
locked for three days until sold. “there was nothing to be heard but rattling 
of  chains, smacking of  whips, and the groans and cries of  our fellowmen.” 
records bury the day-to-day scenes of  degradation that Cugoano saw, felt, 
heard, touched, or even smelled during his confinement. Most evident to con-
temporary readers is that as the smolder of captivity ignited and other slaves 
became increasingly resistant, Cugoano feared his own life witnessing them 
“lashed and beat in the most horrible manner.”
 as a teenage captive, Cugoano’s anxieties of sensational violence expanded 
even further once he was sold onto a foreign ship. He tried soliciting help from 
other captives while lodged in the bowels beneath, but as he recollected, “I 
could find no good person to give any information of my situation to accasa 
at agimague.” Hearing unfamiliar languages, clarification or really any sort 
of communication proved impossible with his shipmates. the permanence of 
Cugoano’s displacement and the inability to find help grew in his mind, forcing 
him to reason, “I was thus lost to my dear indulgent parents and relations, and 
they to me.”3 His story offers a rare glimpse into the lived experience of the 
slave trade, firmly nudging the need to expand narratives of the Middle Passage 
beyond adult slaves. Kidnapped and propelled into bondage at a young age, 
Cugoano’s testimony makes more real the manipulatively violent tactics used to 
prey on everyday people, including teenagers and children, in providing a steady 
supply of bodies and cash flow while also exposing firsthand the intricate web 
of negotiations and shrewd deals used to solidify the fate of captured slaves, 
shifting them in, out, and through multiple hands actively fueling the slaving 
process.
 an unprecedented number of foreign traders poured into West africa during 
the eighteenth century, drawn by the pursuit of profit and willing to expand the 
base of partnerships forged in the commercial slaving enterprise. these ventures, 
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although risky both financially and physically, represented a critical aspect of 
overseas expansion as investors hired sailors, sending them across and into dis-
tant spaces for the procurement of slaves. the continuous and rather explosive 
rise of white buyers willing to exchange monies and seemingly luxurious goods 
for live black bodies ushered in an unstable period of vulnerability. Financial 
desires and laboring expectations were remotely envisioned yet locally mapped 
into and onto the lives of an incalculable many. as Cugoano’s story reveals, 
the systematic process of slaving relied upon a tightened network of diverse 
individuals whose business dealings facilitated entrepreneurial needs between 
arriving foreigners and local black slave traders. their long-term goals in the 
trafficking of people may have drastically differed; however, this intercontinental 
commercial enterprise relied on the routine use of brutality in constructing and 
supplying a massive black labor force. Moreover, negotiations made through 
these atlantic financial collaborations conveyed a perceived global entrepre-
neurial right anchored on the ability to amass wealth off the innocent lives of 
others as fully expressed through continuation of the Middle Passage.
 More than any customers, this chapter argues that foreign white traders may 
have come into a ready system of servitude already existent throughout West 
africa; they came as business partners in the human manufacturing process 
with a shared commercial vision that over time manifested in the evolution of 
race and chattel slavery. International interests, demand for particular slaves, 
and, most of all, ready money created a violently fragile environment within the 
fabric of many local and inland West african societies, making everyone ready 
targets, regardless of gender, age, class, or status. Scholars have made too little 
of the sequence of violence, the brutal patterns used to capture slaves—warfare, 
impromptu raids, and targeted attacks waged on individuals and families—that 
led to the displacement of  bondpeople across the atlantic. the future and 
continuous flow of  currency to and between inland capturers, african and 
mixed-race coastal men, and white traders hunting for sellable slaves made 
them immune to the daily distributions of violence. as such, their employed 
trade participation shattered most concerns about the gambling of strangers’ 
lives and permanent dismantling of families and communities, which they not 
only perpetuated but also financially benefited from.
 this chapter explores the first phase in the operation of the atlantic human 
manufacturing process—warehousing—showing how the coming of white slave 
traders solidified business ties linked to a continuum of unparalleled disruption 
that enacted relentless assaults on slaves’ lives, health, and bodies. the letters 
that merchants inscribed to ship captains prominently reveal the vulnerabilities 
and blatant expectations that investors held regarding crewmen’s behaviors, 
shipboard management, the complex sphere of business conducted with local 
african traders, and the necessary use of violent tactics on a ship’s passage. 
although they relied on the personal choices and decisions that sailors made 
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in completing a slaving voyage, these directives show more closely how distant 
financial dealings and local monies sanctioned a business plan anchored on 
terror. Beyond mere expressions of micromanagement, these handwritten letters 
functioned akin to contracts that legitimized the use of terrorizing behaviors 
and extreme deprivation in the commercial treatment of goods for frugal busi-
ness purposes. By obliging the norms of this entrenched social network and 
operative slaving system, this made much easier the process of trade for arriving 
commanders in their dealings with local rulers, future business relations, and 
the reign of terror used to gather and supply healthy live black bodies. therein, 
the conversations, movement of monies, employment of workers, and broker-
ing of deals—both actualized and imagined—began the initial unmaking of 
black lives. For the many bondpeople at the center, permanent exile into the 
slaving industry signaled the formative making of slaves into goods and their 
unmaking through the severance of freedom.

Ordered Desires

Merchants in distant corners of  the atlantic financed and orchestrated the 
economic pursuits of  slavery, indelibly shaping the future lives of  seamen, 
surgeons, and, most important, africans.4 as businessmen, many of  these 
individuals held certain expectations concerning their involvement in the risky 
business of slave trading and, most especially, preventing costly failures in the 
manufacturing process. english participants typically pooled their resources, 
“taking shares in a venture, buying or leasing a ship, and loading it with their 
own goods,” aiming to fully maximize potential opportunities for future slav-
ing wealth.5 their financial ties to the trade depended heavily on sailing vessels 
traveling to West africa and the crewmen employed to facilitate operation of 
these financial dreams. recognizing the uncertainty of profits and losses, some 
investors took shares in different slaving voyages to prevent massive deficits 
that might emerge from one single investment.6 they sought economic secu-
rity; however, many investors found that the sale of  black people became a 
substantial gamble with unpredictable outcomes.
 Heightened interests in gaining wealth through distant slaving activities 
enforced reliance on the labor and seafaring expertise that mariners held in the 
industries of trade and shipping.7 after securing investments and insurance 
from local entities, merchants located and sought the services of sea captains 
whom they entrusted to lead different voyages to West africa. lower wages 
coupled with innumerable dangers on and off  ship required crewmen to place 
their lives at constant risk, making work aboard slave vessels one of the least 
desired forms of employment. Unattractive in many respects, sailors found a 
constant supply of laboring opportunities within the maritime world of slav-
ing. through their employment they served as human conduits active in and 
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centrally responsible for slaves’ transport and preservation through the Middle 
Passage. Oceanic ventures fueled through the manufacturing of slaves required 
necessary interactions of hired captains to navigate and establish financial link-
ages with and to distant locales and differing populations of people aligned 
and interwoven as global workers in the pursuit of  profit expansion. this 
symbolized that once hired, the expectations and agreements involved implied 
willingly immersing themselves directly in the hazards of seafaring and slav-
ing at all costs. Most times historically unremembered as middlemen having 
little or no affect on bondpeople’s lives, slave ship sailors physically enabled 
the movement of money, goods, slaves, and vessels for their hierarchical tier 
of employers spread across the atlantic.
 Working relationships that financiers cultivated with ship commanders relied 
in large part on their shipping familiarity and personal connections to enable 
West african trade. Owners of the vessel Corsican Hero expressed to a hired 
captain, “you have been so often at affrica its needless to recommend particu-
lar care in the treatment & usage of your Slaves as its as much your Interest as 
Ours to bring a good & healthy Cargo—to Markett.”8 the vernon brothers, 
two rhode Island merchants, wrote similar instructions to thomas rogers of 
the sloop Wydaw. Once docked on the african coast, the vernons encouraged 
immediate disposal of goods carried from their home port to attract and entice 
more slave sales. Knowing rogers had “a general knowlidge of the affrican 
trade,” they declared their intentions were “not [to] attempt to give you any 
particular directions nor confine you” within any particular “strict order in that 
respect” of slave trading practices. Instead, rogers was permitted to “trade 
up & down y’e Coast,” but only “as long as you find profit.”9 Serving a critical 
role operating as middlemen within the vast trade network, ship commanders 
received orders that may have conveyed a sense of free rein over their coastal 
ventures. However, for financiers the primary motive centered on accumulation 
of wealth through the bartering of goods and negotiations for slaves.
 Well aware of the prevalence of alcoholism and the potential damages capa-
ble of drastically affecting a ship’s transport, some investors spoke out against 
practices of inhumane treatment. Sea captain John Duncan received instruc-
tions warning, “be carefull to keep up good harmony & agreement amongst 
your officers & crew” during coastal business endeavors.10 long voyages de-
manded from sailors a posture of  sustained cohesion with shared maritime 
duties and, most especially, representing themselves in a solidified fashion in the 
sight of boarded slaves. It was also not uncommon for commanders to receive 
instructions addressing matters of alcohol use and physical violence. Spirited 
drinks were common staples consumed at sea. Owners of the vessel Ranger gave 
Captain Spoors instructions encouraging “a little Brandy now and then may be 
very proper for the Seamen” during a ship’s passage, although reiterating, “tis 
not our meaning to encourage Drunkenness or inattention to the Duty of the 
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Ship.”11 Knowing the consequences of overindulgence and the loss of efficient 
oversight, commanders were encouraged to maintain complete order. During 
January 1783, Charles Wilson, master of the brig Madampookata, prepared 
to depart for the coast of angola. Prior to his travels, his liverpool financier, 
leyland, Penny and Co., advised, “you cannot too forcible impress on the 
minds of  your officers (who are unacquainted with the african trade) how 
necessary it is to establish among the Crew, a steady uniform discipline.” In the 
financier’s view, Wilson must “above all guard against Drunkenness,” because 
they often discovered it “is the source of every tumult disorders” aboard differ-
ent ships. to guard against such outbreaks, the company cautioned, “When you 
dispose of liquor to the Sailors, let it be only in small quantities at a time.”12 
Merchants etched correspondences detailing expectations of shipboard unity 
and careful handling of  transported captives, yet left unto themselves amid 
an isolating sea culture, slave ship captains and hired crews created societies 
governed by their own constructed rules and evolving laws of order.
 Unity among sailors was fundamental to the successful operation of any 
slaving endeavor. On July 2, 1787, financier robert Bostock addressed orders 
to Captain Peter reme insisting on the need for cohesion, instructing that he 
should “take Care to use your people with great Humanity,” and make sure 
“not to beat nor abuse them as you see many voyages over set by ill treatment 
[that] causes them to run away.” Strained relationships were a customary facet 
of sea life, emerging not only on the passage from africa but also during other 
legs of the infamous triangular route. Perhaps distressed by relentless patterns 
of uncivil shipboard behaviors, a year later Bostock became even more explicit 
in the orders of employed sailors. Once in command of the sloop Kite, Stephen 
Bowers received several conditions concerning his voyage to africa. “It is my 
particular request and desire,” Bostock explained, “that you treat your People 
with Great Humanity” while at sea. to achieve these demands, he commanded 
that Bowers “not beat nor abuse them,” or, as he added, “Suffer your Mate 
or Mates to do it but that you keep a proper order and Command” over the 
vessel’s crew.13 Sailors served an invaluable role helping to satisfy merchants’ 
overseas ventures, where any episodes of internal conflicts proved particularly 
damaging to their future lucrative desires. therefore, to warn against any such 
infractions, explicit orders were frequently circulated.

rules of engagement

Despite prevailing expectations merchants held in regulating sea captains 
traveling across the atlantic, business operated in a much different fashion 
once landed in West africa. Slave sales depended on the cooperation mari-
ners forged with local natives, regardless of  their geographic location. One of 
the most important tactics helpful in solidifying relations and establishing a 
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continuous coastal presence was the construction of  trading posts, including 
castles, forts, and factories.14 these physical sites varied in architecture and de-
sign, but together the resulting creations transformed the face of  coastal West 
africa, marking the evolutionary hold of  outside nations in local slave trad-
ing affairs. each individual site drastically altered the natural and communal 
surroundings, permanently marking a presence through social, physical, and 
cultural means. Bound by their own constructed walls, from the perspective 
of foreign traders the primary intention of these locales was to defend against 
outside enemies and natural elements, serve the needs of  their inhabitants, 
and protect their material and financial interests.15

 Unlike other parts of  the world, these physical spaces manufactured for 
trade and slaving have a long and rather complicated history within western 
africa. the Portuguese initiated construction of trading posts in 1482 with the 
erection of the castle São Jorge da Mina. Contemporarily known as elmina 
Castle, this historical structure was solely dominant over the trade until 1637, 
when the Dutch seized control, securing it as their headquarters until 1814. 
During the early part of the seventeenth century, one castle, two forts, and one 
factory were reportedly built in western africa as slaving interests continued 
to take shape. the middle part of this period, from 1646 to 1710, experienced 
the most significant increase in coastal alterations through construction of 
many of these sites. By the peak of the trade, posts were exchanged through 
several international hands resulting in two castles, twenty-two forts, and an 
incredible number of factories established during this fertile period.16

 Following the waning success of the royal african Company in the first two 
decades of the eighteenth century, private slave dealers created much more per-
sonalized transactions outside of company-imposed restrictions. the primary 
incentive guiding europeans’ arrival in africa was the procurement of slaves, 
although this depended greatly on observing necessary preliminary customs. 
relations forged with coastal africans served as one of the most fundamental 
aspects of the trade. Upon arrival, ship captains typically waded into designated 
locales, casting their anchors close to a mile offshore due to the difficulties of 
docking larger vessels directly on land.17 “as soon as the Natives perceive a ship 
on their Coast,” one trader reported, “they make a smoke on the Sea-shore, 
as a Signal for the ship to come to and anchor.”18 the presiding commander, 
once anchored along with one of his officers, traveled to the coast by a small 
boat to inform local slavers of their arrival in hopes of establishing preliminary 
negotiations.19 locating the local king or principal men associated with slaving 
affairs, they discussed their trade intentions in hopes of solidifying their own 
financial foothold.
 Word of the presence of white traders typically spread throughout shoreline 
communities. the establishment of good relations with local leaders and the 
allocation of gifts were critical to future slave sales; therefore, to better facilitate 
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the process of gaining trade approval, some captains invited kings aboard their 
vessels. Within some customary practices, “a day or two after” a ship’s port 
arrival into western africa, “the king comes on board in his canoe, with a band 
of music, to break trade, as it is called.” Practices varied considerably across 
the coast, but traditions frequently involved the distribution of gifts, known as 
dashes, to african rulers. Once final terms of agreement were completed and 
deemed beneficial to both parties, sea captains received permission to partake 
in slave negotiations.20 “When the king breaks trade with the ship,” one captain 
explained, “the assortment and quality of his cargo are sufficiently well known 
to all the [african] traders.”21 Knowledge of the various commodities lodged 
aboard foreign vessels helped to expedite slave sales while sparking greater 
desire for the import of material goods from distant locales into africa.22

 vendible items were indigenous to african cultural practices, yet they served 
different functions in the slave trade. For some sailors they operated as a form 
of bribery to local chieftains, serving most times as a gesture and formal bid to 
enter coastal sales.23 During the process, “gifts were offered and accepted, drinks 
and smokes exchanged, food cooked, and consumed together.”24 Prolonging 
their coastal stays and the process of trade, these initial encounters exposed 
crewmen to various aspects of african culture, which proved useful for later 
shipboard interactions.25 Utilization of local resources and entrance into the 
complicated system of african trade required several important costs that all 
seamen were expected to oblige. any disregard of these practices resulted in 
the inability of trade or the hindrance of formulating critical ties to obtaining 
desired slaves. Many distant entrepreneurs were well informed of the dynamics 
of the coastal african trade; therefore, mariners were expected to board items 
deemed most useful for a ship’s oceanic voyage and coastal negotiations for 
ease of future trading. Often gathered from overseas travels and distant trading 
posts, materials such as “iron, copper and brass bars . . . used as currency, silks 
from India, refined metal ware and textiles from england,” in addition to “the 
best of european drinks,” were used in hopes of further enticing slave sales.26 
these tangibles served a multiplicity of purposes necessary within the vortex 
of trade; however, the importation of diverse commodities especially helped 
to cement relationships and assist in obliging customary trade policies.
 the preliminary coastal practices that sailors engaged in with africans 
demonstrated entrepreneurial intentions while also proving emblematic of 
a range of  other factors. they attested foremost to the budding growth of 
slave demands taking place across the waterways. For africans the presence of 
foreign traders and their willingness to offer various tokens formally acknowl-
edged their arrival in coastal communities. the central role local leaders held 
in facilitating the slaving machine created what may have seemingly appeared 
prestigious positions by serving as “protector[s] or landlords” to arriving eu-
ropeans.27 Offering monies and goods further revealed the posture of humility 
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africans required of arriving white traders in order to merely gain entrance 
into conversations with local slave brokers. at the same time, these mannerisms 
exposed the incredible cross racial dependence confining sailors to the rules 
and customs of local black traders for the acquisition of human cargoes.
 Diversity of  localized reins of  control occasionally fostered frustration 
among traveling seamen. Stereotypes involving West africans’ cultural infe-
riority repeatedly circulated in the european reading public. For seamen, the 
waterways of  the atlantic Ocean encompassed a similar and rather unique 
highway of information shaping the prejudices many of them carried into their 
interactions with africans.28 these token actions may have obliged customary 
practices required to gain access to their most valued commodities—slaves, 
yet, “whites were irritated at the universal demand for dashes, or bribes, as a 
preliminary to the trade and the need to indulge other native customs.”29 Main-
taining a degraded view of shoreline cultures, seamen occasionally harbored 
feelings of  resentment. Perhaps the most deep-seated hostility driving their 
frustrations was the inability to control negotiations from other competing 
nations. Despite these ill-harbored views, it proved far more practical to oblige 
customary practices given the financial stakes at hand.
 after gaining approval from african elites to proceed with trade, sailors 
entered another set of negotiations. this took place with “people on the Sea 
Coast [who] act commonly as brokers” within coastal operations.30 Serving as 
middlemen, many were generally responsible for supplying local demands for 
slaves. Some were appointed by regional rulers; in other cases the increase of 
relationships between mariners and african women throughout the eighteenth 
century produced mixed-race children who often served seminal roles in these 
transactional capacities.31 regardless of their racial background, in many cases 
the middlemen were most “trusted” by traveling seamen if  merely because of 
their ability to execute commercial needs. One captain explained his inability 
to gain satisfactory business with “Natives of the Inland parts.” Despite his 
frustrations, he found “the Natives here on the Sea side are much civilized” 
due in his estimation to regular contact and “conversing with the europeans.” 
“Here we can venture on Shore amongst the Natives, without any hazard.”32 
the extent that some europeans were interested in working with racially mixed 
coastal dwellers in contrast to african brokers is unknown; in a broader sense, 
however, for some sailors, skin color and acculturation toward european cus-
toms facilitated a greater sense of ease and comfort in the business process.
 While operating as intermediaries between traders and arriving seamen, 
coastal retailers ensured their own benefit. Functioning akin to wholesale deal-
ers, they worked with nearby commercial networks to help gather desired cap-
tives. Occasionally, some traveled inland, “where they know there are Slaves 
ready for sale” who had been previously captured and brought from the hinter-
land.33 Histories of these men are rather murky, yet they served a critical link 
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in controlling the inventory of captives carried from the interior and funneled 
to awaiting sea captains while also assessing the slaves’ viability for commercial 
sale. While conducting business, a coastal man typically “takes what commodi-
ties he pleases for his Negro which he has to sell” in exchange for having “the 
choice of his goods” offered by ship commanders.34 these imported goods not 
only determined the fate of available slaves, but they also facilitated tangible 
access to a range of desired human commodities. recognizing the power at their 
disposal, some West african merchants used foreign interest in slaves toward 
their economic advantage by keeping some on hand and increasing prices. 
However, any captives unsold and still under the command of these shrewd 
entrepreneurs meant not only “the expence of feeding them, but there is also 
the risk of mortality.”35 therefore, it proved lucrative and far less demanding 
for merchants to rid themselves of slaves held on hand to reduce accruing any 
further expenses and to satisfy white demand.
 Both shoreline traders and seamen felt they had the upper hand within 
conducted sales. Belief  of  cultural inferiority and financial mismanagement 
shaped many seafarers’ approach to their dealings within West africa.36 In 
November 1763, surgeon and slave trader archibald Dalzel wrote from an-
namaboe discussing the practices of his “black neighbours,” the Fante people, 
whom he regularly observed during his stay on the Gold Coast. recounting the 
current process of trade, he surmised, “What is likewise a bad Circumstance 
for us, [is] they think it meritorious to Cheat a White Man that lives in their 
power” within the surrounding coastal community. Continuing further, he 
explained, “If we catch them Stealing anything, we can exercise their own laws 
against them,” which in all probability was worse if  it had to do with matters 
of human property.37 Dalzel’s correspondence illustrates the bias of judgment 
prevalent among different europeans in regular contact with coastal africans 
during the era of slave trading. His characterization of locals likewise fueled a 
sense of protection operative among many white foreigners who felt equipped 
through the exploit of local judicial powers.
 Unfavorable views held about african financial responsibility were far from 
uncommon. While preparing to travel to West africa, on June 19, 1788, ship 
captain Stephen Bowers received instructions regarding coastal slaving opera-
tions that forewarned, “you are not to trust any Goods to the Natives on any 
account whatsoever on forfeiture of your commissions & privilleges.” Part of 
many investors’ concern rested with how “trusting of Goods to them has been 
the totall defeat of many a voyage on account of there Defaults of payments.”38 
Such warnings expose the racialized biases pervasive in the web of atlantic 
slaving ventures. the “trusting” of goods involved distributing commodities 
without receiving the fair exchange of available captives. yet and still, dashes 
were requirements and points of access seamen were unable to alter and thus 
forced to oblige in the pursuit of captives.
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 Because of these commonly held skewed perceptions, many ship masters em-
ployed different tactics to guard against any type of coastal infractions. “every-
thing the europeans deal[t] in,” one trade participant explained, relied often on 
fraudulent tactics used against local natives.39 Ship commanders were unable to 
change the delicate trading process, being greatly dependent upon local residents 
to gain access to desired slaves. However, they fully understood how imported for-
eign goods would conceivably pique the interest of natives, helping ease the flow 
of coastal transactions. Occasionally they attempted to assert control through 
the quality of various material items carried for the purchase of bondpeople. 
In some instances, captains knowingly distributed tainted commodities in ex-
change for slaves. “there are so many methods in almost every article, by which 
they can deceive the Negroes” through the process of trade.40 Direct evidence 
illuminating the historical origin of these practices is obscured; however, sailors 
harbored deep-seated ideas of african inferiority that crystallized most during 
conducted business. Dishonest strategies included altering liquor with water by 
“making three cases out of two, and putting in Cayenne pepper into the mouth 
of the bottle to make it taste strong.”41 Interestingly, many africans shared the 
same sense of racial mistrust, although surviving sources render it close to im-
possible to determine the regularity nor how they sought to manage and thus 
counter fraudulent practices used by foreigners against them. White traders 
also attempted to use language and business variance among africans for their 
slaving benefit. It was far from extraordinary to find “bottles that contain but 
half of the contents of the samples” while other times “mixing water with their 
brandy after the bargain has been made.”42 these incidents would invariably 
foster racial mistrust upon discovery of the manipulated items. yet, they were 
bound within a financial gridlock where if coastal africans or sailors accused 
either side of treachery, it could prove damaging to future business on which 
sailors and coastal brokers were greatly dependent and continually lured by the 
prospect of profitable slaving endeavors.
 In addition to the tricks employed with liquor, some traders used deceptive 
practices with firearms. Guns were one of the most highly prized goods filtered 
into West africa. the seventeenth century established early desires for these 
metal pieces, particularly among the ruling elite, for which interests peaked 
in the eighteenth century.43 europe reportedly imported between 283,000 and 
394,000 guns into africa per year.44 In supplying increased demands for guns 
the intention was not to empower africans, but rather to rid themselves of ill-
equipped metal pieces. there coexisted “a demand for slaves on one side, and, 
on the other, a monopolist interest among african chiefs in obtaining european 
consumer goods, especially firearms.”45 to assist in fulfilling slaving requests, 
the greatest irony lied with some locals’ willingness to exchange captives for 
guns with “their barrels burst, and thrown away.” Given one trader’s confes-
sion of witnessing “many of the Natives with their thumbs and fingers off,” 
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further questioning revealed that their digits were frequently “blown off by the 
bursting of their guns.”46 the desire for guns permitted access to technologi-
cal advancements, but during the slave trade it fostered a much more potent 
perception of immediate strength and power, and the ability to claim a life by 
waging terrorizing control within local communities and during moments of 
warfare. Many white seafarers exploited these interests, funneling scores of 
guns into western africa under the auspices of  equal trade. Contemporary 
scholars know very little about the relationship of gun demands and bodily 
harm among traders or captives emerging from these inferior weapons. Central 
to these transactions were not only the personal costs of trade, but moreover the 
valued emphasis placed on items originating outside of africa that perpetuated 
and further eroded the valuation of human life in exchange for direct access 
to material goods and increased wealth.

Inner Spaces, Outer Boundaries

With sailors from different nations simultaneously docked into ports across 
western africa, aggressive competition for exclusivity of choice in slave sales 
emerged. Negotiations and exchange of goods fueled the complicated system 
of coastal sales, igniting the structural process responsible for the buying and 
boarding of slaves. the business of slaving varied in different regions according 
to the desires and policies of presiding rulers. Consistent movement of captives 
through various slaving spaces within and beyond the coastal shoreline further 
positioned local ruling groups, slaveholding classes, and merchants as crucial 
intermediaries determining the contours of  access white traders gained to 
available captives. “When europeans demanded laborers or slaves, the african 
merchant had to comply or lose his business.”47

 the increase of demands from across the atlantic bolstered the entrepre-
neurial need to supply laboring bodies, setting into motion the expeditious 
manner in which bondpeople were secured and made available. as a conse-
quence, “a new division of labor grew up around slave catching, maintenance, 
and transport.”48 Marching captives toward the sea line, interior traders, most 
times black, provided the crucial link necessary in fulfilling these foreign or-
ders, although surviving sources leave unclear their personal lives. How were 
these traders recruited? What kind of daily lives did they live? Were there any 
gendered differences? Did any of them perhaps fall prey to the vicious cycle 
of bondage? Many of these people were understood by many as “people that 
live in the Up Country” who, in operating at the discretion of merchants and 
leaders, were primarily responsible for the capture and the often treacherous 
transport of newly captured slaves.49 Being located in a central position and 
intimately familiar with areas between the interior hinterlands and the coastal 
shore made capture much more feasible, thereby enforcing greater dependence 
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upon traders’ participation. Interlinked within the cross-racial assemblage of 
slave trade workers, their roles in the cycle of captivity were pivotal, having full 
autonomy over who, how, and if certain people were carried into coastal market 
sales. lured by the possibility of wealth, interior capturers rarely gave much 
regard to dismantling communities, nor did they make considerable efforts to 
keep family units intact. Instead, couples, parents, children, and siblings were 
routinely torn apart and sold to awaiting sea captains. On some occasions, 
enslaved families “were divided, some in one ship, and some in another,” to 
create greater diversity and, most of  all, to reduce any instances of  revolts 
waged by those from the same community.50

 Procurement of bondpeople did not occur in a peaceful manner; instead, it 
operated in a haphazard and unexpected fashion while people were engaged in 
a variety of activities.51 raids instigated against an entire village or community 
helped to effectively supply a broad range of captives. One surgeon shared the 
story of a female “brought on board very big with child” while the ship Alexan-
der was docked at Bonny. taking notice of her pregnant state, he asked how she 
came to be sold into slavery and learned that while “returning home from a visit 
she was seized” in a rather abrupt manner. “after passing through several hands 
of different traders,” her captors carried her “down to the waterside and sold 
[her] to a voyage,” where a sea captain immediately bartered for her inclusion 
among his vessel’s cargo. In another instance, traders forced a man described as 
“advanced in years” into captivity from an abduction that occurred when “he 
and his son were planting yams in their field” in their community. So intensely 
engaged in their agricultural endeavors and unaware of events brewing within 
their proximity, “they were seized by professed kidnappers, and sold.”52 Im-
mersed in their daily lives and oblivious to distant and local economic decisions 
crucial to their future fate, traders preyed upon the vulnerability of individuals 
and families, violently transforming the interior communities of africa into 
a predatory environment. through the process, abducted groups of strangers 
forced across distant lands represented crucial bargaining tools that inland 
capturers used to maintain their own position and wealth within the trade.
 Incidents of kidnapping were considerably widespread. By the eighteenth 
century, 70 percent of purchased slaves were snatched from their homes and 
communities.53 While asleep in their beds, two black women were taken by sur-
prise one evening. Suddenly dragged out of their houses, they were confronted 
by several “war-men,” who tied them up and immediately forced them in a coffle 
bound for the coast.54 a similar example of extreme violence took place on the 
coast of Bonny Point where a young female came out of the woods to bathe 
one morning. On approaching the water, two men grabbed her, “secured her 
hands behind her back, beat her, and ill-used her, on account of the resistance 
she made.”55 Within the interior of  africa, the methods of  capture differed 
for various bondpeople, yet their stories—invisible within most contemporary 
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sources—collectively expose the often reckless brutality regimented through 
beatings and even rape with the overarching intention to dehumanize captives 
and force them into the evolving system of atlantic slavery. Driven by means 
of profit and social capital, inland traders relied on intense aggression to fulfill 
local demand. In turn they developed a callous disregard of how, in taking 
away the livelihood of other africans, their efforts fueled greater demand and 
expectation for the continued disruption of vulnerable lives and everyday society.
 escalating value placed upon black bodies created a threatening environ-
ment in which every person in african society, regardless of status, became a 
potential target. as foreign traders, many sailors worked to satisfy international 
investors, rendering them largely unmoved by the circumstances that landed 
slaves into bondage. When a ship arrived on the african coast, some mariners 
went beyond formalities with local rulers by offering coastal residents unso-
licited gifts to encourage them to bring bondpeople. Slave trader James towne 
recalled the case of a male captive who was formerly engaged as an enslaver and 
consequently forced into bondage. During his ship confinement, the captured 
man described how he became enslaved while on the Galenas river, relaying 
that four black men “took and plundered him of what he had, stripped him 
naked, brought him on board” a nearby ship, and sold him.56 lack of further 
details about this bondman’s case raises several questions: How long did he 
serve in the role of trader? Were his captors from a neighboring community or 
his own? Was he transporting any captives who were taken and similarly sold? 
these queries go unanswered, yet the enslaved man’s experience conclusively 
suggests that, much like competing european nations, rival local traders in 
West africa worked to supply slaves, often at the expense of their own lives.
 Criminal charges also ushered many people into captivity, which in turn helped 
to grow a slaving regime. Slave trader John Douglas testified, offering brief de-
tails regarding a male captive abruptly taken and sold “together with his father, 
mother, and three sisters.”57 We cannot know whether this bondman or any 
members of his family personally confronted such criminal charges; however, 
others fell victim to the use of manipulative tactics forcing them into captivity. an 
enslaved black man referred to as Cape Mount Jack was similarly deceived into 
bondage and boarded onto a slaver off the Windward Coast. vaguely familiar 
with english, he explained how he became a part of the vessel’s cargo and that 
one evening he was “invited to drink with some of his neighbours.” after par-
taking in the festivities, he was beginning to leave when “two of the people” he 
dined with “got up to seize him” and prevented his departure. “He would have 
made his escape,” but as the bondman noted, he was “stopped by a large dog.”58 
Circumstantial reasons leading to this man’s capture and sale beyond the lure of 
profit are unresolved. His forcible inclusion into bondage underscores how even 
customary social interactions were manipulated to traders’ advantage, placing 
people and everyday modes of life at risk of unending disruption.
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 Similar to their african counterparts, foreign ship captains also employed 
dishonest strategies to acquire black bodies. these practices established a critical 
platform that increased the level of violence operative between various coastal 
regions. Due to an ongoing system of compulsory servitude, many white for-
eigners therefore saw themselves as “participants in a legitimate commerce, 
rather than receivers of stolen human property.”59 Contextualizing these reali-
ties, slave trader John Bowman recounted how a captain he worked for used 
him to acquire additional slaves through ulterior means while docked in West 
africa. He gave directions for Bowman “to proceed up to the factory” in order 
to “settle myself as a trader amongst the inhabitants.” Once a familiar face in 
the local community, his primary orders were to spark discord among the locals. 
to achieve this, the presiding commander prompted him to “encourage the 
town’s people by supplying them with powder, ball, and ammunition, to go to 
war,” making a concerted effort “to give them all the encouragement that laid 
in my power to get Slaves.”60 Sailors frequently resided within coastal african 
communities, often for extended periods of time. their presence, while under 
the guise of solidifying future business networks, sometimes secretively proved 
detrimental to local residents unaware that the perpetuation of wars among 
neighboring regions came from scheming external forces in the slaving process.
 along with firearms, alcohol was another tactic implemented to gain bond-
people. One ship captain ordered a member of his crew to travel ashore and 
invite “two [african] gentlemen traders” back to the vessel. Bringing the two 
men aboard as requested, “the Captain took them down into the cabin, and 
made them drink to such an excess” that it rendered them both “unable to 
stand.” While they lay intoxicated, the ship’s crew “employed in getting sail 
upon the vessel, and making all ready” for their immediate departure. amid 
the duties, “the captain called me down into the cabin and pointed to the 
sail case,” telling the sailor to look in and “see what a fine prize he had got.” 
Obliging the commander’s orders, he recounted, “I was much surprized to find 
there the two men I had brought on board, whom he had made drunk, and 
concealed therein.” For close to three hours both men “were still laying fast 
asleep”; after waking, they were immediately “ordered upon deck, put in irons, 
and sent forward amongst the men Slaves” already lodged aboard. Sober and 
fully cognizant of the social trickery used to force them into bondage, the two 
men reportedly “made lamentations, and were sorry that white men should 
be such great rogues to take them from their own country,” because in their 
estimation “they were free men.”61

 the process, reasons, and distances that scores of  african women, men, 
and children were forced to travel to the coastal line for sales to foreign traders 
came with varying motivations. Pulled from often disparate places, they were 
marched to the coast; bound within barracoons, pens, and slave dungeons; and 
boarded onto ships in different ports such as Gambia, Senegal, Hausaland, 
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Dahomey, Fante, Bonny, Benin, and Ga, among many other corners of  the 
interior and exterior of West africa. “they were taken from about a score of 
principal markets, and from smaller ones, on a 3,000 mile coast line between 
Senegal in the north and angola in the south.”62 Precisely determining the 
means by which many captives landed in shoreline auctions remains uncertain 
owing to the paucity of sources that detail the full scope of bondpeople’s forced 
migration through diverse hands in and out of local and overseas slave markets 
across a four-century operation. the evolving trilateral relationships between 
chiefs, sailors, and inland capturers was fundamentally predicated on securing 
black bodies to appease foreign demand. Most often these men were concerned 
less with where slaves were from and more with how and if  they could extract 
any value through their purchase and future sale. the multitudes of  people 
taken from their homes and communities and sold as commercial goods into 
predetermined deals were far from culturally homogenous; they represented 
diverse groups that span the historical DNa of blackness, including Fante, 
Bakongo, yoruba, ewe, akan, Melimba, Woloof, angola, Whydah, and Igbo, 
among many others.
 Delving into the ethnic and cultural origins of females and males forced into 
the global traffic of purchased slaves, these geographical conclusions often map 
and (re)assign ethnic understandings onto their history.63 ethnicity in studies 
of the slave trade is most times based on two primary factors: a captive’s point 
of departure from africa and, most of all, the behaviors that slaves acted out 
during bondage. Surviving sources leave muted how bondpeople culturally and 
ethnically defined themselves amid the calculated groupings imposed on them 
by local and foreign traders. Gwendolyn Midlo Hall aptly reminds, “there is 
no detailed, existing body of knowledge about historical african ethnicities 
either in africa or in the americas.”64 local wars, personal feuds, kidnappings, 
and raids facilitated the enforcement of captives into foreign hands. to be sure, 
inland capturers navigated the interior hinterlands of western africa, employing 
routes and winding pathways that scholars may never come to fully recover and 
retrace the definitive point of a captive’s origin.

Conclusion

the specialized commerce of slavery that transpired across much of coastal 
West africa from the fifteenth through the nineteenth centuries was far from 
haphazard. an influx of white traders transformed West african societies, en-
abling the buying and selling of people as commercial goods. explosive value 
centered on black bodies; the results were direct yet wide reaching, leading to 
the production of terrorizing environments—capture, kill, or be killed—that 
emerged across many West african societies. this in turn enabled the permanent 
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stripping of a person’s freedom through his or her enforcement into slavery 
and coastal stowage.
 Slave demands were based on the importation of black people, to which the 
disaggregation of the women, men, children, and elderly is vitally necessary to 
better understand the human merchandise that slave ship sailors were employed 
to sort through, buy, transport, and deliver as cargo to awaiting buyers. Driven 
by incentives of financial growth and employment gain, sailors’ economic mo-
tives bore significant influence on West africa by fracturing normal modes of 
respect for human life, lured by the prospect of a steady cash flow. the arrival 
of foreign sailors ushered in a tumultuous landscape that resulted in scores of 
african people being either sold or killed and thus initiating the unmaking of 
black bodies. as a consequence, captives were unable for the first time to assert 
full control over their lives, families, or the violence sweeping their communities.
 the global nature of  the human manufacturing process required a much 
higher body count, which forced incredible reliance on inland capturers to 
supply an array of bodies. Slave markets operative within coastal West africa 
represented the first phase of a host of transactions centering on bondpeople, 
transforming captives into chattel property on the african side of the atlantic. 
By foregrounding the integrated lives of sailors, slaves, and surgeons, we gain 
closer insight into the array of Middle Passage workers globally interlinked 
through threads of power, exploitation, and deprivation they enacted through 
the slave trade, while making more real the foundational consequences of 
investments and demands made for autonomous yet imagined black bodies 
who merchants collectively envisioned expectations and financial dreams for 
slaves’ laboring futures.
 Overseas demands for West africans set into motion diverse and rather cre-
ative strategies and tactics used to procure and make available different types 
of people to fuel the engine of slave commerce. as this chapter attempted to 
reveal, foundations of the slave trade, both internal and external to africa itself, 
comprised an intricate amalgamation of men, money, and power. Superficially 
this history could be left at a mere clash of forces or unending debates that 
leave conversations simply as accusations of black and white complicity or the 
perpetuation of racial extermination. the ongoing multi-century-spanning slav-
ing enterprise, when viewed as the locus of the human manufacturing process, 
was intimately tied to the sponsoring and subsequent endorsement of not just a 
commercial enterprise but also the buying and selling of slaves with a coastline 
of options most times devoid of regulated legal consequences. the conclusion 
of coastal transactions and displacement of captives on ships propelled the 
refinement process as sea captains and surgeons sorted through available live 
bodies to fulfill demand in obtaining both quality and desirable slaves.



 2 Imagined Bodies

On May 4, 1789, merchant robert Bostock penned a letter to sea captain 
edward Williams outlining his slaving expectations, specifying, “I hope you 
will be very carefull about your Slaves,” and directed that Williams “take none 
on Board but what is Healthy & young.” Several years later, on May 31, 1799, 
the commander of  the vessel Earl of Liverpool received similar instructions: 
“you will be attentive in the choice of  your Negroes, and do not receive any 
with bodily imperfections.” after strongly urging avoidance of  captives “ex-
ceeding twenty years of  age,” the ship’s owners recommended, “If  Females 
are scarce you may buy Boys in the Place of  them.”1 Black bodies continued 
to be collectively viewed as viable sources of  commercial profit within and 
beyond western africa during the eighteenth century, particularly among 
european and american merchants, who crafted orders articulating specific 
preferences in an attempt to predict the possibilities of  sale in distant atlan-
tic markets. Working in tandem with market forces and planters’ interests, 
investors projected onto the slaving process translating their version of  ideal 
slaves they envisioned most valuable and therefore satisfactory to the rigors 
of  plantation labor.
 the transatlantic trade represented a vitally important pipeline for cheap 
labor filtered across the atlantic world. Instigations of violence waged within 
and across parts of western africa enabled, and in many ways invigorated, the 
myriad lucrative opportunities used to obtain slaves. What were the varying 
notions of social value assigned to those permanently made a part of the global 
system of  slave trading? Moreover, how were these masses of  black bodies 
treated once on the coast? theoretically, all slaves held economic promise for 
buyers; however, quality assurances for exported captives were nonexistent 
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within this vast commercial enterprise. White ship captains assessed bond-
people’s potential value and exploitable use in the near and far future through 
the landscape of their captive bodies. the range of distant orders and bodily 
configurations represented during coastal inspections made necessary the prob-
ing of  differences. In attempting to precisely identify the ethnic variations 
and skilled labor that existed among offered slaves, scholars often miss much 
broader opportunities to interrogate the meanings of black bodies within slav-
ery prior to their plantation displacement. Shifting the view toward the first 
phase of the human manufacturing process through warehousing, this chapter 
broadens the lexicon of the slave trade to include females, males, children, and 
elderly captives. Doing so shows the demographic categories routinely used in 
the calculus of slavery that likewise engender probing the fate of the sold and 
unsold. the primary thrust of this discussion overturns categories that classify 
all purchased captives as either “adult men” or “adult women.” It introduces the 
notion of imagined bodies, or rather these perfect laboring bodies, financially 
conceived overseas through the articulated desires of merchants and buyers 
and set into motion through on-the-ground negotiations and deals made by 
slave ship sailors on the african side of the atlantic.
 looking beyond quantity and more toward the quality of  human com-
merce, valuations of slaves were measured heavily against the white gaze and 
the possibility of financial interest. Forcible inclusion of some slaves and the 
subsequent disregard of  others problematizes this idea of  valuable bodies, 
underscoring the need for more critical questions about the types of people 
involved—most especially across gender, age, and health—to better gauge the 
barometer of slaves: those perceived as formidable or sometimes undesirable. 
Serving as custodians physically tasked with fulfilling overseas demands for 
idealized slaves, captains, mates, and surgeons were expected to secure captives 
consistent with the values, skills, and lucrative desires crucial to their own 
economic well-being and future position within the trade. amid the specter of 
slave sales, they enacted far more power than traditionally imagined through 
the choices and decisions made that led to the building of a slave regime—ideal 
or not—exported across and into the atlantic and unable to be sent back. 
transformed into commodities once aggressively placed at the center of coastal 
market transactions and forced into the warehousing phase of  the human 
manufacturing process, bondpeople’s lives were marked and unmade further 
through the social calculations made of their bodies and permanent restric-
tions implemented following sales to foreigners. Conversely, this chapter also 
uncovers the human costs, or rather the consequences of rejections perilously 
imposed against another group of slaves left and lost in the history simply as 
“refuse.”
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the vast array of Human Merchandise

Cemented within the minds of  many investors, merchants, seamen, and 
planters was the acquisition of  “prime slaves.” traders assessed the bod-
ies of  offered slaves, focusing most often on securing those with supreme 
qualities. But what did “prime” look like? How were these configurations 
understood? Healthy slaves represented the primary physical marker of  high 
quality. Conventional wisdom likewise underscores bondpeople’s skill sets; 
white traders assumed that a person’s birthplace gave some indication of 
the knowledge and laboring capabilities he or she could carry and generate 
within atlantic slave societies. However, two of  the most pertinent factors 
foreign traders emphasized through their specificities were about gender and 
age. With social value and productive output always at the forefront, these 
determinants influenced the effect certain captives had in commanding the 
highest prices while fundamentally helping to appeal to a broader spectrum 
of  buyers within the business of  slave dealing.
 eighteenth-century market demands and plantation needs varied across time 
and space as atlantic slaveholders expressed desires for different bondpeople, 
although concentrating primarily on the import of bondmen. Black men held 
the highest demand within coastal markets, forcing african suppliers to funnel 
more adult males into overseas exports than women and children.2 Follow-
ing the arrival of  several lower-quality cargoes carried into South Carolina, 
merchant John Guerard wrote to Mr. William toliff  on September 29, 1753, 
regarding future imports: “In your next orders lay the [ship] Master under a 
Positive Injunction (instead of recommending) to purchase as many young 
healthy likely men as Possible” during coastal sales. Guerard emphasized the 
procurement of “as few females as he can,” to which he added, “What he is 
Obliged to take of the last sex let them be young” in age. at the conclusion 
of his letter, toliff  reiterated his preference for “as many men Boys of 14 to 
16 years of age as possible” during market selections.3

 Bondmen garnered significant interest among distant merchants across the 
americas; however, countless other captives were similarly assessed and forced 
into the vast network of  slave commerce. Descriptors interchangeably used 
throughout slave trade documents make contemporary understandings of 
the inclusion of different captives somewhat difficult to discern. Scholars are 
therefore  left to interpret the broad groupings assigned to purchased slaves. 
Six categorical labels routinely used to classify bonded males were “men,” 
“men-boys,” and “boys”; female labels included “women,” “women-girls,” and 
“girls.” adult captives made up the majority of ships’ cargoes to satisfy distant 
agricultural needs biased toward the young and healthy, which furhter nudges 
a necessary reevaluation into how blackness and age was defined in the context 
of slave trading.4
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 Sailors were customarily encouraged to exert sufficient care in coastal sales. 
Ship commander Charles Knealy received instructions regarding future pur-
chases, indicating that close to half should “consist of Prime Men Negroes from 
15 to 25 yrs old” and “Boys” should range from “10 to 15” years old. “Women,” 
on the other hand, needed to fall between “10 to 18” years in age.5 Gendered 
demands varied according to local prices and availability. On July 17, 1755, 
South Carolina merchant Henry laurens wrote with the hope of obtaining 
“likely healthy People” imported for market sales. Of those most favored, he 
requested “two thirds Men from 18 to 25 years Old”; in addition, for “the other 
young Women from 14 to 18 the cost [was] not to exceed twenty five Pounds 
Sterling per head” on average.6 Opinions on captives’ ages differed among inves-
tors, traders, and slaveholders, projecting their own needs and desires through 
an economic lens. Perhaps of even greater magnitude is how foreign traders 
used bondpeople’s physical stature—height, youthful looks, breasts, size of 
genitals, and gray hair—to determine the categories within which they were 
not only assessed, but financially and socially valued. therefore, besides mere 
supply, many of these speculations paralleled the reproductive and breeding 
regimes manipulated and orchestrated through the bodies of  those already 
enslaved in distant plantation societies.
 adult women held a vital place within the chain of black laborers, repre-
senting indispensable sexual assets within the economy of slavery. all captives 
were inspected under the premise of securing healthy bodies and sound minds, 
but bondwomen were evaluated according to two additional qualifications: 
displays of  beauty and the sexual/reproductive capacities they conceivably 
possessed. anyone deemed contrary to these desires proved not only useless 
and undesirable, but essentially riskier investments. During negotiations, ship 
commanders were expected to give “a certain quantity of goods for slaves”; 
in some cases final sales were made “according to their appearance” relative 
to the favorability of interested buyers.7 In 1722, British merchant Humphrey 
Morice gave specific orders for the purchase of two males to every one female, 
adding that if  women were procured, “see they are good & Beautifull, never y’e 
worse.”8 Seamen were expected to judge the value of black females according 
to how aesthetically pleasing they were. although these decisions relied heavily 
upon their personal opinion, Morice’s instructions underscore how notions of 
beauty might have been more pronounced within the african atlantic auction 
block than historically understood.9

 No matter the destination, the importation of black women to distant planta-
tion societies hinged upon a future life based fundamentally on the unending 
cycle of childbearing and child care. Prior to the conclusion of negotiations, 
crewmen scrutinized the attractiveness of available black women while maintain-
ing a keen eye toward their future reproductive potential once landed and sold 
to interested planters. Widespread assumptions of african savagery influenced 
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and thereby justified many financial transactions made for bondpeople. Ideals 
of desirability filtered these coastal decisions affecting the forthcoming cycle of 
sexual exploitation, breeding, and procreation. these crewmen, forcibly separated 
from landed populations, often for months at a time, made choices, decisions, 
and final selections of black females that, while aiming to satisfy distant buyers, 
were intimately tied to their personal attraction, tastes, and sexual appetites.
 For bondwomen, their physical body parts and in many instances their 
breasts became the primary features slave traders often drew upon to base 
their final decisions of sale. Centering his entrepreneurial decision on the black 
anatomy, one merchant ordered crewmen’s avoidance of africans with “long, 
tripeish Breasts” and most especially those with “Navells sticking out.”10 the 
former description affirms the use of breasts as indicators of age and value; 
the latter presumably applied to those with a hernia or even pregnant women. 
after boarding twenty-one female captives from Bassa aboard a slaver in 1787, 
the presiding commander relayed that “the Women in general having good 
Breasts were strong and well.”11 the reproductive gaze held of black women 
was far from uncommon. a ship captain looking to board more females sent 
a crewman on shore. logging his daily business interactions, he wrote: “yellow 
Will brought me a woman slave, but being long breasted and ill made, refused 
her, and made him take her on shoar again,” presumably to the original seller. 
For this woman, cast as old, disfigured, and unattractive, his refusal signaled 
a worthlessness and lack of value that he believed her future would generate. 
assessments of the physicality of females’ bodies differed under the gaze of 
interested strangers. Manipulative examinations of their contoured flesh—their 
vaginas, hips, thighs, and stomachs—violated the personhood of  scores of 
female slaves. Inspecting the shape, size, and perceived firmness or sagginess 
of a woman’s breasts, mariners speculated upon the protruding frontal parts 
of their confined bodies to assess their worth; commercially defining someone 
as “strong” or “weak” they sought to predict a female’s age and future ability 
to procreate and nurse over a remaining lifetime in slavery.
 Shifting views of  breeding and procreation within distant slave societies 
centered on the bodies of african women, making claims and imposing racial-
ized power and authority for the purposes of financial gain. although largely 
conceived for the plantation system, sexualizing of females’ bodies emerged 
on the african side of the atlantic as crewmen and local coastal merchants 
strategically engaged in and agreed upon the final terms of sales. regardless 
of  age, notions of  sexuality were continually placed into and onto the lives 
of bonded females through the critical eyes of capturers, negotiating brokers, 
and purchasing sailors lured by discerning the potential these women’s bodies 
overtly displayed. their flesh and, more importantly, their wombs represented a 
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form of capital that seamen and awaiting planters actively exploited. variations 
persisted widely on the type of female captives most suitable for these socially 
financial ventures. Working in tandem with these sexually structured ideas, 
complex ideals of patriarchy centralizing the reproductive roles black women 
were expected to work within and thus satisfy were originally envisioned by 
slaveholders yet fully set into motion by slave ship sailors.
 In addition to women without children, females and their progeny similarly 
held a place within coastal sales. In a letter to his financiers, ship captain John 
Duncan declared, “It’s true I had nine but two of them were children and the 
mother of them died before the briggs departure.”12 While substantiating the 
place of  children in the transatlantic slave trade, Duncan’s correspondence 
reaffirms the inclusion of black mothers sometimes enslaved alongside their off-
spring. Ordinarily, inland capturers sought to capture females without younger 
members of their immediate family because of transport difficulties and the 
lower values they generated. Such views, however, did not grant these women 
immunity from enslavement, evidenced through another buyer’s purchase of 
multiple children, “between thirty and forty, both boys and girls, some sucking 
at their mother’s breast.”13

 Nursing women and their infants posed significant challenges with oceanic 
transport, yet some sea captains agreed to their inclusion. In November 1788, 
eight women “with Children at Breast” were bundled together and forced to 
cross the atlantic waters aboard the ship Madampookata.14 Children repre-
sented long-term investments within the system of slavery, although this finan-
cial view varied between the world of plantations and slave ships. Historian 
Wilma King offers the salient point that “enslaved infants were economically 
worthless to owners at their birth because they were not productive laborers.”15 
In much the same way of devaluation, ship captains viewed enslaved babies as 
not only far less lucrative but also more burdensome given the extensive and 
rather demanding responsibilities associated with their care at sea.
 Precisely because of these maternal needs, separations regularly enforced 
between mothers and their children during sales required ship crews to rely on 
the nurturing abilities existent among other purchased females. after negotiat-
ing the purchase of an infant child, slave trader William Snelgrave instructed a 
crewman to “pitch on some motherly Woman, to take care of this poor Child.” 
the sailor casually responded to the order: “He had already one in his eye.”16 
Much like other traders, Snelgrave sought to reduce the duties expected of 
his crew during the passage. Forcing boarded females to serve as temporary 
mothers and caregivers of enslaved children, whether related by blood or not, 
reduced the burden on their buyers while foreshadowing the importance of 
fictive kin within plantation communities. the mixture of bondwomen across 
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lines of age and circumstance of motherhood debunks previously held ideas 
that females on slave ships solely comprised adult women, suggesting the criti-
cal need to both problematize and expand invocation of the term women in 
the context of the Middle Passage. If  not, generalizations predicated upon the 
notion that every female placed in the slave trade—ranging from unborn female 
children, little girls, and elderly female slaves—equated to an adult woman. 
Delving deeper into the lexicon of gender used within the slave trade prohib-
its further exclusion of young and teenage girls, nursing mothers, and elderly 
women also tragically altered through the human manufacturing process.
 With reproductive futures always in mind, seafaring men viewed all captives 
as potentially lucrative sexual beings. Demands that overseas buyers made 
relative to regional, local, crop, and individual needs held significant bearing 
on the types of slaves many merchants commanded slave ship sailors to secure 
from africa. In relying upon distant and many times unseen cadres of desirable 
african laborers, investors were only able to superficially define preferential 
ages. Influenced by requests of  distant consumers, merchants broadly con-
ceptualized age into two groups—adults and children—representative of the 
most common binaries used to measure black human commodities. as such, 
infant, prepubescent, teenage, and elderly captives fell outside of prevailing 
socioeconomic desires and are therefore rarely accounted for in contemporary 
slave trade discussions.
 younger-age captives were not always preferred; nevertheless, they sometimes 
appeared aboard slave ships. One scholar contends, “Children were easier to 
capture and confine than adults.”17 Within the interior regions of africa they 
were probably easier to kidnap because of their smaller size. Inland transport 
would only have been made worse by vocal expressions of fear through shrieks 
and cries that children exerted during their fateful march to the coast. Surgeon 
ecroyde Claxton recounted the story surrounding the purchase of nine captives 
who appeared “dejected” once brought aboard ship from the island of Bimbe. 
among those sold, a young girl, “a child of about ten or twelve years of age,” 
learned she had been sold to an awaiting ship captain and “clung fast about the 
neck of her disposer, and eagerly embraced him” in hopes of reversing her ill-
fated enslavement.18 What may seem a tender moment for any observer shows 
the calculus of slavery and the human expressions of desire and desperation for 
freedom, which included children. Perhaps because of the challenges of care 
young captives routinely posed, one merchant demanded their exclusion, request-
ing “none under 14 if Possible, such being unfit to travell y’e long journey.”19

 On the other end of  the age spectrum, slaves believed to be beyond their 
prime years also held a precarious place in the slaving process. With heightened 
focus on securing young viable slaves, this created broad and often unclear 
definitions of age. Distinct terms referring to young adults, middle-aged, and 
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the elderly became blurred and conflated into a binary between the young and 
old.20 Penning the qualities understood as the most rewarding in overseas mar-
kets, many merchants attempted to offer the most basic means of assistance in 
helping mariners determine how these categories financially functioned within 
the industry. these idealistic desires filtered into coastal negotiations; however, 
a bondperson’s body became the most key component on which their skin, 
face, hair, and health were assessed to make calculative predictions of age and 
labor for exploit by future slaveholders. every slave was viewed and valued 
for possessing a healthy, young-like, and reproductively capable disposition. 
Conversely, any person perceived as unhealthy, old, or presumably barren in 
nature represented risky investments and thus extreme impediments in the 
process of securing future sales and satisfying customers.
 Serving as central conduits of wisdom bridging the past with future genera-
tions, elderly men and women held a vital purpose throughout african com-
munities. emerging from varied ethnicities, many bondpeople carried common 
ideals of reverence for those advanced in age. However, the mistreatment that 
older slaves endured within the slave trade stood in stark contrast to the value 
and respect they formerly enjoyed in freedom. We therefore know far less about 
how blackness and age was conceived or how buyers read these understand-
ings into the final selection of enslaved people. Judged against their younger 
counterparts, older captives were routinely overlooked by those believed to 
generate little or no tangible value for future buyers. Such sentiments enforced 
the regularity of orders forbidding their inclusion among a ship’s cargo. Captain 
Smyth of the Corsican Hero received a dire warning from his financiers on this 
very matter to “be Carefull in your Choise as old ones sell for little and often 
die” once in a trader’s possession.21

 age represented a critical factor prompting often bold demands within shore-
line purchases. as Captain Peter reme prepared to lead a voyage in 1787 to 
africa aboard the ship Tommy on July 2, merchant robert Bostock outlined 
his commercial expectations and specifically “the Quality of your Slaves,” to 
which he warned, “don’t take any old ones as they will fetch little or nothing 
in the West indies” slave markets.22 these types of instructions were far from 
uncommon in the eighteenth century. Knowing the incredible difficulties at-
tended with selling elderly captives, owners for sea captain Stephen Bower’s 
vessel declared on June 19, 1788, that he was “not to purchase any old Slaves 
on any account” during his atlantic travels. Going further they insisted that 
he “take care to examine them well as they are not Idiots nor ruptur’d,” be-
cause in their estimation “they will fetch nothing in the West indies.”23 While 
foregrounding the heightened restrictions held against aged captives during 
the legal era of the slave trade, these conversations reaffirm that value was not 
always about monies but also the social and political capital that bondpeople 
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generated on the West african coast, aboard slave ships, within the marketplace, 
and, most of all, the terrain of plantations.
 Many african coastal brokers considered that the exchange of goods and 
monies for purchased slaves solidified that they became the sole property of 
their new purchasers, thus freeing them from any further responsibilities re-
quired for their extensive shoreline captivity. records rarely indicate how many 
older slaves came into bondage on the african side of the atlantic, nor the 
motivations behind their purchase. the inclusion of older slaves on ships as 
viable prospects for future sales leaves open several key questions: How long 
were they held in coastal confinement before securing an interested buyer? 
What were the gendered differences of  treatment elderly slaves confronted? 
Were they offered at a reduced price—perhaps to rid the area of  unwanted 
slaves? Did their weakened state influence traders’ perception of their bodies, 
and in what ways?

the Barometer of enslaved Health

Operating as the primary link in the human manufacturing process through the 
Middle Passage, ship commanders were expected to take specific precautions 
with West african selections and sales. the motivating force for negotiations 
hinged on obtaining those physically and psychologically capable of enduring 
the hardships of bondage. “you will be remarkably choice in the Quality of 
your Negroes,” Captain Charles Wilson’s employers warned. “Buy none but 
those that are in the full Bloom of youth, & health full chested, well limbed, 
[and] without defect.”24 In 1752 South Carolina merchant John Guerard wrote 
to Captain Watts, similarly advising, “What I apprehend of Negroes if  you 
Could get Negroes Suitable for this Place” should include adult male slaves. His 
correspondence insisted that Watts “take none with Crooked limbs or other 
Blemishes” displayed on their bodies.25 Merchants expressed a wide range of 
preferences in directing traveling seamen to obtain the most desirable captives. 
Some of these orders proved useful in assisting the complicated selection pro-
cess; however, the regularity with which these specifics were obliged is unknown 
to contemporary scholars.
 For the sake of  reputation and profit, neither ship captains nor surgeons 
could afford to neglect matters of health; therefore, warnings were regularly 
issued to guard against fraudulent sales. extensive processes were used to dis-
cern how fit a slave would be as a laborer imported to expand planters’ profit 
margins. Poor health proliferated throughout slaving stations and coastal dun-
geons across africa. to ensure captives’ tenability, employed physicians were 
urged, “you must not be contented that they seem to be in Health” when 
moving toward an immediate purchase. Instead, they should guard against 
certain symptoms and diseases, especially in determining if  “the Men [slaves] 
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have Gonorrhoeas, or Ulcers in the Rectum, or Fistulas, and the Women [slaves] 
Ulcers in the[ir] Neck[s]” during examination. Because captives were often well 
aware of personal ailments manifesting within their bodies, medical practitio-
ners learned that “they will hide [them] from you, (if  you be not very careful)” 
while performing presale examinations. In one physician’s estimation, many 
slaves drew upon such tactics due to the prevailing “fear of those who bring 
them on Board, because if  they don’t sell them, they will surely starve them to 
Death” once taken back ashore.26

 Beyond preferences of  skill, gender, or age, medical examinations proved 
critically necessary in assessing a captives’ well-being. Slave ship surgeons were 
expected to offer expert knowledge diagnosing and restoring a person’s health, 
although not every vessel sailed with a physician aboard. legislation regiment-
ing their inclusion varied widely across different nations depending on a mer-
chant’s needs and available finances. Offering written guidance for physicians 
traveling to West africa, eighteenth-century medical practitioner t. aubrey 
admonished, “I hold it absolutely necessary that you visit all the Slaves, before 
you suffer them to be bought, because in this affair your own reputation as 
well as the Owner’s Interest lies at Stake.”27 as professionals, shipboard doctors 
held a rather tenuous place throughout the trade: being heavily relied upon for 
medical decisions despite a demonstrated lack of sustained familiarity with 
ailments indigenous to the tropics of africa. Once docked inland, their duties 
began by helping ship commanders filter through captives to prevent the inclu-
sion of those diseased or disabled and thus ensure the procurement of robust 
and healthy bodies.28

 Whether sea captains relied on medical practitioners or designated crewmen, 
collectively these foreign men judged the soundness of bondpeople according 
to what their flesh overtly displayed. Diverse factors affected captives’ present 
states of health, including the initial process of capture, treatment during the 
coastal march, duration of time in holding, and any methods of preservation 
extended during their shoreline captivity. Often forced outside in pairs, they 
were stripped naked with general queries made first about height, weight, and 
age. venturing further, inspectors routinely scanned a person’s bare skin for any 
disorders, twisting limbs and squeezing joints, muscles, and bones, endeavoring 
to secure the most vigorous bodies able to withstand ship confinement and ardu-
ous plantation labor. Setting out “to see that they were sound in wind and limb, 
making them jump, stretch out their arms swiftly,” interested buyers followed by 
“looking in their mouths to judge of their age” through their oral health, probing 
a bondperson’s teeth and gums. On many occasions, displayed slaves were also 
forced “to cry out, lie down, and hold their breath for a long time.”29

 Fondling a captive’s genitalia was the most significant aspect of slave sales 
used to assess any dormant reproductive concerns.30 value that merchants and 
mariners attached to future laborers on the african side of the atlantic relied 
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not merely on agricultural capabilities but also on how and if  these varied bod-
ies could successfully reproduce. With young girls and adult women this invasive 
procedure meant strangers’ frantic groping about their breasts, hips, buttocks, 
and vaginal areas. Male captives underwent similar public molestation to make 
certain “they have no Mark in the Groins, or Ficus’s about the Anus, or Marks 
of Scabs having been about the Scrotum” or other orifices.31 Foreign traders 
surveyed slave men according to the strength their muscles conveyed, often 
reinforcing stereotypical assumptions of  black male sexual prowess. Know-
ing the vital assets both groups represented in the sexual economy of slavery, 
interested buyers scrutinized the lucrative potential that their captives’ bodies 
could generate for future reproductive and breeding purposes.
 regardless of age, violation of bonded females and males under the auspices 
of  medical treatment subjected them to degrading bodily scrutiny in which 
they were often handled in a cattle-like fashion.32 One trader recalled examin-
ing “a Negro’s eyes, to see whether he was blind,” describing the procedure 
akin to that of “a horse in this country, if  I was about to purchase him” for 
later use.33 these coastal examinations constituted the first dimension of the 
auction block system captives regularly underwent. Considerable scholarly 
attention is given to Caribbean and Southern slave markets where, following a 
ship’s arrival, imported black bodies were poked, prodded, and scrutinized by 
open crowds of potential buyers. this same system of preparatory assessment 
operated through far less public means much earlier in the slaving process as 
bondpeople passed through the countless hands of inland capturers, shoreline 
brokers, surgeons, sea captains, and assisting crewmen tasked with determining 
a slaves’ economic and social value within the Middle Passage.

the Contentious Fate of the refuse

Histories of the slave trade are many times based on slaves appraised, bought, 
and transported into different parts of the atlantic world. those physically 
landed and displaced into plantation communities comprise the primary frame-
work for understanding the wholesale enterprise of human sales through the 
transatlantic slave trade. the multitude of  captives known on the edges of 
history as “refuse slaves,” about whom foreign traders expressed considerably 
limited interest and often rejected as purchasable goods, represent another as-
pect of the slaving story commonly silenced.34 Buyers’ avoidance of certain cap-
tives more often than not was related to unhealthy dispositions due to diseases, 
irregular body structures, inferior mental capacities, and advanced age, all of 
which had the greatest influence on final negotiations. With speculations always 
based on the physical aspect of black human merchandise, every offered slave 
was susceptible to inclusion within this complicated group. Keeping in mind 
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the projections of value continuously invoked in slave sales, what did devalua-
tion look like outside of the specter of reducing the price for someone’s body?
 Merchants employed sailors to manually appease and fulfill the overwhelm-
ing demand for a black labor force, yet they were critically dependent on the 
choices these seafaring men made for the future growth of slaving profits. Once 
docked and personally engaged in final negotiations, selections of bondpeople 
operated at the full discretion of sea captains and their attending crewmen. an 
enslaved person’s age, gender, and the range of laboring skills they conceivably 
possessed were emphasized as commanders sought to make the right decision in 
accordance with the desires of overseas investors, brokers, and, most especially, 
buyers. Stephanie Smallwood reminds us that a “ship captain’s most pressing 
concern was not his captives’ qualifications for plantation labor; rather, what 
mattered most to the ship captain was whether captives would survive their 
passage aboard the slave ship.”35 Faced with the task of securing an ideal range 
of bondpeople to fulfill previously allocated instructions, sailors were never able 
to focus solely on the survivability of the passage for those enslaved. Instead 
they were expected to effectively manage distant orders alongside transport 
feasibility, both being financially critical to gain compensation and even future 
employment upon completion of an overseas journey.
 Given the circulation of  differing tastes, perspectives, and economic mo-
tives, a clearly defined rubric that coastal africans and foreign traders used to 
determine who fell into this category of undesirables was nonexistent. Despite 
these uncertainties, seamen understood the viability of black bodies and those 
who exhibited far less value within distant market sales. excluding captives 
conceivably deemed unable to command market interest, one captain confessed 
to refusing slaves “either lame, old, or blind.”36 Superficially, refused slaves dis-
played conditions arising from a range of physical and emotional challenges. 
the primary basis of these shoreline assessments rested firmly upon factors that 
“would make a Slave objectionable, as a prime Slave” to interested buyers. the 
smallest perceived defect, including “the loss of a tooth” or the appearance of 
“a blemish in his eye, tho’ he might not be blind,” could prohibit interest. On 
the other hand, “if  they are afflicted with any infirmity, or are deformed, or 
have bad eyes or teeth,” or if  a bondperson was “lame, or weak in the joints, 
or distorted in the back, or of a slender make, or are narrow in the chest,” ship 
commanders immediately rescinded all previous offers for their sale. Others 
were less concerned with the origin of certain perceived defects causing changes 
in a person’s body. those slaves most vulnerable to blatant refusal possessed 
what many considered an incurable condition, such as “loss of an hand . . . 
the total loss of  an eye,” or in many instances “old age,” all of  which could 
not be reversed and signified an extensive burden and uselessness in the slave 
economy.37
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 Price similarly played a critical factor, propelling bondpeoples’ lives into 
an even greater fate of uncertainty. Coastal men were “not ignorant of these 
Marks” capable of  reducing interest in slaves’ bodies. Perhaps for this very 
reasoning, one trade participant pointed out that when coastal merchants 
“find you know them as well as they, you will have them at half  the Price,” due 
to the fact “they will rather sell them at any Price, than keep them” on their 
hands.38 Offering captives at a lower cost shielded african sellers from any ad-
ditional responsibilities for their upkeep. Intimately familiar with the process 
of  business exchanges, many sea captains were well attuned to the looming 
possibilities of delaying negotiations to board slaves deemed worthy of pur-
chase. Some withheld financial decisions, especially in the event of a disease 
or physical abnormality, “unless something is taken off  from their prices, so 
as not to make them as high in price as prime Slaves.”39

 Financial incentives occasionally lured sailors to purchase captives who 
ordinarily may have been declined. On January 7, 1750, while docked at rio 
Junque, John Newton sent a steward ashore to purchase a female captive, 
referred to as No. 46. “She cost 63 bars,” he logged, despite that “she had a 
very bad mouth,” implying that the bondwoman suffered from some type of 
facial contortion or pronounced bruise on her lips. Unclear is if  her physical 
condition emerged from an ailment or perhaps a wound she incurred during 
her capture, coastal transport, or subsequent holding. although agreeing to the 
negotiated sale, Newton recognized that he “could have bought her cheaper” 
than the asking price, because, as he explained, “the trade is in such a pass that 
they will very seldom bring a slave to a ship to sell” to any interested buyers.40 
Prevailing events, such as local wars and especially heavy market demands 
placed upon a particular region, influenced the feasibility of acquiring prime 
slaves. Such circumstances not only led to the tightening of human supplies 
but also enforced greater financial cost upon interested sea captains to secure 
value off  a bondperson unable to command high prices.
 Knowing the leverage foreign traders sought to utilize in obtaining black 
bodies, occasionally attempts were made to shield discovery of medical ailments 
among offered slaves. In one case a bondman was “brought in for sale, on a 
very wet day” from the interior hinterlands. Unaware of his circumstances, local 
buyers assumed that he had traveled a considerable distance, because “part of 
his legs and feet [were] covered with mud.” this subversive tactic “was done 
to hide the leprosy, which had made the bottoms of his legs and feet perfectly 
white.” as a result of the creative strategies employed, “the Slave was accord-
ingly purchased”; however, his skin ailment became obvious shortly thereafter. 
the following morning his captors ordered him washed in preparation to “ap-
pear before the Chief,” and as a consequence “this great defect which rendered 
him unsaleable” became visible. Discovery of the skin affliction would have 
proven too late to request, although unrecorded is whether inland capturers 
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or even the bondman personally sought to hide his condition. equally difficult 
to discern is if  this male’s purchasers attempted to employ similar deceptive 
methods to sell him as a prime slave or instead offered him at an arranged 
clearance price.
 reductions in cost did not always guarantee a slave’s sale. “When the Owners 
of slaves from the country are satisfied that the europeans will not buy them,” 
it was not uncommon for coastal brokers to “sometimes sell a few of them 
to the people on the sea coast, for very low prices, and carry the rest back.”41 
Speculating on the nature of slave dealing, captured slaves never returned to 
their homelands and were often showcased aboard other ships or carried to 
nearby regional fairs. In some instances of  refusal, “the old or unsaleable” 
were sent back in canoes along with “the goods that have been paid for the 
slave” originally carried in hopes of  enticing additional interest.42 Bartering 
took place with local West african families to lodge rejected slaves, although 
age profoundly determined the contours of their future lives. taking younger 
captives into nearby coastal homes proved tactically advantageous to improve 
their condition for future transactions. Whereas, knowing the limited possibil-
ity of securing successful sales for the elderly and diseased, their mere pres-
ence created burdensome responsibilities of observation, patience, and extra 
preservation undesired by slave trade workers. the continued displacement of 
undesirable captives enforced greater damages tied to their enforcement into 
bondage, but also their fate beyond exclusion.
 Within the broad category of those refused, a person’s youthfulness repre-
sented the most necessary factor in coastal market sales. “When the negroes, 
whom the black traders have to dispose of, are shewn to the european purchas-
ers,” on many occasions “they first examine them relative to their age.”43 adult 
slaves underwent considerable scrutiny, whereas sailors configured children’s 
viability directly within the vortex of trade and investments. Slave trader George 
Baille told a story about “a beautiful infant boy” displayed for purchase. Surviv-
ing records obscure the number of ships that the child was marketed aboard 
for purchase; however, the presiding broker in charge of his sale failed to gain 
foreign interest. In their last attempt they brought the young boy on the Phoe-
nix and “threatened to toss it overboard if  no one purchased it.” amid the 
conclusion of negotiations, several crewmen learned that the child had entered 
slavery when an undisclosed number of inland traders kidnapped him “with 
many other people the night before” and transported the coffle to the coast. 
Once placed for sale, his capturers soon found “they could not sell him, though 
they had sold the others.” Ship stowage and consistent care of a baby within an 
oceanic passage posed extreme difficulty, yet perhaps softened by his uncertain 
fate, Baille “purchased the infant for a quarter cask of vidonia wine.”44

 Inclusion of children in coastal sales and buyers’ subsequent disregard for 
them was far from infrequent in the human manufacturing process. Seaman 
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James Fraser described an instance when he accompanied Captain lawson of 
liverpool at the river ambris, where once ashore they purchased several cap-
tives, including a young bondwoman. During the transaction Fraser ventured 
along the coast “for the benefit of the air,” taking the opportunity to tour the 
local coastal community, after which he came upon a linguist who felt obliged 
and showed him “where some countrywomen were going to put a suckling 
child to death.” He queried the women’s actions with the infant, to which 
they responded, “it was of no value.” Unwilling to see the child’s life taken, he 
determined, “In that case I should be obliged to them to make it a present to 
me.” relentless in their efforts, the gathered women reportedly negotiated for 
monetary compensation, intimating to Fraser that if  he “had any use for the 
child it was worth money.” With bartering widespread during this period, he 
“first offered them some knives,” which they refused, yet later they agreed to 
sell the infant to him “for a jug of brandy.” after climbing aboard ship with 
the young boy, he discovered “it proved to be the child of a woman purchased 
by captain lawson” earlier that day. excited by the prospect of reuniting with 
her child, according to Fraser, “the woman went upon her knees and kissed 
my feet.”45

 there are no additional details corroborating either of these stories or deeper 
explanations into whether many younger captives were kidnapped with parents, 
siblings, or any other family members. Seamen routinely bartered various goods 
in exchange for bondpeople, indicating that the view of human life was held in 
mere cash terms. the inclusion of children among coastal-bound coffles exposes 
the harsh reality of slave dealing while pointing to the very real possibility that 
other bondpeople, related or unrelated, were tasked with their upkeep during 
the inland transport. Unable to care for themselves, endure the physically and 
psychologically extensive process of captivity and transport, nor offer any sig-
nificant laboring incentive in much the same way as adults, within the human 
manufacturing process children became expendable property, operating most 
times as mere supplements or bonuses to the conclusion of slave sales. Solicit-
ing genuine foreign interest for younger captives proved invariably challenging, 
resulting in continued refusal and extended confinement within coastal West 
africa, leaving them to the devices and decisions of local traders and residents.
 Beyond mere exclusion, the disregard of slaves sometimes came at the cost 
of physical abuse against their flesh. “I have seen them sometimes beat [and] 
heard them threatened,” one slave trade participant disclosed, noting the ten-
dency among slaves to be “generally anxious to be sold with the rest of  the 
Slaves” already purchased.46 From a West african trader’s standpoint, a buyer’s 
disapproval of their human merchandise placed them in a precarious position 
as entrepreneurs by not only tarnishing a trader’s personal reputation of sup-
plying demands with quality slaves but also countering any clearance efforts 
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to effectively reduce the number of captives held on hand. “traders frequently 
beat those negroes which are objected to by captains,” although “it matter[ed] 
not whether they were refused on account of age, illness, deformity, or for any 
other reason.”47 the accuracy of cruelty inflicted on refused slaves is far from 
deeply studied, yet the imposed aggression many experienced took on a variety 
of forms—sometimes even deadly. “Common practice [was] to kill all,” one 
trader relayed, especially those deemed “unsaleable slaves[,] by tying a stone to 
their necks and drowning them in the river during the night.”48 In other locales 
“it was a well known fact, that if  the slaves which the africans bring to market 
are so old and blemished, that they cannot get what they think a sufficient 
price for them, they will cut their throats before the faces of the europeans.”49 
taking into account the susceptibility to create racialized exaggerations of al-
leged hostile occasions, these actions publicly solidified the perceived lack of 
social and financial worth refuse slaves were believed to hold. even more is the 
heightened value placed particularly upon foreigners’ interest and willingness 
to buy offered slaves, showing the greater effect white slave traders had on the 
fate of african captives, whether sold or unsold.
 the inability of  some captives to garner shoreline market interest invited 
physical violence into their market performance. While docked at river ambris, 
north of angola, slave trader James Fraser learned the deadly fate of “a Slave, 
who I would not purchase” during conducted sales. as a result of his rejection, 
the man’s owner called a meeting of “traders and fishermen together under a 
tree,” explaining that the bondman represented “the Slave, whom the white man 
would not buy” incessant tendency to run away. Because the african broker 
“derived no benefit from his labour” through continued negotiations, he felt 
obligated “to put him to death,” seeing that this man’s inability to attract a buyer 
could serve “as an example to the rest of his Slaves.” Disciplinary tactics used 
enforced horrific pain upon the enslaved man’s body. While under the tree, the 
owner allegedly began the tortuous spectacle by “cutting off  his wrists, then 
at the elbows, and then stumps from his shoulders.” He followed by lacerat-
ing the man’s “ankles, the rest of his joints, and finished with cutting his head 
off” in view of the gathered crowd. recollecting on the seller’s tactics, Fraser 
intimated, “I did not suppose [him] to be very criminal” in nature. Forced to 
cooperate with local practices, he acknowledged, “they have a right to put 
their own Slaves to death,” frequently including “any useless criminal or old 
Slave” who was deemed futile in the economy of slave dealing.50

 Sailors’ indifference toward a bondperson became the primary motivator for 
imposing violence. Fraser never physically witnessed the sequence of events, 
instead relying on transmission of the account through a local young boy em-
ployed as a servant. Central to the bondman’s story is the testimony of torture, 
pain, and forcible death directly tied to his failure to solicit foreign interest. “a 
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damaged head, a torn off arm, [and] an open belly will stare out at the observer,” 
elaine Scarry reminds, “and flood him with nausea of awe and terror” upon 
close inspection.51 the effect that dismemberment of this male’s body had on 
those still unsold is muted in surviving sources. as temporary visitors, sailors 
were unable to alter the local laws of coastal communities.52 the bondman’s 
death provides a visual image, albeit bloodied, to speculate more deeply on the 
violence routinely exercised against rejected bondpeople as a consequence of 
the slave trade and thus external forces.
 Damages committed against repudiated slaves were not confined to the West 
african shoreline. Seaman Henry ellison explained that one afternoon “a native 
black called Captain lemma lemma” climbed on ship to receive customs for 
captives previously bought during the vessel’s stay. While awaiting payment he 
observed “a canoe paddling in shore with three people in (an old man, a young 
man, and a woman)” and beckoned it to sail over to ellison’s ship. Obliging 
his request, several men led the small boat across the waters, after which three 
captives were placed for sale. the chief  mate expressed interest in buying the 
young male and female, yet because “the other was too old,” he immediately 
“refused to buy him.” Upon exclusion, lemma forced the aged man back into 
the canoe, where “his head was laid upon one of the thwarts of the boat, and 
chopped off, and immediately thrown overboard.”53 Decapitation reinforced 
the extent of relentless power and command that some West african traders 
sought to create through psychological terror enacted on those in captivity. this 
power, publicly in view of sailors and slaves and far from indigenous to africa 
and africans, became replicated through equally gruesome ways in slavery at 
sea.
 Considering the menial view that many white slave traders held of african 
culture, the practice of  deadly aggression of  business ventures further cast 
them as unjust and immoral. looked at from the side of supply, coastal bro-
kers sought to expedite a rapid process of exchange to fulfill overseas demand 
along with garnering compensation for their services. any hindrances to this 
complicated cycle proved extremely consequential, both personally and profes-
sionally, within the entrepreneurial world of slave sales. Without any regard for 
personhood, all suppliers and buyers—foreign white traders, mixed race, and 
african brokers—assessed bondpeople’s lives merely through the prospect of 
future profits. Knowing the inability to salvage significant value from refused 
slaves, the most cost-effective solution some coastal traders envisioned most 
economical in contrast to repeated rejections was murder.
 Gender, however, did not prevent the misuse of other offered slaves. During his 
stay at Cape Coast Castle during the eighteenth century, John Fountain gained 
insight into local slaving customs related to the unsold, indicating, “If they are not 
saleable they are put to death.” His clarity hastened most prominently through 
one african female described as “being very old and very infirm,” brought to the 
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castle for sale after being rejected by several captains and local residents. Once 
on display, she was once again unable to secure interest. “Because the Black 
trader would not be at the expence of her maintenance,” Fountain learned that 
her captor “carried her into the Bush.” realizing the woman’s inability to secure 
local or foreign interest, as well as expenses on his own time, the unnamed cap-
tor transported her to “a field or kind of meadow which is overrun with weeds 
and bushes.” Concealed from public view, this grassland served as the last site 
and open space where this bondwoman considered her uncertain fate before she 
“was murthered, and afterwards found.” Sources leave silent how this woman 
became enslaved and how she was killed, along with the duration of time her 
lifeless body lay discarded within the field of grass.54

 Captives deemed useless within the specter of slave sales were executed, per-
haps more often than the history reveals. Jerome Barnard Weuves related a case 
during his command at the fort of annamaboe involving “a woman who was 
accused of witchcraft, or the wife of a man accused of witchcraft,” historically 
marked as “very old” and brought in for purchase consideration. Observing 
the professed age of her displayed body, Weuves declined the proposed offer. 
During negotiations he learned “if  I refused to purchase her that she would 
be put to death,” yet, still unmoved, several locals charged with her sale took 
the woman away. Once carried from the fort, an employed servant reported, 
“It was the intent of the people in town to cut her head off,” partly because of 
her accused crime and inability to attract a buyer. Weuves immediately sent 
a person after the traveling band to express that he “would take the woman, 
and give something for her,” as he intimated, “rather than she should lose her 
life.” Despite his effort, the messenger arrived “five minutes too late,” finding 
once there “her head was off  her shoulders.”55

 the violent deaths of  these two women and the shattered lives of  many 
others points to the evolution of several societal practices during the era of the 
slave trade. these circumstances likely did not play out in such simple terms 
as recorded, yet the immediacy of their murders underscores how the evolving 
disruption of social mores fueled by constant demand for black laborers and 
the lure of capital created a deep detachment from the social value of human 
life. With the primary objective always to maximize profits, slave ship sailors 
attended to the differences among bondpeople wherein which divergent fac-
tors of physical and mental health, size, disability, and, as already intimately 
revealed, age marked and defined their bodies. these bonded females were cast 
as worthless on either side of the atlantic, and the perceived insignificance of 
their livess run counter to the way we understand value among captive black 
bodies. their murders, moreover, expose the need to deepen our examinations 
into the externalities and hidden costs of slavery mitigated against bondpeople 
forcing them to confront rejections and at times the fatal consequences of 
market refusal.
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Conclusion

the kidnap, transport, and confinement of captives in shoreline holdings made 
possible the trade of humans as viable goods. establishing ties and brokering 
deals gave way to a pendulum of interactions as foreign sailors sorted through 
scores of men, women, children, and the elderly to secure those deemed most 
profitable. Setting out to determine a captive’s feasibility of  surviving ship-
board captivity and appeasing plantation needs, sea captains were unable to 
be impartial in the selection process. Held to rigid accountability measures 
set forth by distant merchants, disaggregating captives according to age, body 
structure, gender, aesthetics, and particularly health, far outweighed the mere 
availability of black bodies. Surgeons and commanders sought to ensure fiscal 
responsibility by predicting the maximum value a bondperson could generate 
within distant slave societies. their decisions functioned as the vital pretext 
for the making of enslaved laborers as they dictated where, how, and if  any 
captive would fit into the vast landscape of atlantic slavery.
 recounting the diverse stories involving the movement of african people 
into the americas, we privilege those purchased, transported, and successfully 
imported into scattered slave societies. However, in turning attention to the 
range of captives displaced aboard foreign ships, the view also fully considers 
the cadre of those enslaved and devalued as potential commercial market goods. 
Uncovering the varied meanings of value that all slaves held on the african 
side of the atlantic can then better explain how the financial decisions of for-
eign buyers led to reconfiguring the incalculable lives of those both sold and 
unsold. Some slaves, Stephanie Smallwood astutely reminds, understood their 
own commodification in the specter of coastal sales as they “learned that when 
they reach the littoral, their exchangeability on the atlantic market outweighed 
any social value they might have.”56 With their bodies marked and possessed 
by their new owners following coastal negotiations, once pushed out at sea 
slaves more intimately understood the permanence, severity, and meaning of 
their movement off  land and containment in an isolating world of suffering, 
violence, toxins, and, most of all, contagion.



 3 Healthy Desires, toxic realities

Ship captain John Newton departed liverpool on august 11, 1750, aboard his 
snow, Duke of Argyle, setting sail for the Windward Coast of africa. Docking 
almost a month later, he immediately entered into business negotiations with lo-
cal slave merchants to acquire available captives. With agreements finalized and 
the captives loaded and securely stowed within the vessel, Newton confronted 
several instances of declining health among them. Conditions worsened fol-
lowing his arrival at rio Junque, prompting him to declare, “Having so many 
sick, am afraid [we] shall not be able to keep our boats going” further on the 
route. as illness filtered through the ship’s hold, he sought coastal resources 
to preserve the lives of his human property, discharging several seamen during 
trade at Grand Basse to “put a boy on shoar, No. 27, being very bad with a 
flux.” three weeks after the captive’s removal, the boy’s designated caretaker, 
andrew ross, shared with Newton that, treatment notwithstanding, his health 
had deteriorated and he died. Despite the financial loss incurred by the boy’s 
death, Newton indicated it was “indeed what I expected.”1

 three months later, while preparing for his coastal departure, Newton faced 
yet another medical episode, this time with an enslaved girl referred to as “No. 
92” similarly devastated by the flux. Much like her former shipmate, Newton sent 
the young female onshore to an unknown man named Peter Freeman—likely a 
broker, resident physician, or perhaps a member of his crew charged with her care. 
recollecting the girl’s transfer, Newton reasoned it was “not so much in hopes of 
recovery (for I fear she is past it),” but instead, as he professed, “to free the ship 
of a nuisance.”2 Both his perspective and actions convey a sense of indifference 
toward the young girl perceived as a medical threat; however, ship commanders 
were continuously faced with devising the best ways to minimize external threats 
to their slaving endeavors. On Wednesday morning, the next day, following her 
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relocation and directly in line with Newton’s prediction, “No. 92” died. Sources 
do not reveal when or even how this young girl’s distemper manifested, yet the 
rapidness of her decline and death reinforce the difficulty and rather vulnerable 
position that sea captains faced in the buying and boarding slaves due to the ever 
potent threat of sickness. Ship commanders sorted through a broad range of 
human merchandise, actively in pursuit of slaves possessing a healthy disposition. 
However, with bacteria, germs, and viruses undetectable and contagion widely 
pervasive, the fate of the two boarded children, No. 27 and No. 92, centers the 
permanence of death while pointing to the fact that attempts were extended to 
restore a bondperson, health comprised the most critically unpredictable aspect 
of the slaving industry. tracing the movement of captives on ships following 
coastal market transactions, this chapter interrogates the second and most cru-
cial phase of slavery at sea. Doing so reveals the labor and profit risks involved 
in the movement and subsequent displacing of captives while turning attention 
towards the dangerous convergence of toxicity and power that engendered the 
deterioration of slaves’ bodies.
 Funneled from and through the hands of  different slave traders until the 
final point of sale, bondpeople regularly confronted severe hunger, thirst, abuse, 
exhaustion, and poor sanitation. the terror of  captivity, solidified through 
slaves’ enforcement and temporary holdings within dungeons, barracoons, and 
pens, led to the initial decline and by far the inception of isolating psychological 
torment many captives underwent, being unsure of their fate in the near or far 
future. environmental factors, as this chapter traces, including poor cleanli-
ness, the meager allocation of non-nutritious foods, cramped conditions, and 
inclement weather imparted far greater damage to slaves’ health, resulting in 
the further erosion and unmaking of their bodies. even more central to the 
outplay of power, deprivation, and exploit facilitated through the Middle Pas-
sage was the remote landscape of ships and the atlantic Ocean. the spatial 
freedom mariners gained in the secreted world of slavery at sea granted com-
plete autonomy to impose the most intense dismantling of their human goods, 
which in turn exposed and more clearly defined the meanings and boundaries 
of “unfreedom” for transported slaves. taken together, this phase of the hu-
man manufacturing process was merely a staging ground for the circulation 
of violence, terrorizing abuses, and the medical decline of slaves.

Bodies of Contention

african merchants set out to sell prime slaves to foreign buyers, but this did not 
always translate to providing the most humane conditions for those held on 
hand awaiting purchase. During the loading process, “some of them were very 
meager . . . when I received them on board,” one slave trader observed, which 
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in some cases was “owing to the great scarcity of  provisions in the country 
from which they came.”3 Unable to keep up with the growing demand for black 
laborers, the supply of coastal rations occasionally ran low. Despite the po-
tential value bondmen and bondwomen generated within the slaving industry, 
deprivation and unending violent mistreatment jeopardized the maintenance 
of slaves’ health at sea. For this reason, Joseph Fayrer of the ship Harlequin 
was directed to “be very cautious of the Slaves you buy” given that on many 
occasions “they are often sickly.”4

 Sailors were advised on what to watch out for in slave selections and sales, 
yet local merchants and inland raiding parties did not always exert careful 
handling to avoid inflicting any exterior damages on captured slaves. “the 
skin of the wrist and arms” was commonly “excoriated from the friction of 
the country ropes with which they were tied.”5 ropes, manacles, and neck col-
lars marked their flesh, restricting their movements to prevent any attempts 
at fleeing. traders were especially sensitive to the physical abuses bondpeople 
underwent onshore, knowing the expectations of long-term management they 
were tasked with in preserving and supplying blemish-free laborers. With goods 
and monies exchanged and sales complete, from the perspective of coastal men 
any bodily damages that surfaced during the vessel transfer of slaves became 
the primary responsibility of their new foreign owners.
 Despite efforts exerted to procure healthy bodies, no captain or seamen 
could fully anticipate the medical horrors capable of decimating their financial 
dreams through newly bought slaves. to counter any possibility of infectious 
transmissions, “the cloth that they had round their middle was thrown over-
board.”6 Such preventive measures appeased any initial fears of contamination, 
yet the intermingling of bondpeople into cramped ship holds facilitated the 
exchange of  contagious diseases. Once disembarked from the West african 
coast, James Penny, captain of the vessel Oisean, encountered a high rate of 
african mortality when measles surfaced among approximately three hundred 
stowed slaves. the vessel’s crew consisted of several sailors and “an experienced 
Surgeon, with three other assistant Surgeons.” Prior to his departure from 
england, Penny placed “every thing necessary for the restoration” of slaves’ 
health on board, including a variety of food provisions and medicines.7 the 
diverse precautions of laborers and medical tools may have created a unified 
sense of preparedness, but his efforts proved useless in the cycle of illness and 
contagion as measles claimed the lives of many of the vessel’s captives.
 the end of coastal negotiations marked the beginning of widespread move-
ment of diseases among sailors and slaves. Serving as temporary captives on 
loan during coastal sales, unexpected illnesses occurred in some cases through 
traders’ use of  “pawns.” “the owner or friend of  such pawns commonly 
borrow[s] Slaves from a ship which is not so forward in completing her cargo, 
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and takes the pawn of the ship that is ready to depart, and puts it on board 
the other” until a vessel is completely filled. Such measures ensured awaiting 
traders their requested captives were en route. However, “epidemical disorders 
[were] conveyed from one ship to another by this practice,” enforcing tempo-
rary yet sustained close contact that on occasion “destroyed a great number 
of Slaves.”8 through the process some bondpeople functioned as bargaining 
chips, down payments, and physical loaners used to help finalize negotiations 
between coastal traders and white seamen. their displacement on different 
vessels consequentially exposed them to unhealthy environments detrimental 
to sailors and especially those forced to lie in close proximity with boarded 
ailing captives.
 Shipmasters preferred slaves whose bodies displayed optimal health, yet 
the transmission of virtually undetectable ailments among boarded captives 
affected future market sales as well as the labor commanded of them. a male 
slave purchased to relieve a pawn aboard the eighteenth-century vessel Briton 
and serviced by the ship’s surgeon, Henry ellison, demonstrated this dangerous 
reality.9 ellison detected the onset of smallpox in an offered bondman during 
a preliminary examination, after which he warned the presiding commander. 
Disregarding the physician’s observations, the captain indicated “he did not 
believe it, and if  it was [smallpox], he would keep him as he was a fine man.” 
Once crewmen lodged the male slave within a corner hold aboard, smallpox 
broke out among “almost all the Slaves on the ship,” leading to the death of 
ten captives discovered the next morning. Moving their diseased bodies onto 
the top deck for disposal, ellison observed, “the flesh and skin ha[d] peeled 
off  their wrists when we ha[d] taken hold of them,” which in his professional 
estimation represented merely one devastation of the deadly medical disorder.10 
the confined spaces of slave ships facilitated the mobility and transmission of 
illness and decline that exacerbated slaves’ vulnerability to disease, and in turn 
left sea captains and surgeons powerless in combating the physical decline of 
their purchased cargo.

Confined Dangers

Bondpeople boarded ships enfeebled from their landed experiences; however, 
unsanitary conditions pervasive within slave vessels added to the vulnerability 
of their future laboring lives. Debates persisted widely on the necessity of loose 
versus tight packing in the confinement of slaves, although with private trade 
dominating the eighteenth century, seafarers operated at the discretion of vessel 
owners and their own personal calculations. Managing trade risks, supplying 
live bodies, and enhancing profit outcomes, captains purchased slaves know-
ing full well the possibility of losses through shipboard mortality. the interior 
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spaces of slave ships represented sites for the forcible gathering of bodies as 
decisions were made to counter sickness, trauma, and death. Whereas, the 
physical construction of  ships determined the stowage and spatial arrange-
ments of boarded slaves. acting on preconceived security concerns, bondmen 
were most times immediately moved belowdecks. Surviving records vaguely 
hint at the stowage of female captives, leaving contemporary understanding 
to rest on the idea that all slaves were moved into the lower decks of vessels. 
traditional narratives likewise emphasize gendered separations, whereas in 
some instances the “Whole of that Deck under the Gangway is covered with 
Negroes.”11 With accounts of the stowage of slaves based primarily on adult 
black men, particularities and evolving nuances of how sailors packed women 
and children on slave ships during the legal slave trade are many times less clear.
 the greatest demands for slaves in the eighteenth century were largely predi-
cated on the importation of  male slaves to appease foreign interest. Precise 
boarding of slaves may not always be as easy to discern; however, the displace-
ment of bondpeople within the interior of ships held significant bearing on 
their bodies. Holding rooms reserved for captives’ oceanic passage were far from 
extensive, with length accommodations estimated at “about Five Feet ten.” 
variations among slaves’ height and weight affected their shipboard placement, 
and the transport experience resulted in repeatedly cramped bodies and flesh 
damages. “the Negro was laid on his Back,” one source revealed, to ensure 
they “have sufficient room for their accommodation if  they chose to turn 
on their Side.”12 In other ships, male slaves were “locked spoonways,” or even 
in a head-to-foot spatial arrangement, forcing them to lie in close proximity 
to their fellow shipmates.13 More problematic than the resulting skin injuries 
were the toxic consequences from bodily excrement that flowed easily between, 
from, and to the bodies of slaves within their constricted environments. traders 
differed in their evaluation of the massive grouping of slaves relative to their 
stowage and transport, evidenced by one slave trader’s contention that bond-
people “had always plenty of room to lay down in,” to which he concluded, 
“had they had three times as much room they would lay all jammed close up 
together.” these behaviors, he reported, “they always do . . . before the room 
is half  full.”14 Instead of gaining ample space to maneuver themselves within 
the hollowed interior of  ships, surgeon alexander Falconbridge conversely 
emphasized, captives “had not so much room as a man in his coffin, neither 
in length or breadth, and it was impossible for them to turn or shift with any 
degree or ease.”15

 equally devastating to slaves’ transport was the lack of proper circulation of 
air. “every ship has gratings, and most have air ports, but there are some ships, 
whose constructions do not admit of air ports in the usual manner.”16 regula-
tions specifying the construction of slave vessels were nonexistent, conforming 
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instead with merchants’ orders and a ship commander’s needs. Knowing the 
dangers inherent with extended confinement of slaves without daily movement, 
Captain Spoor of the vessel Ranger received the warning, “you must allways 
be mindfull to give them as much fresh air as you possibly can” while at sea.17 
Whether many vessel owners and sailors gave substantial thought to these 
necessary practices remains inconclusive. “they seldom complain of heat while 
the air is sweet,” one trader declared, justifying the congested stowage of slaves 
because from his determination, “they are accustomed to heat, and find very 
few inconveniences from it.” arising often from locales with tropical climates, 
he surmised quite simply, “they can bear heat better than White People.”18

 tremendous variance persisted among enslavers with the intensity of ship 
heat and captives’ preference; however, the poor conditions into which slaves 
were forced greatly jeopardized their health. “too close Confinement in the 
damp and foul air of large Ships” created a higher probability of suffocation 
and disease transmission.19 a vessel’s size as well as sustained physical contact 
through the constraint of  bodies proved equally critical in the management 
of boarded captives. Captain John ashley Hall described these consequences, 
pointing out, “I have frequently heard them crying out when below for the 
want of air.”20 Some ships included ventilators, yet these devices were often 
unable to filter sufficient air among lodged slaves, forcing many to routinely 
confront extended hours and sometimes consecutive days of detention bound 
within heat-intensified rooms. Improper circulation caused stagnation and a 
heavy dampness, making breathing extremely difficult. therefore, it was not 
uncommon that when “brought upon deck, some [were] fainting” while other 
slaves “die[d] within a few minutes after they have been brought upon deck, 
which proceeded from the corrupted state of the air and heat jointly.”21 Such 
observations directly counter the circulation of racialized ideas that african 
people were naturally capable of withstanding extreme temperatures without 
medical consequences while showing more forcefully the seaborne operation 
of unregulated methods of deprivation and torment.
 the inability to breathe worsened slaves’ conditions as they crossed the at-
lantic. “I have seen their breasts heaving, and observed them draw their breath 
with all those laborious and anxious efforts for life,” one surgeon detailed, 
arguing that respiratory problems frequently emerged through immersion in 
and the ingestion of toxic air from bodily fluids and excrement. “When the 
tarpaulins were, through ignorance or inadvertently thrown over the [air] grat-
ings,” covering the portholes and making their confinement even more bur-
densome, some slaves were seen “attempting to heave them up, and crying out 
‘Kickeraboo, Kickeraboo,’” linguistically signifying their unending awareness 
of the coming of death. “On removing the tarpaulins and gratings,” another 
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physician recalled, “I have seen them fly to the hatchway with all the signs of 
terror and dread of suffocation.”22 language barriers persisted, yet the sense 
of terror and desperation that slaves vocalized proved unable to be disregarded 
by sound, sight, or affect within the isolated atlantic waterways.
 a multiplicity of cleaning procedures were employed to sterilize the often 
hazardous environments of  ships, knowing the unhealthy risks anchored in 
the oceanic transport of bondpeople. “the practice of cleaning the ship,” one 
captain explained, “is prejudicial to the health of the Slaves.”23 Sterile environ-
ments were necessary to the preservation of all aboard; therefore, any neglect 
of sanitation created fertile ground for bacterial transmission. Crewmen were 
sometimes ordered to scrub a ship’s deck with bricks and sand followed by a 
full wash and rinse in which canvases were used to filter water from the head 
(toilet) pumps located between the various decks. these sanitizing measures 
assisted with removing any undetectable toxins lingering within the porous 
surface. Sweltering temperatures and damp conditions rampant at sea, the 
wooden boards of decks required sufficient drying to prevent the emergence of 
colds and flu, the rotting of wood, and constant movement of vermin able to 
thrive in damp conditions. Some commanders ordered pans placed in africans’ 
rooms, where fires were lit and burned for close to two hours to ensure proper 
drying.24 Others used “Fires made of dried Wood sprinkled with any refinous 
Substance, such as Pitch [and] boiled turpentine,” to help purify the planks 
and reduce any toxic aromas.25

 With the largest numbers of purchased captives belowdecks, the cleanliness 
of  bottom holdings of  ships were vital to the health of  boarded slaves. 
throughout a vessel’s passage they were forced to lie naked within hollowed 
spaces that both submerged and exposed their cramped bodies to contami-
nated mixtures of  bacteria, blood, and mucus shed from their shipmates. 
Often these largely neglected darkened spaces were cleaned at the discretion 
of  sea captains. the surgeon of  the ship Swift remarked in 1792 on the inat-
tention the presiding commander gave to ship cleanliness, reporting that 
“another thing to be taken care of  is keeping y’e ship clean which he ne-
glected” in his duties. In hopes of  providing greater credibility, he added, 
“Capt laroe he knows that when he came on board he found the ship most 
tolerably dirty.”26 Sanitation duties on other vessels took place two to three 
times a week, depending on the weather and a ship’s governance. During 
feeding and exercise periods, crewmen “and generally some of the boys, [we]re 
sent down below to scrape and swab the room” where captives were regularly 
locked.27 these holding areas were frequently cleaned with “the Fumes of 
tar or frankincense, and sprinkle[d] with vinegar” to quell the stench of 
encased naked captives’ bodies for long periods of  time.28 For this, crewmen 
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occasionally burned tobacco and brimstone, filtering smoke to freshen these 
closed-off  rooms.29

 regardless of the methods used to prevent unsanitary conditions, slave ships 
were well known for the smells they emitted. Captain thomas Wilson shared 
that his officers and crew regularly “complained of the noxious smell . . . in-
somuch that they dreaded some infection.”30 Platforms, decks, and defecation 
tubs containing the blood, urine, fecal matter, and vomit of  slaves were the 
primary catalysts for the offensive stench. Working and traveling aboard ves-
sels, often for weeks and months at a time, fueled a sense of familiarity and 
tolerance among some seamen to the odors of slave ships. “as far as the Smell,” 
one trader recounted, “that must depend on every Person’s own Feelings.”31 
yet not every mariner shared these tolerable sentiments. “the stench to me,” 
another sailor explained, “and I believe to every european unaccustomed to 
them, is intolerably offensive.”32 No matter a ship’s point of origin in traveling 
from africa, a stigma of filth became associated with a ship’s sail and atlantic 
arrival within different ports. Knowing the prospect of wealth represented by 
the bodies of transported slaves, brokers and potential buyers willingly risked 
their own health and prevailing fears of contamination by temporarily inter-
acting within these foul spaces once docked into port.
 With desires of  profit outweighing the allocation of  mistreatment, slave 
cleanliness was the most critically economical solution necessary to their health 
and future market sales. Bondpeople were never given the chance to regularly 
cleanse on their own terms. Instead they were “kept clean shaved,” with excess 
hair being trimmed and shaved off male slaves’ faces and heads.33 Such measures 
reduced the accumulation of  bacteria while helping to make bonded males 
appear younger to potential buyers. Female captives experienced hair growth 
in different parts of their body; therefore, we can reason that shaving practices 
were similarly forced to counter unforeseen bacteria. For all captives, “every 
attention [was] paid to their Heads, that there be no vermin lodged there.”34 
exorbitant ship temperatures contributed to the proliferation of flies, termites, 
lice, cockroaches, and mice, all of which, coupled with the closeness of bodies 
through tight packing, enabled faster routes of transmission. the heightened 
apprehension of disease and, most of all, the potential loss of capital therefore 
motivated many commanders to ensure that african slaves were cleansed, albeit 
through basic means, during a ship’s passage.35

 Several methods were used to keep bondpeople’s bodies relatively clean. On 
some ships the morning ritual involved the use of “tubs of Water” distributed 
for slaves to gather around and “wash their Hands and Face,” followed by a 
surgeon’s examination to ascertain any sores or complaints that may have 
emerged during the evening hours.36 recognizing the sporadic nature of cap-
tives’ opportunities to clean themselves, it is reasonable to assume that these 
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water basins were not regularly drained, resulting in an offensive smell. to 
extend the use of recycled ship water, a British royal Navy surgeon suggested, 
“When your water is stinking, mix lemon juice or vinegar with it, and it will 
render it much less unwholesome.”37 Collective use of still water permitted the 
direct and dangerous exchange of bodily fluids in and through the different 
orifices of bondpeople’s bodies. even more, stagnant water often attracts fly-
ing vermin, which for slaves meant increased prospects of bacterial ingestion 
through the process of cleansing one’s face.
 Forced to wash on the open decks of slave ships, favorable weather condi-
tions dictated the frequency of such practices for bondpeople. In some cases 
this occurred during “the Middle of the Day, if  the Weather is fine, they are 
bathed all over.”38 On May 23, 1753, the captain of the African logged that 
his crew “washed the slaves which the weather has not allowed us to do this 
fortnight nearly.”39 Unable to clean the ship’s human cargo, these instances 
fostered the greatest probability of sickness and transmission. to prevent cap-
tives from catching colds “when the Decks are Wet,” one shipmaster received 
instructions urging, “let them be wash’d allways in the evenings but Never in 
the Mornings.”40 the patterns of captives’ bathing are far less clear in surviving 
sources; however, these measures depended on a ship commander’s preference 
and trade expertise but especially the prevalence of sickness within a vessel’s 
hold.
 to counter the transmission of microorganisms, different cleaning strategies 
were employed to offset further damages in a bondperson’s health. During 
periods of  favorable weather, sailors permitted slaves “to wash themselves 
under the head pump.” Physician t. aubrey warned about the dangers of 
cleaning bondpeople by “forcing them into a tub of cold Water every Day, 
and pouring the Water on their Heads by Bucketsfull.” although they were 
accustomed to bathing in their homelands, he explained, “Sometimes they may 
be little indisposed, and then they fear the Bath.” reinforcing the lines of power 
held over slaves denied privacy, “when some refuse the Bath,” he encouraged 
the casual use of  violence by any means deemed necessary, including with 
“Blows, and Kicks, and Cats” to counter any posture of  insubordination.41 
Following a brief  rinse, captives on some ships received palm oil to rub on 
their bodies to draw out any toxins and prevent the growth of skin conditions 
common with changing weather patterns.42 these measures fundamentally 
helped to prevent contamination, stench, and any dryness of  the skin while 
granting slaves temporary feelings of dignity regarding their personal hygiene. 
the greatest illusion, however, lay in the false sense of power it produced, if  
merely because bondpeople’s lives were always determined and predicated on 
their captors’ discretion and the ever constant threat of violence. Communal 
cleansing permitted control over one’s body while increasing opportunities of 
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contamination among other lodged captives. as a precautionary measure of 
cleanliness, owners of one vessel urged that the ship’s crew “make the Slave[s] 
rub each other with a piece of Cloth every Morning,” which they learned could 
“promote Circulation & prevent Swellings” from arising on a captive’s flesh.43 
How and if  these methods were regularly used, as well as their effectiveness, is 
contemporarily unknown. Use of the cloth raises particularly difficult ques-
tions about the number of people using these rags as well as details on if  any 
sterilization and disposal were part of the cleaning process. any disregard for 
the cleanliness of both vessels and slaves invited the filtration of illness and 
death, thereby hampering the availability and import of  healthy bodies and 
viable future laborers.

the Constraint of Nutrition and exercise

along with sickness-related conditions, food was equally critical to maintaining 
the health of captured africans. Many of the edible items bondpeople received 
came from different parts of the atlantic. While preparing for their overseas 
ventures in england, seamen loaded various foodstuffs, including beans and 
in some cases “stockfish, flour, bread, and beef,” along with an assortment 
of liquors.44 Knowing the entanglement of dietary practices with the health 
and preservation of future laborers, merchants occasionally directed sailors’ 
attention to these culinary matters. Captain Caleb Godfrey of the sloop Hare 
received instructions on November 8, 1755, regarding food distribution among 
boarded slaves ordering that he “let them have a Sufficiency of good Diet,” 
to which was added, “as you are sensible in your voyage depends upon their 
Health.”45

 Seafarers traveling the coastal waterways often bartered for a diversity of 
foods that comprised the basic items consumed during an oceanic passage. to 
accommodate any decrease in supplies, once docked at West africa ship com-
manders sought goods such as seafood, corn, and cassava to supplement feeding 
captives.46 Docked in Old Calabar in 1788, the commander of the slaver Juba 
negotiated for the purchase of several items, including “1 Gang Cask Brandy, 
Palm Oil, Pepper, lime Juice, Goat, Dryed Fish, &c for his slaves.”47 During 
coastal stays traders typically “got several articles, such as plantains, bananas, 
and several other refreshments,” despite knowing these items “are not fit to keep 
at sea.”48 Storing these provisions within intensely hot environments of ships 
drastically deteriorated their form, in some cases causing food-borne illnesses 
if  consumed. Unable to rely solely on vendibles carried from europe, seafarers 
were dependent on shoreline foods to sustain captives not only during african 
market sales, but also during the transatlantic voyage.
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 Food dispersal took on different forms at sea. Under orders of some ships, 
captives received breakfast in the morning “soon after day-light,” and evening 
meals were given during the four or five o’clock hour.49 a vessel’s size deter-
mined how slaves received their food: on smaller vessels they were brought 
up from the bottom holding for meals, whereas on larger vessels they were 
spread throughout the interior of the ship. Some were fed on the main deck 
as the chief  mate, surgeon, and boatswain oversaw their congregation. When 
confined to the quarterdeck, the same location as the ship’s captain, the sec-
ond mate and surgeon’s mate were stationed to watch over them.50 Crewmen 
organized slaves across lines of sex during feeding times and into groups of 
ten to “mess by themselves, by which means no one can be overlooked, as they 
fit in a circle.”51 Gendered separation reinforced constant divisions between 
men and women; however, smaller groups empowered greater opportunities 
to enforce and maintain social order and surveillance by reducing the number 
of gathered slaves and guarding against any further insurgency.
 Preservation of  food on ships largely shaped the range of  provisions in-
cluded within most slaves’ meals. the challenge of adequate storage created 
dependencies and imposed incredibly strict standards for food distribution.52 
edible items typically consisted “mostly of Beef, Pork, Biscuit, Flour, Oatmeal, 
Pease, Butter, [and] Cheese.”53 Seafarers also carried salted meats, dried beans, 
rice, and yams because of their resistance to spoilage during lengthy voyages 
and to create larger meals accommodating with larger groups.54 One surgeon 
recalled that bondpeople “are fed with two Meals of comfortable wholesome 
victuals.”55 the dynamics of shipboard captivity never permitted comfort nor 
were their meals vital to a bondperson’s nutritional needs. Beyond sustenance, 
crewmen viewed these foodstuffs as necessary to preserve the basic health of 
boarded slaves. High temperatures and intermittent open sea weather patterns 
prohibited the allocation of fresh fruits and vegetables. Moreover, the restrictive 
nature of feeding on ships and cheap investment of black laborers hindered 
the extensive provision or even an abundance of meals due not only to large 
numbers of slaves but the fundamental nature of slavery at sea entangled by 
threads of power, exploit, and deprivation.
 Shipboard food provisions fell primarily into three categories: starches, 
carbohydrates, and proteins. Starchy items were the most regular aspect of 
bondpeople’s meals, including cassava, grains, Indian corn, barley, and shelled 
peas, boiled down and incorporated into different meals.56 Carbohydrates were 
another staple on vessels, exemplified by the constant inclusion of bread, rice, 
and yams in captives’ diets. In some cases they “have commonly one meal or 
more of yams a day given to them on the coast and on the Middle Passage.”57 
yams were also cheap and widely available across much of West africa, leading 
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in some cases to overreliance. this staple not only reflected customary dietary 
practices familiar to many slaves, but looked at from the perspective of their 
captors, yams also fed numerous captives, generated a feeling of fullness, and, 
most of all, served economic needs by making slaves appear less emaciated.
 Bondpeople also received a diversity of proteins. these nutritional supple-
ments were typically procured on the african coast and at other times following 
a ship’s port arrival. Proteins ranged from beef, pork, chicken, and salt fish, 
but in the absence of preferred meats, sailors relied on locally available foods. 
the captain of the Ranger logged in 1790 that his crew, while docked at West 
africa, “served the People with fresh Fish in lieu of Pork and Pease.”58 the pork 
and peas were likely carried from england, but to diversify the meals served on 
board, sailors bartered for fish in shoreline communities. Crewmen also drew 
from the sea to provide meals. On November 2, 1783, the commander of the 
vessel Count du Nord wrote, “this morning hook’d a Shark but the line being 
too small he broke it and made his escape” into the waters. although unsuc-
cessful, several weeks later their persistence proved fruitful when “at 10 a poor 
unfortunate Dolphin took the hook, Was Discover’d and Immediately hall’d 
In” the ship. the next day several crewmen “hook’d a Shark of a 11 feet long 
[and] hall’d it” on the ship and “he was Immediately Cut up & Devour’d.”59 
atlantic port communities supplied food rations that seamen used during slav-
ing voyages, yet the oceanic highway granted access to an array of dietary items 
sometimes difficult to procure on land in mass quantities.
 Different techniques were used in the storage and distribution of  animal 
protein. to counter the intensity of heat and provide proper means of preserva-
tion, many meats were cured by adding salt and allowing them to sit in the open 
air.60 these measures permitted sailors to preserve fleshy food items far longer, 
which, by increasing captives’ salt intake, fostered a greater susceptibility to 
severe dehydration.61 Bondpeople were “forced to eat too much Salt,” which as 
one physician observed, “is a thing they little care for, unless it be in a very small 
Quantity.”62 Salt preferences varied according to personal taste and previous 
exposure, although economic needs trumped dietary desires. the preservation 
of meats ensured a sufficient amount of provisions made available; however, 
this practice came at heavy cost to slaves’ health, as the overconsumption of 
high-sodium foods aggravated and even produced various complications they 
later confronted.63

 Beans, along with meats, comprised another source of protein captives regu-
larly consumed on slave ships. as a result of the routine use of dry goods in 
ship meals, some ships received explicit directions—“On their first coming on 
board feed them sparingly”—because previous experience revealed that “sud-
den change from a green vegetable diet to dry food is apt to make them Costive, 
which the surgeon must guard against.”64 the range of attention seamen gave 
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to this abrupt dietary shift, if  they paid attention at all, is difficult to closely 
trace. However, slaves boarded ships hungry and malnourished, compounded 
by intense desperation for survival. to offer variation on the monotony of 
foodstuff, on some ships sailors mixed beans into various sauces to diversify 
offered meals. a dish regularly offered commonly known as “slauber-sauce” 
combined rice, beans, “palm oil, mixed with flour, water, and pepper.”65 Some 
slaves preferred this concoction, prompting one commander to suggest future 
english vessels traveling to africa place “Dryed Flour on board for her slaves” 
in order to permit “the Capt to have doe Boy’s made & well Boiled with the 
Slauber Sauce as is Customary.”66 Shipboard cooks also blended foods to cre-
ate meals, including “Horse-beans boiled all to a Paste, and then stuff[ed] with 
rotten Herrings.” Occasionally this mixture was served “with Palm Oil enough, 
a small Matter of Salt, and good Quantity of Pepper” and distributed among 
lodged captives.67 the employment of creative culinary tactics depended on a 
ship’s orders and available supplies; however, foods given within slavery at sea 
were far from extensive.
 Several types of beverages were also distributed among bondpeople during 
their oceanic passages. Water was the most critical requirement; however, these 
barreled supplies were usually carried from england and stowed on ship for 
later use. extended periods of time spent at sea led to dehydration only wors-
ened by crewmen’s enforcement of water restrictions. “length of voyage may 
run them short,” surgeon robert Norris explained, “but Ships in general have 
the Precaution to lay in three Months of Water, or thereabouts, for a Passage 
of Six, Seven, or eight Weeks.”68 a vessel’s size, the number of bondpeople 
stowed aboard, and the duration of time spent in West africa all affected the 
regularity and amount of water able to be distributed prior to and during the 
oceanic passage. lengthy coastal stays therefore meant seamen had to gather 
additional water once docked at africa, as evidenced by Captain James Fraser, 
who noted, “In some places I paid for wood and water, which is the general 
practice of the country.” Confronted with unending challenges during his stay 
on the angolan coast, he confessed, “It is very difficult to get the water on 
board from some places, on account of  the difficulty of  landing, where the 
water was to be procured.”69 replenishing water supplies required planning 
and considerable labor, although necessary precautions for the preservation 
of both slaves and sailors.
 Water restrictions depended on the number of people on a ship as well as 
heat. “When the weather is uncommonly warm,” some traders felt it most 
advantageous to “serve them the same quantity of water in the middle of the 
day.” Ship captain John Knox typically gave tin cups containing a half-pint of 
water allowance reserved for slaves during their morning rise and once again in 
the afternoon.70 Considering the variety of body sizes and differences among 
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slaves across gender, age, and health, equal distribution of water would have 
been insufficient for supplying necessary fluids according to personal bodily 
needs. “I usually laid in from 60 to 80 gallons a man,” one vessel master recol-
lected, “but I generally had a quarter of my stock left, when I arrived in the 
West Indies or america.”71 Set adrift beyond public view, ship commanders 
had complete control over the daily distribution of water, allowing them to 
determine the regularity of distribution but also to designate those slaves most 
worthy of preservation or deprivation. their decisions of access affected the 
lives and physiological makeup of bondpeople, forcing some to suffer dehy-
dration, become weak, endure swelling, and confront difficulties in dispelling 
toxins from their bodies.
 along with water, bondpeople received other liquids during shipboard meal-
times. american and english sailors carried various liquors to exchange for the 
coastal sale of bondpeople, but prior to departure, any unsold supplies were 
reserved for later use during the voyage. One commander explained, “I always 
had sufficient quantity of wine and spirituous liquors for the use of the negroes 
and the ship’s company.”72 relying on a system of gradual management, he 
dispersed diluted “inferior brandy and rum” among the enslaved. Ingesting 
such drinks within the confine of sweltering temperatures intensified feelings 
of intoxication and delirium as the temperature of captives’ bodies began to 
rise and exhaustion soon followed.
 Despite the intent to provide meal diversity with food and drink in the Middle 
Passage, tainted provisions surfaced within ship meals, placing captives’ health 
under greater harm.73 “One of  the great Causes of  losing the Slaves, comes 
from very bad Food,” one surgeon wrote to his employers.74 Physician O. P. 
Degraves offered a momentary glimpse into the consequences of serving toxic 
items, noting the loss of boarded slaves in Old Calabar “owing to a purchase 
of bad yams.” Fearful of other medical injuries arising that might affect his 
reputation, he added, “Our bread is all mouldy, and I am much afraid of the 
consequences.”75 Detailed information revealing the types of food or even how 
long these spoiled items were distributed among captives until their inferior 
quality was discovered is unnoted. Heavily dependent on various individuals 
and landed communities to supply necessary provisions placed sea travelers in 
a dangerous and rather vulnerable position with shipboard provisions. Work-
ing to extend future business relationships and most often faced with limited 
time, crewmen were unable to criticize coastal traders or vendors about storage 
time and climate in assessing the possibility of contaminated foods without 
jeopardy to future partnerships.
 In addition to the purchase of putrefied items, various parasites often bred 
within ship provisions. Physician James lind explained, “the dry provisions, 
oat-meal, peas, and flour, are apt to be corrupted and spoiled by weevils, mag-
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gots, and by growing damp and mouldy.”76 Perhaps because of these seaborne 
realities, commanders were encouraged to remove “your provisions out of the 
rooms frequently” and permit them “to be air’d” in hopes of facilitating longer 
use and preventing instances of spoilage. “you are to examine that your Cargoe 
not be Wet or eat with vermin as often as you can on the Outward Passage,” 
warned one set of  instructions.77 adapting to their host environment, many 
parasites were undetectable and thus easily hidden within boarded foods.78 
Sailors may have made concerted efforts to secure and carry noncontaminated 
items, yet the cramped and deplorable conditions of ships produced even greater 
complications with food storage and allocation.
 Cost factors and the lack of exposure to certain provisions influenced the 
meager range of meals many bondpeople received. Shortly after his departure 
from Shebar, the captain of the African reported constraints he faced in provid-
ing sustenance to several boarded slaves. On March 21, 1753, he logged that 
they were forced to “give the slaves bread . . . for their breakfast” because they 
“cannot afford them 2 hot meals per day.”79 Monies were dispersed to cover 
various expenses for a ship’s voyage; however, the bartering of goods became 
the typical method of acquiring different vessel needs, including food. Scarcity 
of coastal edibles significantly affected sea diets. Commander John Duncan 
wrote from annamaboe in 1769 that with dull times widespread on the african 
coast, “it will take us some time to get corn and yams” because, as he found, 
“they are very scarse and not to be purchased without gould.”80 a ship captain 
lodged at the mouth of the lawse river experienced similar food concerns, 
writing that “the boat is this day a Going to Serelion,” as several were directed 
“to purchase rice on the Bullarm Shoar.” “I have bin forst to feed my slaves 
with flower,” he reported, as “rice is very scarce.”81

 Contrary to dominant narratives of victimization within the trade, bond-
people occasionally demonstrated food preferences within the Middle Passage. 
Captain John ashley Hall testified that in stowing provisions and water for the 
voyage, he found it was “not always the sort of provisions they liked best.”82 
Seaman William littleton offered similar observations, recounting, “We usually 
put a few pieces of ships beef, or salt fish amongst them—after eating them 
once or twice, they have become fond of them.”83 language barriers hindered 
sailors from fully comprehending culinary practices and preferences, although 
sustained interaction within coastal communities and regularly traveling in 
close proximity with slaves created greater understanding, albeit generalized, 
of their dietary preferences and habits. “We can scarcely make them eat eu-
ropean provisions,” Captain W. Woodville noted, “much less when they begin 
to complain & their appetite becomes weak.”84

 Unfamiliarity and the lack of acquired taste for certain provisions prompted 
slaves’ rejection of offered foodstuffs. Horse beans were a main staple of the 
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trade, but many bondpeople did not like them. Speaking further to this un-
desirable culinary item, surgeon alexander Falconbridge described, some 
slaves “have such an aversion to the horse-beans, that unless they are nar-
rowly watched, when fed upon deck, they will throw them overboard, or in 
each others faces when they quarrel.”85 Stripped of any personal control over 
their lives, bondpeople traveled at the mercy of their transporters, forcing a 
desperate willingness and acceptance of any and all offered shipboard foods. 
as evidenced, however, they also found ways, albeit minimally, to influence 
their shipboard experiences.
 agency that some bondpeople acted out helped to determine the amount 
of food they received. Many offered provisions were small portions, making 
survival even more paramount. recognizing this depravity, some slaves took 
matters into their own hands through ulterior means. Physician thomas trotter 
recalled a case involving several bondmen who hid between the decks, “where 
the horse beans were kept,” and secretly “had taken some, about two or three 
gallons, and hid them away in some of  the cases that were between decks.” 
How did these men burrow themselves from discovery? Sailors learned of the 
subversive tactics when they “heard them eating them in the night.” Upon 
discovery of  the slaves’ actions, the attending commander “ordered four or 
five of the people that had done it upon deck, [and] gave them a severe horse-
whipping first.” Separating the two “supposed to be ringleaders,” he forced “a 
thumbscrew on each [captive’s] thumb” to punish them for their defiance. Such 
measures “tortured them very much,” trotter remembered, having witnessed 
“their groans and cries, the sweat running down their faces, and trembling as 
under a violent fit of the ague.”86 therein, despite the ever looming possibility 
of violence, some bondpeople became agents in their own personal welfare.
 traveling in close proximity with slaves only fueled stereotypical associations 
crewmen held of their dietary habits. Sustained exposure gained through the 
trade yielded deeper insights, yet through shipboard surveillance this often 
led to generalized assumptions. angolan captives were described as “eat[ing] 
whatever provisions were given them with cheerfulness.”87 While those from the 
Gold Coast gained reputations for “scarcely refus[ing] any food that is offered to 
them,” enforcing the widely held belief that they “generally eat larger quantities 
of whatever is placed before them, than any other species of negroes.”88 Other 
assumptions prevailed during the era of the slave trade. “yams are a favourite 
food of the eboe, or Bight negroes,” one surgeon offered, “and rice or corn, 
of those from the Gold and Windward Coasts; each preferring the produce of 
their own native soil.”89 the withholding of food forced all slaves, regardless 
of ethnic variation, to confront desperate struggles for survival during their 
atlantic crossing. the oral culture of maritime workers centrally in operation, 
any of these seaborne observations could have influenced slaves’ treatment on 
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and off  ships, leading to greater abuses of neglect, deprivation of food, and, 
most of all, the continued enforcement of violent disciplinary tool used against 
unruly black bodies.
 as bondpeople were confined for long periods of time, forced exercise served 
as an equally critical measure in preserving human merchandise. Fitness repre-
sented a regular strategy some seamen incorporated to maintain physical health 
and counter any instances of psychological decline. although widely pervasive, 
“it was not practised till their health made it absolute necessary that they should 
be allowed some exercise.”90 these necessities became most prominent when 
a captive appeared dispirited without any obvious signs of improvement. “In 
the afternoon after being fed,” crewmen typically moved captives across the 
deck “to make them dance.”91 Gendered variations as well as daily patterns 
of  physical abuse that sailors used to dance slaves in the Middle Passage is 
not always as clear in surviving records.92 Unable to escape inclement weather 
conditions during periods of  exercise, outside elements enforced even more 
preservation risks. “exercise being deemed necessary for preservation of their 
health,” slaves were typically “obliged to dance, when the weather will permit 
their coming on deck.”93 as such, a crewman ushered them on the top deck in 
the “morning between eight and nine o’clock,” and returned them back into 
their holds “about four in the evening” for the remainder of the day.94 exercise 
and weather patterns had far greater meaning in slavery at sea than histori-
cally imagined. Bondpeople’s lives were under constant attack not only from 
inclement weather but also from contamination and the lack of protections 
from the onslaught of daily environmental risks.
 In compelling slaves to move their bodies, traders interpreted their movement 
through dance in a variety of ways. africans were “accustomed to divert them-
selves at Home with Dancing, and Singing, and Drinking,” which physicians 
strongly advocated during the Middle Passage. Some crewmen enforced these 
cultural practices, but most times through violent means. “they are always 
very ready” to dance, with the only exceptions being “a few sulky ones.”95 
Bound in hollowed spaces for extended durations, some captives welcomed 
opportunities to stretch their limbs and gain fresh air, while for others dancing 
fostered a reconnection with the spirit world through sounds and prayers cre-
ated through their feet. “they are made after each meal to jump up and down 
upon the beating of a drum.” Fitness aided blood circulation while offering 
additional measures to induce proper digestion. “this is what I have heard 
called dancing, but not what I consider as dancing,” because one slave trader 
attested, “it is not to music of their own.”96

 Sailors often contrasted african dances with european modes of style, yet 
their own biases hindered them from viewing black-derived moves as culturally 
acceptable. Being forced to dance to musical sounds many times unfamiliar to 
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those from West africa, bondpeople demonstrated a sense of awkwardness in 
their movements. Surgeon thomas trotter echoed these shipboard observa-
tions, explaining that slaves “dance[d] round the deck, with all those awkward 
gestures and motions which they call dancing.”97 these publicly enforced mo-
tions created an exposure of music between sailors and slaves. regardless of the 
future economic and social roles bondpeople served in the economy of slavery, 
traders projected ongoing ideas of  inferiority, casting slaves as less civilized 
and thus uncultured. the enforcement of dancing slaves, while implemented 
for health reasons, in many ways created new meanings on slave ships that took 
on a tone of coerced entertainment for a vessel’s crew.
 Bondpeople’s health was particularly crucial to their overseas importation; 
however, refusal to exercise prompted immediate retaliation through aggressive 
means. Functioning similarly to plantation overseers, slave ship sailors violently 
left marks on unruly captives by whipping them, and thus commanding social 
order amid efforts of  preservation. “the men, who were confined in irons, 
were ordered to stand up, and make what motion they could.”98 regardless 
of gendered displays of disobedience, any unwillingness to oblige shipboard 
rules led to the use of punitive measures, a fact made strikingly clear through 
Captain John ashley’s recollection that bondpeople routinely “received a few 
strokes when they refused to perform . . . exercise, or to eat their victuals.”99 
When others went about their exercises “reluctantly, or do not move with agil-
ity,” terror intensified through flogging and use of other torturous tactics and 
devices,100 further underscoring that the maintenance of optimal health often 
came at a violent cost to bondpeople’s flesh.

environmental Hazards of Catastrophe

Diet and fitness enabled greater preservation of transported slaves, yet environ-
mental conditions countered the personal control crewmen sought to maintain 
on ships, and weather patterns posed perhaps the greatest obstacle to slaves’ 
health within the Middle Passage. rainy seasons in West africa began in late 
May or early June and typically ended in October. Some believed the coming 
of rain depended on “the change of the Moon in the latter part of May.”101 to 
circumvent bad weather, many commanders sailed at night to ride with the land 
wind.102 Despite these precautionary measures, the unpredictability of weather 
patterns contributed to a range of unforeseen problems with purchased slaves. 
Once docked at the river Gambia, ship captain edward taylor confronted the 
devastation of weather concerns, declaring, “the prescant Season of the year, 
the rains Coming on is very unhealthy.”103 Crewmen tried to avoid sailing 
during unfavorable months, but persistent demands for black laborers meant 
facing risks of traveling at unseasonable times and jeopardizing the health of 
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boarded slaves. While docked at the african coast aboard the Jupiter, Captain 
John Smith remarked, “rainey season have been & still is varey severe here.” 
Inclement weather imposed difficulties with sailing; however, Smith’s fears 
stemmed from acquiring several africans still owed to him in holding on the 
coast.104

 Unfavorable weather hampered slave dealings and a ship’s speedy departure. 
On March 7, 1790, while docked at annamaboe road on the coast of africa, 
Commander John Corran logged that the day “Begins with strong Breezes” 
culminating from the southwestern direction, producing what he described 
as “dark cloudy Weather.” It is unclear if  any damages ensued; however, he 
employed immediate protective measures for the ship and boarded captives. 
Weather patterns worsened later that evening and a northeastern wind came 
upon them, “attended with heavy claps of thunder, dismal Flashes of light-
ening and great rain till 10 pm.”105 Hurricane seasons greatly affected slaving 
voyages. Ship captain James Fraser attested to these devastations after his 
Caribbean arrival: “the Negroes were very much distressed during the bad 
weather—[and] there was a scarcity of water, and a total want of country provi-
sions.”106 Whether on the african coast or following their atlantic port arrival, 
sea captains were never free from the threat of  perilous weather conditions. 
even worse, atmospheric conditions affected the procurement and allocation of 
food and water, adding greater stress to the rise of adverse medical conditions. 
Cramped in the ship’s hold, bondpeople were shielded from the open dangers 
of storms, many times forcing immersion within dark, damp, and toxic spaces 
that not only echoed loud weather patterns but revealed the fragility of their 
future lives in a more intensified way.
 Poor weather conditions tied directly to the unhealthy state of those enslaved. 
a vessel commander faced the loss of  sixty captives because “weather was 
very bad comeing down here & the slaves were unwell fitted,” leading him to 
conclude, “the season is entirely against this voyage.”107 Most captains avoided 
transporting slaves during unfavorable seasons; however, such precautions were 
not always taken. Ship master John Hark remarked on the debilitating condition 
of his cargo stemming from their “being under water the whole way from the 
Coast.”108 adrift in the open sea, his ship came under a constant downpour of 
rain leading to a leaky voyage, and held captive in different holding rooms—
whether chained or not—bondpeople were unable to escape the influx of water, 
worsening the passage and their physical health. after leaving the coast fully 
slaved in an undisclosed year, Captain W. Woodville Jr. detailed how the health 
of slaves boarded on his ship suffered as “the incessant rains on the Coast & the 
cold weather afterwards brought on the flux.”109 the inability to move about the 
ship increased the prospects of colds and flu while further fueling the probability 
of adverse medical conditions. Perhaps more than other sites in the landscape 
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of bondage, environmental factors had significant bearing on slave trading 
practices, ship departures, bondpeople’s health, and the range of captives that 
crewmen successfully transported across and into the americas.
 Inclement weather affected the preservation of commercial human goods. 
Slaves’ exposure to the climatic changes varied “from wet to dry, or from dry 
to wet” and gave impetus for further sicknesses at the onset of storms, rain, or 
fog, as bondpeople had to remain belowdecks, thus increasing their suscepti-
bility to illness. emerging from tropical environments, many slaves preferred 
moderate to warm temperatures, leading one sea captain to explain that they 
“are commonly so sensible of the cold, that restraint is not necessary to keep 
them below.”110 During instances of bad weather, “Water is carried down to 
them, and in that rough Weather two or three Chaffing Dishes, with Coals, are 
sent down into each room, which corrects the air.”111 these practices, along 
with burning fires and distributing flannel shirts to maintain heat in some ail-
ing captives’ bodies, conveyed a sense of concern if  merely for the potentially 
lucrative value able to be gained off  these foreign imports.112 the fundamental 
nature of  slavery at sea, however, did not set out to provide comfort for its 
victims, but instead to preserve the basic health of  lodged slaves for future 
means of laboring profit.
 the inability to predict natural disasters reduced sailors’ control while exac-
erbating seaborne experiences many bondpeople fought to survive. On august 
12, 1773, John Duncan, commander of the brigantine Othello, and edward 
Fare, a mate aboard the vessel, submitted a public act in Middlesex, virginia, 
detailing circumstances of unfavorable weather leading to the loss of several 
slaves. Bound for Charles town, on May 24 they sailed from “annamaboe on 
the coast of africa with eighty three slaves.” three months into their passage, 
“there came on a violent gale of wind from the south west,” which they de-
clared “occasioned the ship to labour much” in traveling across the ocean. a 
second force of strong winds blew through the next day, which “sprung their 
foretopmast, split the mainsail and maintopsail” on the vessel. Much to their 
already growing alarm, another gale arose, causing them “to spring a leak” and 
forcing them to dock the ship in virginia. Dangerous weather patterns caused 
significant ship damages, and they also “lost by sickness six slaves” lodged in 
the vessel’s hold. Sources leave silent how these captives died, how their bodies 
were discovered after the sequence of storms, and, most of all, how the losses 
of shipmates affected the living. to shield themselves from legal ramifications 
connected with their shipboard losses, Duncan and Fare took an oath testify-
ing that destruction on the ship’s passage resulted from “the said hard gales 
of wind and bad weather.”113 this case and the two slave traders’ immediate 
legal response make more vivid the unending challenges with manning ves-
sels, maintaining business ventures, and protecting human cargoes that crew-
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men faced in struggling with the dangerous wind patterns, oceanic currents, 
and open environmental dangers inherent at sea. Sold and trapped within the 
wooden world of ships, the lines of power became enshrined through slaves’ 
inability to protect themselves against their transporters and the hazards of 
the atlantic crossing.

Conclusion

Sailors lined the western coast of africa in pursuit of ideal slaves. the constant 
movement of bondpeople in and out of  changing hands—inland capturers, 
coastal merchants, brokers, and different interested buyers—made slaves avail-
able across the atlantic. Once slaves were boarded, the unhealthy conditions 
on ships played a significant role in their health, as toxicity became a relent-
less thread of power, deprivation, and social control. Seafarers sought to sus-
tain captives’ health through a diversity of preventive measures, yet a variety 
of factors, as previously revealed, made survival challenging, including diet, 
cleanliness, exercise, stowage, and weather amid the violent cycles of slavery 
at sea. Over time, an integral relationship of  inadequate nutrition, trauma, 
violence, and contamination engendered slaves’ susceptibility to illnesses and 
death. Meager diets, violent management, and oceanic isolation introduced 
slaves to the drastic meanings of bondage imposed upon them. trapped within 
wooden confines and set adrift toward foreign locales, bondpeople navigated 
their seaborne surroundings devising innumerable ways not only to survive but 
also to physically resist and secure their permanent freedom.



 4 Blood Memories

On December 23, 1773, the Virginia Gazette contained a letter extract from 
West africa reporting the state of slave trading affairs at Fort James. readers 
learned the fate of the snow Britannia as Captain Deane engaged in slave sales 
along the river Gambia. With negotiations complete and 230 captives stowed 
aboard, crewmen made preparations for the ship’s departure, during which 
several slaves “got Possession of the Guns, &c, rose up and fought the white 
People for upwards of one Hour” in the vessel’s hold. amid the embroiling 
conflict, “many were killed on both Sides.” Circulating stories reported, “Find-
ing they were likely to be overpowered, the Blacks set Fire to the Magazine and 
blew up the Ship, whereby 300 Souls perished.” One sailor escaped the revolt 
“by being on Shore”; however, severe casualties claimed the lives of others, as 
“most of the Officers were killed, among which were the two Doctors.” Final 
reports indicated the captain “was wounded” during the outbreak, but he “soon 
recovered” from his injuries.1

 Newspapers served a vital resource providing the literate world and oral 
culture of seaports in the eighteenth century a mere glimpse into the incalcu-
lable risks common with the traffic and production of african slaves. Imagery 
comprising the violent clash of bruised, bloodied, and dismembered bodies 
produced by and anchored within these editorials fueled fears of white sailors 
traveling into distant yet seemingly dangerous foreign african spaces. as the 
central backbone to wealth accrued through plantation labor, losses of slaves 
through shipboard insurrections represented incredible financial challenges 
to investors and awaiting planters reliant on the steady supply and import 
of  a black labor force. Chaotic scenes of  rebellion similar to the Britannia 
foregrounded the loss of heroic white seamen who, in dying at the hands of 
africans, willingly placed their lives in jeopardy for the financial good of distant 
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societies. readers therefore never gained insight into the variation of  black 
insurgents involved, the effect of captivity on their personal lives, nor the full 
intent of their resistive efforts.
 as principal sources of new wealth, captives displaced on merchant vessels 
propelled a constellation of motives, desires, and expectations, entrapping them 
within a world of uncertainty. the highly toxic and tightly cramped spaces of 
cargo ships placed their basic means of survival in jeopardy, forging greater 
dependence and control on the part of their transporters. Capitalizing on these 
social realities, seamen extended the reliance on terror through their demands 
as they sought to enact an immediate and direct affect of fear and compliance 
among transported slaves. Delving deeper into the violent interiority of slavery 
at sea exposes the human costs and human damages that can never be counted 
and measured: the manifestations of psychological torment, spillage of blood, 
and multitude of deaths instigated between crewmen and captives. Ship revolts 
and the physical and psychological means that sailors used to manage disobedi-
ent slaves make up the most recognized modes of resistance and counterculture 
of resistance examined and largely expected within slaving voyages. although 
fueled and constantly reinforced by one another, these slaving encounters were 
merely two manifestations of a much larger performance of terror widespread 
in the Middle Passage.
 Building upon the violent history of human interface frequently common 
within the bowels of cargo ships, this chapter interrogates the calamitous in-
teractions and, more concretely, the power that erupted as sailors forcibly 
transported bondpeople out of coastal West africa into distant corners of the 
atlantic. always vulnerable to the possibility of a violent outbreak, whether 
docked on the coastal line or sailing within the open sea, the constant threat 
of warfare and bloodshed internal within slave ships made the Middle Passage 
akin to a war zone with “mobile battlefields.”2 Battle lines produced through 
these open bloody confrontations became inscribed amid revolts and the imple-
mentation of aggressively punitive measures used to discipline slaves. Crewmen 
may have served the economic needs of securing human goods for overseas 
imports, yet through their violent management these lines extended further 
onto the terrain of contained black bodies through sexual violence, poisoning, 
abortion, and the inability of enslaved mothers to protect their infant children 
from murder. Sailors’ efforts to establish social order through rigidly terror-
izing means proved necessary for the successful transport of demanded human 
goods and their own lives. violence operated as a shared language through 
which bondpeople were routinely victimized, but one they repeatedly used 
against their transporters by disrupting the slaving process through the pursuit 
of  freedom. Diverse tools were implemented to mold behaviors, quell fears, 
and manipulate many others; however, the body—regardless of race, gender, 
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or age—became the vehicle, central site, and means through which power was 
affected and constantly reproduced aboard slave ships. therein, the regularity 
of violence in the Middle Passage, as this chapter uncovers, served as the most 
tangible expression in the making and unmaking of slaves.

Dangerous Whispers

editorials chronicling the state of overseas trade were a common feature of 
eighteenth-century newspapers. as competing slave trading nations became 
better familiarized with entrepreneurial pursuits within western africa, jour-
nalistic updates became one of the most valued aspects of oceanic endeavors. 
Stories highlighted social unrest within the trade, filling the pages of periodicals 
in many places, including london, liverpool, Bristol, Jamaica, Barbados, 
New england, and throughout the Southern colonies. recounting the con-
stant movement of employed ships, these news sources centralized the various 
individuals active within and connected to orchestrating the movement and 
sale of people as goods. although concentrated on and largely shaping literate 
populations, these narratives held a similarly critical function among other 
populations of people across much of the atlantic.
 a diversity of readers scoured headlines to gain closer insight into slave trad-
ing affairs. Separated from husbands, brothers, fathers, and sons for months 
and sometimes years at a time, families of traveling crewmen anxiously read 
these reports with great interest. letters penned at sea provided some level of 
comfort to those awaiting sailors’ safe return; however, weekly papers proved 
far more useful through consistent reporting of ships’ departures and arrivals. 
Merchants, much like sailors’ families, were equally vested in receiving voy-
age updates given their integral necessity in operationalizing distant business 
ventures. Owing to the unpredictable nature of  shipping, periodic lapses in 
communication forced entrepreneurs to rely on correspondences from fellow 
investors, brokers, and, most especially, newspapers in gaining information. 
the British paper Country Journal offered its readership regular updates of 
sailing vessels. On November 2, 1754, they reported, “the admiral Blake, 
talbot, from the Bite with 225 slaves, the alice and robert, Jackson from the 
windward coast, with 225; the Spencer, roberts, from ditto, with 209, and 
the Bridget, Hastings, from ditto, with 180 are arrived at Barbados.”3 Similar 
entries proved viable for financiers, colonial factors, and planters looking to 
maintain and further fuel trade through the purchase of imported slaves.
 readers also routinely learned of the deadly fate that befell some sailors. In 
april 1731, on the american side of the atlantic, the Boston Weekly Newsletter 
reported startling news to its audience: “We hear from rhode Island, that Capt. 
George Scot of that place, who some time since went from thence to Guinea, 
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and was returning with a Cargo of Negros,” faced perilous circumstances in 
the ship’s oceanic crossing. During the voyage an undisclosed number of cap-
tives “rose upon the said Commander & Company, and barbarously murder’d 
three of his Men” employed on the ship. “the said Captain and the rest of his 
company made their escape, tho’ tis said they are all since dead” due to wounds 
incurred during the uprising. In closing, the newspaper article intimated, “the 
Negro’s we are inform’d were afterwards taken and made Slaves of by those of 
another Nation.”4 Such graphic iterations impressed ideals of violent african 
societies, creating even greater racial justification for the necessity of the slave 
trade.
 reports of  revolts activated by slaves frequently dominated trade news. 
Sailors were responsible for transporting a variety of valuable commodities, 
including different household items, cloth, and other luxuries desired by con-
sumers and merchants. as living and breathing goods offered on the commer-
cial market, bondpeople, unlike inanimate material items, posed the greatest 
obstacle to the successful sail of different vessels. the British Gazetteer briefly 
reported on September 18, 1756, “the Fortune and two other vessels are cut 
off  by the negroes in the Gambia river.”5 Close to a decade later the Boston 
Evening Post received news from Newport, rhode Island, identifying “Capt. 
Hopkins in a Brig belonging to Providence arrived at antigua from the Coast 
of africa.” Following his coastal departure, “the Slaves rose upon the people,” 
creating a grim outcome for investors as “80 of them were kill’d wounded and 
forced overboard by the captain and crew before the rest could be bro’t to sub-
mit.”6 Insurgency waged aboard ships reaffirmed the often dangerous sphere 
of violence central within circuits of trade while foregrounding the confluence 
of forces many seamen confronted in the pursuit of profit.7

 Illiteracy was common among seaborne laborers, yet this did not prevent 
them from gaining access to vital information concerning worldly events, in-
cluding those in coastal West africa. Once immersed within the cycle of travel 
and trade, consistent interactions in and out of different ports for extended 
periods helped sailors to foster a greater sense of  familiarity as they forged 
connections and friendships, and engaged in a collective exchange of stories 
emanating from different people, traders, and societies. Well aware of the dan-
gerous environment indigenous to a livelihood based upon the sea, many mari-
ners understood the duties and subsequent risks attached to employment in 
slave trading. Moving within and beyond the boundaries of the literate world 
granted exposure to current news while permitting them to actively contrib-
ute to these slaving realities by transmitting personal interactions and those 
overheard within foreign locales.8 Inflammatory accounts of violence produced 
in various newspapers forged incredible influence among the reading public, 
shaping a perception of  africa and africans as unruly. the influence such 
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stories bore, specifically upon seafarers as they traveled to the West african 
shoreline to solicit business, is not always as easily discernible. Most significant 
amid the transmission of violently tumultuous stories, however, was the need 
it created for an aggressive posture with africans, both traders and boarded 
slaves.9 these journalistic narratives therefore not only perpetuated racialized 
perceptions held of purchased captives, but they also held bearing on the day-
to-day violence relied upon in the Middle Passage.
 Perhaps in line with these lingering sentiments of  precaution, guns were 
used as a means of exerting terror and creating some semblance of protection 
aboard slave ships.10 Sailors traveled in far lower numbers than the scores of 
captives lodged within a vessel’s hold, yet managing their lives fostered abstract 
feelings of power and privacy in crafting strategies and solutions to constrain 
unpredictable black behaviors. Captain John Newton remained constantly fear-
ful of the threat captives could instigate aboard his vessel, Duke of Argyle. to 
counter any unforeseen opportunities, on December 7, 1750, he logged, “this 
day fixed 4 swivel blunderbusses in the barricado, which with the 2 carriage 
guns” they intended to “make a formidable appearance upon the main deck” by 
professing various types of arms. Preparing themselves for an outbreak, some 
crew members hoped this tactical motive would “be sufficient to intimidate 
the slaves from any thoughts of insurrection” arising within the vessel.11 ever 
mindful of the looming risk of death, the display of an array of artillery both 
visually and psychologically reinforced a symbolism of unrestrained author-
ity sailors sought to invoke over their black cargo. Other ship commanders 
employed similar manipulative strategies; however, the nature of slave trade 
sources buries the long-term effectiveness of  these strategies in successfully 
deterring such threats.
 alongside weaponry, upon boarding slaves, sailors immediately moved 
them into designated holdings confining them throughout much of  the jour-
ney. Physical separation and the movement of  captives into differing spaces 
varied according to commanders’ preferences and a ship’s size. as custodians 
within the human manufacturing process, their primary duty rested on em-
ploying precautionary measures to reduce any immediate prospects for future 
rebellion. Prevailing fears of  unrest took on explicitly gendered overtones, 
routinely centering black men as the primary targets of  uprisings, forcing 
them into the bottom holds of  ships separate from the stowage of  females 
and children. Dispersal throughout the ship and enforcement into these ex-
clusive spaces marked the culmination of  slavery, imposing black inferiority 
and making it more amenable for crewmen to control slaves’ movements 
through constant surveillance. Spatial relocation as such therefore served 
as yet another weapon of  power seafarers used to carry out their seaborne 
duties of  protecting against internal dangers and transporting demanded 
human and material goods.
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 Ideas of violence—whether manufactured or actualized—could sufficiently 
prepare sailors for their confined interaction with bondpeople. Moving slaves 
into separate spaces often came with asserting control for even the slightest 
infraction. Seaman Henry ellison explained that a ship commander referred to 
as Mr. Wilson ordered “eight or ten” captives up from the bottom holding “for 
making a little noise in the rooms at night.” Once on the top deck, he directed 
several mariners to “tie them up to the booms, flog them very severely with a 
wire cat, and afterwards clap the thumb-screws upon them, and leave them in 
that situation till morning.” the violence inflicted gave way to scars and severe 
pain upon the bondmen’s bodies. Still historically unclear are the noises or 
how loud or even subtle the captives may have been in the bottom hold of the 
ship, yet this method of depersonalizing bondpeople and turning them into 
passive objects was far from uncommon. ellison recalled, “I have seen the ends 
of their thumbs mortify from having been thumb-screwed so violently,” which 
his experiences found often forced “them into fevers, and they have died.”12 
For slave ship sailors the primary responsibility involved not only preserving 
live bodies but also maintaining complete control over all lodged slaves.
 the enforcement of ship security was based in many ways on the belief  of 
hyperaggressive bondpeople. race, gender, and, most especially, a bondperson’s 
physical stature increased the permanence of these concerns. Where and how 
these racialized fears of people of african descent originally emerged remains 
untold. even more than the mass congregation of all slaves, crewmen were most 
fearful of adult black men. the presence of another group of males created 
a heightened sense of paranoia reflective of masculine notions of aggression, 
the reason being as one scholar reminds, “Black men, as men, constituted a 
potential challenge to the established order.”13 While securing sales and board-
ing captives, a captain underscored these concerns, evidenced by his recording, 
“Having now 12 men slaves on board began this day with chains and sentrys.”14 
taking into account the social environment of ships in the open arena of the 
atlantic Ocean, sailors were never able to maintain distance from captives, 
fueling even deeper anxieties that caused them to travel in constant fear.
 angst surrounding the boarding of slaves transformed into domination for 
some commanders while others merely upheld racialized fears. torment be-
came an expression of power and personal amusement routinely used against 
lodged captives. Surgeon thomas trotter explained that while working aboard 
a docked ship, the commander “went on board to pay his respects” to the 
master of  the liverpool vessel Myrtle. after considerable time he returned 
“in the evening somewhat intoxicated.” Boarding the ship in a drunken state, 
“he began to find fault with the officers,” prompting him to grab hold of “a 
rope’s end and beat several of the white people that were on the quarter deck” 
manning the vessel. taking his erratic behaviors further, he ordered “the boat-
swain to knock a stout fellow, a Negro, out of irons.” Several sailors brought 
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a selected bondman into the fold and directed him “to stand on one side of 
the rope whilst” the captain “stood on the other, and put his foot to the black 
man’s foot.” according to trotter, the shipmaster “then squared as if  to box 
the man, saying, ‘that he would learn him how to fight.’”
 During the standoff, the inebriated captain taunted the designated slave. He 
“signified to the black fellow to make a blow at him” with his hands. Despite 
any enacted gestures, “the black fellow did not know how to do it” and stood 
in his place unmoved. Whether the captain used verbal and physical assaults 
to encourage the slave’s participation is unknown. affected by the prevailing 
circumstances, the bondman “gave the captain a terrible blow” upon his body. 
Consequentially, “the captain turned about, and went down into the cabin, 
brought up a horsewhip and beat him,” as trotter described, “most unmer-
cifully.” to enforce greater punishment against the captive for obliging the 
forcible request, the commander commenced “turning it and twisting the lash 
about his hand, with a full sweep with the butt end.” His violent mistreatment 
continued until the bondman “evacuated both urine and excrement,” reducing 
the captive’s strength “insomuch that most of the ship’s company thought he 
could not survive it.”15

 the slave trade was a hazardous enterprise within which sailors, slaves, and 
surgeons were contained. as custodians of  goods—human and material—
mariners and ship commanders were expected to manage and preserve order. 
these expectations often came at a great risk of violence, regardless of status, 
to assert unlimited power. Faced with constant mistreatment within a seafar-
ing life, sailors were never protected from aggression, although, as historian 
emma Christopher contends, yet and still their whiteness shielded them from 
the clutch of bondage.16 With racial and cultural markers of inferiority cast par-
ticularly upon bondpeople, they suffered the cumulative blows—both physical 
and psychological—of captivity. Merchants etched particular orders; however, 
slaving voyages were predicated upon the secreted and isolated world that ship 
commanders constructed and ruled by directly affecting the lives, interactions, 
and tensions at sea. amid that world, variations of management played out 
as the wooden decks of slave ships became the spatial battlefield where cap-
tives and sailors positioned themselves in defense of their respective interests. 
For some seamen these battle lines extended even further—onto the bodies of 
enslaved women.

the enigma of Sexual Conquest

violent trepidations harbored about black men often became transplanted into 
the lives of enslaved females. Much like ethnic separations, seafarers sought to 
prevent gendered intermingling “to disable normal social relations among the 
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human cargo.”17 Designated holdings that captives were forced into maintained 
their segregation. Despite the varied spatial arrangements, male and female 
slaves were never fully separated during the process of transport. Some ves-
sels had a high barricade constructed “as strongly put together as wood and 
iron can make it,” so that “the women cannot see the men, nor the men the 
women.”18 Crewmen sought to create an appropriate security balance, yet more 
than mere division, perceived threats that male captives allegedly posed were 
not always about sailors’ safety but were used instead to implicitly promote 
an idea of disastrous consequences for boarded females. to be sure, one sea 
captain intimated that women were “carefully kept from the men,” to which he 
added, “I mean from the black men.”19 Fundamentally these tactics prohibited 
cross-gendered alliances of insurgency. With fears of black masculinity widely 
pronounced across the atlantic, crewmen projected these anxieties onto bond-
women, placating the need for protection against black males who from their 
racial estimation might violate or threaten to violate their female shipmates. 
Given the gendered vulnerabilities pervasive throughout the Middle Passage, 
how could enslaved females guard themselves against the sexual intrusion of 
their captors?
 Stereotypical ideas concerning the sexual prowess of black men abounded; 
black females, viewed through a prism of  promiscuity on both sides of  the 
atlantic, were held within a permanent cycle of  sexual expectations. While 
stationed at annamaboe Fort in 1764, slave trader and former surgeon archi-
bald Dalzel wrote to a friend regarding his shoreline observations. Detailing the 
acquisition of trade profits, he confessed, “Still there is something a wanting to 
compleat my wishes which is not to be had here. I have been able as yet . . . to 
abstain from amours with the black fair sex, tho’ most of the Gentlemen here, 
have got wives.”20 Sexual arrangements with african women emerged from the 
constant influx of foreigners traveling into shoreline communities. “the usual 
custom was to discard such women at the end of a period of coastal residence, 
and indeed to change them quite frequently at other times.”21 For Dalzel, how 
long he withheld his own impulses belies the archive; however, his correspon-
dence points to a much larger network of  interracial liaisons within which 
black females were sexually central. the frequency of  these “relationships” 
is difficult to discern, although the implications of these casual interactions 
reached much wider, putting the lives of  even more global women—sailor’s 
wives, lovers, and scores of black women within and beyond africa—at great 
personal risk.
 Moving across the atlantic traveling from port to port, life on the waterways 
granted mariners access to highly sexual behaviors and opportunities. Famil-
iarity and duration of time bore on their participation in an economy fueled 
by negotiations for and allocation of sexual services. No matter their personal 
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interest, the dominance of brothels and establishment of personal businesses 
for the hiring of  prostitutes—enslaved, free, white, and black—sailors were 
exposed to an intimate world created in port communities deeply entrenched 
in the buying and selling of sex.22 Immersed in an industry of constant move-
ment and demands, they lived a dual life where within their homes they strove 
to adhere to proper local manners and customs. Once employed as seafarers, 
they became different people driven by a different set of  objectives, social 
rules, and entirely new identities anchored on notions of power and a greater 
sense of global promiscuous freedom unavailable within their families or local 
communities.
 engagement in the maritime world offered substantial contact with an assort-
ment of women, including african females. In 1772 a liverpool ship captain 
“obtained a girl as a mistress for the time being from king tom of Sierra le-
one.” according to a nearby witness, “instead of returning her on shore when 
he went away, as is usually done,” going against customary practices, “he took 
her away with him.”23 Details of the woman’s fate are unknown; much more 
critical is the social phenomenon of loaning black females to white sailors for 
sexual purposes during the era of the slave trade. a relationship very well may 
have ensued between the ship commander and the loaned female. However, her 
removal stemmed from a range of reasons: she may have desired to leave the 
king; the captain may have requested her companionship during his coastal 
ventures; or in recognizing the lucrative value she generated within the cur-
rent sexual enterprise, he may have stolen her, keeping the woman as part of 
the enslaved cargo for future exploit.24 the existence of  negotiations forged 
between african rulers and traveling sailors for the fulfillment of  intimate 
needs by black women reinforces and further expands what legal scholar adri-
enne Davis refers to as the “sexual economy of slavery,” knowing how slave 
traders—across racial lines—used the transactional nature of sex to appease 
business relationships needed to purchase people for slaving purposes.25 these 
coastal encounters extended a continuum of stereotypical assumptions held 
about black women’s hypersexuality, thereby establishing the specter of sexual 
mistreatment routinely endured within slavery at sea.
 the limited space of slave vessels exacerbated the double oppression many 
female captives confronted. Deborah Gray White argues that being both black 
and female, enslaved women were the most vulnerable group within antebellum 
slave communities.26 Subjected to violating scrutiny, sold, and permanently 
made a part of the global enterprise of captivity, their lives were in a constant 
state of exploit and danger not merely within plantations but beginning on the 
african side of the atlantic. “When the women and girls are taken on board 
a ship, naked, trembling, terrified . . . they are often exposed to the wanton 
rudeness of  white savages.” thereafter, “the prey is divided upon the spot, 
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and only reserved till opportunity offers.”27 Far from public view and legal 
interference, sexual taunting and physical humiliation that mariners enacted on 
slaving voyages created a hazardous environment within which all captives were 
sexually vulnerable, yet females were particularly unshielded. Crew members 
commonly referred to the women’s quarters on one ship as “the whore hole.”28 
With their bodies routinely sexualized throughout the trade, this labeling both 
literally and figuratively symbolized the function that bondwomen served in 
the minds of their transporters. looking beyond language barriers, consistent 
use of such descriptors vocalized the sexual roles expected of boarded females 
while actualizing—through continued mistreatment—a consciousness of pow-
erlessness and defeat that sailors sought to evoke over black females.
 Occasionally crewmen distributed material items in hopes of enforcing bond-
women’s obedience. “the women & girls divert themselves” on some ships by 
“amus[ing] themselves with arranging fanciful ornaments for their persons 
with beads,” which, according to one slave trader, “they are plentifully supplied 
with.”29 the cultural origin of beads used aboard slave vessels varied between 
europe and africa. While the use of them allowed captives to reclaim a small 
measure of normalcy and cultural familiarity through bodily adornment and 
creative expression, these gestures of momentary kindness were enshrouded 
many times with sexual intentions. In one instance several seamen held a pur-
chased female “prey of the ship’s officers,” explaining she would be “in danger 
of being flogged to death if  she resisted.” acquiescing to the sailor’s demands 
entitled her to “a handful of  beads or a sailor’s kerchief  to tie around her 
waist.”30 Stripped of  their personal possessions and any control over their 
immediate and future lives, crewmen anticipated receipt of such tokens tem-
porarily distracted slaves from the hardships of  their captivity. Much more 
significant is how the allocation of these objects played upon gendered ideas 
of  female docility and the perceived ease of  manipulation through sex and 
materialism. the most pressing danger anchored beneath these gifts was the 
sexualized symbolism reinforced through display on a captive’s body—their 
hair, ear, or waist—thereby translating an impression of total possession by one 
or some crewmen with the intention of deterring any other interested parties.
 along with different trinkets, specialized roles were similarly used to maintain 
black women’s allegiance to their captors. ties of loyalty were presumed much 
easier to forge among females, demonstrated through the assertion that “the 
happy discovery and prevention of conspiracies that would have destroyed all 
their oppressors by the hands of their slaves, hath been owing to the faithful 
attachment of these negro women.”31 advocating belief of a contradictory and 
rather vindictive role some bondwomen willingly upheld against their enslaved 
cohorts, these understandings reinforced what historian Ken Marshall explains 
as “the chauvinistic belief  that the physically weaker females represented little 
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if  any real threat to the armed crew’s safety.”32 Sailor Henry ellison offered a 
description of the use of a bondwoman aboard the vessel Nightingale “whom 
we called the boatswain of the rest” of the lodged slaves “to keep them quiet 
when in the rooms, and when they were on deck likewise.” although useful to 
the ship crew in her leadership abilities, the woman’s duties were short lived 
when “one day [she] disobliged the second mate,” and as a result “he gave her 
a cut or two with a cat he had in his hand.” angered by the mistreatment, “she 
flew at him with great rage, but he pushed her away from him” and “struck 
her three or four times with the cat very smartly.” the reasons for the violent 
interaction are unrecounted, yet recognizing “she could not have her revenge 
of him, she sprung two or three feet on deck, and dropped down dead. She 
was thrown overboard in about half  an hour after, and tore to pieces by the 
sharks.”33 Whether the woman’s death was accidental or perhaps intentional, 
her entrusted task, albeit temporary, did not shield her from the enforcement 
of  punishment nor violent oceanic disposal. Displaying behaviors counter 
to crewmen’s expectations, such shipboard experiences reiterate the limits of 
these “special” roles where as slaves they remained deeply trapped within the 
established boundaries of racialized power.
 Nowhere was the desire for sexual conquest more apparent than through 
rape. a 1753 ship log detailed that while employed aboard the vessel African, 
sailor William Cooney felt liberated to violate a captive referred to as “number 
83,” described as “big with child.” taking considerable interest in the female, 
he forced her “into the room and lay with her brute like in view of the whole 
quarter deck.”34 the ship captain put him “in irons”; however, silent in sur-
viving sources is if  Cooney faced additional punishment for this misconduct. 
Unashamed in the violation of  this bondwoman’s body, his actions reveal 
that even pregnant females were not free from the aggressively blatant sense 
of sexual entitlement some mariners acted out.35 the means through which he 
attacked the woman and her unborn child reinforce the open nature of these 
slave trade practices while likewise pointing to the possibility that impregnated 
females may have been targeted because of  the lack of  repercussions with 
insemination. No matter a captive’s gender or physical state, as human chattel 
they were never free from the lash of violence—sexual or otherwise.
 regardless of age, females were regularly exposed to violence as seafarers 
sought to hold complete dominance over their personal lives. Deemed docile 
and thereby voiceless, black women had few if  any methods to escape sexual 
violation. Instead, crewmen were “permitted to indulge their passions among 
them at pleasure” throughout the passage.36 In one report a ship captain “mis-
treated a very pretty Negress, broke two of her teeth, and put her in such a state 
of languish that she could only be sold for a very low price at Saint Domingue, 
where she died two weeks later.” Still unsatisfied, he “pushed his brutality to 
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the point of violating a little girl of eight to ten years, whose mouth he closed 
to prevent her from screaming. this he did on three nights and put her in a 
deathly state.”37 Far from simply isolated encounters, females, both young 
and old, were frequent targets of molestation, during which sailors imprinted 
legacies of physical and psychological pain in and on their flesh. according to 
one belief, “those of africa,” particularly the women, “have the superiority 
over those of europe, in the real passions they have for the men who purchase 
them.”38 this remark, although suggestive of inherent powers black women 
forged over their captors, held damaging implications given the rationalization 
it provided for the continued practice of sexual aggression. With brute force 
a staple feature of slavery at sea, bondpeople, especially females, traveled the 
atlantic, as Darlene Clark Hine aptly describes, as “sexual hostages” often to 
more than one crew member.39

 For many seafarers, raping black women provided temporary and more 
personalized claims of  power over females’ bodies. Slave ship sailors were 
rarely held accountable for the resulting implications—pregnancy, venereal 
diseases, physical battery, or psychological torment—enacted through such 
violent encounters.40 the mobility of their lives and work as well as their white-
ness shielded them from any legal or financial backlash. Degrees of autonomy 
indigenous to seafaring labor equally permitted crewmen the freedom to sail 
home without consequence or to take employed advantage of other opportu-
nities to travel back to africa within the same ship or on a different voyage. 
Continued engagement within the trade allowed patterns of  reckless sexual 
behaviors among sailors to persist without the threat of political, economic, 
legal, or social liability. at the same time, for crewmen already accustomed to 
openly sexual liaisons authorized on different sides of the atlantic, managing 
human cargoes not only granted unparalleled access but also fostered oppor-
tunities for sex without the requirement of compensation.
 Interracial sexual encounters during slavery were based entirely on rela-
tions of unequal power. Surgeon alexander Falconbridge explained that on 
slave vessels he formerly serviced, “the common sailors are allowed to have 
intercourse with such of the black women whose consent they can procure.”41 
enslaved, sold, and displaced into a traffic driven by financial orders directing 
their lives, bodies, and future labor, slaves’ consent or refusal held no bearing 
on the decisions or behaviors of their transporters. We may never come to fully 
know what consent looked like to females trapped within an isolated world 
where violence and the threat of sexual assault featured prominently in their 
daily lives. What is clear is that once boarded, all captives were “deprived of the 
right to keep their bodies private.”42 visible and fully exposed with their naked 
bodies, continued interaction fueled certain conventions and curiosities that 
sailors acted upon by using sex as a tool of demanded obedience and a means 
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of reinforcing complete power. these realities underscore the implicit dual 
“rite” in place aboard slave ships where, often deprived of sex for long periods 
of time out at sea, white seamen perceived the bonded status of black females 
and employed access as a “right” to violate their bodies. the circumstances of 
slavery prompted some women to use sexual relationships with their captors for 
personal gain; however, the rape of female captives within the Middle Passage 
became akin to a violent “rite of passage.”43 as such, the range of introduc-
tions created within the space of the atlantic Ocean—including the cycle of 
varied sexual partners, sexual abuse, and the bodily and psychological suffering 
many bondpeople endured, bore witness to, and fought to survive—fell within 
a continuum of pain, trauma, and exploit that magnified within the landscape 
of New World plantations.
 During times of warfare, sexually aggressive motives are often seen as by-
products of war. elaine Scarry offers a salient point: “the language of ‘by-
product’ denotes ‘accidental,’ ‘unwanted,’ ‘unsought,’ ‘unanticipated,’ and 
‘useless.’”44 Oceanic transport of  bondpeople through the Middle Passage 
represented the epicenter of  incredibly intense physical and psychological 
battles. Sailors manned vessels deeply insecure about the possibility of  in-
surrections; however, the black female body became the intentional locus of 
pain and violent aggression, where instead of guns and knives, mariners used 
their hands, strength, genitals, and thus their entire bodies to enforce fear 
and compliance. Bondwomen and girls therefore may have been temporarily 
liberated from the weighted hold of shackles and irons, but they traveled the 
atlantic under extreme duress knowing the constant threat of sexual terror to 
their bodies and personal lives, as evidenced through a ship log stating, “this 
morning found our women Slave apartments had been opened before by some 
of the ship’s crew, the locks being spoiled and sundered.”45 these dangerous 
conditions, common across many vessels, produced an environment in which 
captive females were tormented by seamen’s invasion of  their quarters and 
their bodies without prior warning or the possibility of external concern or 
protection.
 Serving as middlemen in supplying imported slaves, sailors exerted immense 
power through the violation of female captives that extended well beyond the 
confine of ships. the nature of slave trade sources and a lack of personal tes-
timonies from captives and seafarers create enormous gaps within the history 
of bondage never to be recovered, permanently burying the full dimensions 
of rape within the world of slavery at sea. Merchants etched correspondences 
detailing expectations of shipboard unity and careful handling of transported 
captives, yet left unto themselves amid an isolating sea culture, slave ship sailors 
created societies governed by their own constructed rules and evolving laws 
of order. to be sure, building upon fraternal ties of loyalty in protecting their 
own reputation, it would not seem unusual for some slaving captains to with-
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hold instances of damages—physical, sexual, or deadly—committed against 
lodged captives, knowing that if  uncovered, reports of  such behavior could 
convey a commander’s inability to maintain order, manage risks, and thus fulfill 
their employed duties. looking outside these archival silences, it is both the 
invisibility of wounds inflicted on bonded females and the clandestine world 
of shipping and trade that enabled mariners to act out tormenting possessive 
interactions without discovery or enforced legal means of accountability. the 
range, regularity, and personal affect these sexual attacks created in the lives of 
those enslaved goes unrecorded. Despite the rarity of documented cases avail-
able to contemporary scholars, these intrusive seaborne behaviors extended the 
cycle of power through the sexual exploitation that bondpeople were forced to 
bear and ultimately survive.
 anchored prominently at the core of these hostile motives was the assertion 
of racialized and gendered power. In reflecting on his oceanic captivity, Quobna 
Ottobah Cugoano shared, “It was common for the dirty filthy sailors to take the 
african women and lie upon their bodies.”46 these scenarios of sexual trauma 
are far more important not merely for the immediate traumatic experience but 

“Diagram of a Slave Ship.” If  you look closely, you will see a woman giving birth below 
the word “Cargaison” in the diagram. résumé du témoignage donné devant un comité de 
la chamber des communes de la Grande Bretange et de l’Irlande, touchant la traite des 
négres, Geneva, 1814. Courtesy of the John Carter Brown library at Brown University.
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instead the long-term cumulative effects they produced off  ship. It is rather 
limiting in perspective to presume these women ever became accustomed to as-
saults of any kind. While “rape asserted white dominance,” repeated violations 
laid bare feelings of psychological grief, shock, extreme isolation, and perhaps 
even a healthy distrust of  men that in turn made difficult any future sexual 
relationships bonded females engaged in or were consequentially forced into 
within plantations.47 therein, whether their partners were white or black, their 
previous maritime captivity inflicted far-reaching and rather permanent scars 
of fear, anxiety, anger, vulnerability, and altered views of their captive bodies.48 
Knowing the prevalence of forced coupling, breeding, and sadomasochistic 
practices pervasive throughout the atlantic plantation complex across centu-
ries, rape in the Middle Passage established the formative precursor of sexual 
expectations that sailors not only set into motion but brokers, auctioneers, and 
slaveholders further manipulated through market sales.49

the violent limits of Black Motherhood

In addition to shielding their own bodies from sexual terror, some female cap-
tives faced the additional responsibility of protecting their babies. Pregnancy 
among many West african women traditionally served as a rite of passage.50 
taking great pride in motherhood, feelings of joy and accomplishment often 
permeated the birth of  their newborns. as the maternal link continued to 
strengthen, “the african mother became the watchdog for her children.”51 the 
explosion of  wealth and opportunities predicated on the traffic and sale of 
black people fostered an environment jeopardizing not only to one’s personal 
safety but also in maintaining any control over the fate of loved ones.
 Separations of african families persisted throughout the trade, undermining 
the essence of human and emotional connections. although buyers were typi-
cally insensitive to familial connections among offered slaves on the african 
side of  the atlantic, on some occasions they made exceptions for “sucking 
children, who went with their mothers.”52 Children, particularly infants, held 
far lower representation aboard slave ships than adults; however, some sailors 
permitted the purchase of  women and newborns rather than splitting them 
into preselected preferences. In many instances black females entered captivity 
alone, yet given the predominance of rape and coerced sexual couplings both 
on and off ship, resulting pregnancies created an increase of infants on slavers. 
attesting to this reality, one slave ship surgeon explained that he bore witness 
to “four or five born on board” on a vessel he formerly worked.53 another 
physician echoed a similar prevalence of pregnancies within slaving voyages, 
intimating, “Out of four or five deliveries on shipboard two of the women had 
twins.”54
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 Sailors considered the benefit of keeping bondwomen and their infants to-
gether; however, biased ideals scrutinizing black women and their skills of 
mothering circulated during the era of  the slave trade. In one participant’s 
estimation african females did not possess feelings for their children, because, 
as he asserted, “if  they had, they would not treat them in the manner they do.” 
Going further, he pointed out that given the absences of any nurturing capabili-
ties, “a Black woman would think very little of pouring a spoonful of brandy 
into a child’s mouth of two or three months old, at the breast.” Whether cultural 
differences played a role or not, he reasoned that these maternal deficiencies 
originated from practices of polygamy widespread throughout africa.55 Biased 
conclusions about the parental abilities of african women were far from un-
common. Writing in 1763 concerning his coastal interactions among the Fante 
people, surgeon archibald Dalzel explained how normal it seemed to see “a 
Boy of 5 years of age, smoke a pipe” or to witness “a Child in its mothers arms, 
drink a Dram.”56 His observations highlight prevailing local patterns while 
reinforcing that in lacking fundamental understandings of child care, black 
females acted out a sense of indifference to any life-threatening behaviors in 
which their children might engage.
 While preconceived ideas held about black women as ill-equipped mothers 
prevailed, once these women were exiled within slavery at sea, the emotional 
behaviors they displayed in concern for their offspring countered many of 
these stereotypes. Some scholars contend that slavery did not permit bond-
women much room to express compassion regarding their children for fear 
of  a perception of weakness.57 Knowing the immediate and permanent dis-
placement of captives into different ships bound for distant locales through 
the slave trade, bonded females continually expressed care for their children 
and the ability to stay with them. For this reason, slave trader James towne 
pointed out, “It is a very rare matter for any captains of Guineaman that they 
ever buy women with children” due to the belief  that when “their infants died, 
they grieved after them, and died themselves.”58 the nature of captivity and 
loss of  control over their lives made protection and attempts to provide for 
their children extremely difficult for enslaved mothers. Slavery may have been 
unable to disrupt the emotional bond females forged with their newborns, yet 
death permanently severed the physical ties, creating greater potential for the 
emergence of psychological imbalances similar to symptoms of posttraumatic 
stress disorder and postpartum depression.
 Under the violent tutelage of  enslavement, female captives faced signifi-
cant challenges in shielding their offspring from mistreatment. John Newton 
described an account involving a “mate of a ship in a long boat” who, during 
negotiations, “purchased a young woman, with a fine child, of about a year 
old, in her arms.” Forced to stay ashore longer than anticipated to complete 
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business, he stowed the bondwoman and her son with him on the “long boat.” 
During the evening, “the child cried much and disturbed his sleep.” the seaman 
immediately “rose up in great anger, and swore, that if  the child did not cease 
making such a noise, he would presently silence it.” Fearful of any harm that 
could ensue, the toddler’s mother likely extended the only means of meager care 
bondage could permit in order to quiet the young boy. these efforts, however, 
went to no avail; her son continued to cry and the sailor “rose up a second 
time, tore the child from the mother, and threw it into the sea.” Subjected to 
the callous realities of  slavery anchored by a disregard for human suffering 
or personal loss, “it was not so easy to pacify the woman” as she continued 
to weep for her murdered child. Her cries posed a similar annoyance to the 
mariner; however, knowing “she was too valuable to be thrown overboard,” 
he was “obliged to bear the sound of her lamentations, till he could put her 
on board his ship.”59

 although largely unregulated, violence committed against enslaved children 
in front of  their mothers represented a rare yet pronounced feature of  the 
Middle Passage. In 1789 abolitionists Moses Brown and William rotch Jr. 
exchanged correspondence regarding the state of international slave trading 
affairs as rotch sought “to find what instances of barbarity could be substan-
tiated” concerning a sailor who had “thrown a child overboard” off  a New 
england slave ship.60 During the passage a member of the crew “succeeded to 
the Command . . . by the death of the Cap’n & Mate.” Using the new position 
to his advantage, according to rotch, he “was so inhuman as to take a child by 
the feet whose crying afflicted him & repeatedly whipd it before its mother & 
once made an attempt to burn it by thrusting it into the Caboose.”61 With the 
transport of slaves focused exclusively on social order, all captives—including 
young children—were expected to oblige these demands, regardless of  their 
maternal needs. Use of aggressive and deadly tactics against a distressed child 
demonstrated a blatant rejection of any notion of parental rights, forcing bond-
women to confront the extreme limits of motherhood.
 While black women sought to protect their offspring as much as possible, the 
terror central to slavery at sea exposed personal inabilities further enshrining 
the powers of their captors. Former trade participant Isaac Parker told of a 
case involving a female captive purchased with her nine-month-old son by a 
man known as Captain Marshall. after transferring the pair aboard his vessel, 
the Black Joke, Marshall took particular interest in the bondwoman’s son, due 
to the fact “the child took sulk, and would not eat.” Despite exhibiting fits 
common to a young baby, the captain “took the child up in his hands” and 
flogged him with a cat-o’-nine-tails. Several bondpeople witnessed the child’s 
beating, as “they saw it through a barricade, looking through the crevices,” to 
which “they made a great murmuring, and did not seem to like it.”
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 Punishment of  the young boy temporarily altered Marshall’s approach. 
Discovering “the child had swelled feet,” he directed the ship’s cook “to put on 
some water to heat to see if  he could abate the swelling.” Once the water boiled, 
he “ordered the child’s feet to be put into the water, and the cook putting his 
finger in the water, said, ‘Sir, it is too hot.’” Marshall responded, “‘Damn it, 
never mind it, put the feet in,’ and in so doing, the skin and nails came off” the 
baby’s feet. Perhaps intending to appease the child’s wounds, Marshall “got 
some sweet oil and cloths and wrapped round the [child’s] feet in order to take 
the fire out of them.” He offered him “rice mixed with palm oil,” yet the young 
boy continued to refuse. Further enraged, Marshall “took the child up again, 
and flogged it, and said, ‘Damn you, I will make you eat.’” the enforcement 
of darkened bruises and scars upon the baby’s flesh continued for “four or five 
days at mess time, when the child would not eat” any offered foods. enraged by 
his continued disobedience, Marshall one day “tied a log of mango, eighteen 
or twenty inches long, and about twelve or thirteen pound weight, to the child 
by a string round its neck.” according to Parker, “the last time he took the 
child up and flogged it, and let it drop out of his hand, ‘Damn you (says he) 
I will make you eat, or I will be the death of you;’ and in three quarters of an 
hour after that the child died.”
 Instead of designating a member of the ship crew to dispose of the baby’s 
lifeless body, Marshall “called the mother of the child to heave it overboard.” 
emotionally distraught by the death of her son, she “was not willing to do so,” 
prompting an immediate flogging until she agreed to obey the commander’s 
demands. Forced to bury her son in a makeshift watery grave beneath, “she 
took it in her hand, and went to the ship’s side, holding her head on one side 
because she would not see the child go out of her hand, and she dropped the 
child overboard.” Bearing witness to consecutive days of relentless aggression 
imposed upon her son with little or no recourse for prevention created a heavy 
psychological toll upon this bondwoman. Unable to provide a proper burial and 
violently forced instead to have to pick her son off  the dampened floorboards, 
carry him, and ultimately throw his small yet battered corpse off  ship and into 
the sea exacerbated the trauma, where afterward she “seemed very sorry, and 
cried for several hours.”62 Beyond the death of her son this woman grows dim 
within the written record, making it difficult to know if  she physically survived 
the passage carrying the pain of profound loss into her enslaved life on land, 
or if  the emotional wounds from her son’s murder became too much for her 
to continue living.
 Deaths of children during slavery are often attributed to the behaviors of 
bondwomen. Ideas of infanticide may have filtered through their minds during 
the passage, yet once placed at sea, preservation for enslaved mothers became less 
about themselves but instead the constant protection of their young children, 
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unable to shield themselves from the brutalities of isolated captivity. Far more 
difficult in the transport and confine of newborns were not only challenges of 
proper care, but in many respects the unpredictability of needs they acted out 
through varied noises and childish behaviors. Sailors demanded and sought to 
enforce rigid rules of order and control over lodged slaves; however, unfamiliar 
with and thus unrestrained by adult expectations, children behaved in ways 
natural to their young understandings, even if  it came at a cost to their lives. 
the limited social and financial value that younger captives were estimated to 
possess in the human manufacturing process proved equally detrimental to 
enslaved babies, marking them as expendable and thus permitting the free use 
of physical and even deadly battery. Once murdered, enslaved infants became 
sacrificial tokens, symbolically reinforcing the restrictive nature of captivity while 
physically and mentally reminding black women of the limits of their parental 
control. By revoking bondwomen’s motherly duties to take matters into their 
own hands and manage seemingly disobedient children, seafarers forced females 
to confront hierarchies of gendered power within a masculine maritime world. 
this entrapment deepened the sense of alienation, laying bare extreme feelings 
of pain, suffering, and devastating losses most slaves were unable to prohibit.

eruptions of Chaos

tasked with transport and maintaining complete control over their human 
cargo, mariners traveled the atlantic plagued with incredible uncertainty. 
regulation of  captives was a prominent fixture of  slaving voyages, yet the 
direct and rather confrontational tactics that bondpeople drew upon extended 
fears of black hyperaggression, posing perhaps the greatest source of anxiety.63 
traditional narratives foreground the role of black men engaged in physical 
battles, many times excluding black female captives. For this, David richardson 
acknowledges, “the role of women in supporting and encouraging revolts has 
perhaps not been fully appreciated” within slave trade scholarship.64 these 
insurgent practices, while expected at sea, found beginning expression across 
the atlantic and were perpetuated by various shipboard actors.
 Desires for freedom took on many different forms on slave vessels, yet in-
surrections created the most hostile environment. In 1776 a ship revolt broke 
out aboard the Thames, prompting the ship’s physician, John Bell, to report, 
“the voyage has been attended with nothing but losses & disappointments.” 
Prior to the vessel’s coastal departure, according to Bell, “36 of the best slaves 
we had” rose up against the crew “when there was only the Boatswain, Car-
penter, and 3 White People & myself  on board.” Despite having “160 Slaves” 
lodged on board, directions were given to release an undisclosed number of 
captives “out of the Deck Chains in order to wash, [where] advantaged by this 
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they began by rising” for an almost hour-long battle. Immediate suppression 
revealed “34 Men & Men boys w’t 2 women a rising,” to which several seamen 
“fired 2 magnets amongst them” in hopes that firing bullets would quell their 
insubordinate behaviors.
 the involvement of  black males created concern, yet Bell emphasized a 
particular threat several females posed in the uprising. “Had the woman as-
sisted them,” he estimated, “in all probability your property here at this time 
would have been but small” given the likelihood of  greater damage with a 
larger army. “their having no time to consult about it,” he reasoned, curtailed 
the involvement of  more insurgents. Going further, Bell recollected, “they 
said themselves” while confined in isolation “they had 2 or 3 times before 
been going to attempt it.” although the women were perceived as a viable 
threat, Bell downplayed their possible desires for rising against the crew, say-
ing, “the only reason we can give for their attempting any thing of the kind is, 
their being wearied at staying so long on board the ship” during the passage. 
Crammed and locked within deplorable conditions, their resistance was never 
solely about confinement but more the enforcement of bondage coupled with 
extreme vulnerability that they faced while in the hands of their buyers and 
tormentors. Unable to solicit intimate details connected to the origins of the 
outbreak, Bell explained, “those left will give no reason for their riseing, but 
lay the blame entirely on those thats lost” from the ensuing rebellion.65

 Bondwomen contemplated and actively participated in open resistance 
aboard slave ships, but motivating factors as well as any schematic plans they 
devised are not revealed in surviving records. Central to the incident on the 
Thames is not only the range of  potential and actual participants crossing 
gendered lines but also the existence of a network and code of secrecy that, 
despite diverse language barriers, filtered among boarded captives. equally 
paramount is the attribution of these defiantly rebellious threats to fatigue and 
anxiousness, thus denying the varied traumas inherent within forced captivity. 
Slave traders, regardless of their social status, may have tried to predict bond-
people’s behaviors both on and off  ship; however, being free and unaffected 
by the personal effects of enslavement, they were unable and unwilling to fully 
comprehend the reasons prompting these defiant behaviors. therein, the mere 
threat of these women’s violent alignment countered and directly challenged 
the prevailing gendered misconceptions of docility and obedience among black 
females.
 Much like plantation owners, sailors were never “in control as fully as 
they would have liked.”66 In 1721 the slaver Robert disembarked from Sierra 
leone with thirty purchased slaves. amid the passage, five captives, including 
a female, planned to overthrow the crew. Unknown is how or at what point 
within the voyage they found means to strategize on their rebellious inten-
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tions. the unending quest for autonomy slaves acted out became an unspoken 
signal often difficult for mariners to detect although commonly embodied 
through violent expression. In serving as a spy, after determining the sailors 
were asleep, a bondwoman allegedly brought “a Hammer at the same time 
(all the Weapons that she could find) to execute the treachery.”67 Knowing 
that females’ quarters were in many cases stowed near the storage room, this 
enabled the woman to secure an array of  arms for herself  and her fellow in-
surgents. traveling unbound by the physical restraints of  shackles and irons 
in contrast to their male conspirators, some black women manipulated sailors’ 
views of  them as submissive and far less threatening, using it according to 
their own needs, even amid battle. Female captives, therefore, played much 
more vital roles in the implementation of  slave ship rebellions, through which 
they affirmed their humanity, defied gendered stereotypes held about them, 
and took their fate out of  their captors’ hands and back into their own.
 although physically armed, by the time of  the surprise attack only the 
woman and two of the men made up the band of insurgent captives on the 
Robert, making it easier for sailors to quickly thwart their rebellious efforts. 
Counter-resistance the ship’s crewmen waged against the detected insurgents 
proved damaging not only against the attempted outbreak but also to its subse-
quent perpetrators. the ship captain, referred to as Harding, began by enforcing 
punishment against two bondmen actively involved, ordering several seamen 
to “whip and scarify them only.” three other captives accused of serving as 
“abettors, but not actors” were sentenced to death. Before their execution, 
to enforce greater dehumanization for their insubordinate actions, they were 
made to “first eat the Heart and liver of  one of  them [sailors] killed.” the 
sentence imposed upon the bondwoman was equally as unforgiving as that 
of  her male counterparts. employing the frequent use of  public displays of 
brutality, she was “hoisted up by the thumbs, whipp’d, [and] slashed . . . with 
Knives, before the other Slaves till she died.”68 Flogged, cut, and murdered in 
view of the entire ship, the triple punishment enacted on this woman’s flesh 
served as a mechanism of reform and deterrence for others. the appearance 
of wounds and permanent scars on her body reinforced how “torture usually 
mimes the killing of people by inflicting pain, the sensory equivalent of death, 
substituting prolonged mock execution for execution.”69

 the bondwoman’s conspiring role was unanticipated by the ship’s sailors. 
On the african coastal line she professed economic value to buyers interested 
in the laboring capacities she could generate overseas. Stepping outside the 
boundaries of social control and social order by engaging in such a seditious 
act on ship, her value diminished in the eyes of her captors, and, as such, they 
mapped these frustrations onto her flesh through an even more severe punish-
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ment, using her as a sacrificial example for the entire ship. Bloody public exhi-
bitions reserved for this woman and many others functioned as both warnings 
and celebrations.70 Sailors’ use of  unrestrained violence against recalcitrant 
slaves operated as techniques to discipline future insurrectionists. While these 
ritualized punishments served to dismantle any perceived sentiment of african 
unity, they brought seamen together, creating a sense of strength, communal 
identity, and a symbolic notion of protection in hopes of dismantling any and 
all future ideas of black resistance.
 violent eruptions acted out by bondmen and bondwomen were far from 
uncommon on the oceanic highway of the atlantic. In 1769, after sales were 
finalized and 425 slaves were boarded in hollowed corners of  the liverpool 
vessel Unity, the commander richard Norris directed his crew to make prepara-
tions to expedite sail toward Jamaica. Prior to their departure, Norris reported, 
“the Slaves made an Insurrection,” pointing out “[it] was soon quelled with y’e 
loss of two women.” archival records leave silent the number of people who 
rose in rebellion, the efforts used in their suppression, and any details intimat-
ing if  these women participated in the fight for their freedom or if  they were 
unfortunate casualties in the outbreak. With stories of black aggression criss-
crossing the atlantic and exposing audiences to the dangers sailors regularly 
confronted in the transport and management of slaves, Norris likely became 
familiar with these same maritime realities, preparing himself  and his crew for 
a similar prospect of danger. Once personally compounded by the shoreline 
insurrection and loss of  purchased captives aboard his own vessel, violence 
was no longer imaginary, forcing him to monitor more closely the remainder 
of an already troubling passage.
 Much to his dismay, within days of  the vessel’s departure another revolt 
occurred. Details concerning the rebellious clash of bodies are unknown, yet 
what is clear is that a bondman referred to as “No. 1” perished. Instead of 
dying from physical battle, taking advantage of the chaotic circumstances at 
hand, he “jumped overboard & was drown’d” out at sea. Feeling powerless in 
combating the retaliatory behaviors capable of still embroiling among other 
captives, Norris and his crew “gave y’e women concerned 24 lashes each” for 
their alleged roles. How many women did the crew reprimand for the uprising? 
Was the rebellion comprised solely of females? Did they orchestrate the rebel-
lion, or were they perhaps accused while attempting to assist other insurrection-
ists? Marking their bodies through open means, they sought to intentionally 
quell the actions of any other undiscovered rebels; however, these measures 
seemed ineffective. two days later the commander remarked, “the slaves this 
day proposed making an Insurrection” during the evening hours. While locked 
and stowed in the darkness of the vessel, several “[got] off  their Handcuffs”; 
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however, they reportedly “were detected in time.” With crewmen on constant 
guard, immediate suppression of the captives made all too clear the fears of 
violence any unchained slaves posed within the oceanic voyage.
 attuned to their every movement, sailors cautiously deployed maximum se-
curity against any resistive behaviors displayed on ship. With transporting an 
incredibly large number of slaves, surveillance became the tool relied upon to 
detect and help prohibit any outward signs of  rebellion. On June 27 Norris 
chronicled, “the Slaves attempted to force up y’e Gratings in y’e Night,” as he 
perceived, “with a design to murder y’e Whites and drown themselves” follow-
ing a proposed plot. Faced with three plotted outbreaks, it is challenging to 
know if this was the original plan the captives outlined or perhaps racialized 
apprehensions Norris projected onto the insubordinate captives. Despite these 
unknowns, the slaves’ efforts “were prev’ted by y’e watch” held in place to pre-
vent another calamity. Charges of conspiracy were not dealt with until the next 
morning. Once confronted, several bondpeople “Confessed their Intentions, and 
that t’e women as well as the men were determn’d” that if they were unsuccess-
ful in “Cutting off y’e whites,” they would jump overboard. language barriers 
made the extrapolation of details indecipherable; however, according to Norris, 
several captives expressed that they “resolved as their last resource to burn the 
Ship” in order to protect themselves against continued captivity. enraged by 
their intended desires, Norris stated, “their obstinacy put me under y’e Necissty 
of shooting y’e ringleader.” Far from conclusive, this tactic proved effectual in 
deterring other potential insurrectionists. two weeks after the ordered death of 
the designated leader, “a Man No 3 [and] Woman N’o 4 . . . Died Mad.” Norris 
recounted that in their final days aboard, the pair “had frequently attempted to 
drown themselves since their views were disappointed with y’e Insurrection.” 
the next day following their deaths, much to Norris’s satisfaction and that of 
the entire crew, on July 12 the Unity landed in antigua and negotiations were 
made with local brokers to place the remaining lodged slaves for sale.71

 Moving beyond lines of  both gender and ethnicity, ship revolts encapsu-
lated a collective language of resistance. Sailors continually sought to prevent 
“chaining those together who speak the same language.”72 yet these divisive 
mechanisms often proved futile in thwarting collectivism among boarded cap-
tives. Forced to live altered lives as someone else’s property, they formulated 
beginning ideals of a community grounded upon a shared struggle of oppres-
sion. Unfamiliar with their geographical locations far from land out at sea, 
bondpeople adapted to their forced surroundings, routinely drawing upon the 
terrain of ships to reclaim their own versions of power and freedom. those 
held captive were many times, in one scholar’s estimation, “unorganized, undis-
ciplined, and united only in their insatiable desire for liberty.”73 any behaviors 
slaves acted out that appeared abnormal cast them as deranged, prompting 
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sailors to come together in constraining and penalizing any african instiga-
tors. Both groups boarded slave vessels as strangers; however, amid instances 
of violence they coalesced as temporary units to defend and protect their col-
lective interests, albeit for means of profit or liberation.
 violence aboard slave ships created an expression understood primarily by 
its temporary inhabitants. “the voices of those who were its victims are rarely 
heard when one looks for evidence or explanations of shipboard slave revolts.”74 
If resistance includes the nonverbal modes of communication carried out through 
illicit behavior, then the active voices and conversations of slaves’ disdain can be 
interpreted through the incessant rumblings of rebellions widespread throughout 
the Middle Passage. Sacrificing their bodies and lives through violent eruptions, 
behavioral languages they acted out extended beyond racial lines, permitting sea-
men the ability to interpret the cultural meanings of insurrections. While some 
whites believed “civilized or not, Negroes . . . [were] cowards all their life-time 
and heroes for an instant,” slave ship sailors sought to reconfigure bondpeople’s 
freedom dreams by handling them through a language of counter-resistance.75 
through this process, the bodies of captives, always under intense violation and 
scrutiny, became important sites of terrorizing power and pain.

the art of Sedition

Ship revolts are typically associated as the primary route that slaves used to gain 
their freedom. these tenuous moments laid bare deep-seated fears, resentment, 
and a constant quest for control of the black body on the part of sailors and 
slaves. Physical combat was a tactic routinely activated that created a volatile 
environment throughout slaving voyages. Other insubordinate behaviors, simi-
larly motivated by aggressive and rather deadly desires, also emerged in the 
transport phase of the human manufacturing process. Placing these alternate 
forms of  enslaved insurgency—namely, poisoning and abortion—within a 
broader discourse of violence facilitates greater insight into the privately public 
means of resistance. Slaves conceived ideas of defiance in secrecy, yet the body 
became the terrain and public space where and how violence was performed. By 
viewing these shipboard interactions as simply psychological battles, scholars 
dismiss the violent intentions and outcomes that show even more how these 
motives sought to inflict maximum damage within a person’s body.
 Poisoning, although typically difficult to trace, represented a deeply covert 
strategy bondpeople used at sea. On June 16, 1751, John Newton, captain of 
the Duke of Argyle, recorded, “We were alarmed with a report that some of 
the Men Slaves had found means to poison the water in the scuttle casks upon 
deck.” after attempting to investigate the attempted plot, Newton surmised, 
“they had only conveyed some of their Country fetishes, as they call them, 
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or talismans,” which in downplaying as harmless, he concluded, “they had 
the credulity to suppose must inevitably kill all who drank of it.”76 this con-
spiracy revealed the carryover of africans’ cultural knowledge of herbs, albeit 
for deadly repercussions. Newton’s dismissal of their medicinal tools as mere 
“country fetishes” validates the “competing cultural meanings of poisoning” 
that historian John Savage contends continually existed between bondpeople 
and white populations.77 While Newton’s reflection dispels the importance of 
these insurgent efforts as non-life-threatening, for africans, the philosophical 
beliefs they carried relative to the integral relationship of herbs, ritual, and the 
supernatural empowered them through their use of such methods.
 this resistive technique ignited considerable panic across different plantation 
communities; however, these same fears circulated among slave ship sailors. 
an american seaman traveling in 1796 aboard the sloop Dolphin etched in his 
diary that an enslaved female and male were able to “fetch some poison” in 
order “to put into some rice that was on the fire” being prepared for the ship. 
the ingredients used for the duo’s plot as well as details explaining how they 
circumvented the gender segregation required of purchased slaves is unknown. 
Particularly revealing within the incident is that, enraged by the captives’ ef-
forts, several sailors “whipt them severely.”78 Drawing upon herbal tools of 
resistance, both captives relied on premeditated and coercive measures, yet 
these intentions did not rest solely upon obtaining their liberation but also 
imposing health problems and even the death of their captors. the crew’s re-
sponse through physical violence points to the extreme terror that poisoning 
generated, largely because of the challenge of detecting these invisible toxins 
and moreover the personalized attack they felt on their own lives. Poisoning fos-
tered a threatening environment that, while far-reaching on land, was perhaps 
even more potent within the tight confine of ships given the unpredictability 
of retaliatory behaviors.
 Knowing that bondpeople boarded ships naked and stripped of all personal 
possessions, how these slaves gained access to their ulterior culinary needs and 
successfully implemented them remains a mystery. Sources leave muted how 
the captives found ways to hide roots, leaves, or spiritual totems within their 
bodies; if  they used excrement from various vermin scattered about the ship to 
mix into available foods; or if  perhaps these fears were merely racialized ideas 
sailors projected onto slaves due to their close proximity. Instead of targeting 
the complete overthrow of slavery, poisoning created an equal if  not greater 
threat to the lives of sailors. to some scholars these methods represented “one 
of the most logical and lethal methods of resistance.”79 Difficulties persist in 
tracing the origins of this creative practice; however, use of poison underscores 
the vast knowledge base of botanical understandings some african captives 
carried to the New World.80 Without detection, poisoning could appear as a 
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natural cause of  death, signaling the very real possibility that other occur-
rences of herbal interference lie buried and thereby silenced within slave trade 
documents. “Slaves struck frequently at the opposing white world” in ways 
difficult to recognize by sight or taste.81 Malicious intentions were anchored 
throughout captives’ plots to cause injury, illness, and even death among their 
transporters; most central to these motives, however, was not getting caught.
 largely outnumbered, mariners governed slaves with confinement, physical 
intimidation, and constant degradation. these measures fostered feelings of 
personal authority, yet their control was more symbolic and never without 
anxieties. to be sure, stories of  black rebellion circulating on the atlantic 
prompted the implementation of tactical security measures to protect against 
uprisings. Poisoning created a sense of  instability particularly instructive to 
sailors in that they could never precisely dictate slaves’ behaviors and, more-
over, there really was no way of defending themselves against such invisible 
battles. Seamen anticipated and in many ways relied upon slaves’ use of physical 
arms—knives, guns, and cutlasses—yet the cultural intellect some bondpeople 
possessed with manipulating herbs became an even greater impediment to the 
livelihood and personal safety of seafarers. For this, one scholar underscores 
“the impact the use of poison had” on the psyche, “at times producing collec-
tive panic and hysteria among the white populations.”82 equally paramount is 
the vulnerability slaves were able to exploit through contamination of common 
sources of  white exposure—food and drink—giving greater validity to how 
even the mere threat of poisoning triggered a constant source of unrest.
 these tactics fostered fearful uncertainties, yet they communicated a level of 
violence fueling a greater sense of isolation, being unable to predict or protect 
oneself. Contrary to bloodshed, bruised limbs, and scars etched across the body 
amid physical battles, the secretive use of herbs became a weapon capable of 
producing wounds that, although unseen, could prove significantly damaging 
to the interior human cavity. the range of herbal cocktails bondpeople used as 
tools for murder within slaving voyages is by no means clear to contemporary 
audiences. Knowing the irreparable damage that administered toxins could 
inflict on a victim with regard to nausea, headaches, skin discoloration, violent 
episodes of vomiting, seizures, difficulty of breathing, and even heart attacks, 
reinforces that while the outplay of  poisoning may be difficult to ascertain, 
the long-term implications are evidently clear. Sailors’ fears were therefore 
well warranted owing not only to the lurking danger to a person’s health and 
the prospect of death but, most of all, the lack of physical confrontation or 
violent use of hands.
 Much like poisoning, gynecological resistance represented yet another 
method of subversive insurgency equally difficult for sailors to guard against.83 
Commonly recognized as a plantation phenomenon and rare within many 
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slave ship records, some black women asserted reproductive control over their 
offspring through abortion. In april 1793, after finalizing sales, the ship Sane 
set sail. Several weeks into the passage, psychologically affected by the circum-
stances of bondage, a pregnant female chose to take the life of her unborn child 
through abortive means; however, complications arose from her efforts and 
on april 18 she died.84 “Pregnancy left women vulnerable to various illnesses, 
disability, and death,” which, combined with a lack of proper nutrition and 
prenatal care, could have collectively played a role in this woman’s decline.85 a 
similar encounter took place three years later aboard the ship Mary as another 
bonded female willingly used her body as a site of resistance by prematurely 
terminating a fetus growing within her womb. the dangerous and rather drastic 
measures this woman employed put her health at risk, and she died two months 
later.86

 Inclusion of these pregnant slaves and the deaths they suffered as a result 
of their defiant actions leaves open several questions: Did both women enter 
the trade impregnated? Or were their children perhaps conceived during their 
coastal confinement? How far along were they in their pregnancies? What 
methods did any attending surgeon or crewmen use to determine abortion as the 
principal cause of their death? the reasons for aborting a child during slavery 
are diverse and far more complex than surviving sources can reveal. Behaviors 
these women displayed blatantly demonstrated their unwillingness to permit 
their unborn children to bear the pain of captivity while reinforcing that some 
females boldly engaged in reproductive politics against their enslavers, even 
at the risk of their own mortality. With their menses ended and their bodies 
changing as they felt a life beginning to grow, these females were compounded 
by intensely personal decisions extending far beyond the control of  sailors. 
reclaiming agency and full control over their bodies, untold is whether any of 
these women intentionally sought to sever their own ties to captivity through 
death. their sufferings are unknown, but their actions make intimately vivid 
how they sought to permanently ensure that their children never bore witness 
to nor endured the traumas of bondage.
 african women were well known for possessing herbal knowledge and serv-
ing in various roles of spirituality on different sides of the atlantic. this realm 
of expertise granted some females familiarity with terminating unwanted preg-
nancies and even assisting other bondwomen with similar motives, although it 
remains incredibly challenging to uncover how they acted this out within the 
isolated confine of ships.87 With the prevalence of sexual abuse of black females 
at sea, upon impregnation some women may have responded by attempting to 
destroy the offspring and thus the tangible reminder of sexual terror directly 
linked to their aggressors. Darlene Clark Hine astutely explains, “Slave chil-
dren were sometimes pawns in a power struggle between plantation owners 
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and their slaves.”88 In much the same way, females exiled aboard slave ships 
used the forcible deaths of their unborn children to prove to their tormentors 
the powers they also possessed and could wield most times without interfer-
ence, further revealing that “the political lives of dead bodies,” which on slave 
ships similarly included black boys and girls within the womb whose lives were 
terminated by mothers unwilling to bring them into a life of bondage.89

 Crewmen remained focused on preventing the outbreak of  revolts while 
bondwomen demonstrated how their personal bodies became unforeseeable 
weapons. tasked with the movement and preservation of  large numbers of 
slaves, sailors fully understood “there was no limit to the range of items aboard 
an oceangoing ship that could become weapons.”90 viewed as far less threat-
ening than their male counterparts, black females were rarely factored into 
these insurgent anxieties, most especially outside of insurrections. abortions, 
however, produced a nuanced posture of gendered and equally violent realities 
sailors were forced to manage. the act of taking the life of one’s child not only 
challenged the nature of power between sailors and slaves, but it ruptured the 
fixed social order sailors enforced and continually demanded at sea. Damaging 
defiance that black females ignited through aborting a fetus operated beyond 
the boundaries of social control that seafarers routinely inscribed on the lives 
of lodged slaves. regardless of any punishment imposed, discovery of a child’s 
murder and resulting corpse—whether within or external to a black female’s 
body—conveyed a much larger message of crewmen’s mismanagement and a 
lack of control.
 Fully attuned to their value as laboring bodies within the web of slave sales, 
by injuring parts of their flesh through abortion, black females took control 
and greatly impacted the very reproductive capabilities that sailors scrutinized, 
bought, and transported them for overseas import. Whether they somehow 
ingested an herbal remedy or creatively gained access to a piece of wood or 
rusted tool on board and firmly forced it into their bodies, both means exacted 
violence upon themselves and their babies, causing them to expel large amounts 
of blood, weaken, and die. the bodies of bondwomen thus served as critically 
active sites of power, while their wombs became tombs wherein their children 
were buried. to their captors these defiant mothers ruined lives and destroyed 
valuable property. Feeling consigned to a life of  constant degradation and 
exploit, these women asserted power through the only means available—their 
bodies and unborn children. looking outside the moment, their abortive ac-
tions and, consequentially, their own deaths had a direct and palpable impact 
for the future that invariably became interlinked.
 Given the regular loss of shipmates out at sea, death seemed the most ef-
fective and only logical solution for bondwomen in reflecting on the fate of 
their unborn children. With their futures uncertain and their lives drastically 
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reshaped through bondage, prevailing circumstances made it difficult to see 
themselves as mothers able to provide the care, nurturing, and protection nec-
essary for their children. “Slave mothers had a duty to preserve life”; however, 
as evidenced, these duties ceased within the physical realm, extending much 
further as their abortive actions prevented the spirit of  their children from 
taking a human existence.91 Slaving voyages were fraught with fatalities, yet 
bearing personal responsibility to the murder of one’s child and subsequent 
separation created profound stress and suffering for these women. the violence 
inflicted upon their growing fetus, no matter the means, engendered immense 
psychological scarring these captives endured as they harbored the burden of 
grief  and loss amid entrapment in bondage. Carrying unseen wounds proved 
challenging for crewmen or buyers to detect and, most especially, to manage 
the aftermath of sorrows capable of manifesting through a mother’s physical 
decline or suicidal attempts at sea or on land.

Conclusion

the slave trade relied upon the unmitigated use of violence in obtaining human 
commodities, yet this took on a rather unique tone once contained within the 
social space of slave ships and the atlantic Ocean. Disasters, both physical and 
environmental, regularly affected marine life as well as the preservation and 
transport of bonded africans.92 Sailors imposed stringent measures, domina-
tion, and sometimes revenge, whereas slaves conveyed their dissatisfaction with 
captivity by attempting to reclaim ownership of their personal lives through 
violence, all of which reveals the openly contentious struggle exerted for con-
trol of the black body. Far from mere isolated events contained in the secretive 
world of slave ships, these interactions comprised a series of trauma-inducing 
introductions to captivity that extended beyond the confine of ships.
 violence—perceived, imagined, and/or acted out—regularly manifested 
within the social space of  slave ships, on the top deck and bowels beneath. 
“every stage in the Negro traffic was marked by slave behavior which was un-
cooperative and belligerent,” frequently hampering all intentions of trade.93 the 
story of seaborne violence rests almost entirely upon ship revolts, yet sailors 
were tasked with guarding and transporting slaves while being forced to face 
physical combat. these violent measures operated not merely in the contain-
ment of captives but served in their own proprietary measures. Bondwomen 
“did not participate in the trade as fully as men”; however, in looking beyond 
statistical understandings, the vulnerable bodies of black females served as the 
human landscape where crewmen sought to assert control by forcing these cap-
tives to confront rape, with the attendant prospect of disease and pregnancy, 
and to bear witness without recourse to the death of their infants.94
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 these gendered discussions facilitate a beginning interrogation into the range 
of  terrorizing conditions bondpeople faced in the process of  slavery at sea. 
Doing so better focuses on interrelated themes of  gender, sexuality, power, 
and resistance used to constrain and thereby dehumanize bondpeople in and 
through the manufacturing process.95 violence enacted on the atlantic water-
ways went beyond physical wounds, laying bare the culmination of bondage 
that led to psychological consequences as the enslaved relied on more fatally 
self-directed motives to gain their freedom. In doing so, slave ships became the 
waterlogged coffins within which both seamen and bondpeople fought and in 
many cases drew their last breath championing their respective causes on the 
meanings of freedom.



 5 Battered Bodies, enfeebled Minds

During the summer of 1790, the brig Ranger set sail from annamaboe bound 
for the island of Jamaica. On July 7, less than two weeks following departure, 
the presiding commander, John Corran, faced an unforeseeable series of events. 
at approximately five in the morning, “a Man slave that slept in the Boys room” 
for medical attention “endeavoured to cut his throat” in hopes of ending his 
life. Secretly locating “a Knife or some other Instrument,” he lacerated his 
body, reducing the value and potential interest able to be solicited from future 
buyers. Unsuccessful in taking his life, “at day light when the Hatch was taken 
off” to empty fecal tubs stowed within the bottom hold, he “came upon Deck 
and jumped overboard.” His efforts once again proved futile, as several sailors 
went after him. Once secured back on ship and under strict surveillance, Corran 
remarked that the bondman operated “in a fair way of recovery.”1 Numerous 
attempts he waged for freedom during the morning hours alarmed the vessel’s 
crew, although still unresolved is what led to the outbreak of these seemingly 
erratic behaviors and whether the male slave tried again to escape or chose to 
endure the passage into port.
 Bondpeople underwent tremendous sorrow from initial capture to their 
displacement into distant slave societies. the various modes of  self-sabotage 
the male captive employed on and off  the Ranger can be cast as haphazard 
and rather openly desperate attempts some slaves acted out to escape bond-
age. these actions were not always about resistance, nor were they devoid of 
conscious intent; instead they comprised behavioral manifestations of  the 
terror pervasive in the world of  slavery at sea. turning a knife upon one’s 
self  and jumping overboard reinforces the dangerous boundaries some slaves 
sacrificially probed while exposing the innumerable stakes crewmen faced in 
not only managing captives but in keeping them alive. violence indigenous to 
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slaving voyages—physical, sexual, and psychological—inscribed and largely 
reaffirmed notions of  power that, as already seen, both sailors and slaves 
exerted in the contentious battle for control of  the black body. Whereas for 
mariners, suicide represented something in their view catastrophic—the in-
ability to maintain complete control over their transported human cargo—for 
slaves, as they lay crowded among the wounded, dead, and traumatized, it was 
a reminder of their own personal sense of loss and the disruption they endured 
over and over. this chapter centers how bondpeople coped with the shock of 
enslavement as agonizing personal choices were made on life or death. Doing 
so deemphasizes the assumption that all captives engaged in bloodied battles 
against their captors, while deepening the view of the unbearable psychologi-
cal effects of  slavery at sea.
 Suicide, much like ship revolts, represented the undesirable yet largely an-
ticipated consequences related to sale and transport of bondpeople into the 
New World. viewing these behaviors external to collective physical combat, 
this chapter directly engages with slaves’ psychological disposition within the 
oceanic slaving process. Such behaviors were magnified most when a bondper-
son attempted to kill or succeeded in killing him- or herself. locating these 
behaviors amid the oceanic highway of the atlantic, what follows is framed 
by three critical factors—the psyche, the body, and space—to reveal that while 
meaning is pertinent to understanding enslaved suicide, so too are the tools 
and, more importantly, the spatial arenas through which bondpeople asserted 
power amid attempts to escape slavery.2 Forced exile did not always hinder 
captives from devising and treading upon a myriad of routes to freedom. Ma-
nipulating the geographical environment of their immediate surroundings, the 
terrain of ships and the vast waterways of the atlantic Ocean became the active 
landscapes bondpeople repeatedly used to escape slavery. Space being central, 
this chapter widens the conversation of humans and the sea by introducing 
slave ship runaways, those who escaped the clutches of  slavery by jumping 
overboard and thus running away. Fully aware of and intentional about their 
impending death, bondpeople willingly sought to sever the ties of slavery, end 
their physical existence in bondage, and gain permanent freedom.
 the central core of the slave trade brought together enslaved people carry-
ing a host of  different occupations, spiritual systems, languages, ethnicities, 
customs, and rituals emanating from various african societies. Scholars regu-
larly reference Igbo, women, and newly arrived africans as the primary groups 
most likely to engage in suicidal behaviors during bondage. 3 Self-sabotaging 
practices did not extend to one particular ethnicity, gender, or age of captives 
within the Middle Passage. Instead, a diversity of  bondpeople utilized this 
ultimate act of personal sacrifice, further exposing the calamitous interactions 
and thus the risks of business that sailors were forced to contend. Many slaves 
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also carried diverse religious worldviews from their former communities. taking 
africans’ cosmological orientation into consideration, the supernatural—the 
dual existence of  spiritual and material worlds—is critically central to this 
chapter’s discussion. looking beyond belief  of  a beginning and a finite end 
to life, enslaved females and males never took their lives without regard to the 
broader implications of punishment or death. Not only did these motives oper-
ate as individual and equally significant forms of resistance consciously imple-
mented to gain freedom, but in many respects their actions tapped into and 
further bridged the coexistence of two worlds: both seen and unseen. tracing 
the psychological weakening of captives on ships, we see more intimately how 
the torment of sale and bondage became superimposed by africans through 
bodily expression. Going further, this chapter examines how mental decline 
was perceived and managed, the cultural modes of  expression bondpeople 
exerted, and how the diagnosis of psychological instability was loosely applied 
to bondpeople’s shipboard behaviors.
 trapped within a degrading and contentiously violent world of uncertainty, 
slaves measured the costs of freedom, no matter how dangerous. With their 
bodies no longer their own, it leaves open questions on the deeper meaning of 
self-sabotage within slavery at sea. Suicide represented the intimate and rather 
private narratives of struggle that many captives publicly acted out. although 
typically prohibited in their former communities, the deadly space of the at-
lantic created an altered consciousness where some slaves found meaning and 
utility in self-murder. through their life-ending actions they conveyed a duality 
of surrender and sacrifices boldly waged to reclaim power over their personal 
lives. Social order demanded through the terrorizing behaviors crewmen used 
to counter future instances of suicidal outbreaks extended the reins of power 
within the manufacturing process. to be sure, exiled in a fractured and dis-
orienting world, the violent management of slaves deepened their sorrow and 
psychological wounds, thereby exacerbating the unmaking of captives’ lives 
and bodies.

elements of Contentious Precaution

Foreign traders privileged slaves potentially able to withstand and survive the 
hardships of oceanic transport. Many investors based their expectations on the 
external display of  bondpeople’s flesh; however, British merchant Humphrey 
Morice requested seamen give additional attention to captives’ mental health 
during the inspection process. Within his 1722 orders, he directed the refusal 
of those considered “lunaticks,” “Idiots,” or “lithargicks.”4 Bondpeople regu-
larly generated a subdued state throughout slavery; therefore, any barometer 
that slave traders used to assess the physical disposition and any characteristics 
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emblematic of  psychological deficiencies exhibited during coastal selections 
could never fully discern the future lifespan of  a captive. yet merchants and 
investors tried to manage these slave trading realities. On March 6, 1754, 
shipmaster Captain Watts received similar orders of  caution from financiers 
for his voyage urging, “let me beg of  you to take none but what is likely & 
young,” especially slaves “free from any Disorders in mind body or any Defects 
whatsoever” that could be easily discerned.5 Considering the immediacy of 
transactions often involved in slave sales, how were psychological disorders 
discovered? Were the strenuous demonstrations of laboring potential required 
of  offered captives? Did traders and buyers rely on violence or the threat of 
death to test a captive’s mental aptitude? Historians most often focus on the 
primary points of  coastal evaluations—skin, bones, and muscles—to under-
stand the financial and social value foreign traders used to acquire ideal slaves. 
the varied methods of psychological scrutiny sailors employed are difficult to 
uncover; however, the minds of available slaves were critical to these shoreline 
speculations and germane to understanding where and how the body and 
psyche fit into the final decisions buyers made in purchasing people. Not 
only would the emotional well-being of  a psychologically weakened captive 
prove dangerously fragile and hazardous to shipboard conditions, but their 
absorption within a plantation community could create difficulties related to 
management, control, and unpredictable behaviors.
 In order to guarantee the procurement of healthy slaves, instructions were 
routinely distributed to assist sailors with negotiations. Moving in and out of 
seaports and bidding on varied black bodies, ship commanders and surgeons 
became familiar with traits commonly associated with different captives. Phy-
sicians traveling to western africa received warning: “It is highly necessary 
for you to endeavour to be acquainted with the Nature and Constitution” of 
black people. Such an expertise could “better qualify you for preserving their 
Health, and also restoring them when afflicted.” to accommodate these neces-
sities, seaborne travelers received an array of certain characteristics to ascertain 
those slaves requiring additional attention. among those listed, one group was 
identified as “naturally sad, sluggish, sullen, peevish . . . self-conceited, proper 
at nothing,” and was historically archived as “naturally Coward[s].”6 In view of 
the traumatic circumstances indigenous to the trade normalizing grief  within 
bondage, such broad descriptors could apply to virtually any available captive.

Contusions of emotional Suffering

Merchants sought to prohibit the purchase of psychologically enfeebled slaves, 
yet these efforts did not always prevent their sale into the trade. Severed from 
familial and communal ties, africans boarded slave ships in a weakened mental 
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and physical state. “Most of them, at coming on board, shew signs of extreme 
distress, and some of them even looks of despair.” Often kidnapped from their 
communities, grouped into coastal-bound coffles, and forced to survive weeks 
and many times months in crowded dungeons and slave pens, bondpeople 
experienced trauma that manifested in their minds and became outwardly 
expressed through their faces and body language. Due to largely insufficient 
lodging, starvation, and forced dehydration undergone within their coastal 
imprisonments, they “frequently come on Board the Ships in a diseased state.”7 
the panorama of such experiences represented the beginning of the Middle 
Passage as captives increasingly became aware of their inability to return home. 
Weakness prevailed; however, an altered state took root not only in slaves’ 
physical health but also in the psychological terror they confronted on shore by 
sight, sound, and, most especially, personal experiences. emotionally wounded 
by the control they no longer had over their own lives, bondpeople carried psy-
chological devastation that only intensified once placed into shoreline auctions.
 Subjected to violating scrutiny over what their bodies could or could not gen-
erate within the economy of slavery, grief was an indelible part of bondpeople’s 
lives that was exacerbated on board foreign ships. these realities manifested 
most prominently through the story of a man sold after being captured near the 
Galenas river. Once stowed in the vessel, several sailors noticed he “seemed so 
cast down.” During continuation of business affairs, a native ruler referred to as 
King Battou came aboard and recognized the bondman “sitting in a very mel-
ancholy manner on deck.” Going over to the man, the king queried the man on 
how he became enslaved. records obscure knowing if  the captive was a friend, 
relative, former business partner, or even if  the local king tried to negotiate for 
the man’s freedom, but given the ruler’s familiarity with the male captive, it is 
probable the bondman emerged from or near by the surrounding coastal com-
munity. Doubtful at the prospect of being freed following his interaction with 
the king, the bondman’s dejected state worsened as crewmen “could not make 
the man eat by any means,” despite administering a “flogging, and then put[ting 
him] in irons.” Sailors routinely drew upon violence to discipline insubordinate 
slaves; however, unable to restore the bondman’s dismal disposition even by way 
of scars and bruises, “in a very little time he died.”8

 Unbearable sorrows captives lodged within their memories after being forced 
within the trade intensified further once they were locked within their holding 
rooms and permanently cut off  from any landed sense of familiarity. During 
a ship’s journey, the psyche of  uncertainty in some cases intensified in the 
evening hours when bondpeople “were often heard making a howling melan-
choly kind of noise, something expressive of extreme anguish.”9 Confined in 
darkened hollowed corners of slave ships, powerlessness and anger took hold 
as they reflected on their shattered lives. emotional outbursts of grief, one slave 
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trader reasoned, were “occasioned by finding themselves in a slave room, after 
dreaming that they had been in their own country amongst their friends and 
relations.” Surgeon thomas trotter surmised that their despair arose from 
“a feeling for their situation, and regret at being torn from their friends and 
connections.” In his view, slaves were “capable of retaining those [depressed] 
impressions for a very long time.”10 the heightened sense of  loss, isolation, 
and sufferings internalized was far from minute. Sailors may have speculated 
on the effects of bondage inflicted on their human goods, yet they could never 
fully understand the totality of damage personally undergone.
 lingering remorse also existed among enslaved females. While in command 
of the Duke of Argyle, John Newton confronted depression through a black 
woman purchased and stowed aboard. On January 9, 1750, he recorded, “this 
day buried a fine woman slave No. 11, having been ailing some time” while 
on ship. according to his recollection, they “never thought her in danger till 
within these 2 days.” as she was grouped among other slaves equally somber 
from captivity, the daily behaviors she acted out may not have signaled distress 
to her captors and perhaps had gone unnoticed. the longer she remained on 
board, the more intense her despair became, creating a much more public 
recognition of  her grief. “She was taken with a lethargick disorder,” which, 
according to Newton, “they seldom recover from.”11 In spite of  the efforts 
crewmen employed to liven slaves’ spirits and manage the risks associated with 
sadness, bondage drastically altered bondpeople’s lives, making recovery far 
more difficult. the final moments of this woman’s life and the wide range of 
thoughts and emotions she felt prior to her death are murky, yet the pain felt 
manifested through action.
 regardless of gender, the extremes of captivity placed a heavy toll on bond-
people that frequently led to unpreventable fatalities. In the early part of the 
eighteenth century, lethargy was considered one of  several dangerous con-
ditions stemming from melancholic circumstances. Once afflicted, patients 
became “continually sluggish, and sleepy, scarcely answering if  often spoke 
to” and on occasion “only opening their eyes and shutting them again” in a 
rapid fashion. Most characteristic was the unending “desire to sleep,” which 
victims were believed to be “never satisfy’d without it, or indeed with it.” a 
person in many cases also endured “a gentle Fever, a high Pulse, and Breath 
[that became] weak” as their condition declined. Some physicians also believed 
these symptoms arose from excessive “Flegm, cooling the Brain in its Windings 
and hindmost Cells.”12 Newton never disclosed any bodily changes the bonded 
female underwent upon discovery of  her condition. However, being stowed 
within an intensely hot and unsanitary environment and crammed beside the 
naked bodies of her shipmates worsened her psychological and physical health, 
making her even more susceptible to death.
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the Specter of Familial Separations

the nature of slavery inflicted permanent scars as traders moved purchased 
captives off  land, separating married couples, parents and children, siblings, 
and other relatives. a surgeon offered testimony on this prevalent practice, 
testifying that while embarked trading at Cape Coast Castle, the captain he 
worked with ordered that he “choose eighteen Slaves out of  the yard.” the 
number of bondpeople congregated and evaluated for purchase is unclear, yet 
the physician “objected to one that was meager, and put him aside” to focus 
on procuring those more potentially valuable. taking note of the young man 
originally declined, the surgeon, according to sources, “observed a tear to steal 
down his cheek,” which he believed the boy “endeavoured to conceal.” after 
the conclusion of  sales, the physician’s curiosity about the young child per-
sisted, and he inquired about the cause of the boy’s grief, relying on a coastal 
interpreter to learn the source of his pronounced sadness. He learned that the 
bonded boy’s somber feelings emerged because “he was going to be parted from 
his brother,” already selected for transport. Perhaps softened by the pain of the 
boy’s loss, the surgeon purchased him to provide an opportunity, even if  tem-
porary, to remain with his brother during the transatlantic crossing. Once sold 
offshore and under the control of their new captors, the fate of these siblings 
fades within the historical record; however, their case reveals the existence of 
familial connections within slaving voyages. their lives were further ruptured 
once sold into different hands and exiled into distant locales; however, bear-
ing the brutalities of  captivity alongside their kin helped to lessen the blow 
for some bondpeople.13 Familial ties served as the most critical mechanism of 
survival, underscoring personal connections already in place prior to slaves’ 
displacement into plantation societies.
 the trauma of  familial separations emerged during inland capture and 
coastal sales; however, it operated far differently once at sea. Married cap-
tives occasionally comprised disparate groups captured, auctioned, and sold 
to interested buyers. One trader recollected witnessing “two or three husbands 
and wives, and many other relations of different degrees of kindred” enslaved 
together on the same vessel.14 “When a Man and Wife are on Board they are 
permitted to speak to each other” only with the help of interpreters and fellow 
shipmates.15 Gendered separations were a primary facet of ship life, owing not 
only to fears of violent uprisings but also the prospect of suicide. “any inter-
course betwixt the husbands and wives,” physician thomas trotter explained, 
“was carried betwixt them by the boys which ran about the decks.”16 appeasing 
boarded family members, even if  on a temporary basis, some traders hoped 
these meager opportunities for communication reduced lingering thoughts of 
self-sabotage capable of manifesting.
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 the fundamental core of slavery disjoined african families; however, on rare 
occasions some relatives were fortunate to board the same vessel. a bondman 
understood by traders to originate among the “Breeches” and described as 
“styled of the higher class” was offered and sold to a european slave trader. Once 
boarded, the male captive “seemed to take his situation a great deal to heart, and 
go ill.” Displaced off land and permanently severed from his homeland, mak-
ing any reconnection with his family impossible, collectively contributed to this 
decline. Observing his saddened disposition, several “indulgences [were] granted 
to him” with the intention of aiding in his improvement. amid the man’s restora-
tion, the vessel commander continued negotiating for other slaves in preparation 
for the ship’s departure. One of the captives purchased and transferred aboard 
was a young female. In closely observing the bonded girl, several sailors discov-
ered similarities of “countenance and colour” that suggested she and the ailing 
male were related. they later learned their speculations were true, as the female 
“proved to be his sister.” Upon seeing each other, the two captives “stood with 
silence and amazement, and looked at each other apparently with the greatest 
affection. they rushed into each others arms—embraced—separated themselves 
again—and again embraced.” taking note of the pair’s interaction, the ship’s 
surgeon observed “tears run down the female’s cheek.”
 the siblings’ reconnection, however, was short lived. During the passage 
the bondman “had a return of  his former complaint,” an unknown condi-
tion weakening his body. Fully aware of her brother’s poor health, the man’s 
sister offered to assist in his recovery and “attended him with the greatest care 
imaginable.” the duration of his suffering and details on the medical and emo-
tional support his sister gave him are unrecorded. One morning after helping 
her enfeebled brother, the bonded girl beckoned the ship surgeon to “enquire 
how her brother did.” although hopeful of his improvement, she learned “he 
at length died.” It is simply impossible to know if  the bondman died from a 
lingering sickness or if  he perhaps gave up on living a life in captivity. receipt 
of the news greatly affected the young girl in a drastic manner. according to 
the attending physician, she “wept bitterly, tore her hair,” and allegedly “shewed 
other signs of distraction.”17 Deeply internalizing the loss of her brother after 
a set of mere brief  encounters, and unable to aid in his full recovery, she very 
well may have blamed herself  for his death.
 traveling with her weakened brother permitted the girl to manage the stress 
of slavery at sea, albeit through temporary means. Once deprived of his presence 
and displaced far from the reach of any of her family, emotional turmoil ensued, 
making it more than reasonable that she traveled the remaining part of the voy-
age compounded by unbearable sorrow. Slave trade records do not intimate how 
crewmen managed her sadness or if in feeling completely alone and vulnerable 
among strangers she tried to take her own life. Sailors bore witness to and per-
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haps even showed meager sympathy for the emotions she acted out aboard ship, 
but her grief did not dissuade them from attempting to profit from her inclusion 
by placing her for sale to interested buyers once imported into South america. 
Undergoing tremendous pain after being forcibly separated from her homeland 
and forced to watch her brother decline with no sense of recourse, she carried a 
deep sense of hurt on shore. the culmination of traumatic experiences this girl 
endured prior to her overseas displacement collectively created a foundation of 
trepidation she could have harbored against establishing close ties with other 
plantation slaves to protect herself from undergoing a similar episode of physi-
cal, emotional, and psychological loss through separation or death.

the Gendering of Psychological Instability

Slave ship sailors traveled well informed of the frequent violence captives used 
to secure their freedom during slaving voyages. the expectation of  battles 
prompted many vessels to set sail secured with arms onboard while crewmen 
attempted to remain attuned to potential outbreaks. Damages slaves person-
ally inflicted to kill themselves created risks oftentimes challenging for sailors 
to manage.18 With private trade the dominant force of  the slaving industry 
throughout the eighteenth century, slave ships were devoid of standards outlin-
ing methods of controlling captives compounded by psychological conditions. 
relying instead on personal experience and their immediate needs, crewmen 
responded through the only means possible: punishing recalcitrant slaves in 
order to terrorize and prohibit self-destructive behaviors among others.
 Mental instability was exceptionally challenging to predict among bondpeo-
ple. Surgeon Clement Noble described an account involving an enslaved black 
man offered to foreign buyers. although the male slave was cleared as physical 
and mentally fit and boarded on the ship, his behaviors created a troubling 
presence, forcing the physician to confess, “I should not have bought him.” 
Focusing on several imbalances exemplified through his shipboard interactions, 
Noble observed that the bondman “stormed and made a great noise” about the 
ship and at other times “threw himself  about in an extraordinary manner and 
shewed every sign of being mad.”19 the daily realities of captivity exacerbated 
feelings of emotional stress, anger, and frustration, although there is no indi-
cation the bondman’s behaviors resulted in any form of self-injury. He, much 
like other captives, could have feigned madness with the hope of  thwarting 
his transport or even securing his freedom. Noble’s observation underscores 
the prescribed pattern of obedience under which all boarded slaves were held, 
regardless of the traumatic circumstances of captivity. anything contrary to 
these desires invited not only a critique of captives’ mental health but also the 
never-ending reliance on violence.
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 Many slaves sailed across the atlantic disheartened by their forced migra-
tion. With depressed conditions a regularity on slave ships, the term “fixed 
melancholy” became a common descriptor used to characterize what many 
sailors believed represented an irreversible condition exemplified by “lowness 
of spirits and despondency.”20 Immersed in an enterprise hinged on tragedy 
and turmoil through the buying and selling of slaves, many crewmen became 
intimately familiar with the suffering and pain that captives acted out on ship. 
visible damages of  trauma were not always as easy to locate within bond-
people’s bodies; however, inattention could come at a cost to their lives. “If  
they are not kept in heart and good spirits,” one surgeon explained, “it is odd 
but they sicken and die.” to assist with keeping them upbeat, sailors were oc-
casionally encouraged to “order them now and then a Glass of Brandy” when 
a bondperson appeared “a little dull and melancholy.”21 the effectiveness and 
regularity of such remedies is challenging to recover; however, it could have been 
countered among bondpeople by poor nutrition and dehydration widespread on 
slave ships. Moreover, the distribution of wine and other spirits filtered quickly 
to a bondperson’s brain, reducing some of their anxiety, even if  temporarily 
placing them in an inebriated state and a vulnerable point of control.
 the calculation of emotional wounds on slaving voyages forced crewmen 
to employ diverse tactics and precautionary methods in hopes of countering 
the outplay of  enslaved suicides. Ship alterations and sailing at night were 
techniques routinely used. rails were also occasionally constructed on the 
top deck, while on other ships thickened ropes were draped “by nettings” 
and placed “round the quarter deck, main deck, and poop, to a considerable 
height.”22 the primary intent was “to prevent the Slaves, from any accident, 
[or] falling overboard.”23 another strategy employed was disembarking from 
the coast “when all the slaves were secured below,” which some commanders 
believed helped to prevent slaves “from murmuring, and shewing any signs of 
discontent at leaving the coast.”24 Coming out from their holds unaware of a 
ship’s departure and thus confined far from the sight of land engendered even 
greater torment. Sailing during the evening hours hindered slaves’ visibility of 
their forced departure, yet the peril of captivity could never destroy the collec-
tive memories of their families, homelands, nor constant desire for freedom.25

 In maintaining a semblance of order in slavery at sea, sailors implemented 
a code of conduct expected and regularly enforced. Medical practitioner Isaac 
Wilson recounted the transfer of a male captive who “came on board appar-
ently well” in his overall health. “Shortly after” being stowed on the ship, he 
began “to look pensive and melancholy” in his disposition. His grievous state 
allegedly created “a certain degree of wildness” that, according to the attend-
ing physician, “appeared in his countenance.” Instead of posing a particular 
violent threat, the bondman’s “wildness,” Wilson attributed it to an instance 
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when he “began to eat his food voraciously” while at other times “he refused it 
entirely.” “On several occasions he used the expression ‘armourer,’” referring to 
a sailor “called upon to take the Slaves out of irons when necessary.” Forced to 
oversee and attend to the management of other captives, crewmen disregarded 
this man’s requests except during periodic episodes when he “disturb[ed] the 
ship’s company” during the journey. His behaviors proved an annoyance to 
his captors; however, prior to the vessel’s port arrival, the surgeon determined 
that the bondman “died insane.”26 With the trauma of exile in full operation, 
sailors did not always know how to fully interpret the range of emotional and 
often erratic behaviors that emerged from boarded slaves.
 In transporting slaves into and between different continents, rigidly struc-
tured order became crucial to mariners’ duties and their own sense of safety. 
the heightened need for precaution stemmed from not only having to manage 
large groups of potentially violent slaves but also having to treat and preserve 
those mentally disturbed by slavery. Forceful methods of constraint and violence 
were often relied upon to maintain captives’ psychological health in demanding 
certain behaviors. Captured and forced into bondage for varied reasons and en-
trepreneurial desires, bondpeople never responded to slavery in a uniform way. 
“We now and then met with sulky ones,” one seaman explained, “that would 
not eat without force, and we then endeavoured to persuade them.”27 With ag-
gression and physical abuse core tenets of the Middle Passage, encouragement 
primarily came through violent enticement. “the general method was flogging, 
or taking them out of [shared] irons, and putting them into irons by themselves,” 
enabling greater surveillance and isolating them as deviants. During the process, 
“both hands [were] handcuffed, and both legs shackled, with a collar about their 
neck with a chain,” thus inflicting bodily pain and imposing an individualized 
measure of social control to enforce shame by publicly denying their humanity 
even more. Bondpeople’s sadness was directly tied to isolation, separation, and 
tremendous loss, yet for mariners it translated to defiance. therefore, it was 
not uncommon that a sailor was “apt to give them a blow with his hand” to 
maintain some sense of ship order, although another trader learned the hard 
way that “the more you beat them, the more sulky they are.”28

 regardless of the intent to program slaves’ behaviors, physical abuse many 
times proved insufficient for quelling their deadly desires. Captain John ashley 
Hall recounted his slaving experiences, noting the regularity with which sailors 
“heard them say in their language, that they wished to die.”29 In cutting off  
slaves from their former lives, starved, overcrowded in unsanitary conditions, 
and subjected to a constant threat of intrusive violence, the Middle Passage 
made the meanings of slavery much more vivid, deepening bondpeople’s desires 
to escape the long-term prospect of degradation and brutal hardship. amid 
“the act of  chastisement or flagellation,” one surgeon recalled, “I have seen 
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the Slaves look up at me with a smile on their countenance, and in their own 
language say, ‘Presently we shall be no more.’”30 recognizing that freedom 
existed within another cosmic space, many captives held firmly to a belief  in 
the continuation of life beyond the human world.31 equipped with spiritual 
understandings hinged upon a dual existence of  worlds, they believed that 
the physical death of their bodies—whether through external causes or self-
inflicted—enabled their spirits to transcend into a different realm, thus freeing 
them from captivity.
 always under constant surveillance, the morose behaviors of bondpeople 
never went unnoticed. Slave trader George Millar shared the case of a female 
captive brought aboard ship who “refused any sustenance, [and] neither would 
she speak.” as a result of her insolence, “she was at last ordered to have thumb-
screws put upon her” to reinforce the control held over her. Primary intent 
with this particular device for any captive was “to take the stubbornness out 
of them.”32 twisting her digits and crushing them within the metal object made 
the bondwoman yell out in agony. Going further, several sailors suspended her 
body “in the mizzen rigging” and used a cat-o’-nine-tails to lash and scar her 
once-valuable flesh, although in Millar’s view these strategies operated “all 
to no purpose.” She suffered from a range of violence and became a public 
spectacle for the ship, yet “died three or four days” after carrying out her own 
designated sentence. Questions circulated on the methods she used to end her 
life. Following her death and the subsequent discovery of  her body, Millar 
reported, “I was told by some of the women Slaves that she spoke to some of 
them the night before she died,” intimating to her shipmates that “she was going 
to her friends.”33 any violent persuasions used to extract information from the 
remaining bondwomen are unrecounted in surviving sources, yet operation of 
the “female network” while crowded together in the darkened hold facilitated 
a code of  secrecy that shielded discovery of  the bondwoman’s efforts, thus 
permitting the defient female to follow through with her liberating design.34

 Gendered displays of trauma erupted as boarded females and males dealt 
with their sorrow in ways specific to their own personal realities.35 “It frequently 
happens that the negroes, on being purchased by the europeans, become raving 
mad. Many of them die in that state,” one enslaver noted, “particularly the 
women.”36 Sailors viewed most female captives as docile and more fragile than 
bondmen, yet their behaviors—on and off  ship—were scrutinized according 
to any potential security threats that they may pose. alexander Falconbridge 
explained that a young girl procured in the Bonny river “had lost her senses, 
soon after she was purchased and taken on board.”37 the circumstances landing 
this female into slavery, what she endured and bore witness to on the coast, and 
even how long she was offered for sale remain unclear. How did she act out that 
prompted Falconbridge’s final diagnosis? Did she emit strange sounds? Did 
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she convey a sense of anger or perhaps a melancholic and detached manner 
viewed as dangerous to herself  and those aboard?
 the extent of damage bondpeople suffered under captivity is not always vis-
ible. Physician thomas trotter relayed, “this exquisite degree of insensibility 
was particularly pervasive among the women” in ships he serviced, where it 
was not uncommon to find them “in violent hysteric fits.”38 What did hysteria 
look like especially for bonded female on slave ships? Did they cry out, pull at 
their hair, or were some bondwomen known for exhibiting retaliatory violent 
behaviors against crewmen? visiting the vessel Emilia while on the coast, a 
surgeon recounted seeing “a woman chained on deck,” and when he queried her 
circumstances, an attending sailor responded, “She was mad.”39 the extent to 
which she became unmanageable along with the barometer used to base these 
psychological conclusions belie contemporary understandings if  merely due to 
the nature of these behaviors and the sources. What we can determine is that 
although she underwent lucid intervals throughout the transatlantic passage, 
once she was landed and displayed for sale, buyers disregarded her mental 
state, focusing instead on the reproductive and physical value they predicted 
she could generate within the cycle of slavery and breeding. Perceived for the 
business opportunity her life conveyed for future productive and reproductive 
profit gain, “she was sold to a planter in Jamaica.”40 Psychotic episodes of 
irrational behavior positioned enslaved females as threats equal to men in the 
domain of shipboard security; otherwise their docility went widely assumed 
and routinely exploited by seamen and interested planters.41

 although crewmen regularly dealt with tormented and anguished slaves, 
there was a limit to how much they would tolerate from the captives. a bonded 
female was reprimanded for “refusing to take food” on a merchant ship. al-
though “repeatedly flogged” for her insubordinate behaviors, the torture en-
dured as she was subjected to “victuals forced into her mouth” by the ship’s 
crew. the sequences of  abusive strategies marked her body with scars and 
caused pain within her mouth, yet they proved useless, as “no force could make 
her swallow” any of the offered food. refusing all efforts to sustain her health, 
the surgeon concluded, “She lived for the four last days in a state of  torpid 
insensibility.”42 Undergoing a sequential and traumatic loss of control over her 
life, her appetite may have become suppressed, or she very well could have been 
skeptical about the sailors’ intentions with her. Interpreting her food refusal 
as insolence only further fueled the violent mistreatment and mishandling she 
consequently underwent.
 Gendered forms of madness filtered through the atlantic, yet slaving voyages 
produced and contained a collection of psychological distresses unfound on 
land. the close proximity of seafarers and slaves permitted greater surveillance 
while perpetuating a panorama of anxieties related to safety and preservation. 
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With slaves regularly sustained in a closed and isolated manner for extended 
periods of time, ideas of madness and psychological instability were casually 
projected on different moments of  black resistance believed to operate out-
side the boundaries of ship order. Outnumbered by their human cargo, many 
mariners felt themselves to be vulnerable targets. In the absence of a policing 
public and any legal means of  accountability at sea, slave ship sailors held 
enormous freedom to cast and treat slaves they perceived as “mad” through 
means they saw best fit. Use of such terms as “mad” and “wild” were likewise 
rooted in racialized understandings and fear. these descriptors and diagnoses 
in turn created long-term ramifications relative to how different captives were 
perceived and thus treated as wild, insane, unstable, less manageable, and far 
less valuable to the economy of slave societies.

Cultural expressions of Sorrow

the constrained environments of  slave vessels worsened the depressive state 
many captives displayed. they were “generally of  a cheerful disposition,” 
one shipmaster recalled, given that “they had frequent amusements peculiar 
to their own country,” as well as “some little games with stones or shells, 
dancing, and jumping and wrestling.”43 these activities were encouraged to 
distract captives from their sorrows, quell any thoughts of  resistance, and at-
tempt to foster a temporary sense of  normalcy in their lives. anchored within 
this observation is the idea that bondpeople were properly treated by their 
captors. available evidence suggests the contrary: that boarded captives ex-
perienced extreme anxiety owing to restrictive confinement, repeated abuses, 
and most of  all the terror of  slavery at sea. to reduce bondpeople’s decline, 
mariners were advised to “divert them often with Drum, [and] Dancing” in 
an effort to “dissipate the sorrowful thoughts of  quitting their own native 
Country, Friends, and relations.”44 Crewmen employed a range of  schemes 
to keep captives in lively spirits, which some slaves engaged in if  only to keep 
themselves free from physical abuse.
 From various rituals, celebrations, and processes of mourning, music held 
a significantly central function within african culture.45 Drums represented a 
critical component of these occasions. Within the context of bondage, drum-
ming served as a collective art form in which bondpeople engaged with their 
fellow shipmates.46 Once played, this hollowed instrument provided a poly-
rhythmic foundation encouraging participants to dance. Drums typically called 
forth spirits through the creation of syncopated rhythms drummers had to be 
well versed in understanding and producing.47 these musical tools helped to 
momentarily bridge the material and spiritual world for its observers, provid-
ing a portal of entry for pervading spirits. Sailors were often unaware of these 
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spiritual inclusions. For bondpeople, given the diversity of occupations, skill 
sets, and supernatural beliefs pervasive on slavers, many carried knowledge of 
divination, ritual, and other shamanistic practices secretly incorporated during 
permitted periods of song and dance.
 the availability of instruments differed according to resources provided on 
voyages. Occasionally bondpeople were given “a drum which they beat, and 
others dance” to formulate a variety of rhythmic beats toward fostering the 
participatory nature of  these communal activities.48 recounting the use of 
shipboard drums, surgeon alexander Falconbridge explained, “their musick 
. . . consist[ed] of a drum, sometimes within only one head,” and at other times 
“when that is worn out, they do not scruple to make use of the bottom of one 
of the tubs” stowed aboard.49 Sailors influenced the regularity of music and 
tools used to produce musical rhythms within the Middle Passage; however, 
bondpeople adapted their cultural practices amid the forced environment of 
neglect, abuse, and death. By asserting their own preferences on the formulation 
of different patterns of sounds, some slaves exploited the degrees of freedom 
granted to produce music on the atlantic waterways.
 along with the drum, songs also served as a vehicle of expression for those 
held in bondage. “the poor wretches are frequently compelled to sing,” one 
trade participant recalled.50 Outside of aggression, what were the methods crew-
men used to enforce these behaviors? Many captives often relied on the power 
of collective composition. “at the time of their dancing,” one observer noted, 
“they always sing to some tune or other in their own way.”51 language diversity 
on slave ships created cultural barriers for white sailors, yet close confinement 
permitted a sensitivity and gradual understanding of spoken dialects assistive in 
the creation of song variations and nuanced interpretations of music.52 Women 
were known for engaging in song, although it was not uncommon to hear 
reports that “the Men sing their Country Songs, and the Boys dance” during 
an atlantic crossing.53 Far from age or gender specific, these cultural moments 
were communally shared through song and dance. through the process they 
became the collaborative mode of communication bondpeople actively drew 
upon to open the veils and draw the connections greater between themselves 
and prevailing spirits. Songs they produced and sang comprised a language of 
pain and sorrow reflective of their captivity. this seaborne cultural exchange 
formulated the beginning version of creolized languages that slaves temporar-
ily devised and adapted among themselves. at the same time, these musical 
testimonies of hardship and strife in the human world directed their echoed 
intentions and prayers toward the spirit realm in hopes of gaining otherworldly 
assistance.54

 Musical forms converging on slave ships regularly took on a sorrowful tone. 
recollecting enslaved songs, a crewman pointed out that he “never found it 
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anything joyous, but [instead] lamentations.”55 Sailors may have expected or 
perhaps preferred more upbeat songs to reduce feelings of captive dejection 
and appease their own musical desires, but melancholic songs were far from 
extraordinary in the Middle Passage. “I have very often heard them sing mourn-
ful tunes when in their rooms in the night time,” a slave trader remarked.56 
Scattered and confined across different parts of a ship, both sailors and slaves 
heard the chorus of melodic voices of which deeper lyrical meanings may not 
have been widely understood by all.
 Captives produced sounds often cast as depressing, yet the content varied. 
the primary composition of many of these songs centered slaves’ separation 
from family members and friends. relaying deep-seated “fears of being beat, 
[and] of  their want of  victuals,” they vocalized the pain, suffering, neglect, 
and relentless abuses. On other occasions, captives demonstrated an awareness 
“of their never returning to their own country.” Stripped of everything, sold 
against their will, and faced with incredible psychological trauma, they were 
never oblivious to their present circumstances. Considerably rare in describing 
bondpeople within slave trade records, surgeon ecroyde Claxton recollected 
hearing slaves on a ship he serviced sing out: “Madda! Madda! yeira! Bemini! 
Madda! aufera!” according to his linguistic familiarity, this meant “they were 
all sick, and by and by they should be no more.”57 the close confinement of 
sailors and physicians with transported slaves heightened some cultural un-
derstandings, yet surviving sources obscure whether interpreters were used to 
translate the captives’ songs. taking into account cosmological understandings 
of the coexistence of two worlds believed among many slaves, neither language 
barriers nor sickness hindered slaves from collectively constructing music. as 
lyrically conveyed, regardless of their current state of exile and mistreatment, 
freedom from slavery would come once transferred into the spirit world through 
death.
 Integrally connected, drumming, song, and dance represented varied meth-
ods of communication actively shared among bondpeople. With the binding 
factor for its practitioners as well as pervading spiritual forces anchored at its 
core, these cultural practices held intrinsic meaning for slaves, allowing them 
to bridge connections between worlds. Bondage facilitated a shared language 
of sorrow that many exhibited through cultural expression. Serving as the oral 
text transmitting folkloric and often grim details of their displacement, songs 
that captives sang and danced to encapsulated their tears in portable form 
while emulating a wide range of  human emotions deeply felt and regularly 
experienced at sea. Many of these lyrics served as canonical stories sung on 
ship, yet they filtered the diaspora through the memories of violence undergone 
and routinely witness by lodged slaves who carried the pain of knowing and 
remembering onward into plantation communities.
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the Disruption of tortured Souls

Cultural outlets of  drum, song, and dance permitted a means for slaves to 
publicly express their discontent. Bondpeople also relied on more inner-directed 
extremes through self-sabotage within slavery at sea. Some of these efforts were 
desperate and unplanned opportunities exploited to pursue their own objec-
tives of obtaining freedom. Beyond accidents or unconscious behaviors, suicide 
meant much more to slaves as they sought to make meaning of their reoriented 
lives. 58 It comprised a highly personalized decision embedded within physical 
expression that became a theatrical outlet through which they engaged in active 
psychological battles with their captors in pursuit of a permanent escape from 
bondage.59 through these motives they protested and fundamentally sought to 
reshape their forced exile by means of self-murder, most often through hang-
ings, hunger/medical strikes, or jumping overboard.60

 Hangings represented the rarest form of  privatized self-destruction that 
slaves acted out at sea.61 Secretly locating and manipulating ropes and other 
tools viewed as futile by their transporters, they voluntarily tied these instru-
ments around their necks, allowing their bodies to become the most potent 
weapons to inflict death. these tactics, although irregular, proved extremely 
troublesome to traders, as demonstrated explicitly through the case of a bond-
woman who “found means to convey below, the night proceeding, rope yarn” to 
end her life. Grabbing the cord and hiding it from the vessel’s crew, she waited 
until the evening hour and tied it “to the head of the armourer’s vice,” which 
had been “placed in the women’s room.” “She fastened it round her neck,” 
tightened the grip of the tangled fibers on her flesh, and consequentially choked 
the life out of  her body. “On the morning she was found dead,” the attend-
ing physician described seeing “her head laying on her shoulder.” Observing 
her contorted and lifeless body, several crewmen concluded, “She must have 
made use of very great exertions to have accomplished her design” of gaining 
freedom.62 Many captives, much like this woman, fully understood that self-
sabotage countered the cyclical order of  life; however, as historian Michael 
Gomez astutely reminds us, hardships converging within the Middle Passage 
forced reconsideration of slaves’ priorities and means of daily survival.63

 Bondpeople regularly drew upon calculated measures to vocalize their re-
sentment of captivity through tangible action. Unconcerned and many times 
unable to understand the varied layers of  trauma that slaves were forced to 
endure, some sailors saw these resistive actions as unintentional. “It is cus-
tomary,” physician Isaac Wilson explained, “when any accident of that kind 
happens,” a surgeon is normally summoned to examine the deceased slave’s 
body and determine the cause of death. Unwilling to endure the relentless cycle 
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of terrorizing and bloodied chaos within the human manufacturing process, 
another female captive similarly took her life during a ship’s eighteenth-century 
passage. Securing some “rope yarn” into her possession, unbeknownst to her 
captors, she tied the thickened thread “to that part of the platform where she 
usually lay.” after ensuring its security, she “made a noose, and put her neck 
in” the self-made contraption. What happened within the passage that made 
her follow through on such fatal means? How long did she devise the proposed 
plan? relying on the constant swaying of the ship as it journeyed forward, she 
purposely maneuvered her body and “slipt off the platform,” which, according 
to a crewman’s estimation, “put a period to her existence.” the next morning, 
“she was found warm,” indicating that she had activated her intentions shortly 
before daybreak. Discovery of her warm body may have conveyed a chance to 
save her; however, upon close scrutiny the physician determined that “every 
symptom of life was gone.”64

 Personal experiences both of these females endured, as well as any “psycho-
logical hurt” they bore witness to leading up to their last days aboard ship are 
unknown.65 their final fates reveal that suicidal murder by hanging represented 
a strategy some slaves actively used, leaving seamen to bear the responsibil-
ity of mismanagement and financial repercussions. Walter Johnson contends 
that losses incurred through captives’ disobedient behaviors served as explicit 
threats to slavery.66 the premeditated sentences these bondwomen imposed 
upon themselves suggest a similar meaning of intentionality and rather open 
defiance of their captors most evident in the energy both spent to locate, place 
in their possession, and use the available rope to permanently sever the hold of 
bondage. the motives of these women were unpredictable, yet the disdain of 
captivity—harbored through their deaths—became publicly enshrined in the 
symbolic representation of their corpses. their lifeless bodies became expres-
sive mediums signaling incurred losses and differences between the living and 
the dead while underscoring the limitations of control sailors were really ever 
able to maintain over bondpeople, including insubordinate women.67

 Instead of hangings, other captives welcomed death by refusing food and 
medicine. Some slaves overtly expressed their torment while others became 
more reclusive. “I once knew a negro woman,” surgeon alexander Falcon-
bridge recounted, “too sensible of  her woes, who pined for a considerable 
time, and was taken ill of a fever and dysentery.” Preservation of the female 
traumatized by grief  and psychological distress proved far more for crewmen 
to manage. Confined among other captives, albeit marginal strangers, shock 
and a damaging sense of isolation became insurmountable, and, “declaring 
it to be her determination to die, she refused all food and medical aid, and, in 
about a fortnight after, expired.” Bondpeople, despite the onslaught of mental 
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despair, were well attuned to the consequences of suicide. Unable to keep the 
female’s decomposing corpse aboard after her death, sailors threw her into the 
atlantic, where “her body was instantly torn to pieces by the sharks.”68

 Much like females, bondmen also regularly displayed despondent behaviors 
in the Middle Passage. Commander James Fraser relayed the story of a male 
transported to the Caribbean who suffered from an unlisted ailment. as the 
man’s physical condition deteriorated, “the chief  mate and surgeon” informed 
the captain “there was a man upon the main deck that would neither eat, drink, 
or speak.” Fraser immediately ordered the crew to “use every means in their 
power to persuade him to speak”; however, the man “still remained obstinate” 
in his refusal to oblige the crew’s orders. “Not knowing whether it was sulki-
ness or insanity,” the captain gave instructions “to present him with a piece of 
fire in one hand and a piece of yam in the other” and determine “what effect 
that had upon him.” Perhaps fearful of further reliance on brutally aggressive 
tactics, “he took the yam and eat it, and threw the fire overboard.” this abrupt 
change in his overall shipboard disposition led sailors later to entrust him by 
giving the bondman “a frock and pair of trousers” to carry out “washing and 
mending their cloaths.” Mentally restored and deemed capable of useful labor, 
at least by his captors, once landed he “was sold afterwards for upwards of 40£ 
at Grenada.”69

 the emotional wounds of sale and displacement created a stressful experi-
ence for many bondpeople. the case of a male captive who “had been a trader” 
and one day “quarreled with the chief” within his former community is best 
illustrative of these slaving realities. angered by the verbal altercation, the lo-
cal administrator “revenged upon him, accused him of witchcraft,” and as a 
consequence sold the man, “his mother, wife, and two daughters” into slavery. 
Once unfree, the bondman’s relatives “exhibited every sign of affliction,” while 
he displayed “every symptom of sullen melancholy.” the process by which 
the various family members were gathered, the distances they marched to the 
coast, as well as the amount of time they were held in shoreline holdings is 
inconclusive.
 economically the future of this family became interlinked within the global 
network of slave sales, yet the bondman traveled the atlantic overcome by the 
damaging circumstances of  captivity that rendered him unable to shield his 
loved ones from the very enterprise he once benefited. Plunged into intense 
feelings of shame due to the protections he thought in place to prevent his own 
captivity, “he refused all sustenance” offered to him. affected even further, he 
“made an attempt to cut his throat,” resulting in the loss of “little more than a 
pint of blood.” to prevent any infection, the bondman’s wounds “were immedi-
ately secured by sutures.” later that evening he “not only tore out the sutures” 
but went further by attempting to cut the other side of his neck. Unsuccessful 
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and restrained from causing further damage, he allegedly declared, “he would 
never go with white men” and thereafter “looked wistfully at the skies, and 
uttered incoherent sentences” in his native tongue.
 Deep and bloodied scars the bondman inflicted upon his flesh prompted 
an investigation into the tools used to assist his deadly desires. a “diligent 
search was made throughout all the rooms,” yet much to the sailors’ dismay, 
“no instrument could be found” to confirm their speculation. “the ragged 
edges of the wound, and blood upon his finger ends” led the presiding physi-
cian to contend that the bondman “had torn the part” of his neck “with his 
nails” instead of  relying on any outside instrument. to be sure, his hands 
were immediately “secured to prevent any further attempt.” these restrictive 
constraints went to no avail, as the bondman resorted to a hunger strike and 
“died in about a week or ten days” later. according to the attending physician, 
he perished from the “mere want of food.”70 Many of the bondman’s family 
traveled the atlantic on the same vessel, yet his death imposed a separation 
that spanned three generations. Not knowing his fate nor ever laying eyes on 
their son, husband, and father again extended their own sense of trauma, grief, 
and concern.
 In contrast to the more private means of agency activated within the holds 
of slave ships, jumping overboard operated as one of the most predictable yet 
public means bondpeople used to escape slavery.71 During the trading process 
on the coastal shoreline, many of them sought to flee in hopes of returning to 
the families and communities from which they had been separated. Once aboard 
ship and displaced far from the sight or reach of land, hurling themselves into 
the atlantic Ocean took on an entirely new meaning in the quest for freedom. 
the terrain of vessels and varied tools scattered about became the same viable 
weapons that slaves utilized within their wooden confine. Dangerous seaborne 
highways that crewmen navigated in carrying captives to distant locales repre-
sented far more than watery graves for decomposing black bodies or sites for 
feeding sharks and other sea creatures. Instead the ocean became the primary 
portal slaves used to escape by jumping overboard and thus running away from 
slavery.
 No matter the geographical origin of  their protest, eluding captivity by 
diving into the oceanic waters slaves conveyed a relentless desire for freedom. 
Many fought to survive the manufacturing process, while others probed the 
rather limited possibilities available for their escape. In 1753 a sea captain 
logged that crewmen began transporting captives purchased from Mana in 
western africa. Moving on and off  the vessel, securing slaves into designated 
corners of the ship, “one [of the captives] that was sick jumped overboard.” 
enfeebled by an undisclosed ailment, he propelled his body into the dense 
waters, wading forward; however, several sailors reacted quickly, pulling him 
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back aboard. His escape and recovery created a sense of panic that was short 
lived. He “dyed immediately between his weakness and the salt water he had 
swallowed” during his escape attempt.72

 transporting and managing crowds of transported human cargoes, mariners 
relied on aggression, rigid structures of order, and fear tactics to maintain abso-
lute control. Because of the violence routinely leveled against bondpeople, some, 
according to surviving sources, “attempted to jump overboard, and at other 
times have gone mad, and died in that situation.”73 the precarious environment 
of slavery at sea proved weakening and rather disorienting for many captives, 
yet they continued to calculate the means necessary to obtain their permanent 
freedom. an episodic outbreak on a vessel a surgeon serviced occurred when 
“the captain and officers were at dinner in the cabin” and they “heard the alarm 
of a Slave being overboard” who successfully fled the ship. running to the top 
deck they saw the bondman “making every exertion he could to drown himself” 
as he continued “putting his head under water, and lifting his hands up,” moving 
within the waves beneath. Shortly thereafter, the physician recalled, he “went 
down as if  exulting that he got away.”74 In a similar instance, “a sickly Slave 
got through the necessary [nets], and in swimming bore herself higher upon the 
water” as she maneuvered her body through a pendulum of waves. But what 
prompted this woman’s decision to flee? Seeing this once valuable female swim 
away, rendering it impossible for her return, the shipmaster allegedly declared, 
“‘Damn her, let her go, she is not worth picking up.’”75

 Some slaves escaped by chance, while others devised intricate plans to remove 
themselves from the imposition of captivity. Seafarers implemented a diversity 
of tactics to counter attempts at self-sabotage, yet despite such strategies, some 
slaves “were so artful as to elude all our precautions,” one surgeon described 
in reference to an escape plan devised by a small band of captives on the slave 
ship. Netting had been previously draped around the top deck to prohibit 
suicidal incidents, and defecation tubs sat “in the corner next to where the 
netting was lashed” for sailors to throw over any bodily waste. taking note of 
the crewmen’s negligence in leaving the netting unsecured, “Some of the Slaves 
had premeditated their escape,” the attending surgeon surmised. the duration 
of time that passed after their discovery is difficult to ascertain; however, while 
hunched in a stooped position over the makeshift toilet, several captives “were 
secretly unloosing the lashings” unbeknownst to their transporters. Using the 
undiscovered design to their advantage, “two actually did throw themselves 
overboard,” hurling their bodies backward off  the ship and into the water, 
while the third captive “was caught when he was three parts overboard.”76

 Safeguards were routinely employed to prevent slaves from escaping; how-
ever, fear of substantial losses prompted some mariners to rely on more violent 
responses to terrorize and control the behaviors of others. the oral culture of 
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the maritime world fostered the commingling of sailors from varying nations 
to converse and regularly exchange information on the process of trade and 
its inherent dangers, including the traffic and management of slaves. Surgeon 
ecroyde Claxton explained that a captain under whom he formerly served had 
learned—conceivably through common seaport connections—about a measure 
deemed effective in thwarting future suicidal attempts by “cutting off  the first 
and all succeeding Slaves heads who died” through means of self-murder. this 
would be followed by throwing a captive’s dismembered “body overboard” to 
intimate to others, “if  they were determined to go back to their own country, 
they should go back without their heads.” an unexpected onboard suicide of 
a male captive prompted the commander to implement the prescribed penal 
measures, and he “ordered all the Slaves . . . to be brought upon deck to be 
witness to this operation.” they were relocated and gathered, “excepting one 
man” who allegedly “was very unwilling to come up,” frustrated by the pan-
orama of violent mistreatment endured on the ship’s passage.
 refusing to permit the man to stay below, several crewmen grabbed hold 
and transported him up toward the gathered spectacle. although he tried to 
remain belowdecks, they dragged him up the stairs to where “the carpenter 
was standing with his hatchet up, waiting for the command to cut off  the dead 
Slave’s head.” Seeing the corpse and the ritualized fashion in which the sailors 
gathered around the dead slave’s body with the sharpened device, the bondman 
“perceived the situation of affairs” and immediately “made a violent exertion 
to disentangle himself  from the sailors,” being fearful of his own fate. aware 
of the nettings formerly loosened “for the purpose of emptying the tubs,” he 
ran in that direction and “darted himself  through the hole overboard.” Crew-
men scurried to recapture the terrified man; however, “perceiving that he was 
going to be caught,” he propelled his entire body underwater and swam “some 
few yards from the vessel.” according to Claxton, the bondman “made signs 
which it is impossible for me to describe” except as emotions fully “expres-
sive of the happiness he had in escaping from us.” assured he was freed from 
capture, he “again went down,” forcing his body deeper into the ocean, after 
which the crowd of sailors gathered in view of the escape “saw him no more.” 
the bondman’s flee signaled an unexpected loss for his captors; however, his 
emotional response to the planned theater of violence, at least in this instance, 
spared his fellow shipmates from being forced to witness the decapitation and 
mishandling of a dead shipmate’s body. Fearful of yet another outbreak, the 
commander was forced to “desist from our intended scheme” and instead “keep 
a strict watch over them.”77

 Fleeing ships and creating a spectacle of escape within the open waters, slaves 
forced crewmen to bear witness to and grapple with the gravity of their cargo 
losses. as they jumped out of their wooden confine and into the sea, runaway 
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slaves obstructed the parameters of a ship’s social order, magnifying crewmen’s 
lack of power to completely control and reclaim their commodified slave bodies. 
their escape made more visible what many sailors usually ignored: the ocean as 
an ever present accessible route to freedom. the atlantic served as the central 
pathway mariners charted in the transport of purchased captives, yet with the 
sea unable to be manipulated, it produced several challenges unfound during 
plantation escapes: limited manpower and the permanence of  losses due to 
geographical constraints of water depths and dangerous sea creatures includ-
ing sharks. Uncertainties and dangers common to a maritime life may have 
hardened crewmen to the deaths of slaves. Whether they were left to dispose 
of suicidal bodies, forced to watch captives be eaten by sharks or drown in the 
ocean, inscriptions of numbers assigned to slaves bought and boarded on the 
West african coastline left permanent records that made sailors vulnerable to 
scrutiny, where casual indifference was never an option.
 Merchant vessels provided the structural means of not only handling imports 
and exports but also containing desired human commercial goods. Within 
the domain of ships, crewmen were able to evoke power, restrict insurgents, 
condone torture, and demand authority and compliance. the constraints of 
slavery, however, went beyond the physical holds of shackles and chains and 
extended further into the psychological control sailors continually sought to 
enforce. Moreover, the social reign of terror that sailors consistently relied on 
both produced and invariably reactivated traumas through the interpersonal 
dynamics of  slavery at sea. the scars may not have always been visible, yet 
the devastation was staggering; therein, suicide became a viable option for 
captives. Its unpredictability struck directly at the core of any confident feel-
ings of management sailors harbored with their black cargoes, underscoring 
the clear and present danger slaves posed not only to themselves but most of 
all to the institution of slavery. Without protections in place to counter the 
abuses routinely suffered, in running away from slavery by jumping overboard, 
bondpeople asserted control over their lives regardless of the hazards lurking 
beneath. Compounded by agony and the constant stresses of captivity, they 
used the oceanic landscape in navigating toward freedom, becoming more than 
outlaws existing on the margins of recapture. their actions fully embody and 
thus broaden the interpretation of the term “maritime fugitives” and slave ship 
runaways.78

 the ocean represented varied meanings and needs for sailors and captives. 
On the one hand, it served as a repository of bodies, death, pain, and suffer-
ing. yet on the other hand, it comprised a multifaceted arena where desires, 
hopes, and dreams were enacted as bodies were set into motion moving across, 
within, and through these watery spaces. Symbolically, water has held a long 
and delicate relationship with people of  african descent, characterized by 
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mobility, exploitation of  skills, displacement, and disasters.79 For slave ship 
runaways, the sea encompassed an underwater railroad and passage to freedom 
they pursued in jumping overboard to their deaths. Devoid of geographical 
options available to rebels on land, within the Middle Passage boarded slaves 
were faced with two critical choices: endure captivity or escape through death.
 For fugitives, the ocean served as a portal to flee from slavery and enter 
into other cosmic spaces. Boarded captives held a diversity of  religious and 
spiritual understandings, yet the underlying basis for many involved a shared 
understanding of a supreme power, a hierarchy of spiritual forces, and, more 
importantly, the coexistence of the material and spiritual worlds. Some believed 
inanimate entities inhabited aspects of nature, including earth, air, trees, fire, 
rivers, and oceans.80 variance of philosophies, spiritual knowledge, and scarcity 
of sources make it difficult to know whether Christian ideals of a heaven and 
hell were part of many slaves’ worldview.81 However, they carried understand-
ings of an active spirit realm comprised by deities, ancestors, and the spirits 
of loved ones already passed and collectively central in the lives of the living. 
Oftentimes socialized within their former communities that death represented 
the end of existence for their mere physical bodies, many bondpeople believed 
their souls moved onto a cosmic space populated by spiritual entities. Others be-
lieved water encompassed the primary pathway toward reincarnation.82 taken 
together, in seeking to escape slavery by oceanic means, bondpeople fled ships 
not merely bound for death. Much like bands of fugitives known throughout 
the Caribbean and the americas, they ran toward a natural sanctuary akin to a 
maroon community inhabited by spiritual forces existing beyond the grasp and 
control of their enslavers. the transitional process of death and multidimen-
sionality most times defies contemporary human understandings. Within the 
abode of the sea, what is for certain is that by jumping overboard and out of 
the reach of their designated guards, slave ship runaways were able to reclaim 
their former lives and identities and in turn establish permanent independence 
from a life of human bondage remotely envisioned for them.

Conclusion

the Middle Passage played a crucially prominent role in the world of atlantic 
slavery that not only encompassed the transport of future laborers into distant 
lands but also ushered in the transformation and dramatic reorientation of bond-
people’s lives. Sailors relied on surveillance, vulnerability, and violent power in 
the management of boarded slaves. the physical effects of these interactions 
produced bloodied wounds and dismembered limbs; however, the psychological 
scars persisted beyond such momentary scenes of intense violence. envisioning 
freedom outside the constraint of whips, chains, and unending abuse, some slaves 
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bore blemished and rather visible remnants of slavery resulting from the battles 
they waged against their captors. resistance activated within the transatlantic 
crossing took many forms, including ship revolts, but also, as revealed through the 
suicidal behaviors of bonded females and males, they contemplated the meaning 
of a future in life and death in the clutch of bondage. Whether through public 
or covert means, bondpeople manipulated the social spaces of ships and the 
sea, creating financial losses for crewmen while enabling opportunities to regain 
control over their own bodies and lives.
 Crewmen paid little regard to the consequences of torment and psychological 
suffering, relying heavily on terror as a tool to inflict maximum control over 
slaves. the integral relationship of  power, constant monitoring, and brute 
force manifested through agency and many other factors that were incredibly 
difficult for sailors to predict. By taking one’s life on ship or within the ocean 
beneath, bondpeople activated the layered sites of slavery at sea. the greatest 
irony was that the same watery routes and paths mariners used to navigate 
toward the New World proved to be the same oceanic highways that posed a 
fundamental threat to slaving profits as captives ran away by fleeing into the 
sea. these formative patterns of resistance—practiced and witnessed—were 
magnified more deeply once slaves were exiled into foreign spaces and sold into 
plantation communities. With the physical and psychological pain of slaving 
voyages unique, human, and real, the combined effect of the atlantic human 
manufacturing process made slaves’ more vulnerable to more frequent erup-
tions of illness and diseases that began in the mind and wreaked consequential 
havoc on the physical body. Self-murder may have proven significantly difficult 
to thwart, whereas to awaiting merchants it demonstrated property losses and 
the inability of employed workers to manage and deliver previously contracted 
goods.



 6 the anatomy of Suffering

On July 21, 1792, surgeon Christopher Bowes of the slave ship Lord Stanley 
recorded the medical complaint of an enslaved male, “No. 24,” compounded by 
“pains in the bowels with diarrhea.” Observing the man’s gradual stabilization 
over the course of three days, Bowes documented that the captive fluctuated 
between “rather easier,” “the same,” and “pretty easy.” as the vessel journeyed 
forward, the slave grew increasingly sleepy, his pulse quickened, and in the 
physician’s estimation he began to exhibit symptoms commonly associated with 
delirium. It likewise became increasingly difficult for the captive to stand due to 
“continual tremors particularly about his heart, [and] his skin [was] extremely 
hot.” the crowding of bodies and intensified heat worsened bondpeople’s health 
without end. For the declining male captive, the desolate nature of the maritime 
world forced the physician to confront severe limits in medically restoring his 
health, and as a consequence, five days later at approximately one o’clock in 
the afternoon the bondman died.1

 Sailors emphasized soundness in assessing slaves’ social and financial value 
on the african side of the atlantic; however, the confine of ships exposed the 
fragility of bondpeople’s lives and the risks of preservation. the intimate pro-
cess of oceanic transport forced the confluence of violence and psychological 
sufferings that imposed perilous burdens on captives’ bodies. More than the 
ruthless tactics mariners relied upon to prohibit and therefore disrupt instances 
of black agency, the interior holds of slave ships became dangerous havens of 
disease and death. regardless of race or gender, individuals traveling across 
the atlantic were never granted immunity from the inundation of  medical 
ailments or bodily decline. this chapter does not compare or contrast the 
seaborne medical experiences of bondpeople and crewmen; instead it uncov-
ers the monitoring and management of slaves’ illnesses, while going further 
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to interrogate the extent of medical treatment offered to them by physicians. 
recasting surgeons’ intricate role within the human manufacturing process 
shows more closely how their participation generated both economic and pro-
fessional benefits often unattainable in their homelands while placing them in 
the vortex of frequently fractured shipboard relationships.
 the agony of crippling symptoms and pain that slaves endured from sickness 
can never be quantified into a singular narrative of suffering. Infusing medical 
understandings of the various seaborne diseases long familiar on land during 
the eighteenth century, this chapter interrogates the range of bodily symptoms 
and curative methods that emerged on slave ships, all of which enables mapping 
the deterioration of bondpeople’s health amid transatlantic voyages.2 Cargo 
vessels functioned as dual spaces of  patient recovery and sometimes death, 
transforming slavers into what became akin to “floating hospitals” owing to 
the multitude of medical calamities that emerged unnoticed and yet claimed 
the lives of  multitudes of  boarded slaves. Centering epidemiology and the 
varied responses exerted to combat poor health among bondpeople opens 
untapped forays into the medical world of slavery at sea. a multitude of af-
flictions manifested on the flesh of  slaves’ bodies; therefore, the crux of  the 
discussion that follows centers on the most common ailments, respiratory ill-
nesses, fevers, and reproductive disorders that emerged among captives shipped 
for commercial means during the height of the slave trade. an untold number 
of men, women, and children died from the onslaught of various debilitating 
and infectious diseases within the Middle Passage. their experiences of illness 
and decline were as much about the violent control that sailors perpetuated 
as about the contaminating environment of ships. Immersion of slaves into 
deplorable and inhumane conditions became a performance of  dependence 
and vulnerability that worsened the collective tolls of slavery at sea crewmen 
regularly exploited in the production of these future black laborers. No mat-
ter the safeguards implemented to constrain and preserve, the totality of the 
oceanic slaving process manifested most prominently through the continuum 
of toxicity, trauma, and illness that took hold of captives during their trans-
port. this chapter establishes an even larger possibility that the unintended 
and cumulative effects of  violent power, malnutrition, bacteria, terror, and 
extreme deprivation manifested on and through the bodies of  slaves where 
through the journey, slaves became—and were thus made into—products of 
their environment.

the Panorama of Sickness

as medicine evolved during the eighteenth century, physicians sought to classify 
the range of diseases common in the Western world.3 Characterized as an age 
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of rationalism and experimentation, this period saw several shifts as medical 
knowledge moved from concentration on theories about body structure toward 
the use of empirical data to comprehend the proliferation of diseases within 
the human body.4 the medical profession therefore depended on autopsies and 
the use of unclaimed cadavers to enhance practitioners’ training and develop a 
better understanding of recovery.5 Many medical devastations familiar to land-
based communities appeared on ships as sustained contact between sailors and 
slaves fostered what one scholar describes as the “geographical movement of 
diseases” enacted through the slave trade.6 With necessary resources restricted 
and many times unavailable, treatment drastically differed at sea. Despite the 
diversity of  measures implemented to maintain slaves’ health, a wide range 
of illnesses took hold, claiming the lives of those trapped within these float-
ing hospitals. therein, beyond the quest for ideal black bodies, the seaborne 
manifestation of disease became a great equalizer, underscoring that even the 
most prime slaves were susceptible to mortality.

Prevalence Abounds

Scurvy was one of the most recognized conditions resulting from the regular 
digestion of foods deficient in water-soluble vitamins B and C.7 this disease 
commonly resulted from “frequent voyages [taken] to the most distant parts 
of the world.” Symptoms that victims underwent were, in one physician’s es-
timation, “regular and constant” features of ship life as, he pointed out, “the 
most ignorant sailor, in the first long voyage, becomes well acquainted with 
it.”8 the heightened growth of overseas trade generated an increase in medi-
cal information offered to seamen for prevention and treatment of  various 
illnesses, including scurvy. With scores of mariners devastated by this ailment, 
health practitioners suggested a variety of causes, knowing the commonality 
of nutrient-depleted diets and unhealthy environments at sea.
 Food was considered the primary catalyst involved with scurvy. Often con-
sisting of “hard dry food,” one writer declared, “the sea-diet is extremely whole-
some.” Foods allocated on ships, being limited by inadequate storage and 
preservation, were comprised of  items often described as “extremely gross, 
viscid, and hard of  digestion.”9 Conscious of  the regular inclusion of  salty 
foods, sailors were advised to “eat very little flesh, particularly salt meat,” which 
coupled with heat could worsen any person’s ailments.10 Unable to transport 
nor consume different types of  fruits and vegetables, sailors found that this 
suggestion proved a difficult feat. “eating much of salt beef  or pork in hot 
climates brings on the scurvy.” If  consumed, “neither should be eat[en] above 
once a week each, and even then with plenty of vinegar, onions, and mustard.”11 
to counter the possibility of scurvy among sea travelers, the most common 
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meals suggested were “of light and easy digestion,” making sure to include 
“more greens and vegetables of all kinds.”12 along with green leafy vegetables, 
physician James lind explained, “ripe fruits, are the best remedies” in pro-
tecting a person’s body.13 During the latter part of the century, seamen were 
encouraged to carry and consume citrus fruits for the vitamins and ascorbic 
acid they offered scurvy patients.14 Perhaps aware of the dietary suggestion, 
surgeon robert Norris served “a Mixture of lime Juice, Melasses, and Water 
[that] was formed into a Beverage” to prevent any sort of outbreak.15

 Despite the range of  preventive measures suggested, scurvy continued to 
impose a devastating affect on bondpeople. In 1796 John Spencer, commander 
of the vessel Thomas, purchased and boarded slaves to transport across the 
atlantic. During the passage, the ship’s physician, William Francis, discovered 
scurvy developing on the bodies of a bondman and bondwoman. at the onset 
of this medical condition it was believed “the person eats and drinks heartily 
and seem in a perfect health.”16 With food regularly withheld from slaves, these 
particular observations would belie a crowded ship. However, understanding 
that “rottenness of the gums is always a sign of this disease,” these symptoms 
easily could have served as the initial indicator for Francis or any doctor familiar 
with scurvy to discern the ailment.17

 throughout the eighteenth century scurvy victims were also known to exhibit 
“a great weariness and heaviness of the limbs, not caring to move or stir” in 
any capacity. lethargic behaviors exhibited on ships only welcomed the use 
of physical violence. respiratory concerns for some also posed a problem due 
to the “difficulty of breathing on the least motion.”18 Bodily scars routinely 
emerged in “different colour’d spots dispersed over the whole Body, especially 
the legs and arms.”19 these blemishes proliferated “on the skin of various 
colors” ranging from “yellow, red, purple, dark-coloured, blue or black; at first 
small, but when the disease is advanced, more large.”20 Because slaves typically 
traveled naked and fully exposed, eruptions of  these physical demarcations 
exacerbated not only the vulnerability they endured but also the shame inflicted 
through the uncontrollable and ongoing changes in their bodies. even more 
psychologically scarring would have been the customary hemorrhages known 
to arise “without the least appearance of any Wound on it,” forcing some pa-
tients to emit blood from their “lips, Gums, throat, Nose, lungs, Stomach, 
Intestines, liver, Pancreas, Kidneys, and Bladder.”21

 the symptoms of scurvy shaped the gendered experiences of slave sickness 
within the Middle Passage. Patients were long known to endure “swelled legs.”22 
the onset of the disease was usually “first observed on their ancles” and over 
time “gradually advance[d] up the leg” of its victims.23 Because of heightened 
security concerns, male captives traveled the atlantic bound in irons, yet scurvy 
manifested in the bondman’s body through means unknown. In lieu of typical 
concerns with swelling, the clutch of chains, cramped confinement in tightened 
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spaces, and the constant swaying of the ship inflicted intermittent pain on him. 
Because unchained, the bondwoman’s experience may have differed from that of 
her ailing male shipmate. However, both women and men were known to endure 
“violent effusions of Blood,” often flowing “from every internal and external 
Part of the Body.”24 Surviving records leave unclear any details intimating the 
outplay of sickness and agonizing pain that both captives individually endured. 
their fates became permanently entwined on May 13, 1796, when they both 
died from scurvy.25

 Scurvy caused significant concern, yet the flux was perhaps the leading cause 
of death among bondpeople forced to survive slavery at sea. Descriptive terms 
for this ailment included the “Bloody flux,” “Obstinate flux,” and the “violent 
flux.” Diversity of labeling aside, due to its regular appearance, seamen and 
captives were aware of the fatal dangers. “you must observe, that when this 
Flux comes upon them [slaves],” one physician warned, “they know they shall 
surely dye, and that is the reason they will neither eat or drink” any offered 
foods.26 the deadly consequences of  the flux were recognized far and wide 
among traders and merchants, who feared potential losses of boarded slaves. 
William roper departed africa on September 28, 1791, with “177 Slaves of My 
own Purchase” aboard the Crescent. eight bondpeople died from the flux dur-
ing the ship’s passage, and as the medical threat loomed following their arrival 
in Barbados, roper lamented, “I have 3 more Slaves I expect to Die.”27 Slave 
trader John Newton encountered similar deaths of valuable slaves afflicted with 
the flux. On February 23, 1751, he recorded in his log that a male slave died 
while aboard the Duke of Argyle, “having been a fortnight ill of a flux.” the 
bondman underwent tormenting pain for close to two weeks, and, according 
to Newton, the captive’s debilitated state “baffled all our medicines.”28 Ship 
captains employed varied methods to counter the effects of this condition, yet 
the greatest threat was not merely the difficulty of tracing its symptoms, but 
controlling its outbreak in the first place.
 Indiscriminate in its victims, the flux materialized through the deaths of many 
boarded slaves. In 1792 the ship Shelbourne Castle set sail across the atlantic 
with a human cargo among which were two boys that commander John Fouks 
had purchased during coastal sales. William Dickinson, the ship’s surgeon, 
observed that both young men began to decline once afflicted with what many 
viewed as “an incurable Diarrhoea.” Some believed it developed “moderately 
for twenty-four Hours and then augment[ed]” in other variations.29 Many pa-
tients, however, underwent “frequent discharge of  blood from the bowels,” 
underscoring the bloody connotation commonly associated with slave ships. 
equally devastating, the fecal matter of flux victims was sometimes “mixed with 
flimsy sharp matter” that created in some victims “severe grip[p]ing pains, and 
a perpetual desire of going to stool.”30 the duration of a patient’s condition 
extended “perhaps fifteen or sixteen Days till the humor radicalis be totally 
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desiccated, and the Spirits dissipated, and the sanguinary Mass converted into 
a venomous virulent Matter” inside his or her body. Symptoms often took full 
control of a person’s body during later stages of this disease, which reportedly 
“stagnates and deprives them of life.”31

 treatment recommendations for the flux varied considerably. Caretakers 
were told, “the patient must be extremely cautious to guard against cold” and 
remain “comfortably warm and dry.”32 Held as captives, the two young boys on 
the Shelbourne Castle found themselves confined in a dark, hot, and dampened 
stowage room for weeks at a time. With incessant vomiting routinely rampant 
among patients, many were warned, “the patient should never ease himself  in 
the head or over the side of the ship, but always use a bucket.” these assistive 
items were to “be kept constantly clean and empty” and to contain “warm water 
in it (if  possible) for the patient to sit over.” Practitioners emphasized the role 
of a light diet including “sago, rice, weak broth, very slight portable soup or 
gruel” to use as mobile restoratives. Suggested drinks ranged from “barley or 
rice water” to “rum or brandy and water,” which patients were encouraged to 
take in doses of “(a spoonful or two to a point) but not malt liquor.”33

 Diverse medicinal remedies were used to combat flux outbreaks. Forced 
bleeding was widely practiced in the eighteenth century, where some medical 
practitioners bled a patient “six or eight ounces” to dispel toxins from a person’s 
body.34 In detoxifying slaves infected with the flux, surgeon Isaac Wilson often 
relied on “clearing the stomach or bowels from any putrid matter that might 
be lodged therein” through the use of mild astringents or a purging.35 Herbal 
remedies included a concoction of  “a half  a dram of rhubarb and 5 grams 
of calomel, mixed up thick with a little Syrup.” Some medical practitioners 
also recommended “two grains of ipecacoanha, and half  a dram of diascor-
dium” served to ailing victims “every third day till the disorder is better.”36 
Intimately familiar with medical care during the slave trade, one physician 
suggested, “the Surgeon commonly take this Flux for a simple Diarrhoea, and 
so vomit them with Ipecacoanha,” relying heavily upon administering various 
astringents, which in his estimation was “only throwing away their Medicines 
and torturing the poor Slave.”37 advice occasionally offered to sea travelers in 
combating the flux varied and often proved contradictory. In the case of the 
two boys on the Shelbourne Castle, despite any techniques the ship’s surgeon 
used to restore their health, on July 27 one young boy died several days before 
the ship’s arrival into the Port of Kingston, and on august 3, 1792, the other 
similarly perished.38

 Smallpox represented another major disorder claiming the lives of captives 
trapped in the Middle Passage. In the early part of the century physicians con-
sidered this disease “an Inflammatory Fever . . . with a peculiar Malignancy or 
Poison.”39 among many medical professionals smallpox was widely perceived 
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to have two variations—distinct and confluent—which produced four unique 
phases of the infection. Stages of this dangerous disease were detailed for those 
traveling at sea: “(1) Feverish State—when the patient is seized until Smallpox 
appears; (2) eruptive State—the period that smallpox formulates and pustules 
are dispersed across the entire body; (3) the State of Maturation or ripen-
ing—the point that spots of the smallpox are all out until they turn or begin 
to scab; and (4) the State of  Declination or Scabbing—the stage when the 
pimple-like wounds begin to turn until they are scaled off.”40

 the symptomatic processes of smallpox took on different varieties among 
those affected. Some physicians noted that at the onset, patients underwent 
feelings of “drowsiness . . . sleepiness, [and] sometimes delirium and fits” ac-
companied by “a great propensity to sweat.” Others were “commonly seized 
with a great Heaviness and Pain in the Head and Back, a gentle Fever, and 
vomiting or Nauseas.”41 Sufferers’ “eyelids are puffed up” and their hands often 
swelled. “violent Symptoms, such as Bleeding at the Nose or Mouth,” were far 
from uncommon along with “excruciating Pains” that further weakened slaves’ 
bodies.42 the proliferation of “spots or pimples” on a patient’s flesh were the 
most characteristic features of  smallpox. as the ailment took control, “the 
whole surface of the skin is covered with a rash.”43 Body blemishes described 
as “the bigness of little pinheads,” appeared among some victims “first in the 
head and face; then in the neck and breast, hands and arms, and then after-
wards all over the body.” Pustules, “rough and whitish,” appeared on some 
people’s flesh “not unlike a white skin glued to the face.” the more severe a 
person’s condition, “the more black the pustules [would] turn.” Over time these 
scabs began to “throw out a yellowish matter, in colour like a honey-comb.”44 
Smallpox affected scores of  bondpeople in different ways that engendered 
great vulnerability, personal suffering, embarrassment, and in all likelihood 
incredible frustration with being rendered powerless to thwart the disease or 
hinder the ongoing alterations to their bodies.
 treatments offered for this disease targeted physical conditions and dietary 
combinations. Once affected, it was recommended, “Great care must be taken 
to supply . . . [patients] with pure cool air.” Many in the medical world believed 
that “hot air in this disease is of the most fatal consequence.”45 Intensified heat 
pervasive on ships, boarded slaves were never able to enjoy the luxury of cooler 
temperatures. “the Patient [must] be cover’d,” one physician explained, “with 
as many Cloaths as may reasonably be suppos’d” to provide needed warmth.46 
another countered this advice, declaring, “the patient ought not to be stifled 
by heat and cloaths.”47 Due to prevailing fears about the transmission of illness 
through clothing, food restrictions, and, most of all, slave bodies, those suffer-
ing were deprived of any attention to their personal comfort. Dietary sugges-
tions offered to counter the effects, including oatmeal and barley gruel, were 
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highly recommended along with encouraging patients to “drink plentifully of 
diluting liquors” given the prevailing belief  that “there is something Caustick 
and acrimonious in the Infection.” Favorable drinks similarly included, “Herb 
teas, Barley Water, Water Gruel or Sack Whey.”48 Other sea travelers relied on 
“good small beer, sharpened with orange or lemon juice” to promote increased 
relief  and recovery.49

 In 1742 ship captain Joseph Drape confronted the devastation of this ail-
ment. He traveled to Guinea and purchased 216 africans; however, prior to 
his coastal departure, smallpox broke out among several captives. “In a very 
Short time there were no less than 170 ill of that Distemper all at once.” as the 
symptoms persisted, Drape feared losing more slaves afflicted by the outbreak. 
Hoping to appease the circumstances at hand, a ship officer suggested that he 
“infuse a Quantity of tar in Water, and give it [to] the Slaves to drink, saying it 
was practised in the Same Case with good Success.”50 adhering to the advice, 
Drape ordered the treatment prepared and offered it to a male captive, who 
“obstinately refused it, and so did many more.” Within three days the bondman 
died, yet according to surviving sources, the slaves who witnessed the man’s 
death “were more easily brought to compliance; so that partly by persuasion, 
partly by force, the rest were all brought to drink” the water mixture.
 the success of  the cure enforced a curious response among the vessel’s 
slaves. they “came upon Deck, and crowding about a tub of tar Water, that 
was Set therefore for them,” according to Drape, and “drank plentifully of it, 
from time to time, of their own accord.” No other captive perished among 
the remaining 169 captives, described as “grown persons.” Having witnessed the 
fatal consequences of their shipmate’s unwillingness, “the Negroes continued 
drinking tar-Water after their recovery,” Drape recorded, “which they found 
so much relief  from, that they could hardly be brought to drink any other.”51 
Sailors experimented with methods to quell sickness; however, this case offers 
a rare glimpse into the collectivity of uncertain and rather vulnerable moments 
jeopardizing to a slave’s health and, most of all, to the successful delivery of 
commanded commercial goods.
 Much like smallpox, apoplexy devastated the lives of transported slaves. the 
descriptive diagnosis frequently listed for this malaise varied from “apoplexy,” 
“Fits,” and “appolitick Fit.” although it claimed lives and continually affected 
the seafaring world of  slavery, this condition receives far less attention as a 
cause of death in the histories of the Middle Passage. Ship commander rob-
ert elliot confronted these unintended consequences while sailing from Fort 
James in West africa with “24 Prime Slaves on Board” bound for the Island 
Des loss. Four days into the passage, elliot reported, he and his crew “had 
the Misfortune to lose a fine Man slave, [who] was taken in a fit and before we 
could get his Irons off  he died.”52 victims often endured “foaming or froth 
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about the mouth.” While at other times it took hold and “deprive[d] the whole 
body of sense and motion,” causing a person to breathe heavily, snore, or sleep 
deeply.53 the final moments of this man’s medical condition are muted, yet his 
captors became joined through decisions centered on not only treatment but 
most of all how best to preserve his life and body from decline throughout the 
remainder of the passage.
 apoplexy affected many sea travelers, prompting an increase of warnings to 
combat the symptomatic process. Medical practitioners surmised that apoplexy 
was either “sanguineous or pituitous.” Seeing patterns most often among the 
“young, or middle aged people of a hot constitution, who are full of blood,” 
some practitioners focused on their treatment, while others specifically targeted 
patients of a “cold phlegmatic constitution.”54 “If the fit is very severe, it carries 
off  the patient in a few days, and sometimes much sooner.” Medical providers 
were aware of the condition’s debilitating effects, yet for elliot these outbreaks 
became an up-close reality. With apoplexy deemed sanguineous, physicians 
emphasized “plentiful and frequent bleeding” of a patient. Others relied on a 
recipe composed of a purging pill along with an “ounce of tincture of fenna, 
and three drams of syrup of buckthorn.”55 Contrary to common practices of 
eighteenth-century medicine, slave ship physicians were warned, “you must not 
bleed so freely,” but instead rely on forced vomiting followed with “a strong 
glyster or purge” administered as needed. Blistering agents, known best as an-
other treatment, were most effective when applied to a patient’s “back, thighs, 
legs, or feet, and last of all to the head.”56

 though the management and manifestation of trauma among bondpeople, 
crewmen also confronted a condition known as dropsy. Capable of manifest-
ing in a patient’s head, breast, scrotum, or abdomen, many medical practitio-
ners believed it resulted from “a super-abundant collection of watery fluid in 
some cavity of the body.”57 In other instances, dropsy became “induced either 
by excessive hemorrhages and losses of blood, or by acute diseases of great 
length.”58 a range of victims perished from this condition, of which women 
were considered the primary group of people likely to suffer from its symptoms. 
Seeing white women as the primary victims, physician richard Wilkes wrote 
in 1787 that most female patients “after the time of their menses, are much 
more frequent sufferers,” which occasionally led to barrenness.59

 this illness moved beyond one ship, claiming several slaves’ lives lodged on 
the Iris in 1792. amid the oceanic journey, two females and one bondman fell 
victim to what the doctor determined was dropsy.60 the barometer he used 
to discern the diagnosis as well as any need for conducting an autopsy on the 
ailing slaves’ bodies is unknown in surviving sources. For some patients “their 
veins on the backs of their hands, and upon their bellies, are swelled, and of a 
blackish colour” visible to the eye.61 Others confronted “great heat, thirst, pain 
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in the legs, feet,” accompanied by “a swelling, difficulty of motion, breathing, 
and sleeping.” the salted open air, common to the maritime world, made them 
even more susceptible to “dry coughs, shortness of  breath,” that routinely 
emerged “especially upon motion.” thirst was another characteristic of dropsy, 
often described as “one of the most constant and troublesome complaints that 
attend.” Severe dehydration coupled with the circulation of intense heat and 
receipt of limited amounts of water made it difficult for captives to expel toxins 
from their bodies. these collective conditions forced patients to suffer from a 
range of bodily responses, including “hard stools, with a mucose matter, and 
bad urine.”62

 Medical advice circulated among practitioners; however, this condition posed 
a considerable challenge to restorative efforts: “the Dropsy is a sore disease, 
of  which few recover.” Some physicians found that afflicted women proved 
far more difficult to cure than men.63 “vomits are often of great service,” and 
sea travelers were advised to carry emetic substances to induce such tactics.64 
Sweating likewise promoted proper circulation accompanied with “rubbing the 
skin with a fresh brush or coarse woolen cloth, and exercise.”65 We can never 
know the range of options the attending surgeon aboard the Iris considered 
and administered in restoration of the ailing slaves. However, the death of the 
three captives proved that dropsy was “not only unpleasant to behold, but very 
difficult to cure.”66

 vermin and parasites similarly took hold of  slaves’ bodies, forcing crew-
men to face the possibility of financial losses and the inability to shield their 
human investments. While aboard the Duke of Argyle slaving on the West 
african coast, John Newton ordered several crewmen to begin mending the 
ship’s sails. Damages caused by several rats hindered the conclusion of repairs, 
as Newton reported, “We have so many on board that they are ready to devour 
every thing.” While walking about the ship, he found they “actually bite the 
people when they catch asleep, and have even begun to nibble at the cables.”67 
Unsanitary conditions customary aboard slave ships created fertile ground for 
bacteria to inundate and contaminate a ship’s hold, thereby endangering the 
slaves’ health and lives longterm. Irregular cleaning of ships, dampness, and 
crowding of bodies similarily created ideal conditions for rodents and larvae 
developing on slavers. echoing the commonality of these occurrence, a ship 
officer explained that the crewmen he sailed with were forced to “shift every 
foot of plank in her bottom, being quite destroyed by the worms.”68 the chain 
of consequences anchored in the human manufacturing process bore layered 
structural problems with current ship technology that both merchants and 
consumers relied on to fulfill global human product demands.
 the presence of vermin permitted the ease of pathogens nurtured through 
the process of maritime life. Ship captain M. Dineley encountered parasites 
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through a young male slave boarded following shoreline purchase. a tiny speci-
men grew in strength within the bonded boy’s body, requiring the crew to 
maintain a careful eye on his delicate condition until they were able to draw 
upon immediate local resources. locally used medicines or herbal combinations 
that were administered to remove toxins from the boy’s body are unrecorded. 
However, Dineley reported the successful restoration of his well-being to his 
employers, noting that a nearby doctor placed in charge of  his health once 
landed “quiled a tape Worm 18 feet in length.” Physicians understood the 
variations between worms in different ways. tapeworms were more generally 
known as “the Solitary Worm,” due to their solitary nature. a medical reference 
explained, “No species of intestinal worms is more destructive to human nature, 
or more difficult to be totally destroyed.” Difficulties of treatment persisted 
significantly once inside the host’s body, rendering treatment even more strenu-
ous because “it sometimes equals in length the whole intestinal canal.”69 Much 
to the satisfaction of the young boy, his transporters, and financiers, despite the 
worm’s microbial invasion he did not die. His recovery created an immediate 
increase in his potential value: where once cast as sick and unstable, agents 
priced him at £5. Once freed from his former medical complaint, however, his 
market price jumped almost eight times to £40.70 Bondpeople represented the 
lifeblood of money, wealth, and power within the atlantic human manufac-
turing process. the unnamed boy’s confrontation with a life-depleting worm 
shows more intimately how the decline in a slave’s health, above all else, proved 
the pinnacle threat to any slaving desires.
 For others not so fortunate, worms growing within their bodies led to losses 
of life and property. a young male slave confined on the ship George suffered 
from worms, although the type of worm is unclear. among tapeworms in par-
ticular, some practitioners believed there were two classes: the ascaridies, often 
characterized as “being small worms,” and the lumbrici teres, described as round 
and long.71 Fragmentary sources do not reveal how the ship’s surgeon, David 
Stephen, forced the live toxic specimen from the boy’s body, yet despite the 
bacterial extraction, his health became further aggravated and he died on May 
12. reinforcing the specter of dismantled lives, one week after the boy’s death, 
a female captive also fell prey to a deadly microbial parasite manifesting within 
the interior cavity of her body. She, much like all other slaves, traveled exposed to 
deplorable conditions and harmful diseases rampant on board; however, the ves-
sel’s doctor, Stephen, recorded that she perished from worms. these specimens 
were long known to “draw nourishment from the substance of the stomach and 
bowels.” yet we are still left to speculate into how the woman became infected 
in such a way that became a breeding ground for worm growth. “the poor, far 
more often than others,” according to one medical guide, “labour under this 
complaint on account of the want of proper food.” Seafarers were therefore 
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advised to include certain foods in seaborne meals. “Many crude indigestible 
vegetables, immature fruits, legumina, sweets, cheese and fresh fish proved use-
ful in restoring a person’s health suffering worm invasion.”72 However, these 
were never found in abundance nor regularly given to transported slaves. the 
conditions and diet differed drastically from those medically suggested on land, 
making even more clear the consequences of life and death that slaves were 
forced to battle and survive. as property, they had to depend on their buyers 
and subsequent transporters for their well-being, which in turn refined and 
thus transformed slaves’ behaviors toward the needs and demands of a ship 
captain, crew, and a commercial industry based on the powerless. to be sure, 
the routine operation of malnutrition, violent abuses, and full immersion in 
toxic and stressful spaces worsened slaves’ already failing health.
 the cheap investment in maintaining the health of boarded slaves forced 
them to travel in a constant state of jeopardy, making the scale of losses not only 
widespread but immeasurable. Several other captives also perished from the 
attending condition of worms, showing that these specimens crossed gendered 
bodies. Over a two-week period, prior to the George’s arrival at Jamaica, three 
bondmen and another woman consecutively suffered from symptoms associ-
ated with worms. “the abdomen becomes hard and distended with air,” and 
on some occasions “rumbling noise takes place frequently in it,” along with 
“fetid breath, nausea and vomiting.” these maggots were long known to feed 
within a person’s body, causing a patient’s appetite to regularly fluctuate, be-
ing “at times impaired” and at other times “ravenous and insatiable.” Patients’ 
pupils dilated, and many victims also experienced “involuntary discharge of 
saliva” along with suffering “pain in the head, and sometimes delirium.” a 
person’s urine could also appear “frothy and of a whitish appearance.” equally 
devastating, the “vehement itching of the anus . . . and frequent inclination to 
stool” worsened a slave’s suffering.
 the multiplicity of  methods that slave ship surgeons used to attempt to 
discern the presence of  worms within a slaves health from their anatomical 
queries are unrecorded; however, medical ramifications ensued. as the worms 
maneuvered, curving around and in between internal organs throughout a 
victim’s body, they caused significant internal discomfort. Intestinal irritation 
often led to “nausea, vomiting . . . itching of the nose, and various convulsive 
affections, [such] as epilepsy convulsions.” Upon exhuming a worm-infested 
body, one physician noted that he and others “very frequently discover them in 
the cavity of the abdomen, and a perforation [is] made into the intestines.”73 the 
slave-related duties expected of seamen extended far beyond brutal manage-
ment to imposing critical and often immediate choices in preserving the living 
or the dying. For bondpeople, the proliferation of worms amplified and made 
fully undeniable the power of slavery. the unending cycles of mistreatment, 
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neglect, deplorable immersion, filth, and the limited and occasional offering of 
expired foods waged collective devastation. the sequential terror, deprivation, 
and toxicity led to the dismantling of those slaves transported and delivered 
into the americas, giving greater meaning to the importation of a cheap labor 
force.

Threads of Respiratory Decline

respiratory illnesses also affected slavery at sea. Some physicians believed the 
lungs were “apt to be corrupted, because their structure is so delicate and ten-
der,” creating fertile ground for medical adversities. Slave ships were routinely 
exposed to hazards of the sea, placing travelers’ lives, including pneumonia 
victims, in a vulnerable position. For some this condition emerged with “a vio-
lent Inflammation of the lungs” as blood became trapped, “obstructing very 
many of the pulmonic and bronchial arteries.” Dissections on land revealed 
that a patient’s “lungs have been found quite stuffed up with concreted Blood, 
red, hard, and as it were fleshy,” and often darkened in color. Medical practi-
tioner John Huxam described the illness as “a Disease so common, either as 
an original Malady, or consequent to some other,” that in his estimation, “its 
Nature should be diligently studied by every Physician.”74

 Sailing from angola in 1792, Captain George Maxwell confronted the 
crippling effect of pneumonia aboard the ship Torn. two bondmen exhibited 
symptoms of the condition and died on the passage. Soon after, the vessel’s 
surgeon, richard Kirkum, discovered the failing health of  a nursing slave 
woman. Bearing greater responsibility of medical survival for themselves and 
their children, black females with infant children faced significant hardships 
amid the trade and traffic of  slaves. victims frequently confronted “a load 
at the Breast, a short difficulty Breathing, a Cough,” and fevers that signaled 
a bondwoman’s growing weakness. In other cases, patients “begin to spit a 
thin, gleety, bloody, or very dark-coloured Matter, frequently of a very offensive 
Smell.” their urine was also “a blackish dull Hue, . . . as if a small Portion of 
Blood was dissolved in it.” the enslaved woman went through various stages 
of the debilitating symptoms of pneumonia, igniting pain and decimating her 
health in ways muted in the historical record. On the eighteenth of October, 
Kirkum logged that this bondwoman died. the medical consequences con-
nected with this woman extended even further four days later when her infant 
son died, succumbing to the same fatal condition as his mother.75

 Quite similar to pneumonia, consumption also proved a respiratory danger 
to the health of many boarded slaves. Some doctors believed two versions often 
arose through this condition: “acute Consumption, or a chronical one.” the 
disease appeared in four primary stages, the first of which was the lodging of 
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matter within the lungs, whereas the second included “Stuffing of the lungs, 
when Matter is actually deposited and lodg’d upon the lungs, so as to cause a 
Shortness of Breath.” Swelling of the glands in the lungs was common to the 
third stage, while the fourth phase frequently resulted in “an Inflammation, and 
at last an Ulcer, of the lungs.” Confined far from public view and additional 
medical help, bondpeople’s shipboard conditions were exacerbated by the toxic-
ity of ship conditions, unhealthy meals, and, most of all, the terrorizing cycle 
of brutalities they suffered, further unmaking all slaves in the process.
 In 1793, sailors on the Brothers of Liverpool faced head-on the potent threat 
that consumption posed to lodged captives. While docked on the Windward 
Coast of  africa, the ship’s captain, thomas Payne, moved several captives 
onto his vessel. as the ship’s crew prepared to sail to the Island Des loss, 
a boarded bondman underwent severe complications associated with con-
sumption, which frequently included, “Spitting of Blood, or internal Ulcers 
corroding the lungs.” Some physicians believed “the Stomach is often loaden 
with Phlegm of a saltish Nature, which gives Pain where it is, and Swellings” 
further weaken patients. the ship’s surgeon, John thirtle, attempted to restore 
the man’s health and salvage any minimal value able to be collected through 
his impossible recovery. Despite the measures thirtle used, symptoms persisted 
in the erosion of the bondman’s body and on april 4 he died.

Power Unseen

although rarely addressed in many studies of  the Middle Passage, a wide 
range of  gender-specific reproductive illnesses proliferated across slave ships. 
the physical makeup of  male and female slaves’ bodies made them privy to 
certain conditions incapable of  arising among their gendered counterparts. 
Several males traveling aboard the slaver Venus died from “Part of  the Scro-
tum torn off  w’th their Irons.”76 their sufferings are unrecorded, yet the 
constant swaying of the ship intensified the agony these black men con fronted. 
any lack of  proper medicines, tools, and even delayed discovery or neglect 
of  their wounds would have likewise proven perilous to their recovery, caus-
ing them to weaken even more if  toxins entered and poisoned their bodies. 
the crowding of  slaves and the inability of  physicians and seamen to offer 
extensive medical treatment countered any immediate prospect of  captives’ 
recovery. However, the undetectability of bacteria within slave ships produced 
injuries and deadly infections that enabled the closeness of  death. How did 
the attending crewmen discover the cause of  death for these men? Was an 
autopsy performed? Probing more deeply, the interconnectedness reveals the 
dual symptoms of  torment facilitated through the movement of  the ship or 
perhaps one another, thereby making more easy the simultaneous pulling of 
skin on their genitals.
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 While traveling aboard the vessel Mary in 1788, a male captive was diag-
nosed with anasarca, known to create an accumulation of fluid throughout 
the body. this condition inflicted immeasurable pain, yet he also suffered from 
“Hydrocale of  the Scrotum,” which surviving sources reveal caused intense 
swelling in the genitalia. the deplorable conditions and restricted environment 
of slavery at sea induced greater medical torture. Permanent stowage below 
decks meant continual friction while the bondman lay on the floor boards and 
also when violently forced from the bottom hold to the top deck for feeding 
and exercise. any accidental hitting or physical violence inflicted by his captors 
only worsened his condition, making the passage even more unbearable. the 
suffering persisted, bringing death much closer, and on March 13 he died.
 Female captives also faced reproductive complications that jeopardized their 
survival. From the moment of capture, bidding, and sale, slaves’ lives were as-
sessed according to their reproductive value.77 venereal complaints comprised 
a regular source of death for females during the eighteenth century.78 Patients 
who were “poxed, injured, or affected with the venereal disease, pox, or bad 
distemper” faced calamitous circumstances “when the venereal poison has been 
received into the system” of their body.79 typically understood and studied as 
pervasive among white women, venereal diseases also emerged among black 
females transplanted aboard slave ships. a 1792 bill receipt for “Medicines &c, 
&a for venereal complaint” showed a physician received £1 and 10 shillings for 
the medical attention he provided several women traveling aboard the schooner 
James.80 this exchange confirming the presence of gynecological examinations 
aboard slave ships underscores the commercial intricacies of the slave trading 
networks through the monetary valuation of human goods and the treatment 
of the sickly bondwomen.
 reproductive disorders arose at other points during the transatlantic pas-
sage. In 1793 a black woman was offered for sale on the coast of Gaboon, after 
which Captain Daniel Collins purchased and ordered her transported aboard 
the ship Apollo. the vessel, carrying 287 captives, departed the african coast 
on March 7 bound for the Port of Speights in Barbados. three weeks into the 
passage, surgeon robert Scow recorded that the unnamed bondwoman died 
of  a disease listed as “venereal.”81 In the same year, traders placed another 
female into bondage and sold her onto the ship Sane. She survived close to 
four months at sea; however, her health became compromised by the end of 
the passage, making future market sale uncertain. the techniques and herbal 
elixirs Joseph Cankore used for her treatment are unrecorded. Unable to restore 
the woman’s health, after attending to her corpse he recorded that on april 23 
she died of a “venerial” related issue found in her body.82 Still perplexed about 
her condition, Cankore conducted an autopsy on the woman’s body, acting 
upon the privilege, right, and power granted to him as both a professional and 
slave trade worker over an ailing and dead slave. violating her body through 
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“the abolition of the slave trade; or, the inhumanity of dealers in human flesh 
exemplified in Captain Kimber’s treatment of a young Negro girl of 15 for her 
virjen modesty.” Illustration by abolitionist, attributed to Isaac Cruikshank. 
(Cartoon Prints, British library of Congress, Prints and Photographs Division, 
lC-USZC4-254.)

the medical violence inflicted within the interior cavity of her body for knowl-
edge expansion undeniably useful for his career, he discovered the presence of 
a venereal virus.
 archival sources shield fully understanding the pain and trauma these two 
women experienced at sea. those affected by venereal complications were forced 
to combat “swellings in the groin” that sometimes “form matter and admit a 
discharge.” “Warts or excrescences” were also regular occurrences, forcing physi-
cians to conclude that these acne-like eruptions were “sometimes unnecessarily 
made the objects of terror to the patient.”83 viewing such symptoms as a con-
cern within the reproductive organs, doctors during this period believed that 
for women and men, “It is possible for many other parts beside the genitals to 
receive this disease,” evidenced by the ability of this toxic virus to emerge “in the 
anus, mouth, nose, eyes, ears” and even “in the nipples of women.”84 venereal 
disorders surfaced in diverse and rather interesting ways in the female body. “a 
woman may have this species of the venereal disease without knowing it herself,” 
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one physician surmised, which would render it far more difficult to discern “even 
on inspection.”85 Some practitioners reasoned that if a woman was affected in 
her genitalia, this induced damages within “the vagina, urethra, labia, clitoris, or 
nymphae.”86 at the onset, symptoms began with “an itching of the orifice of the 
urethra.” Over time,  “the itching changes into pain, more particularly at the time 
of voiding the urine.”87 as the disease continued to progress, “the natural flimsy 
discharges from the glands of the urethra is first changed,” evolving occasionally 
from a “fine transparent ropy secretion to a watery, whitish fluid.”88 venereal 
complaints frequently resulted from sexual encounters, further expanding the 
long-term implication of rape and sexual assaults beyond psychological damage 
to include internal and external bodily damages that slave traders imposed on 
bonded females. also left open was the possibility of repeated attacks that left 
some bondwomen held as human goods on ships scarred, traumatized, feeling 
unclean, and rendered powerless and unable to rid themselves of their tormen-
tors—physically, emotionally, and psychologically.
 Pregnant captives also faced debilitating medical conditions on slaving voy-
ages. the captain of the vessel Eliza set sail for the Caribbean in January 1792. 
One month following the ship’s departure, an enslaved mother stowed among 
the vessel’s cargo suffered a miscarriage and died.89 african women possessed 
extensive herbal knowledge of terminating unwanted pregnancies; however, still 
indeterminable is if  this woman abruptly lost her child or forcibly took its life. 
Miscarriages some women experienced during this period involved “pains of 
the uterus [that] are situated low in the pelvis, between the bladder and rectum.” 
aggravation and soreness within the woman’s womb strengthened concern for 
the health of the unborn child. labor-like cramps extended agonizing pains 
in her “stomach, occasioning nausea, vomiting.”90 receipt of  any nutrient-
deprived meals hampered successful development of her unborn child, deplet-
ing her already weakening body. 91 No matter the efforts the sailors extended to 
preserve this female captive as an investment, the personal and violent abuses 
she witnessed by sight and sound inscribed the terror-making process. traveling 
in close quarters privy to the constant cycle of public whippings, the stress of 
slavery at sea intensified, widening the culmination of tragedy that imposed a 
massive toll on this woman’s health and claimed her life.92

Burdens of Hostile treatment

With toxic environments ever present and damaging to the health of boarded 
slaves, sailors were regularly tasked with medical attention toward commercial 
preservation. Some merchants employed physicians to work on board while 
others relied on crew members to manage outbreaks of sickness and provide 
medical services amid other shipboard duties.93 With monopolies waning in 
the early decades of the 1700s, the private trade of african people was largely 
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micromanaged by merchants, without external requirements of surgeons for 
much of the century. legislation stipulating the inclusion of medical profes-
sionals on slaving voyages arose in 1788 through the British Parliament’s Slave 
trade act, infamously known as Sir Dolbien’s act; however, views on such 
personnel varied widely across the atlantic.
 Following the conclusion of shoreline slave sales in West africa, surgeons’ 
duties shifted off  coast and toward maintaining the health of  the boarded 
human cargo. although employed as physicians, they took on a multiplicity 
of roles, often serving as overseers, birth attendants, nurses, and morticians. 
Much like sailors, the work of surgeons began in the morning and continued 
the same each day as they attended to immediate medical concerns and kept 
close watch on the overall health of all boarded slaves.94 larger vessels employed 
surgeons along with several mates to assist in distributing medical treatment, 
yet “it is the duty of the surgeon to examine through the whole of the slaves 
on board.”95

 Medicines carried on ships depended heavily on the resources acquired prior 
to a vessel’s initial departure. Merchants provided money for the purchase of 
necessary herbs, medicines, and other preventive tonics. “the surgeon, if  a 
man of experience in the trade, takes the assortment which he judges best.” On 
the other hand, “if  he never was on the [african] coast before, he commonly 
takes such an assortment as he has been advised to do by a man of experi-
ence”; other investigated items “the apothecary or druggist has sent in other 
vessels in the same trade.”96 a physician’s chest typically contained a variety of 
medicines, including gum camphor, pulverized rhubarb, cinnamon water, and 
mustard. these supplies were primarily reserved for the passage to and from 
africa, yet they were also available while the ship lay on the coast as cargo was 
brought aboard.97 “When any complaining Slaves declare their complaints to 
the Surgeon, he generally gives them what medicine his judgment and practice 
declare him” necessary for the restoration of their health.98 Surgeons managed 
the depletion of medical resources at sea through varying methods. Seasoned 
physicians drew upon familiarity with previous oceanic passages while newcom-
ers were forced to rely on personal knowledge, available books, and a trial-by-
trial basis. Boarding medicines demonstrated at least basic considerations of 
health on ships while creating a sense of preparedness for distant merchants. 
the isolation of the waterways demanded that surgeons and sailors invoke and 
adapt their medical expertise in a world of slaving characterized by extreme 
scarcity and lack of extensive medical assistance.
 Once in close proximity and fully responsible for captives’ health, some phy-
sicians faced challenges with providing medical services. ethnic and linguistic 
diversity prevailed among boarded slaves, with language barriers posing chal-
lenges in preserving bondpeople for market sales and subsequent purchase.99 
While fear and anxiety characterized many slaves’ experiences, some devised 
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simple and creative ways to call attention to any emerging ailments or pain, 
making more real their humanity as transported goods. Some “will endeavour 
to make the Commander and his Crew sensible of their Illness,” one physician 
found, and on occasions they did so “by pointing to their Stomach, or Belly, 
and saying Yarry, Yarry.”100 Bodily gestures translated pain, while at other times 
medical distresses became learned by “the complaints of the Negroes, through 
the mouths of three, four, or five interpreters.”101 Such methods temporarily 
addressed emerging medical problems; however, the inability of  patients to 
fully communicate the variance of their agony and symptoms posed a severe 
threat not only for discerning necessary treatment but also for predicting the 
value able to be generated from an ailing slave body.
 the constrained spaces of  slave ships proved far more detrimental than 
language in managing captives’ suffering. When sickness arose, sailors enforced 
separate accommodations in attending to a bondperson’s failing health. Iso-
lation took on different forms given a vessel’s size and the number of slaves 
boarded to ensure that “they would be most out of the way of the other Slaves” 
and to counter any unforeseen toxic transmissions, but also to garner space 
in managing the needs of the suffering and the dying.102 these reserved loca-
tions, known in parts of  the trade as “apartments,” were semi-quarantined 
rooms akin to infirmaries, where once separated from the bottom holdings, 
bondpeople received hands-on medical attention and were “less likely to be 
molested or disturbed.”103 a letter sent on January 4 from an undisclosed 
author requested “an account of the Surgeon’s stores with his orders at the 
bottom of it, and also a copy of the orders given to the Captain, so far as it 
relates to the Surgeon” regarding the ship Pearl. Particular to the query was 
the interest in written instructions stipulating that the commander “leave the 
care of the Slaves to the Surgeon’s, as soon and as long as they are on board, 
and to Direct the Master to leave the arrangement of the Decks below under 
the direction of the Surgeon, with as much assistence from the crew as will be 
consistent.”104 available corners were occasionally provided, but in most cases 
surgeons had no choice but to attend to enslaved patients wherever their bodies 
lay during the passage. Massive outbreaks of epidemics made the quarantine 
of individuals close to impossible through the enforced commingling of the 
living, dead, and ailing, transforming slave ships into floating hospitals.
 tightened spaces of ships, the closeness of bodies, and lack of proper cleanli-
ness imposed staggering effects on transported captives. every person traveling 
the atlantic through the Middle Passage—sailors, captives, and surgeons—
confronted dire threats to their health through infectious diseases and the 
omnipresence of decomposing bodies. “among the men, sometimes a dead and 
living negroe [are] fastened by their irons together. When this is the case, they 
are brought upon the deck, and being laid on the grating, the living negroe is 
disengaged; and the dead one thrown overboard.”105 lying next to and most 
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often chained alongside sickly or dead shipmates produced traumatic tolls 
among boarded captives. For sailors and physicians, the handling of corroding 
bodies imposed similar health risks due to the regularity of physical contact 
involved with moving dead and diseased slave bodies on deck or discarding 
them off  ship. Seafarers could rarely wash their hands prior to the distribu-
tion or consumption of collective sources of water or food, placing all those 
aboard in harm’s way. Moving from body to body, daily exchanges between 
physicians and slaves engendered the doctor-patient relationship, conveying 
a semblance of hope for their restoration through the offering of medical at-
tendance while unknowingly compromising chances of improvement. Without 
the opportunity to sterilize their hands or medical instruments, the constant 
interaction of surgeons and sailors tasked with attending to boarded slaves 
created bacterial transfers and a range of  fatal consequences to an already 
contaminated environment where bondpeople lay unprotected.
 as medical practitioners, slave ship sailors were granted unabated access to 
africans’ ailing bodies. they helped to determine the viability of slaves’ health 
and vitality and to counter the purchase of any deemed inferior on the african 
coastline. their open accessibility aboard slave vessels, while hazardous and 
incredibly difficult to carry out, permitted incredible opportunities unfound 
on either landed sides of the atlantic to understand the black body through 
interrogation of  the various techniques and medicines necessary for treat-
ment without public view, scrutiny, or interruption. Once transplanted within 
the slave trade, surgeons became a part of what is argued here as migratory 
medical apprenticeships that proved complementary to their medical training 
and knowledge base that extended beyond locally familiar arenas throughout 
europe and the americas. Far from stationary in their slave trade employ-
ment, traveling to and between landed sites of slavery granted these medical 
men substantial understanding of both the effectiveness and limits of certain 
medicines, surgical procedures necessary at sea, the filtration of toxicity, and 
how best to manage unending sickness and death. Prior to their shipboard 
employment, physicians had observed primarily white patients; however, mov-
ing across geographical boundaries through the operation of  slavery at sea 
permitted physicians to act upon any looming racialized curiosities through 
the study of captive african bodies. as unending students of the world, these 
slaving interactions—anchored undeniably on power—facilitated within the 
waterways and foreign locales assisted in sharpening the medical understand-
ings that many surgeons carried back to their homelands and professional 
careers. the bodies of boarded slaves, much like landed practices, functioned 
as what one scholar aptly labels “repositories of mystery” operative within the 
medical world of bondage, including for slave ship surgeons.106

 Close interaction with black cadavers enabled physicians to both study and 
practice the seaborne process of health management. One physician described 
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the situation of a “stout man” deemed healthy during a conducted coastal ex-
amination; once transferred aboard, however, his health took a dramatic turn 
for the worse. the next morning crew members found him dead. Baffled by 
the bondman’s death, “I had the curiosity to open him,” the attending surgeon 
explained, and he queried the ship captain for approval to conduct an autopsy. 
the commander agreed, “providing it was done with decency.” Decency was 
rarely found in the slave trade, once left under the transport and violent preser-
vation of slave ship workers. Fully permitted, the surgeon “opened the thorax 
and abdomen, and found the respective contents in a healthy state,” leading him 
to conclude that the man had suffocated while stowed in the ship’s bowels.107 
During the surgeon’s 1790 testimony before the British House of Commons, 
interviewers questioned him on whether a deadly affliction might have been 
present in the male slave’s brain. “every man that knows any thing of anatomy,” 
the physician responded, “knows that opening the head in a dextrous man-
ner, so as to expose the brain, is often no easy thing, and I had neither time 
nor conveniences in that instance to do it,” given the extensive duties required 
of  him. He therefore had performed an examination of  the man’s body “at 
candlelight, upon the deck, after all the Slaves were below.”108 Since the crew 
were expected to manage the concerns of other captives throughout much of 
the day, unexplained is how they preserved the bondman for later use, where 
they stored his body, the amount of time the surgeon spent cutting open or 
observing the bondman’s interior cavity, and what was done with the body and 
internal organs at the conclusion of the postmortem examination.
 Use of the enslaved man’s body for medical study reinforces the professional 
power that physicians were granted and fully able to enact at sea. Sailing as 
part of the ship’s crew, they served a medical need while gaining sole author-
ity over the lives of bondpeople.109 For many of these medical men, far from 
home and an easily accessible professional world, the slave trade represented 
opportunities for an increase of both social and economic status. the greatest 
payoff rested beyond money; instead, slaves served as clinical material on ships, 
routinely exploited by the medical profession to gain empirical data, whether 
for experimental purposes or malignant intent. Deaths of  slaves within the 
cycle of slavery—on and off  ship—permitted greater understanding of black 
mortality in attempting to distinguish and purport medical theories of racial 
superiority. acting upon the successes and failures of their seaborne medical 
residencies, physicians created substantial benefit through publications, lectures, 
and expansion of their professional status and careers, making more necessary 
the interrogation of their role in the history of slavery at sea.
 Medical treatment in the Middle Passage represented massive undertakings 
with both benefits and challenges. Physical inspections conducted within the 
open sea were far more difficult than those performed on land. Spatial con-
straints created a recurring problem without sophisticated instruments and a 
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wider profession to draw upon for medical advice, forcing slave ship surgeons 
to rely on previous training and exploratory means to manage and restore 
the health of  slaves. In protecting against future medical outbreaks as well 
as enhancing their own practical knowledge, some physicians therefore drew 
upon the corpses of slaves ravaged by diseases. vulnerabilities of sickness and 
death widespread on slaving voyages provided a cadre of exploitable bodies 
available for dissection. Once under the surgeon’s knife, bondpeople served as 
voiceless specimens whose stiffened bodies endured medical violence without 
the prospect of intervention. With their flesh cut and opened in the postmortem 
state to satisfy looming medical curiosities, the dead bodies of boarded slaves 
became the vehicles many physicians used to enhance their medical intellect 
and professional lives.110

 Working aboard slave ships greatly expanded surgeons’ medical understand-
ing of black bodies, yet the incompetency of treatment some offered placed the 
lives and future value of bondpeople in great danger. While making prepara-
tions for his england departure in 1791, ship captain thomas King received a 
letter from thomas addison explaining that efforts were being made to secure a 
surgeon for the vessel Trelawney. “He has never been in africa,” King learned, 
“but from his appearance I address we doubt not but you will find him a clever 
active young man.” addison offered him a job for twelve guineas in agreement 
to serve as the ship’s surgeon for the ship’s voyage.111 Whether the commander 
perceived this man as “clever” is unclear; however, approval for his employment 
was likely based not only on the necessity of a medical professional but also 
the physician’s youth and willingness to serve within the trade. these casual 
decisions fulfilled labor needs while imposing perilous risks to the preservation 
of captives observed and treated by practitioners sometimes devoid of experi-
ence in shipboard care or restoring lives across racial lines. Captain William 
Blake confronted such devastations while trading on the coast of West africa 
in the eighteenth century. He recounted, “the Doctor is not fit for this trade,” 
owing to the crew “burying so many in the river.”112 Qualities necessary for 
medical assistance on ships varied widely; however, skill deficiencies among 
employed physicians came at a deadly cost to building a viable black labor force. 
eruptions of diseases and death altered financial views of their bodies, casting 
them as not only financially worthless but disposable in the waters beneath.
 the limits of surgeons’ medical abilities were far from extraordinary. Being 
tasked with managing a ship’s crew to secure and transport a predetermined 
cargo overseas, captains were regularly able to observe a physician’s perfor-
mance of  work. Many surgeons professed capabilities of  managing slaves’ 
health; however, once placed within the trade, their limited knowledge became 
alarmingly clear. Forced to shorten his coastal stay on the Old Calabar coast 
in august 1790, the commander of the Pearl explained, “We have been very 
Sickly for Six weeks past [and] have Buried 13 Woman & Girls & 56 Men & 
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boys,” after an unforeseen medical outbreak. Deaths of  a significantly high 
number of slaves led him to conclude, “Our Doctor is not acquainted with this 
Country’s Disorders.” Calamitous circumstances during the passage affected 
the reputations of  surgeons and commanders, prompting the shipmaster to 
warn his financiers, “Hope you will never be Deceived by another.”113

 Preservation of  transported slaves relied not only on maintenance and 
violent security but, most especially, adequate medical treatment. the close 
environment of  ships affected slaves and sailors, but also a surgeon’s work. 
On February 20, 1792, a physician complained that a young boy “George 
Crompton & the Slaves playing together in the Cabbin, broke the thermom-
eter” carried aboard for ship use.114 the enterprise of shared duties on slaving 
voyages often solidified tensions at sea. Surgeon thomas trotter recollected 
an instance when the presiding commander he served with “very frequently 
accused me of ignorance of my profession.” according to trotter, throughout 
the passage he was subjected without end to continuous “abusive language,” 
which he said the captain “very frequently bestowed upon me as the Slaves 
were dying, which he was pleased to call ‘the machinations of the doctor and 
devil.’”115 Physicians’ s shipboard employment did not equate to nor guarantee 
friendships. the differing classes and statuses in the former homelands of those 
on board reveal how tension, power, and discord affected the preservation of 
bondpeople. Commander Samuel Stribling endured a gradual increase of slave 
mortality making it even more clear that “the Doctor has Not Made a Care 
of any One of them.” archival silences make it impossible to determine how 
the surgeon became medically negligent or if  the commander perhaps became 
physically disruptive in his medical attempts. What we can discern is that the 
boarded slaves were “in a Dangerous State,” and Stribling declared, “I hope 
I Shall Not Burry but a few More without Some Great alteration In thirre 
Health.”116 Bearing direct responsibility for the health of  purchased slaves 
created significant and oftentimes overwhelming pressures on surgeons. Due 
to the high financial stakes for merchants, sailors, brokers, buyers, and their 
own futures, these expectations intensified most prominently amid the deaths 
of captives and verbal confrontations.
 Slave ship surgeons endured significant pressures; however, recognizing the 
opportunities for lucrative gain, some falsified the extent of their medical abili-
ties. In one instance a physician “advertised In all the News Papers to Care [for] 
the Deaf & blind.” Once hired through means undisclosed, the commander who 
hired the dishonest physician suffered from the doctor’s misleading intention, 
writing to his investors, “He has Not made a Cure of 20 Slaves Sence the first 
of the Passage.”117 any inabilities the physician acted out may have stemmed 
from a genuine unfamiliarity with treating the particular outbreak or perhaps 
an unwillingness to work. although claiming the ability to work with those 
most vulnerable and deemed incurable, much like many others, he sought to 
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act upon promises, the lure of money, and medical knowledge believed existent 
for professionals on slaving voyages.
 Physicians played a major role in the arrival of healthy slaves, yet in some 
cases they faced hostile work environments. Surgeon thomas loma experi-
enced such disrespect in his shipboard employment when the attending captain 
he worked with “would not let me continue y’e same medicines for one day,” 
nor would he permit the use of astringents. Instead, in loma’s perspective, the 
shipmaster focused more on “filling them with raw plantains which every man 
in his sences will contradict.” lamenting further, he complained, “When I was 
sick he debarred me of everything necessary for a person in my low state of 
health.”118

 With personal reputations and the financial stakes of  commanders and 
physicians differing within the trade network of slaves, stories transmitted to 
distant merchants varied in the blame placed on other ship employees and the 
preservation of transported human goods. While wading on the coast of Old 
Calabar in 1790, surgeon O. P. Degraves of  the ship Pearl observed several 
captives “perishing for want of knowing what to do” in restoring their health. 
Over a hundred captives died, for which he blamed the commander: “Many 
were bought against my opinion & others without my advice.”119 Offering closer 
insight into his shipboard employment, he declared, “My Situation is most 
deplorable; at 5 o’clock I rise & go to bed at 8 at night.” as a consequence, “I 
am on my leggs, and my greatest employment is worse than that of a waiter 
at the Bush inn.” Feeling his professional expertise was being cast aside, he 
reasoned, “I am only a mere Surgeon and am never consulted in one thing 
conserning this trade, I make no doubt that your Captain will give you other 
informations concerning Such things as do not belong to me.” tensions only 
continued to intensify, and when the physician suggested the “purchase [of] a 
goat for the sick Slaves & white people,” Degraves reported on the captain’s 
denial, saying, “He knows what was good for them better than I did, and that 
I was continually talking nonsense.”120

 On December 14, 1790, ship captain richard Martin interacted with the 
Pearl, reporting, “On my arrival at old Calabar, I found C’t Blake more for-
ward in his Purchase then I could have expected, but the Slaves were in a most 
miserable condition through a mistaken notion of economy, in purchasing bad 
provisions, & the neglect and ignorance of M’r Degraves (as I was informed),” 
presumably through shoreline line conversations. as a consequence, the neigh-
boring observing captain described, “the Slaves were in such a state with the 
Flux, yaws. & Cracaus that they had but little chance of mending much” toward 
a full recovery.121 Dynamics between surgeons and ship captains played out in 
ways still unknown to contemporary scholars. Medical treatment allocated for 
their invested bodies became arenas for struggles of power based on the social 
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and financial values projected for the preservation and overseas transport of 
black people.

Conclusion

the core operation in the sale and traffic of shipped africans was the import of 
live bodies, most preferably healthy. Precautionary measures were employed to 
counter any medical outbreaks, but seaborne illnesses extended beyond racial 
and gendered lines, claiming the lives of scores of black and white populations. 
Movement of diseases across geographical boundaries, as this chapter revealed, 
owed to slaves’ interactions with sailors and extended into toxic corners of 
ships that fueled the transport of contagious and deadly ailments. Seamen and 
physicians were often limited in the restorative care extended to bondpeople 
due to constrained resources and unfamiliarity with treating african bodies. 
the presence of slave ship surgeons was never based on humanitarianism, but 
served instead as a catalyst to obtain wealth and professional advancement 
toward furthering their understandings of medical treatment.122 Sickness pre-
vailed belowdecks on slave ships, taking lives and yielding important stories of 
struggle that shaped the final moments of many bondpeople’s lives.
 the varied testimonies of failing slave health provide greater texture to the 
human experiences of personal pain and medical terror bondpeople commonly 
faced while likewise enabling a viable opportunity to reconstruct the social 
landscape of medical management and treatment of the diseased, suffering, 
and dying. these deadly seaborne realities underscore the seminal point that 
“the Middle Passage was a crossroads and marketplace of diseases.”123 With 
health marked as the primary determinant of  value for future market sales, 
preserving slaves’ whole body was crucially fundamental to the journey and to 
the importation of an exploitable live black workforce.124 therein we see much 
more intimately how the ongoing infusion of sickness, diseases, malnourish-
ment, starvation, and incredible grief activated the tolls of slavery at sea, mak-
ing historically impossible the import of strong, healthy, prime, desirable, and 
disease and trauma-free captives.



 7 a tide of Bodies

On December 20, 1773, ship captain John thornton remarked on the import 
of  several slaves into Fredericksburg, virginia. the sale of  thirty-one slaves 
generated an estimated £1,373 and 6 shillings, while twenty-one others remained 
unsold. “those left on hand,” thornton intimated, “you may believe must be 
of much less value than the others” previously bought. the unsold included “9 
old women [and] 4 Men,” three of the latter described as “old & blemished,” 
along with “4 very small girls & 4 very small Boys” left under his direction. 
Foreseeing difficulty in the current climate of slave auctions, he warned, “there 
is little prospect of doing anything with them till the spring,” Doing so ensured 
sufficient time to improve their physical appearance and solicit interest among 
future buyers.1

 Scarcity of details makes it difficult to know if  the additional time granted 
thornton the opportunity to successfully secure sales or if  he was forced later 
to travel to another port in hopes of gaining profit. the fate of these unsold 
and undesired captives remains a mystery. thornton’s report, however, provides 
a necessary glimpse into the types of slaves—young and old—carried inland 
and made a part of local atlantic slave auctions. their inclusion and differ-
ences in age revive the critical need to engage the human merchandise and more 
precisely the complexity of slave markets that ship captains confronted in the 
hopes of securing lucrative deals. Planters expressed decided preferences on 
a diversity of commercially imported goods, which sailors worked to satisfy 
by funneling various commodities, most especially slaves, into local seaports. 
Distant desires were projected for the purchase and delivery of ideal, robust, 
and largely healthy african captives to appease varying financial and laboring 
needs. this chapter investigates the landing of bondpeople carried through the 
Middle Passage and immediately forced into arranged auction sales. It looks 
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outside the quantitative lens to take more seriously the need to delve deeper 
into the body as politic. It makes tangible meaning of imported black bod-
ies—degraded and most times unable to be celebrated owing to the prevalence 
of toxicity and insatiable violence. Using the body as evidence, this chapter 
attempts quite simply to address slaves’ sense of well-being both physically and 
psychologically following their import into distant atlantic seaports. typically 
we are devoid of concrete details explaining if  any wounds or markings etched 
across a slave’s body somehow occurred during their capture, while in their 
coastal holdings, or during the ship’s oceanic passage. Despite these historical 
omissions, transported slaves arrived broken, weak, emaciated, vulnerable, 
and permanently displaced into foreign spaces. regardless of the geographi-
cal sites to which captives were exiled, they carried with them the remnants 
of traumatic manifestations and memories of terrorizing violence, visible and 
invisible, endured on the ocean waterways, thereby problematizing the idea 
that captives were really ever able to move beyond the Middle Passage.
 Slaveholders depended greatly on the commercial enterprise of african fe-
males and males for the replenishment of black laborers. Negotiations and sales 
forged between ship captains, merchants, and slaveholders marked the initial 
introduction of bondpeople into plantation communities across the americas. 
Outside the fertile possibilities of  wealth and future labor, the fundamental 
basis of  these entrepreneurial exchanges rested firmly on the terrain of  the 
black human body. Many slaves arrived with varied occupations, skills, labor-
ing expertise, and cultural understandings. Using captives’ bodies in lieu of 
their most times unattainable voices, their flesh serves here as a historic record 
to find unavoidable truth in the bruises, anxiety, wounds, and incurable and 
untreatable scars of the slaving process. as such, this chapter foregrounds the 
complicated terrain of age, sickness, physical disabilities, as well as psychologi-
cal traumas that affected imported slaves as well as the prospect of final sales. 
the buying and bidding process in these economic ventures reveals important 
insights into the social determinations of value extended from its West african 
origins and similarly ascribed onto bondpeople within atlantic ports.
 examining the various destinations to which bondpeople were transported is 
useful to understanding where they landed. re-linking the slave ship experience 
to plantations as an interconnected extension of slavery at sea, this chapter’s 
sole focus is with how slaves arrived in atlantic slave societies. It investigates the 
cumulative effects that the Middle Passage bore within people’s bodies to better 
humanize the suffering, the pain, and the ugly impermeable scars of slavery 
that numbers cannot always fully account. the interconnected financial hands 
of  sea captains, merchants, and buyers enabled and thereby sanctioned the 
practice and continuation of violent mistreatment leading to intercontinental 
slaving transactions that crossed time and space. But, most of all, operation of 
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such networks fueled by capital growth and capital gain justified the kidnap, 
purchase, and export of african people while serving as long-lasting reminders 
of the racial debasement defining the chattel status forced upon newly arriving 
captives.
 Some slaves arrived contrary to atlantic market desires, forcing some plant-
ers to forgo sale or to occasionally purchase those cast as undesirable both on 
cash terms or physical interest. Buyers traveled to local markets in pursuit of 
prime slaves, especially those perceived as most ideal and robust with long-term 
value. the discussion that follows widens the gaze to include the unfamiliar 
and often unrecorded slaves who did not always align with buyers’ needs. Far 
from synonymous, giving attention to the altered, wounded, and traumatized 
offers a critical opportunity for expansion and reconsideration of the diversity 
of human cargoes and maritime experiences represented within atlantic slave 
markets to better understand the collective narratives of  pain, desperation, 
damage, survival, and loss. However, it is not just the movement of diverse and 
available workers into distant locales. In entering the third and final phase of 
the human manufacturing process—product delivery—this chapter unveils the 
importation of bruised, diseased, scarred, disabled, and, most of all, manu-
factured black bodies shaped and refined by their seaborne experiences. Of-
fering such an exposure permits closer engagement with arriving slaves’ sense 
of well-being following import. From this vantage point, we see not only the 
buying of disease and trauma through the arrival of imported slave bodies but 
also the totality exacted on them as they arrived broken and yet made by the 
violent world of slavery at sea.

the Gloved Hands of Control

among the various goods transported across the oceanic waters as part of free 
market trade, the greatest emphasis was on black bodies as a source for labor 
and accumulated wealth. regardless of tangible interactions with slaves or not, 
societies benefited most from the range of human goods transported, manu-
factured, and thus made through the Middle Passage. Within this enterprise, 
innumerable people were socially and financially invested in the extraction of 
captives out of africa and distributed across the americas. Slaveholders ex-
pressed initial demand, merchants allocated monies, and factors and agents of 
different slave trading firms served as intermediaries to locally facilitate these 
commercial ventures. Planters represented the primary consumers most reli-
ant on slaves’ incorporation into distant plantation communities, while sailors 
personally navigated foreign locales and relationships to transport, preserve, 
and provide the very human goods upon which global demands were made.
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 Once slave ships were docked, mariners were often expected to participate 
in presale preparations in assisting and expediting market sales. Much like 
on the african side of  the atlantic, crewmen forged shoreline relationships, 
this time with local white agents who gathered buyers and helped to ensure 
immediate sales of  newly imported slaves. Owners of  the vessel that Captain 
William Doyle led wrote, “take care that you exert yourself  in the Sale of  the 
Slaves,” suggesting that any accrued wealth rested on his personal involve-
ment.2 Merchants circulated instructions specifying orders on the process 
of  trade. traveling in close confinement with full management of  boarded 
slaves for a significant period of  time empowered sailors to expound on the 
qualities best represented among lodged slaves. although many government-
sanctioned monopolies began to dissolve in the early part of  the eighteenth 
century, ship commanders served as representatives for private trade compa-
nies and came with many obligations to their employers beyond the transport 
of  slaves. George McMinn of  the Ingram received written instructions for his 
docked cargo, articulating, “your average indeed will greatly depend upon 
your own Conduct” in shoreline affairs. He was urged to assert control with 
local agents by “not allowing them to pick any Slaves before the Day of Sale,” 
or as they outlined, “to sell too many in one lott to close the Sales” in an 
expedited fashion.3 regardless of  the various business procedures expected 
of  sailors after crossing the atlantic, distant merchants sought to instigate 
control over local sales in order to guarantee receipt of  a fair amount of 
profits for themselves.4

 Keenly aware of their central role in market sales, many investors tried to 
predict consumer interests and thus satisfy slaveholders. In 1775 slave trader 
Henry laurens wrote to a merchant in St. Christopher emphasizing that “an 
entire parcel of fine Negroes must enable us to remit quicker than we can for a 
Cargo which consists of a mixture of all sorts & sizes” brought into port. Upon 
ending he declared, “those which are prime enable us to pick our Custom-
ers.”5 Buyers’ perceptions of captives had as much to do with the successes and 
failures of market sales as it did the public display of black bodies. On april 
30, 1783, leyland Penny & Co. wrote to sea captain Charles Wilson about his 
participation in market sales, intimating, “We take leave to recommend to you 
that you put the Negroes into small lots,” comprised of “15 or 20 Negroes in 
a lot” during open sales. the diverse cadre of slaves unable to be sent back 
encouraged Wilson’s “mixing the Indifferent Negroes with the best” of those 
brought to port.6 Slave sales hinged directly upon strategic marketing and 
presentation. looked at from the side of supply, assembling diverse captives 
not only drew larger crowds, but it could also potentially increase the value of 
those cast as inferior during open auctions.
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Untangling the violent Strains of Slave Sales

Preliminary guidelines of marketing and sales appeased investors, yet there were 
specific methods employed in selling slaves to the general public. With profit 
at stake, sailors and agents worked together in promoting auctions through 
handbills, posters, newspapers, and through word of mouth with the intent of 
sales occurring either the day a ship docked or, as one trader pointed out, “four 
or five days or a week after our arrival,” to quickly move slaves off  hand. Most 
times additional days were taken to prepare the captives and market as widely 
as possible for attracting larger crowds, especially since “some of the purchas-
ers live at a remote distance from the place of Sale.”7 the average number of 
attendees present for sales of recently imported slaves remains uncertain, yet 
many traveled from various urban and rural spaces. these specialty markets 
for selling newly arriving captives coexisted with auctions centered on inland 
sales of seasoned and creolized slaves through the domestic slave trade and lo-
cal plantation communities. already owning different types of slaves, planters 
who gathered together for inspections and bidding of captives directly from 
africa knew full well the intense management required with integrating new 
imports into plantation communities. Fueled by diverse needs and interests, 
the lure of available and exploitable black bodies “generally brought together 
a considerable number of buyers.”8

 amid efforts to market forthcoming sales, bondpeople were made ready for 
public presentation. Speculations on demography, including gender, age, and 
ethnicity, factored into transactional decisions; however, the physical appear-
ance of a captive’s flesh affected final decisions of sales. Slave ships represented 
confined spaces of filth, regularly producing offensive smells. to counter any 
possibilities of  contamination and jeopardizing future transactions, seamen 
were obligated to give attention to slaves’ hygiene through tactics many times 
unknown to contemporary scholars. Once docked into the Caribbean in 1789, 
Captain edward Williams received orders specifying, “you are to put the Cargo 
into there hands,” presumably referring to local factors, “and take care to have 
them well Clean’d” to ensure “that there be no Complaints made” during con-
ducted auctions.9 Dousing their bodies at least with water helped to counter 
the intense odor typically emitted from slaves’ bodies, having been cramped 
in holds with corpses, rodents, and unending exposure to urine, vomit, blood, 
and fecal matter.
 Focusing on basic grooming, slave traders sought not only to display the 
highest quality but also to force slaves “to lose all trace of the ‘fatigue’ of the 
journey.”10 to prevent any drying and cracking of their skin once sufficiently 
cleansed, captives were rubbed with oil on their face, hair, torso, legs, and feet. 
this moisturized their skin, albeit temporarily, while creating a high-glossed 
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look to counter discovery of  any blemishes or other imperfections during 
inspections. Bondpeople’s skin, teeth, muscles, limbs, and genitals were the 
primary points of scrutiny, similar to the coastal evaluations sea captains con-
ducted in western africa to assess a slave’s superiority. Central in the minds 
of prospective atlantic white purchasers was securing captives with a lifetime 
probability not only to attend to housework and agricultural needs but also to 
fulfill breeding purposes by producing children and extending a slaveholder’s 
future with more slaves. Perhaps in building upon such desires, the commander 
of the African logged on May 24, 1753, that crewmen “Shaved the slaves’ fore 
heads.”11 Such measures reduced the filtration of bacteria, but for bondmen 
especially, removing any gray strains and other remaining facial hairs on cap-
tives helped to convey a young and seemingly ageless look. archival records 
do not offer substantial insight into specific preparations used at atlantic ports 
with newly arriving black females, yet creativity was undeniably employed to 
convey even an illusion of exploitable perfection.
 With the intended date of public auction secured and captives primed and 
ready for display, the process of trade unfolded. two primary modes of sale 
were commonly conducted for imported slaves: scramble sales on board and 
off  ship in sales conducted in an open yard. trade varied according to agents, 
buyers, and the pervading culture within certain locales. In some instances 
the process took place within the confines of a ship, granting potential buyers 
privately authorized access. Once the Emilia docked at Port Maria during an 
undisclosed year, surgeon alexander Falconbridge recorded that crewmen 
prepared the vessel for buyers, making sure “the ship was darkened with sails, 
and covered round.”12 Captives were moved to specified areas on the ship—“the 
men are on the main deck, and the women all on the quarter deck”—in order to 
facilitate greater ease of consumer selections.13 the buying of newly imported 
slaves produced a unique culture predicated upon an interwoven network of 
international customers maintained by the regularity of participation, as well 
as the exclusion of certain types of individuals from engaging in this intimately 
personalized market.
 Close to the predetermined hour on the day of sale, interested buyers gath-
ered and mingled on the shoreline. “the purchasers on shore were informed a 
gun would be fired when they were ready to open the sale.”14 On other occa-
sions they were permitted to pre-board ships in hopes of expediting the auc-
tion process and thus the movement of slaves into the domain of plantations. 
as such, “different people intending to be purchasers exert themselves to get 
as early as possible in among the Slaves, for the purpose of obtaining a good 
choice” in those made available.15 Conceivably unbothered by entering and 
moving through these vile spaces, buyers boarded with the intent of claiming 
new ownership and leaving with an increase of property. “a great number of 
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people came on board with tallies or cards in their hands,” often inscribed 
“with their own name upon them” symbolically marking buyers’ choice of 
slaves, while extending the permanent inclusion of a bondperson in the human 
manufacturing process.16

 as shots were fired and other signals were made, buyers filtered throughout 
tightened corners onto ships. Some “rushed through the barricado door,” one 
trader noted, “with the ferocity of brutes.”17 Others entered “at the gangway, 
betwixt those places,” and with sales fully open to customers, “they rush in 
fore and aft, and suit themselves as well as they can, clapping their tallies on 
whatever they mean to take.”18 Many boarded with general ideas on their slaving 
needs, moving among the captives and making rather frantic choices to secure 
those believed most ideal. Competing with other buyers, they touched, fondled, 
and grabbed at slaves’ bodies to assess their value and laboring potential. as 
consumers pondered final decisions of sale, they publicly claimed the lives of 
selected captives by clamping their tallies “about the necks of such Slaves as 
they make choice of.”19 Sales were driven by the quest for healthy captives as 
well as increasing numbers; therefore, it was not uncommon for buyers to have 
“three or four handkerchiefs tied together, to encircle as many as they thought 
fit for their purpose.”20

 the method of  sales conducted on land differed, albeit marginally, from 
shipboard scrambles. Sea commanders often moved a cargo “in both ways”; 
however, primary sources reveal, “It is commonly on shore.”21 Sales off  ship 
permitted the engagement of even more buyers while reducing opportunities 
for captives to jump overboard and flee. In preparation for market inspections, 
“the Slaves were then placed in a close yard, [and] ranged in order for sale.” 
Conducted in public view, sales were performed in a restricted yet open space, 
most often requiring prior approval. to better protect their property from any 
external disruptions, surrounding gates were “shut immediately before the sale 
commenced,” and thereafter “a great gun was fired,” signaling the beginning of 
selections. Far from the ceremonious gathering of crowds casually gazing and 
making bids upon an individual slave, these sales erupted in a mob-like fashion 
as buyers moved from slave to slave rapidly seeking to obtain the most viable 
human goods. “Purchasers with their adherents and assistants, rushed into the 
yard with great violence, and laid hold of the most healthy and good looking 
Slaves, which parcels they afterwards picked and culled in their minds.”22 In 
hopes of countering losses to any competing customers, selected captives “were 
immediately purchased and hurried out of the yard.”23 Markets remained open 
until all of the highly preferred captives were sold; those remaining were forced 
into a different set of sales reserved for “refuse slaves.”
 Severely traumatized and weakened from the seaborne passage, bondpeople 
were far from unresponsive during post-voyage sales. Buyers aggressively con-
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verged on open arenas, creating mass hysteria among displayed slaves. a trader 
recounted witnessing an escalated scene in Grenada seaport where “the women 
were so terrified, that several of them got out of the yard, and ran about St. 
George’s town, as if  they were mad.” Having personally endured or witnessed 
the sights and sounds of sexual and other brutal assaults at sea, such interac-
tions reactivated already deep-seated fears for their own lives. as slaves aboard 
the snow Tryall saw crowds of white bodies frantically heading toward them, 
“forty or fifty of the Slaves leaped into the sea” to escape what they conceived 
as a dangerous unknown. Despite their efforts, several crewmen jumped into a 
boat and “took up some of them.”24 Unsure of their already devastated lives, 
some captives tried drowning themselves while others relied on the water to 
swim away from their boarded tormentors.
 viewing the import of africans solely according to their economic desires, 
traders were far less concerned with the parceling of slaves and breaking apart 
lives. Forced into foreign lands comprised of unfamiliar languages and people, 
many captives contemplated their still uncertain fates. reduced to commodities 
and profits of sale, the process “had an astonishing effect upon the Slaves,” as 
buyers remained relentless in their market endeavors.25 Displayed men, women, 
and children gazed upon aggressive spectacles of  buying power prompting 
many of them to “cry and beg that such a man or woman (their friend or rela-
tion) might be bought and sent with them, wherever they were going.”26 With 
the acquisition of laboring bodies centrally in their minds, planters looked past 
such emotional pleas for sales, often to their own detriment. When a buyer 
“would not purchase a man’s wife,” one physician recalled, “the next day I was 
informed the man hanged himself.”27 Confined alongside family members and 
strangers from varying ethnicities and communities, slaves’ oceanic transport 
created a shared sense of struggle enabling the formulation of kin-like ties with 
shipmates. as purchasers pushed back crowds to grab hold of preferred slaves, 
many bondpeople “were crying out for their friends with all the language of 
affliction at being separated.”28 amid the roar of crowds and conversations, 
buyers paid little regard to pronounced displays of sadness or what a surviving 
document described as “a general cry, and a noise through the whole ship.” 
Many captives shed tears and cried out not merely for themselves but for the 
ones they held dear to if  they “think they are going to be parted from their 
husbands, wives, mothers, children, &c.”29

 Open auctions permitted buyers the chance to filter through and actualize 
their former demands, while for docked slaves the frenzy of market sales ex-
tended the sequential process of terror. Countless buyers laid hands on slaves’ 
bodies, ritualizing their movement on land and into the domestic sphere of 
captivity. Navigating through preselected spaces in a synchronized fashion, they 
went beyond mere casual spectators to touch and tangibly assess the value of 
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parcels of black human imports. Slave markets produced an economy of vio-
lence devoid of bloodshed, dismemberment, and wounded bodies. Instead, the 
touching of skin, grabbing of hair, pulling on limbs, prying of mouths, fondling 
of genitalia, and forced bending of bodies for economic reasoning inscribed 
new forms of power that gathered buyers mitigated against every slave imported 
into the Caribbean and across the americas. the public nature of market sales 
sanctioned the violence, as they carried tallies marking private personal decisions 
of sale while what scholar Saadiyah Haartman labels “scenes of subjection” 
operated openly, reinforcing the status of black people as sellable goods; and 
thus slaves.30 as such, “every person employed about the streets . . . had almost 
daily opportunities of observing” such humiliating scenes.31 Psychologically 
scarred from their forcible exile, slaves were followed by distress not only as 
their lives were publicly determined and solidified by the needs and desires of 
strangers, agents, and buyers but also as they found themselves insulated within 
yet another violent world of disorienting trauma—this time off ship.
 For those captives unsold and unable to gain market interest, agonizing un-
certainty about their fate extended further once placed in separate second-tiered 
sales. “those Slaves that do not average with the cargo are sold by auction” and 
moved immediately after into specialized markets known as “vendue” sales.32 
arriving bondpeople came ashore as damaged and traumatized symbols and 
products of the refinement process. Scores came in extremely weak, diseased, 
disabled, and “sometimes in the agonies of death,” after which they were relo-
cated to alternative venues; infants, young children, and aged slaves unable to 
entice buyers were similarly grouped. “I have frequently seen the very refuse 
(as they are termed),” one trade participant recalled, “of the Slaves of Guinea 
ships landed and carried to the vendue masters in a very wretched state” of 
physical health.33 Dismissed, passed over, discarded, and devalued as fragile 
and worthless bodies in contrast to other captives, this did not make them any 
less immune to invasive scrutiny or market torment. the categorical labeling 
upon them in many ways reflected base determinations made about virtually 
all slaves: cheap, exploitable black labor. Sources cannot always disentangle 
buyers’ reasoning for sales nor the types of  work reserved for less desirable 
slaves. However, in a profit-driven enterprise, consumers employed creative 
strategies to monetize lives and extract labor.
 the lure of cheaper bodies fueled both interest and financial concerns. Un-
sellable slaves typically “remain longer on hand, until purchasers offer” to buy 
them. “a number of  people, who speculated in the purchase of  the Slaves,” 
investigated the condition of those unsold “either for the purpose of carrying 
them to the country, and retailing them,” or instead having them “shipped off  
the island to foreign parts.”34 No matter if  gathered crowds comprised slave 
dealers, farmers, physicians, bankers, or curious local residents, the influx of 
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an available workforce created a steady business environment in the eighteenth 
century with ready markets, consumers, and looming profits to be cultivated. 
For some buyers, refuse slaves represented a mere supplement to other slaves 
already bought, whereas other purchasers entered such markets specifically 
aimed at securing those cast aside and perceived as devoid of any real financial 
and social value in the economy of slavery. the extent to which slaves’ reduced 
prices factored into abuses and neglect meted out within the space of planta-
tions will remain buried in the archive of memory.
 Pending vendue sales often came with expectations of lower-priced captives. 
Some bondpeople “sold at very small prices, even as low as a dollar.”35 Surgeon 
alexander Falconbridge recounted sixteen slaves “sold in the alexander by 
auction” and given depreciated values. the ship’s physician professed, “one or 
two of them [sold] so low as five dollars—a piece” in final agreements. Despite 
finding buyers during the bidding process, “they all died before we sailed.”36 
Other merchants confronted similar business opportunities riddled with disas-
ter. James Baille & Co. wrote from Grenada to James rogers & Co. in 1791 
concerning the conclusion of sales with slaves carried from Old Calabar aboard 
the Daniel: “We are reproached every day with some of the different parcels we 
sold having Died in 24 hours” once removed into the hands of buyers. Minimal 
profits were gained; however, “Six of those sold at vendue died emmediately,” 
imposing even greater liability. the factors later intimated that “in a Word they 
were such a parcell, that we never desire, to See their like again” with future 
imports.37

Disaggregated Bodies

Demands for africans resulted in the pouring of scores of bondpeople into the 
coastal waterways of port communities throughout the americas. the constant 
influx of black bodies reinforced the need for more imports while imposing 
clear distinctions of those least preferred along lines of gender, age, and health. 
Capitalizing on the evolving intensity, merchants, buyers, and factors became 
further immersed within the entangled systems of slave commerce. Strict orders 
were disseminated to determine the movement of slaves in, around, and through 
market sales, yet who made up these imported black mixtures?
 Bondmen commanded the highest interest among newly arriving africans. 
laboring needs varied; however, the predominance of black males boarded and 
shipped on slave vessels generally aligned with the desires for healthy, able-bodied 
slaves capable of carrying out agricultural and domestic needs envisioned within 
local plantation communities. Consumers vied for the influx of adult black men, 
yet how did such demands affect slave sales across the atlantic? liverpool mer-
chant thomas leyland and the trading firm eustace Barron & Co. exchanged 
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correspondence on the state of slaving affairs in May 1786. as leyland explained, 
“It is impossible to buy a Cargo of Negroes in africa all Males.” 38 John Guerard 
wrote to merchants Harmington & Stricts on June 10, 1752, regarding a similar 
matter of slave shipments that Captain Wells carried to Charleston, which com-
prised “too many little ones.” Knowing the difficulty of future market sales, 
Guerard emphasized, “My request to our Friend was to the Contrary for Men 
chiefly” to satisfy orders. “I find it Cou’d not be avoided neither co’d they be 
Obtain’d cheaper,” because “there was such a Demand for them” among foreign 
traders of other nations.39 Sailors confronted the implications of unsatisfactory 
business, as certain captives—namely, black men—proved far more challenging 
at times to supply explosive demands. these difficult feats underscore trade 
challenges and the varying costs of demand while revealing that regardless of 
consumer interest, merchants and buyers had to adapt their slaving endeavors 
according to available and thus imported human supplies.
 adult male slaves were widely requested, yet agents of slave trading firms 
balanced the influx of other captives alongside recruiting planter interest. On 
July 30, 1780, colonial factor James rollan referenced a “long Conversation” 
he shared with ship captain Walker regarding expectations for future slave 
importations. Much of his concern rested with “the size, age, & Sex” of bond-
people that he “apprehended would meet with the most ready Sale” within 
antiguan markets. the type of  slaves rollan felt most favorable to planter 
demands included “a Cargoe of about 2 to 300 well assorted, such as young 
Men & boys, young Women, & Girls from a good Country” within africa.40 
Gender dominated many preferences and decisions of sale; however, age played 
a far greater role in sales of newly arrived slaves than contemporary scholars 
have considered. two categories of imported africans fostering the strongest 
dispositions upon port arrival were small children and slaves considered beyond 
their prime years. reservations harbored against these groups dealt less with 
any laboring possibilities and more with the additional needs required with 
their upkeep, which ran counter to buyers’ financial visions.
 explicit demands for the exclusion of  young and aged captives emerged 
across different sectors of the atlantic. In 1789 merchant Francis Grant articu-
lated his hope of arriving ships carrying healthy slaves, although he did not want 
“too large a proportion of Old or young among them.”41 From a commercial 
standpoint, consumers anticipated immediate production of labor to further 
bolster local economies. Merchants dictated how the process should unfold; 
therefore, knowing the business challenges at stake not only with satisfying 
distant orders but with securing successful market sales as well, some trad-
ers employed discriminatory practices within coastal africa. One slave trader 
reported that while he was on the shore of Mana in West africa, several local 
blacks sailed a canoe overloaded with four slaves and offered them for sale. the 
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ship captain, however, “refused them all, 2 being too old, and 2 too young.”42 
as middlemen, mariners were directly responsible for the numbers and types 
of slaves brought into the New World. looking beyond simply filling a cargo 
hold, some commanders thought further into the dynamics of overseas slave 
markets, assessing and consequentially determining the value or lack thereof 
of certain captives before their displacement. Incalculable numbers of slaves 
may have been forced into the human manufacturing process, yet these exclu-
sionary practices challenge the notion that every offered slave equated value 
in the eyes of white traders.
 Considerable measures were implemented to prevent the coastal purchase 
and inclusion of children and elderly slaves, but many of them nevertheless 
landed on foreign shores and were placed for sale. In September 1753, the snow 
Elizabeth docked at South Carolina from Gambia carrying 145 slaves. Most 
of the ship’s cargo fostered market satisfaction, yet the import of “24 Boys” 
and “15 Girls” generated wide concern. the attending merchant professed he 
had done “the Best I cou’d possibly do with them” during vessel sales, despite 
“there being too many old & Small ones” among those brought to port.43 
Similar market anxieties were felt in 1792 as the ship Fame arrived with an 
inferior cargo of slaves transported into Grenada from Old Calabar. Concerned 
about the prospects for profit, the commander lamented, “I am Sorry to Say 
I Belive there was Never a Worse Cargo of Slave Ships from africa,” which in 
his view “will be greatly to your Disadvintage.” Sources do not indicate that 
the inferiority of any of the imported slaves owed to diseases, wounds, or dis-
abilities. therein, we can reason that the commander’s frustrations reflected 
more his disappointment with the arrival of “11 Girls under five” along with 
“13 Infants at [the] Breast.”44

 Basing the forced movement of bondpeople on slave ships solely through 
adult men and women, younger slaves, including toddlers and infants, are rarely 
accounted for in narratives of the Middle Passage. Several crew members may 
have found difficulty with securing prime slaves on the West african shoreline; 
however, still unclear is how a significantly high number of children were not 
only forced into slavery but also purchased, boarded on a ship, and transported 
through a slaving voyage. the sea captain could have received a price reduc-
tion for sales of the small girls or gained some of them as a complement to 
sales while bartering material goods on the african coastline. On the other 
hand, the existence of more than a dozen infants necessitates an examination 
of  pregnancies and childbirth in the transatlantic slave trade. Fragmentary 
sources leave unspoken if  these new mothers entered captivity with children 
already conceived or if  they perhaps became impregnated during the slaving 
process. the pervasive culture of sexual abuse in slave pens, coastal dungeons, 
and inland raids conducted during the human manufacturing process suggests 
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a higher probability that many of these children were products of rape. their 
shipboard inclusion similarly leaves open several questions: Were they cap-
tured and forced into the trade or born during the ship’s passage? Did higher 
numbers of children result from the birth of twins, triplets, or quadruplets? 
Were any children sold with their mothers or perhaps forced into the care of 
unknown boarded females? With violence, malnutrition, and deprivation a 
predominate feature of the manufacturing process, how did they endure and 
thus survive slavery at sea? Queries about children in the slave trade persist, yet 
the fragmentary nature of sources and complexities surrounding their enforce-
ment into the slaving cycle seldom renders their oceanic experiences as well as 
receipt of them in port auctions permanently silent.
 Children generally represented long-term investments within plantations; 
however, investors, buyers, and sailors viewed their placement into slave mar-
kets through a rather different lens. James Baille & Co. wrote in 1791 from 
Grenada reporting on the arrival of captives aboard the vessel Daniel. they 
explained, “Capt’n laroche will without [a] doubt report to you, how very 
averse he was even at Old Calabar, to take charge” of what they characterized 
as “such a miserable Sett of people” carried into the Caribbean. Seventy-three 
of the ship’s slaves sold at an average of £32; however, presiding factors directed 
“21 [of them] to vendue,” where they believed once there “they will sell for a 
trifle” given the lower prices offered for each of them. With a slave’s ability to 
perform labor the primary focal point even during clearance sales, many buy-
ers maintained strict preferences on investments of imported slaves. therein, 
auctioneers faced continued challenges in generating interest with the vessel’s 
remaining captives, because those still on hand included “infants so small, that 
nobody will look at them.”45 their young lives passed over and deemed use-
less to an economy of slavery with immediate productive needs, unclear in the 
sources is if  these children remained in Grenada; were reboarded and offered 
for sale in other islands; or perhaps parceled out, gifted, or even absorbed into 
local families.
 Many children endured the transatlantic crossing without familial ties, al-
though it was not uncommon to find women and their progeny aboard dif-
ferent slavers. Merchant William Grumly reported the arrival of the ship Fly 
into tortola. Surviving records indicate the sale of “1 Woman & Child at the 
Breast” to a buyer named William Gregory, who purchased the female for 
£66 and her child at £4.46 Bearing in mind the maternal needs many newborns 
required that would have affected any labor this mother performed, we can 
never know the reasons prompting Gregory to keep these two captives together. 
Several slaves carried into Kingston, Jamaica, aboard the ship Fanny in Janu-
ary 1793, being unable to attract any interested buyers, were “sold at vendue.” 
among those sent, “two were infants.” Puzzled by the import of newborns, 
local agents reasoned they “must have been given with their Mothers” during 
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coastal african sales.47 the marginalizing of histories of children in the slave 
trade overlooks their presence on slave ships, treatment endured at sailors 
hands, and, most of all, how they survived the transatlantic passage. Captivity 
and exile into foreign spaces bore deep-seated traumas that drastically affected 
any bondperson, regardless of age. Undeniably devastating to the institution 
of slavery was not only separation from a loved one but the loss of a parent 
through death, and having to bear the pain of bondage feeling un-nurtured, 
unprotected, and thus alone. account sales for an unnamed ship revealed that 
the “Sum rec’d for a negroe Child whose mother Died on the passage” was £9.48 
Sources do not intimate how this mother perished, if  her child witnessed her 
death, nor if  any care was extended to this young captive during the remaining 
voyage. Heavily dependent on their parents for survival, socialization, and a 
sense of belonging, enslaved children, perhaps more than teenagers and their 
adult counterparts, faced tremendous vulnerability, grief, and isolation within 
the specter of slavery at sea unable to be measured or quantified.49

 aged slaves similarly fostered resentment in slave sales, yet they commonly 
came into the americas through the Middle Passage. Within plantations slave-
holders held clear understandings of the limits of exploitable bodies. Metrics 
conceptualizing the meaning of “old” were nonexistent in slave markets and thus 
left to the personal gaze and speculation of sailors, surgeons, factors, and buyers. 
as a consequence, broad descriptors, including “elderly,” “old,” and “very old,” 
were routinely employed, economically castigating aged slaves as weak, fragile, 
and in many ways worthless to laboring needs.50 a 1756 exchange shared between 
South Carolina merchant Henry laurens and rhode Island merchants Samuel 
and William vernon offers beginning insight into the parameters of blackness 
and age. Delving into current slave markets, laurens remarked, “the young 
people found purchasers pretty readily”; however, those “on the Wrong Side [of] 
30 years of age wont move at all.”51 Such observations provide a foundational 
basis and tangible age toward defining a bondperson, yet still unclear is how, 
amid language barriers and the trauma of slave auctions, buyers could discern 
the ages of displayed captives. the bodies of slaves encompassed the primary 
terrain of laboring scrutiny wherein which infirmities not only created an im-
mediate reduction in the perceived value of aged slaves, but also raised critical 
queries about a bondperson’s productive capacity.52 rejected through often brutal 
means on the african coast, elderly slaves faced a similar process of devaluation 
and exclusion that extended across the seas to atlantic market sales.
 efforts were made to hinder the presence of older captives in slave sales; how-
ever, once imported, they fueled concerns among many merchants surrounding 
the prospect of a foreseeable customer base. Surgeon thomas lomas of the 
Swift explained the circumstances through which several less than desirable 
slaves were landed into port: “Perhaps you may think it something surprizing 
that our Mortality was so great” during the passage. “It is not surprizing at 
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all,” he professed, given that the vessel commander “bought Old Slaves I am 
certain none of  your others Masters would of  bought.”53 Orders circulated 
across the atlantic with the goal of preventing the shipment of aged slaves, 
yet these demands—contingent on the state of West african markets and sail-
ors’ attentiveness to these matters—were never certain. ahxaridne Quidoe, a 
Jamaican merchant, reported the arrival of  the vessel Pearl commanded by 
Samuel Stribling and carrying 356 slaves into port. Much to Quidoe’s disap-
pointment, “the Slaves were of a very inferior quality,” because as surviving 
sources reveal, “many of them [are] aged and infirm.” equally devastating to 
future business was “his having lost near 120—on the middle passage,” leading 
therefore to far fewer supplies of docked slaves than originally anticipated.54 We 
do not know the cause of any slaves’ deaths nor variation among the victims 
lost at sea along lines of  gender or age. Given the economic desire to move 
imported slaves off hand, a bondperson’s advanced age became an impediment, 
and their purchase imposed a measure of burden that shifted from sailors and 
merchants and on to buyers.
 the responsibility of markets and public sales fully in their charge, factors 
often expressed tremendous frustration concerning the arrival of aged slaves. In 
1790 Captain Martin carried 189 slaves from Old Calabar aboard the brig Daniel. 
Many of those boarded were described as “thin” and “a number of old people 
amongst them,” which fostered deep resentment. Despite auction concerns, lo-
cal agents “exposed the slaves for sale,” which generated considerable revenue 
with captives selling “at an average of £37.7.3 Sterling.” at the conclusion of 
sales, 68 captives remained unsold. Because many were “so low in flesh,” factors 
complained, with “so many old people among them . . . we cannot with precision 
ascertain their value” among future buyers.55 Similar anxieties emerged after the 
landing of several slaves in Grenada aboard the ship Fame in 1792. the makeup 
of the entire cargo is unknown, yet particularly rare in slave trade records was 
the arrival of “128 Women all [with] fallen Breast & Grayhears.”56 the history 
of black women and slavery is often overshadowed by conversations centered 
on rape, breeding, and pregnancy, focusing exclusively on younger females. Such 
an emphasis overshadows and renders older black women invisible, while like-
wise casting them as sexually useless within the plantation regime and histories 
produced. there is no evidence pointing to the success or failures confronted in 
recruiting buyers for such a high number of imported female captives. Focusing 
especially on these women’s bodies, hair, and varying conceptions of beauty 
during market inspections, they may have fulfilled duties of child care, field, 
domestic, and other personal servant needs within plantations. However, some 
consumers perceived many of these women as unattractive, barren, and thus less 
likely to contribute to the labor space of reproduction.
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 Buyers operated on a single principle of securing profitable laborers; there-
fore, age became the deciding factor of  value placed on all imported slaves. 
Much to the dismay of local slaving interests, the 1787 ship Ville d’Honfleux 
transported several elderly captives across the atlantic. the ship manifest listed 
“Number of Men 50 old maimed and sick 20 thin,” although an inscribed note 
relayed that their “youth gave great room to hope for their reestablishment.” 
In addition, “10 Women” similarly lodged in the vessel’s hold were recorded 
as “old and sick, [and] decidedly bad.”57 the stressful environment of  slave 
ships affected the health of slaves, yet the presence of physical impairments and 
advanced age compounded the already poor conditions some slaves faced on 
entering the trade. How were these slaves filtered into the manufacturing pro-
cess? What type of medical care did crewmen employ to sustain them through 
to port arrival? Maimed, sick, and thin, many of these bondpeople represented 
failed investments. Given the gendered nature of captivity, we may never come 
to know what “decidedly bad” meant for several elderly black women carried 
ashore. More than the difficulty of capital able to be gleaned off  their declin-
ing bodies, the psychological scars they carried on land reached much further, 
having lived most of  their former lives in freedom, being sold into slavery 
later in their life, devalued for the limited profit they could generate, and being 
forced to adjust and survive in a foreign locale characterized by violent labor 
expectations.
 Silences surrounding elderly slaves’ presence in the slave trade make it 
impossible to know their regularity in the history or if  they entered atlan-
tic slave markets alongside family members. the 1774 rhode Island vessel 
Othello provides a unique opportunity to consider these slaving realities. On 
april 2, 1774, a buyer listed as David Baird purchased four captives, includ-
ing one “elderly” woman, a girl listed as “her Daugh’r,” and two boys, for 
a collective sum of  £125. Several weeks later a man referred to as William 
Dangerfield bought a “very old” woman and a bondman listed as “her son” 
during vendue sales. Both captives sold for an estimated £81.58 Sources do 
not reveal how agents determined these familial connections, although it is 
probable crewmen communicated these previous shoreline observations or 
consumers perhaps took note of  their behaviors toward one another during 
auction sales. Similarly unclear is why these buyers chose to maintain these 
connections as well as the types of  labor they envisioned most demanding, 
particularly among the slaves of  advanced age. the life these captives under-
went once displaced into plantation life is unknown; their atlantic arrival 
reveals more closely the continuation of trauma beyond import that may have 
permitted some families to remained structurally intact from West africa at 
least through atlantic market sales.
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the Intrusion of Undesirable Flesh

Children and aged captives represented massive undertakings in slave sales, yet 
buyers were also forced to contend with the arrival of unhealthy bodies. Such 
imports generated an intense reaction, jeopardizing the varied calculations and 
commercial desires that merchants, factors, and consumers collectively based 
on the movement and exploit of african slaves. Deprivation and neglect filtered 
throughout the capture and coastal holding of slaves; however, these abuses 
extended further on ships, creating a devastating impact on their physical and 
psychological well-being. Studies of slave markets often focus on prices, credit, 
and the transactional nature of auctions, giving little attention to the social 
manifestation of illness, disability, and trauma among newly arrived captives. 
looking beyond the exchange of monies toward the range of black human 
goods trafficked through the Middle Passage foregrounds how imported slaves 
bore every resemblance of terror-centered captivity within their flesh during 
atlantic markets.
 Moving between spaces, from vessels and onto land, forced bondpeople to 
undergo drastic shifts in climates and weather patterns. No matter the space of 
slave sales—on ship or in selected yards—the bidding and buying of bondpeo-
ple exposed them to open environments undeniably damaging to their health. 
In 1752 Captain Wells engaged in coastal negotiations for slaves in western 
africa. although “he bo’t them all alive,” once boarded, “a few Contracted 
Disorders by Colds,” that emerged during the oceanic passage. the ship’s crew 
conceivably employed measures to restore the slaves’ health, yet according to 
an attending Charleston agent, “We lost two during the Sales and have three 
now under doctors hands w’ch am in hopes will recover.”59 Inclement weather, 
crammed bodies, and intense heat on ships forged a direct and palpable impact 
on slaves’ health that only worsened once on land. During the summer of 
1740, South Carolina merchant robert Pringle offered details on the current 
state of slaving affairs: “the Season is now become exceeding Hott,” creating 
exhaustive conditions, “which makes Business very fatigueing & prejudicial 
to [the] health” of not only captives but agents and prospective buyers as well. 
For slaves, however, the greatest danger came from “being obliged to be so 
much in the Scorching Sun” during market inspections.60 Several months later, 
winter followed the December arrival of the vessel Griffin from angola “with 
about 250 negros,” and sales began one week after the ship’s arrival. Much 
to Pringle’s disagreement, he reported, “the Weather has been so extreamly 
Cold ever since & Continues with hard frosts & Snow,” thus posing “a great 
Detriment to the Negroes.”61

 the enfeebled health of  bondpeople is often attributed to the traumatic 
circumstances of  bondage, often overlooking the integral effect of  seasonal 
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changes. Constant touching of  bodies by different buyers produced a con-
taminated environment for slaves and consumers during auction sales. yet the 
unpredictability of  weather and constant staging of  slaves for open display 
created an even greater state of  vulnerability. Minimal protective measures, 
including food, clothing, meager medical attention, and movement indoors 
out of  inclement weather, were implemented to provide some small measure 
of  preservation against a slave’s decline. With bondpeople a principal source 
of  capital, public sales were critically necessary in generating revenue for 
future voyages. therefore, all attention was focused on ridding agents and 
sailors of  the additional care required with selling and permanently moving 
newly docked human imports into the hands of  interested owners and local 
communities.
 Changing weather patterns led to minor colds, yet some captives arrived al-
ready affected by far greater health concerns. In 1752 South Carolina merchant 
John Guerard penned a letter to Captain Watts regarding future imports from 
West africa. expounding on various commercial needs specific to the region, 
he referenced a young captive carried to port: “the boy you brought with [a] 
Sore arm is under the Doc’s hands” on shore. Sources do not indicate details 
surrounding the young man’s import, the source of his medical complaint, nor 
how his transporters discovered his complaints. as such, buried in the archive 
of memory is if  he plausibly fell during the ship’s passage, a sailor violently 
handled him, he engaged in a revolt, or a disease or bloodied gash emerged 
that became infected. Conveying his growing concerns for the boy’s restoration, 
Guerard lamented, “I fear the arm will be lost at last,” due to the unknown 
bodily complaint.62 the origin of his medical concern is uncertain, but we can 
surmise that both Guerard’s and the boy’s anxieties intensified—for drastically 
different reasons—if his condition worsened, forcing the attending physician 
to sever his arm, leaving the young captive with a pained and irregular body 
structure.
 Bodily distresses among imported slaves were far from isolated. On May 21, 
1752, merchant William toliff  received a notice regarding the import of slaves 
docked aboard the ship Molly. Immediately following the vessel’s arrival, local 
factors “disposed of 44 Men, 20 Women, 23 Boys, & 7 Girls of the Negroes,” 
which collectively “amount[ed] to £19096.” Despite previous successful sales, 
“4 Men, 1 Girl and 1 Boy” lay in waiting, still unsold. toliff  learned that “two 
[of] the Men are sick & lame in their thighs, [and] one almost blind,” invari-
ably reducing public interest in their purchases. Medical examinations likewise 
revealed “the other Man & the Girl [were] very bad w’th the yaws,” keeping 
them both in an unhealthy state.63 One month later a local agent offered an 
update, noting, “there is none of  the Negroes sold Since my last, but we 
have had the ill luck to loose two Men,” through reasons undisclosed.64 the 
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subsequent bidding of transported captives exposed human frailties and the 
damages slavery inflicted on slaves’ bodies. Surviving sources obscure how each 
of these captives entered the trade on the african side of the atlantic; how-
ever, as revealed, the continuum of deplorable toxic conditions extended the 
prevalence of sickness, vision problems, and crippled conditions that inscribed 
incalculable damages on bondpeople through the Middle Passage. the number 
of slaves driven aboard the Molly able to generate profits exceeded those unsold 
and cast as unusable; however, many of these rejected captives carried personal 
stresses and a profound sense of  trauma, shock, and incredible uncertainty 
through their displacement into New World plantation communities.
 Sickness and disabilities burrowed within captives’ bodies, worsening the 
trauma of kidnap and displacement in a foreign land. twelve unsold slaves 
affected by several health complications and transported into virginia on the 
brig Othello offer incredible insight into these port realities. On april 21, 1775, 
agents with John thornton & Co. facilitated vendue sales, among which in-
cluded one man and two “elderly” slaves, both female and male, described 
as “wanting an eye.” Several other slaves recorded as “Sickly” were attended 
with various diseases and health complications that, while lowering interest in 
other sales, secured buyer interest with offers of reduced prices. Particularly 
extraordinary among the auctioned slaves was the inclusion of one aged male 
slave who had “lost the use of  his right Hand” along with an older female 
captive deprived of  sensation within the same hand, particularly her “fore 
fingers.”65 there really is no way to determine how paralysis ensued, making 
it difficult for either captive to coordinate movement. Whether envisioned to 
satisfy temporary or long term needs, unable to be sent back to africa, buyers 
overlooked slaves’ inability to control their hand movement, looking instead 
to how their increased ages would have bearing on a lifespan of exploit.
 Debilitation was a common devastation of slavery at sea. In 1788 William 
Grumly remarked on the arrival of the sloop Fly, highlighting the enfeebled 
condition of a male captive contained in the ship’s cargo. In his view the bond-
man was “picking up his flesh” or rather improving through the use of local 
land-based resources. although his improvement continued, he “was loseing 
one of his eyes” due to a persistent inflammation.66 Plantations regularly in-
cluded blind slaves, yet scholars rarely connect the influx of blindness from 
slaving voyages with market sales. Merchant Henry laurens wrote James Skin-
ner on October 3, 1755, explaining that a sea captain by the name of Bennett 
endured “the loss of his Doctor,” leaving the crew to endure “a great mortal-
ity” stemming from the deaths of  thirty-four slaves during the transatlantic 
passage. With his problems compounded by the lack of  medical assistance 
and an unnamed medical outbreak, the shipmaster “deliver’d about 30 [who] 
were loaden with infirmitys” of various kinds. We are left to speculate on the 
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types of disorders surfacing among several docked slaves; however, surviving 
records reveal “10 of them almost blind,” leading to a lower average sale price 
of “£33.14/Sterling.”67 the fate of these captives and even how their blindness 
ensued are inconclusive. Outside of their failing eyesight, slaveholders viewed 
blind slaves as valuable workers, making it more than probable that some buyers 
found financial usefulness with their purchase. However, being imported into 
a foreign land, sold into distant spaces far less familiar, and thus incapable of 
comprehending their future peril made bondage tremendously more difficult 
by enforcing greater dependencies and needs within the slave community.
 Diseases among newly arrived slaves took on different forms and personal 
affect. In 1793 allan White & Co. reported the carrying in of slaves into Jamaica 
on the brig Fanny. among those transported were “eight diseased people” 
transferred on land. the cause of their medical complaints remains unknown, 
yet their potential inclusion in market sales produced considerable concern. 
local agents decided that, given their attending ailments, these grouped slaves 
“could not possibly be brought forward in our Sales,” and in looking less to-
ward profit they “were therefore sold at vendue” for much lower prices than 
originally anticipated.68 Illnesses were far from extraordinary in the world of 
slave auctions. South Carolina merchant John Cross addressed a letter to Paul 
Cross on March 2, 1776, in the Gallinas river of West africa, detailing busi-
ness ventures ongoing within the local area. He referenced the sales of three 
captives—a boy, a young girl of 4 feet and 6 inches, and an adult male slave—
totaling the combined price of  £171 2s 6d. the process of  their inspections 
and the recruited buyers exist only in the archive of memory; however, even 
more critical to the merchant’s letter and the medical history of slavery was a 
brief  marking that “her Nose [was] almost eataway with the yaws.”69

 Several symptoms common to victims of the yaws emerged in the eighteenth 
century. One physician explained that it “proceeds from Coition with an un-
clean Person.”70 With the inability for proper cleanliness and the prevalence of 
shipboard interactions between black females and sailors through sexual abuse, 
such behaviors could very well have exposed the young girl to this ailment. 
“It makes its first appearance in little spots on the skin not bigger than a pin’s 
point,” which, at the onset of this condition, for some victims “increase daily, 
and rise like pimples.”71 Some patients endured the proliferation of “numerous 
superficial sores of no great size, in each of which are small spherical promi-
nences, in appearance like a raspberry.”72 Without any sort of prevention, yaws 
could “appear in all parts of the body”; therefore, it was not uncommon to find 
“they are most plentiful and of the largest size about the groin, private parts, 
fundament, arm-pits, and face.” Unclear is if  the aforementioned young girl 
suffered from more than one yaw. according to a practitioner, “they are largest 
when fewest in number,” and the sores “are not painful unless roughly handled” 
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as the disease spreads throughout the body.73 Set adrift amid unstable waters 
and a relentless world of violence, power deprivation, and exploit, bondpeople 
were denied any sort of comfort or gentle treatment during the oceanic passage. 
However, more critical to this disorder and the bonded girl’s experience was 
belief that it arose “from want of care and proper management,” often causing 
“the torments of the yaws to surpass all description, from the bone ache, and 
dreadful agonizing curvatures” transforming parts of a person’s body.74 therein, 
negligence of medical attention or even unfamiliarity with proper treatment 
likely worsened the girl’s ailment, leading to the prominent facial alteration.
 Surviving records prevent any deeper analysis into the transmission and treat-
ment of her condition, yet the severity of this girl’s disfigurement foregrounds 
the need for greater curiosity into the specter of diseased and altered bodies 
in histories of  slave sales and plantation communities. yaws, perhaps lying 
undetected by her captors or coastal buyer, emerged in her capture, during 
the coastal holding, or even on ship. It is simply impossible to reconstruct the 
process and duration of time that passed as her nose became modified; however, 
knowing that female captives were routinely judged according to their bodies 
and physical attraction, this little girl’s face comprised the primary point of 
speculation that buyers would have scrutinized first in assessing her long-term 
value. the frontal location of her disease and disfigured nose prevented the 
use of any commonly deceptive sale tactics, rendering any agent or prospective 
buyer unable to disregard her pronounced contusion. the outplay of her disease 
likewise required an additional and unexpected investment of restorative care 
to aid her physical improvement as well as any emotional and psychological 
scars that could detonate within a plantation household or community. Being 
sold and displaced into a land-based slave society engendered severe isolation 
for this young girl through the persistence of differences relative to language 
and cultural barriers as well as any extreme ridicule interlinked with any self-
conscious image she maintained about herself  into her adult years, thus un-
derscoring how the many scars bondpeople carried through slavery at sea were 
not always invisible.
 Slavery imposed tremendous burdens upon captives’ potentially laboring 
bodies. On September 4, 1792, the commander of the ship Fame reported on 
the range of devastations attending the transport of slaves from Old Calabar 
into Grenada. “I have Bury’d 65,” he wrote, along with enduring the sickly 
disposition of several others brought to shore. the unanticipated despair led 
him to declare, “God Knows I hope I Never Shall experince the Uneaseness 
of  Mine as I have this Pasedge.” Despite the enfeebled state in which many 
captives arrived, he advertised their sale while also “Indivering to get them 
up” through the use of “as much as Meat & Drink will do” to improve their 
conditions. One imported slave was “Bline, [with] one eye,” while an unreported 
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number of others were “loasing fingers [and] some toas,” forcing the captain to 
conclude, “I am afraid it will be a low avrige” anticipated with future sales.75

 the arrival of damaged slaves demonstrates the far-reaching effects that the 
transport phase of the human manufacturing process bore on bondpeople’s 
health, their bodies, and future labor. Instead of being overlooked in market 
sales, the physical state of these slaves altered the types of work slaveholders 
envisioned many of  them could perform, particularly tasks involving their 
hands. Where and how these bondpeople entered the trade, prices they sold for, 
as well as attention on the buyers interested in their purchases are among the 
many looming questions. the Fame’s captain conveyed an urgent and rather 
vague sense of frustration, specifically concerning the arrival and upkeep of 
these particular imported slaves. their disfigured bodies reveal more about 
the seaborne circumstances than what the commander chose to reveal to his 
employers. to be sure, the fragmentary and depersonalized nature of slave trade 
records prohibits fully tracing the chain of terror bondpeople confronted from 
the point of capture through import into the americas. equally paramount is 
not merely the extraction of labor that planters anticipated exploiting, but also 
the personal feelings captives harbored about themselves as disabled foreigners.
 although marginalized in many histories of bondage, disabled slaves were 
represented in atlantic slave societies.76 How did some bondpeople enter the 
americas with such physical alterations? What was the regularity with which 
ship captains used strict and discriminatory selections of slaves within coastal 
african markets to counter the inclusion of physically impaired people? What 
we do know is that immersion in violently inhumane environments of  slave 
ships irrevocably defined and shaped the experiences of all boarded slaves. as 
a consequence, eye inflammations, including glaucoma and other ophthalmic 
conditions, proved widely pervasive in unhealthy spaces of  slavers, leaving 
many captives to become sightless. Where and how this unnamed slave lost an 
eye during the manufacturing process is muted, yet the decomposing flesh of 
his shipmates underscores the risks of mistreatment in the world of slavery at 
sea. the loss of limbs and digits without the interference of violence is rare 
in many records of slavery. the locations of these bodily losses—hands and 
feet—suggest the even greater possibility of what is commonly known as gan-
grene, which went beyond the mere loss of feeling in one’s body. With chains 
and shackles comprising prominent tools of control on slavers, they not only 
bound captives’ bodies, but, once tightened, they restricted blood supply and 
in turn created the wounds and damages sailors were employed with manag-
ing. Poor circulation led to infections and created a higher susceptibility of 
dissolving tissue and torn ligaments, thereby causing slaves’ fingers and toes to 
corrode and fall off. advanced age, lingering injuries, and weakened immune 
systems only further fueled the devastation. More than the allocation of vio-
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lence, forcing slaves to endure much of the passage confined by irons aided in 
the destruction of slaves’ bodies, leading to the arrival of such an unfavorable 
group. taken together, this case exposes the utility of the body as evidence in 
showing how imported slaves, despite the use of  fraud marketing, bore the 
scars and vestiges of the Middle Passage within their bodies.
 Wounds inflicted on bondpeople’s flesh emerged from punitive measures 
that sailors implemented, yet the agency some slaves acted out enforced a toll. 
Merchant Munro Mcfarlane wrote James rogers & Co. on November 18, 1792, 
concerning the arrival of  the Mermaid into Grenada mastered by Captain 
edward taylor. the ship’s 128 slaves carried into port “sold at an average 
of  £44 Stg [Sterling]” within auction sales. to counter any price discrepan-
cies, Mcfarlane emphasized that the captives were “by no means ill chosen” 
and could have produced a higher return of  profit “but for the disasterous 
circumstances which attended the voyage.” Prior to taylor’s departure from 
Gambia, “an insurrection happened” between the captives and crew through 
which “a good many of the Slaves lost their lives” during the outbreak. taylor 
wrote a letter to his employers several weeks earlier, lamenting, “I am sorry 
to inform you of my looseing . . . 30 Slaves by Insurection & Death.”77 the 
circumstances surrounding the uprising or mention of  any gendered varia-
tions among the insurgents are unrecorded. rebellious interactions regularly 
emerged on the african side of the atlantic, yet the implications of this in-
surgent moment extended further beyond the ship’s passage. “Many of those 
who lived to be brought to Market had wounds in their bodies which gave an 
unfavorable impression” during presale inspections.78 Sources do not indicate 
the employment of a surgeon or the allocation of shipboard medicine following 
the insurrection; however, outside the bloodied revolt and bearing witness to 
the clash of violence on both sides were the lingering effects of the slaves’ scars. 
Battle wounds incurred through the revolt inflicted pain and tarnished their 
bodies, yet once slaves were landed into the americas, any welts and blisters 
they publicly bore marked them as uncontrollable and thus potential threats 
to security. regardless of gender, these war-induced blemishes reaffirmed and 
gave greater meaning to the projections of black aggression that merchants, 
buyers, and sailors racially read into their bodies and the need for captivity. For 
the slaves, surviving such a deadly design imposed physical and psychological 
trauma they carried not only into market sales but onward into the plantations 
on which they were displaced to labor.
 the visibility of scars among imported captives was not always as promi-
nently recognized. In 1755 Caleb Godfrey mastered the vessel Hare traveling 
from africa to Barbados. On February 15 he wrote to his financiers describing 
two captives carried into port: “theirs two Girls that are so low that I had 
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as Good knock them in y’e head as Protend to carry them away,” to which he 
added, “they are some thing recruited,” owing to their subdued dispositions.79 
How Godfrey sought to prepare them for market sales remains uncertain. Once 
sales of  the remaining cargo were complete, he set sail for his next destina-
tion, after which the vessel’s owners took financial responsibility by offering 
to pay for the girls’ medical care. a physician received £37.18 “for Medicines 
& attendance of two Girls.”80 What prompted the need for treatment? What 
was their fate beyond the received medical attention? the lives of these girls, 
although unrecorded, were constantly reshaped by their personal experiences 
and unknown scenes of violence on the Hare, rendering their trauma through 
port landing and into sales. We can therefore reason that once sold to interested 
buyers, these young captives carried the emotional wounds of  the seaborne 
passage into the plantation environment and their future lives in captivity.
 Setting sail from the Caribbean bound for Charlestown, South Carolina, 
Godfrey paid no mind to the fate of the two girls previously rid off  the ship. 
Once landed in the Southern coastal region, he faced yet another episode 
of mental angst in the health of another “Negro girl” carried on the vessel. 
according to the local slaving firm austin & laurens, the young slave “was 
so manag’d” during the process of slave sales “that the Girl had not the least 
appearance of any disorder in the yard.” “the very next day,” however, she be-
came “unable to stir with the foul disease” taking hold. as crowds of consumers 
subjected her to invasive market scrutiny, she piqued the interest of Benjamin 
yarnold, who purchased her for £180, out of which £30 was used “to cure her 
of a shocking disorder.” Feeling cheated by the unexpected psychological ail-
ment causing the bonded girl’s downward spiral, a representative from austin 
& laurens wrote, “the purchaser sends her back to us,” which they adamantly 
refused. Fearful of the financial jeopardy this decision could inflict upon future 
business, they “obliged to consent to refer the matter to two or three impartial 
judges” to ascertain whether “she should be cured at the expence & risque of 
the Owners.”
 Financial matters embroiled between the tradesmen while the enslaved girl’s 
health waned. On July 24, 1756, the austin & laurens representative wrote, 
“the Negro Girl we mentioned to you in our last continues greatly out of 
order” as a result of  the lingering affliction. “She is in the hands of  one of 
our best Doc’rs,” he added, upon whom they remained confident that “he will 
see her to rights by & by.” an unnamed medical practitioner received monies 
“to Board, Nursing &c 1 Negro Girl”; however, while under his professional 
care, the young girl continued to weaken. Symptoms she physically and psy-
chologically underwent along with any remedies offered for her restoration are 
unknown, yet she reportedly “lingered under the Doc’rs hands” for a year’s time 
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“and then dyed.” legal ramifications between yarnold and austin & laurens 
immediately followed the victim’s death, during which time £8 was allocated 
“to Coffin &c y’e Girl that Dy’d.”81

 Suffering for several months outside of  the oceanic passage, whether the 
young girl lived or died, her life mattered most according to the financial benefit 
and laboring potential she could afford yarnold and austin & laurens. With 
the fate of boarded slaves determined by their transporters and potential buy-
ers, devastations they endured—on ship and within market sales—moved their 
experiences beyond momentary suffering as traders, crewmen, and interested 
purchasers confronted the varied and often unpredictable challenges of actively 
pursuing human laborers. although extremely rare in exposing the cumulative 
tolls and effect the Middle Passage inscribed on bondpeople, details recover-
ing what happened aboard the Hare causing the torment of the girl and her 
fellow shipmates are rendered mute if  merely because of the secreted nature 
of slavery at sea. the consecutive manner of at least three recorded traumatic 
breakdowns once landed suggests a much more complex set of  factors and 
crossfire of abuses inflicted on ship. Scars and deaths of slaves, overlooked and 
disregarded by many consumers amid the lure of  profit, served as enduring 
reminders to many not only of the human costs of slavery but likewise the ca-
sualties of commerce as well. Details on the Hare’s passage remain forever lost 
within the atlantic waterways, yet we can speculate upon several contributing 
factors to what Nell Painter aptly refers to as “soul murder and psychological 
hurt” that these and other captives endured in the domain of bondage. Hav-
ing been sold into slavery, forced to overcome familial separations, exiled and 
immersed in a violent and hazardous oceanic passage, arriving in a foreign 
land, and, most of all, displaced as young girls into and between the hands of 
uncertain strangers.

Conclusion

Seamen, merchants, colonial factors, and, most importantly, slaveholders sought 
a range of desirable human merchandise. Different types of captives—females, 
children, elderly, the diseased and disabled—were forced into the atlantic slave 
economy. Ship captains sought to appease consumptive patterns; however, the 
choices offered were not always amenable to a planter’s preferences or needs. 
Chronicling the diversity of bondpeople carried and offered for sale provides 
viable opportunities to more closely speculate on their displacement and how 
they arrived as potentially valuable workers. We can no longer simply trace the 
history of the slave trade solely through the prism of black, male, perfect, and 
presumably healthy bodies. Previous chapters have revealed the extent of these 
precise impossibilities, due largely to the fundamental nature of the slave trade 
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being hinged on cheap yet violently debilitating preservation. Giving sustained 
attention to the altered, wounded, disabled, and terrorized captives compels 
a direct engagement with a more complex web of individuals imported and 
made part of slave markets and atlantic plantations.
 Interactions aboard slave ships and within the market sales of newly docked 
african slaves reveal how inextricably linked the two processes were in the econ-
omy of violence and the brutality inflicted on bondpeople. Scholars often define 
the Middle Passage as the movement of slaves from western africa to a singular 
predetermined destination, wherein which the journey physically ended once 
taken ashore, sold to interested buyers, and forced to toil and survive within 
a plantation community. the catalog of abuses, exploitative deprivation, and 
profound losses captives likewise carried into atlantic seaports further extended 
the damages of slavery at sea. Moreover, in foregrounding the physical descrip-
tors and the effects of  slavery both physically and psychologically inscribed 
on the bodies of imported captives, this chapter raises as many questions as it 
does speculations on the process of sale and bondpeople’s fate once fully im-
mersed within and fully made a part of atlantic plantation communities. We 
gain temporary access to the terror of slavery through the diversity of scars 
that manifested in and on slaves’ flesh in rather unexpected ways. these altera-
tions and physical disfigurements served as markers of imported and buyable 
merchandise. Moreover, the wounds of seaborne transport and traumatically 
aggressive market behaviors that soon followed import introductorily defined 
slaves’ lives through these life-altering land-based moments as they became 
further disembodied filtering through the slaving cycle.





epilogue
The Frankenstein of Slavery:  
A Meditation on Memory

“your first born has returned, Father. Did you think I wouldn’t 
find you? Did you imagine that I was dead? that I could die? 
you know better, Frankenstein. I would seek you even until 
the maelstrom of the blackest tempest of the darkest night.—
Stand and face me!”

—Penny Dreadful, Showtime, 2014

the dead are not remembered in the cycle of  slavery’s horrors. We look for 
them in novels, graveyards, histories, plays, and films, searching for the clos-
est version of heroes and sheroes who boldly fought for freedom during the 
diaspora’s most iconic fate of black struggle. yet, we recoil at the bloodied, 
naked, castrated, decapitated, starved bodies, burned flesh, mangled limbs, 
half-bald slaves scarred in their souls by the pain of bondage. If  the dead are 
remembered, how are they remembered? and if  the dead are indeed celebrated 
among present and future generations, who are the dead that we remember? the 
consequences of history loom ever present, forcing the more difficult question: 
in remembering some of slavery’s dead and long since gone, who do we in turn 
permit to become, or perhaps to remain, historically forgotten?
 absence of familiar stories of seaborne terror has less to do with the scarcity 
of  surviving historical materials and more reckoning with a deeper, darker, 
haunting-like shadow of angst, horror, and shame in resurrecting awful memo-
ries of a racial time that exposes humanity at its absolute lowest in a multi-
centuried chapter in global history. “everyone knows that physical abuse and 
slavery go together, but historians rarely trace the descent of that conjunction.”1 
Slavery at Sea seeks to navigate these violent spaces, where the numerical que-
ries cannot fully account nor really ever access the abyss of visible and invisible 
sufferings within the human manufacturing process and, more directly, the 
Middle Passage. In doing so, this book constructed layers intentionally stitched 
together, although not always readily apparent, to enforce an up-close and 
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direct engagement with the dualities of slavery at sea: the dead and the living 
and, most of all, silences and memory that forge generational legacies still op-
erative today. reclaiming the history from literary imagining that has in ways 
blurred the memories of what really happened on slave ships, the view here is 
multifaceted, three-dimensional, historically inclusive, and more than just the 
theoretical sum of stories and gendered bodies. rather it is a holistic treatment 
of  an industry and terror-producing system that devastated the lives of  an 
incalculable many through the normalized continuation of the transatlantic 
slave trade. as an integrated macro-micro study of the Middle Passage—the 
choices and consequences explored through the systematic institutionalizing 
of black bodies—requires innovative questions. the particular set of analyti-
cal tools used here help decode the persistence of slaving signs and symbols 
to better center the violence of human behavior.
 Slavery’s dead are merely part(s) of  a gruesome whole. this book gives 
greater attention to the body than ever before in written histories of the Middle 
Passage. each chapter represents one or some specific corroding limbs and body 
parts violently fragmented through the uproar of slavery and reattached, albeit 
in unfamiliar and disparate parts, through the human manufacturing process. 
the many testimonies of bondage told of women, men, and children forced 
into a massive slaving vortex comprise a body of many parts representative 
most of those snatched, raided, traumatized, bartered, drastically altered, sold, 
rejected, and sometimes even murdered as a consequence of finite choices and 
decisions made by distant strangers lured by the prospect of capital gain, who 
were thus unbothered by the use of explosive brutality deeply aligned with the 
specificities of war to appease their invested dreams. With personal finances 
entangled in and directly sponsoring a slaving industry, the theoretical body of 
slavery at sea here includes those on slave ships but also those who made the 
negotiations, agreements, investments, and hiring decisions to physically move 
toward manifesting a global slaving capital. Meditating much more deeply on 
the terror and incalculable injuries to the soul that slavery at sea produced,  the 
body— perhaps more than any other remnant of time—serves as the most ef-
ficient access point for understanding the past and the exacting tolls of human 
life and death. to be sure, within this book the body is framed and understood 
as more than a mere individual; it represents a collectivity of behavior, motiva-
tions, and desires across racial lines that allow the body to serve as a vehicle 
for accessing lives filled with and seen as incredibly lucrative possibilities. the 
body also provides the physical point of fleshed entry in tracing the extraordi-
nary agony and catastrophic dismantling of a targeted group of people’s lives, 
reminding us that the historical bodies of slavery always have meaning. With 
the body being the primary portal to recount a global slaving past, water here 
takes on equal and even greater importance as an axis and looming bridge 
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between worlds and a depository of dreams, planned routes, and most of all 
littered and dead bodies no longer deemed worthy of preservation. all of this 
shows the integral relationship of  people and the sea that many easily miss 
through disparate and thus separate histories, historiographies, and ongoing 
discourses in studies of slave trade, shipping, and maritime culture.
 When looked at from the side of memory, slavery at sea produced a violated 
and grossly fractured body with far deeper meaning than at least historically 
imagined. the coming of white foreigners and the subsequent clash of forces 
within chapter 1, “Waves of Calamity,” is where the first limbs emerge through 
the outstretched hands and arms of  this historically invisible but looming 
body of slavery that set into motion the bringing of gifts; the setting of terms, 
negotiations, contracts, and inland capture; and the welcoming of strangers 
and the violent supplying of vulnerable black bodies. Chapter 2, “Imagined 
Bodies,” is best seen through the chest, torso, and genitalia — three key areas of 
slaves’ bodies, both men and women, where productive and reproductive dreams 
were measured and financially projected. It unveils the assessments, demands, 
rejections, and sales of the vulnerable and unprotected, especially of enslaved 
children and elderly, commonly rejected and sometimes even murdered as a 
consequence of their immediate future lacking possibilities. through discus-
sion of the toxic environment of ships that slaves boarded, chapter 3, “Healthy 
Desires, toxic realities,” reminds us of  the integration of bacteria, vermin, 
infections, and environmental factors both internal and external to ships that 
contributed to slaves’ medical decline. Here the body of slavery’s dead takes 
further shape as the blemished skin, weakened skeletal bones, and blackened 
internal organs begin to emerge, moving across, under, and throughout the 
bodied landscape of slavery, showing the constant jeopardy to the lifeline of 
healthy black bodies. Blood being the centerpiece of the human manufacturing 
process, in chapter 4, “Blood Memories,” the fragmented hips and muscle-torn 
thighs of the dead and living emerge through a panoramic view of the revolts, 
poisoning, and gynecological power that black women boldly took back in 
response to their bonded inclusion. Chapter 5, “Battered Bodies, enfeebled 
Minds,” calls unprecedented attention to how bondpeople psychologically 
coped with and sought to survive the shock of enslavement. In doing so, the 
head, neck, and face become likewise attached to this unique invisible body. 
Slavery at sea takes the most crucial shape through chapter 6, “the anatomy 
of Suffering,” by showing more forcefully the making and unmaking of bond-
people’s bodies as the knees, shins, and calves — representative of another key 
set of body parts necessary to an institutional quest for robust and productive 
laborers — take greater form. Harmed, decimated, or fatally wounded through 
the devastation of sickness and disease, this chapter and the attaching of dis-
eased and disabled body parts point to relentless medical threats to both the 
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trade and import of viable slaves. the docking of slaves addressed in chapter 
7, “a tide of Bodies,” offers a bodily summation of the refinement of slaves 
preconditioned for plantation life through the human manufacturing process. 
through it, the body takes tangible shape with the ankles and feet stitched to 
permanently fuse the living and dead — fully constructed with the limbs, bones, 
and muscles fragmented from the lives of centuries many lost. the final and 
most vital aspect in awakening and thus electrifying slavery’s constructed body 
relates to how the manufacturing system fueled many bodies through displace-
ment and captivity. yet the collective engine that proved most powerful came 
through intent, the movement of monies, and thus the endorsing of violence 
to maintain a global economic system. the amassed body of slavery’s dead, 
as shown through historical evidence that offers top-down and bottom-up 
perspective throughout Slavery at Sea, reveals how the invention and financial 
desires of others electrified and thus sustained the violent disruption of faraway 
people, lands, economies, and modes of life that produced consequences and 
casualties that transcended mortality and memory.
 taken from this intellectual vantage point, the slave ship experience con-
cretely parallels the abominable and manlike monster comprised of the stitched-
together parts of the dead and the living embodied in the impermeable fusion 
of  both the creator (viktor) and his creation (the monster) known best to 
many through Mary Shelley’s iconic work, Frankenstein.2 employing a much 
more bodied perspective on the past through symbolism enables a theoreti-
cal overlay to better decipher the construction of slavery’s body, to which the 
concept of the “Frankenstein of slavery” takes on much greater meaning and 
use when decoding the past of the slave trade. If  viktor Frankenstein and the 
monster are seen and therefore historically imagined as perhaps one and the 
same, interconnected and separated through mere images of the mind, then the 
Middle Passage represents more than a moment, a ship, or one even voyage, 
but instead an ongoing duality made up of multitudes of people, ships, crowds, 
and destinations. If  this integrated world of creator and monster are embodied 
as and through the human manufacturing process historically traced through-
out this book, then the choices, decisions, and movement of money, people, 
goods, and ideas that sponsored an ugly and horrid history by consequently 
fueling a devastating war to forge a slaving empire becomes much clearer. to be 
sure, invocation of the very name or use of the term “Frankenstein” conjures 
iconic visuals far from pleasant in the public mind and perhaps best under-
stood through descriptors such as ugly, vile, demonic, and abominable. So too 
is the Middle Passage understood best as war, bloodshed, carnage, diseased, 
comprised of uncertainty and drastically life-altering outcomes, marking it as 
the archetypal “Frankenstein of slavery.” More aptly put, comprising the most 
abominable and shameful chapter of the history of bondage, least favored and 
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intentionally unremembered even in the annals of slavery’s history, the Middle 
Passage is most representative of the deeper meanings of Frankenstein.
 Memory of  the Middle Passage has long been overshadowed by the lure 
and visual imagination placing emphasis solely on plantations and slave run-
aways — namely, within the long revered and imagined american South. How-
ever, the devastating terror uncovered in this book—nuanced by the questions 
and centering of unfamiliar categories of people and tangible experiences, the 
culmination of slave ship violence and why many lack deeper understanding 
of an active slaving past tied to the slave trade—points to an undercurrent that 
not only disconnects the historical memory of plantation bondage from the 
slave ship experience but also privileges slave societies. Far from challenged 
by any lack of archival materials; the persistence of silences on slavery at sea; 
and, more to the point, the rewriting of history to exclude, rename, and thus 
erase a nation’s ties to a racially based financial system hinged on the violent 
trafficking of another group of people for laboring needs, it incites more than 
mere discomfort. the loom of racial anxieties that slavery and more precisely 
the Middle Passage frequently produce reaffirm Michel-rolph trouillot’s poi-
gnant perspective on the power of production of history as he reminds that 
“silences crisscross or accumulate over time to produce a unique mixture.”3 to 
some the atlantic slave trade represents an incredible stain in global history, 
while for others it embodies heroism, resiliency, survival, and uplift aboard the 
most iconic site of black struggle.
 left alone unspoken about, denied, and thus abandoned as a necessary 
aspect of human history worth remembering, the terrorizing moments of suf-
fering become generationally forgotten. Growing tendencies of avoidance in 
educational curricular changes and the production of  historical narratives 
without the very real, violent, painful, and lucrative process of slavery at sea 
erode the memory of the dead. the debasement and violently brutal making 
and marking of slaves on ships as expressed and produced through the Middle 
Passage for some offers, quite simply, nothing value-worthy to remember. to 
be sure, devoid of  the loyal long-standing black house servant, cross-racial 
friendships forged between the children of slaves and masters, the faithful and 
ever cheerful slave musician, abolitionist involvement, or jubilant narratives of 
freedom, the Middle Passage instead offers a multi-centuried history of racial 
terror. terror, however, does not produce kindness nor kind stories that many 
choose to acknowledge, celebrate, or memorialize.
 the testimonies contained within this book show the continuity of war, if  
war is theoretically understood as waged not merely through the construction, 
dissection, and moving of body parts toward the making of immortality of 
slavery’s body for economic gain, but also through the layers of war the human 
manufacturing process unleashed in the lives of  bondpeople. elaine Scarry 
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astutely outlines that war “requires both the reciprocal infliction of massive 
injury and the eventual disowning of the injury so that its attributes can be 
transferred elsewhere, as they cannot if  they are permitted to cling to the origi-
nal site of the wound, the human body.”4 the war waged explosively amid the 
cycles of slavery at sea, was more than one way, going from, to, through, and 
across the atlantic, anchored in the human toll and consequences of war that 
came at a great cost to humanity. the aftermath of human conflict lay bare 
many realities— discovery of the wounded and disfigured dead, the shattering 
of lives, loss of family and property, bloodshed, death, heartbreak, uncertainty, 
and, most of all, the vengeful anguished creation and half-dead unintended 
ghosts of slavery that linger.
 When slavery at sea is viewed as a war of the soul, two components most 
operative in the aftermath of war that take even greater form rests with the pro-
found sensory experiences that slavery at sea engendered, as well as the required 
removal, discarding, burial, or even the literal abandoning of bodies, people, and 
storied histories capable in the open waters of the atlantic. a history of senses 
takes on deeper dimensions and understandings within the confines of slavery; 
however, with the Middle Passage as an often ungovernable landless space set 
adrift in the oceanic waterways, slaving voyages contained and produced par-
ticular smells, looks, sounds, touch, and feelings unfound most times in landed 
corners of captivity. therefore throughout Slavery at Sea, the touching of bodies 
is central in and read much like ritualized violence because of the unseen and 
largely inseparable connections slavery profoundly forced between bondpeople 
and sailors. enshrouded in deafening secrecy, slave ships serve as a classified 
archive, exposing what broke slaves while likewise altering sailors’ view on the 
world and the reach of those around them. the outplay of violence in the seafar-
ing world of slavery comes closest to what Nell Painter rightly defines as “soul 
murder” in the allocation of control, oppression, and production of disturbing 
agony forged among enslaved black lives in profound ways. yet, within the iso-
lated, secret, hidden, and thus publicly unseen space of the atlantic Ocean, so 
too was the terror enacted, most times for financial needs, that enabled homicidal 
murders of bondpeople casually thrown off ship to remain unsolved and unac-
counted for in the numbering of many slavery’s dead.
 Both the Zong massacre (1781) and the Polly incident (1791) directly gender 
the violent economy that the slave trade produced. More than mere episodic 
moments, these cases resulted in great tragedy hidden in plain sight. Close to 133 
men, women, and ailing children were mistreated and cast among the selected 
dying and sick jettisoned off the Zong over a three-day period at the orders of 
British surgeon and trader luke Collingwood in the pursuit of capital anchored 
within the ship’s insurance policy.5 the american slave ship Polly saw the same 
use of commerce to enact extreme isolation, surveillance, and unimaginable 
violence and death on a singular middle-age black woman riddled with small-
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pox and valued as worthless. Deemed as having high potential to inflict medical 
terror to the remaining cargo through her mere shipboard presence, the woman 
was quarantined, tied to a chair, bound, and left for dead in the atlantic Ocean. 
the express orders to take such actions came from rhode Island slave trader 
James “Captain Jim” D’Wolf, who was similarly driven in financial ways as 
he also sought to counter any obstacles — personal or material — to hinder the 
amassing of wealth for his family’s three-generational american and Caribbean 
slaving pursuits.6 recently written about and visually documented on both sides 
of the atlantic during the final decades of the legalized vortex of eighteenth-
century slave trade— as both nations struggled with their institutional ties to a 
history of legalized and commercial slavery and slave trading— these two cases 
represent unexpected testimonies of the intentional and literal abandoning of a 
people, a history, and thus a bodied archive thrown into an ever present watery 
grave, most times to hide evidence of the reliance on fatal violence for economic 
gambles. How and, more aptly, can the dead be remembered if many of slavery’s 
dead are never found?
 In navigating the fluid worlds of the living and the dead through the impris-
oning cycles of slavery at sea, the histories contained here provide a histori-
cal regression to a past curiously unfamiliar to a great many. the questions 
and exposure of the human manufacturing system for the first time serves to 
show the way through the historically shamanic approach employed to move 
between worlds, recover stories, moments, and secrets of the dead. to know 
is to awaken and acknowledge, repair, and restore meanings of the past, while 
silences maintain the unawakened and uninformed. this book exposes the 
normalized grueling and rather gut-wrenching aspects of a global slaving in-
dustry — before abolitionists, public outcry, or concern for legislative bans on 
the import of black people for laboring needs. What responsibility do we bear 
in acknowledging and remembering the Middle Passage—if at all? We observe 
and participate in these histories through active learning and acknowledg-
ment of the past. However, what dead do we remember, and how do we best 
remember and memorialize their living? the fundamental nature of slavery at 
sea meant a lack of accountability with reporting on all enslaved lives, most 
times beyond mere cheap preservation within a commercial industry that offers 
momentary glimpses into the fragility of  human life and human loss. More 
than the histories produced, the barometer of an active slaving past lies more 
with the meanings made of slavery’s perilously scarred history and local and 
national consciousness as it wrestles with silences and memory.

* * *

 Slaving voyages operated as the connective fiber integral to the growth and 
evolution of the eighteenth-century atlantic world. Colonies depended greatly 
on this slave-based enterprise to gain imported slaves for the replenishment 
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of laborers. their negotiations and the conclusions of sales between traders, 
merchants, and planters marked the initial introduction of bondpeople. the 
preceding chapters sought to probe and make greater meaning of the isolated 
world of slavery at sea within which sailors, slaves, and surgeons coexisted. the 
landscape of the sea became the oceanic routes they traveled as the meanings 
of slavery were introduced, reinforced, and physically manifested in the lives of 
captives. as death became a permanent feature, ships became the only coffins 
for the decaying and dying, and those deemed worthless were cast overboard, 
littered into makeshift watery graves of the atlantic Ocean. Much more than 
simply hollowed wooden structures, slave ships evolved to become physical and 
economic symbols of technology, power, and authority transcending geographi-
cal boundaries. effectively bridging people, ports, and ideas, these merchant 
vessels were infamously characterized by unbridled violence and death. Closely 
tracing the sequential process bondpeople confronted through the three phased 
manufacturing process — warehousing, transport, and product delivery — this 
book diverges from the predominance of  tracing disconnected merchants, 
rebellious adult black male slaves, and triangulated goods moving across the 
atlantic. It centers the forcible movement of slaves across continents as more 
than a simple trip, event, cruise ship, or historical moment, but instead as a 
terrorizing process fueled through investments that served as financial deposits 
igniting the devastation of lives through the Middle Passage. Framing the slave 
trade as a central part of what is herein described as a human manufacturing 
system that produced a multi-centuried slaving process, this book expands 
the intellectual landscapes of slavery to better show the interconnectedness of 
power; the diversity of enslaved resistance; the socio-medical history of illness 
and death, diet, toxicity, and medical treatment; the treatment of  the dead; 
and, most of all, the painful and enduring legacies of slavery’s terror.
 the fundamental nature of  obtaining and transporting slaves across the 
atlantic ushered in a world comprised of unimaginable terror and violence. 
Once they were trapped in the transport phase, kidnapping, physical abuse, and 
wars that landed bondpeople into sales on the african coast. However, within 
the space of ships and the sea, violence became an unequivocal and produc-
tive tool that crewmen relied upon in the making and unmaking of slaves. the 
aggressive management of slaves took different forms at sea, as seen through 
this book, which shows in very real terms how the slave ship experience served 
as the first historical iteration in the mass detention of black people — shack-
ling, surveillance, disciplining of  bodies, stripping of  freedom, guarding of 
contained property, exploit of  labor and laborers, dangled freesom, and the 
ever present threat of fatal aggression. as such, this history of racialized ter-
ror and confinement of black people with uninhibited economical potential 
and exploit in carceral spaces found its deepest roots in the bowels of slavery 
at sea.
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 legacies of  violent power directly interconnect the Middle Passage with 
slave societies as evidenced by the evolving rise of slave rebellions as well as the 
tightened enforcement of slave codes from the fifteenth through the nineteenth 
centuries. terror produces the formation of new laws to protect security and 
local interests. as black bodies were imported, planters across the diaspora 
drew upon legal and terrorizing means of overseeing imported slaves; however, 
the power they inflicted was magnified on ships, leaving indelible imprints of 
trauma. to be sure, stories of rape during slavery rest almost entirely within 
plantations and thus separate from the continuum of damages that extend the 
history and legacy of sexual terror, psychological suffering, bearing the children 
of tormenters, as well as evidence of shipboard crimes against captives’ bodies 
through the transmission of venereal diseases taking hold within their bonded 
flesh that extended off  ship. the counting of slaves leaves silent the multitudes 
of suffering.
 this book and its findings challenge the idea of plantations as the formative 
site in the production of bondpeople, thereby pushing greater expansion of the 
critical sites of slavery’s devastation to make meaning of the slave ship experi-
ence and to take more seriously the long overlooked questions necessary to 
understanding gender, terror, the social value of black bodies, disease, trauma, 
disability, violence, and death in its many forms. Bridging the sea centrally 
back into the historical narratives of bondage, this book locates the Middle 
Passage within the long known traditions of struggle, claims for power, and 
varied iterations of slavery and freedom forged both on and off  ship. Newly 
arriving slaves bore the physical and psychological remnants of  the human 
manufacturing process, which permit and invariably demand the (re-)map-
ping of slaving voyages back into the gendered landscape of atlantic slavery. 
Slavery at Sea reveals moreover that the slave ship experience is not about the 
final destination to which slaves were displaced, but instead how they were 
transformed through the refinement process. taken together, the testimonies 
of a much larger scale of devastation, bloodshed, and heartbreak matter little 
when the meaning and the memory are inscribed into silences surrounding the 
alchemy of horrors that slavery at sea produced. Following ship arrival into 
atlantic seaports, the operative needs that fueled the global cycle of a slaving 
industry and the violence of  slave ships became merely adapted in the next 
phase and next force of commercial disruption and displacement of imported 
slaves, but this time on land.
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